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Glossary 

I h2ve made use of the fo llowing special terms in the course 

of t hi s t hesis , for which I offer the explanations set out below. 

Depersonalization t he act of losing one's personality; to 

become absorbed in another object to the 

point at which one becomes the th ing 

contemplated. 

Externa lization , exteric~ization : alternatives to "depersonal-

iv 

ization" ; the a ct of litera lly moving beyond 

one's body . 

Projective perception : the type of visionary perception whereby 

one becomes absorbed by the object; one 

'project s ' oneself into the thing contemplated. 

Reflexive perception : the type of non- vis ionary perception 

whereby one does not become absorbed in 

the object; rather, one perceives everything 

totally in terms of the se lf. 

Material world, material reality : the world in which we live . 

This is common ly referred to as t he "real 

world"', but because Woolf questions its . 
authentic ity , I refer to it as t he "mat eria l 

world" . 
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Cha peer 1 Introduction 

What follows is an attempt to circumscribe Virginia Woolf's 

ideas on life ·and death, the relation between self and all that 

which is not self, and the nature of reality, in short, Woolf's 

vision. I hope that whatever unity and structure may exist in the 

vision will not be overlooked, and moreover, I intend to avoid 

imposing a unity where none Gxists, whether the absence of unity 

is intentional or accidental. But Woolf's vision of life needs no 

prompting and shaping to make it fit into a single and united, 

though often imperfectly circumscribed or charted, vision. The 

vision naturally forms a vast circle, whereby every aspect pre·· 

cedes and succeeds every other. Thus to begin a description of 

the vision is difficult, since any point at which one begins is, in 

effect, a conclusion, relying upDn everything else in the system 

for its validity and explanation. Any single point on the circle 

may serve as a point of entry, though any single point is also the 

conclusion, the 'end' of the circle. I know of no better way to 

describe the difficulty invclved in beginning this dissertation. 

There is no solution; the reader will have to bear with statements 

taken as premises, only later explained, justified, and related to 

the whole vision. For example, the chapter entitled 'The Journey' 

takes for granted much of the discussion in the succeeding chapter, 

though I have tried to reduce the occurrence of this to a minimum. 

The function of the artist is to convey the apprehended vision 

of the intrinsic and fundamental relatedness of all that exists, a 

vision involving a solitary voyage. The individual is neither 

wholly united with the various companions in existence, nor is 

the artist however original, entirely outside a common legacy of 

thought and. influence. Consequently, my introductory remarks 

will be concerned with the degree of autonomy in Woolf's art, 



vision and system of ideas, or conversely, the degree to which she 

was influ:mced by individuals, groups or movements, prior to and 

contemporary with her literary creative years (1900 -1941). 

Hermione Lee introduces her study, The Novels of Virginia 

Woolf with the following: "This is not a book about Bloomsbury, 

lesbianism, madness or suicide." 1 To this I could add that this 

study llmits itself to an exclusion of Plato, Aristotle, Kant, 

Hegel, J.P. Satre, R.D. Laing, Husserl, Heidegger or any other 

writer whose work exhibits a 'strong relation' to Woolf's ideas as 

expressed in her fiction, biography, essays, or letters. Many 

studies of Woolf te nd to develop detailed correspondence 

between Woolf's ideas and those of others, presumably in the 

misguided hope of unravelling or lliuminating her vision. Such an 

over-indulgence in comparative criticism need not produce in 

reaction a total rejection of comparative criticism on the part of 

intending critics on Woolf, as long as caution is the lesson 

learnt from an exam ination of their predecessors. 

It is difficult to evaluate the degree to which the outcome of 

Woolf's examination of life and reality is owed to the influence of 

others. There is no single figure, neither G.E. Moore, Roger 

Fry, Plato, Shakespeare, nor Wllllam Blake who moulds her 

thought, yet she intersectc with all of these. One gets the 

impression that this correspondence with their thought cannot 

be seen as a matter of influence in Simple terms; but rather that, 

where clear links are evident, each of these writers in som e way 

organized material, or rather, translated certain impressions 

or feelings, into a written for:n of which she approved. Thus 

Roger Fry's notion of essential form was an effective way of 

describing the essence of an object;2 Moore's organized thesis 

of normative ethics on occasion coincided with Woolf's expressed 

morality; Plato's cave provides a metaphor for her own idea of 

"night and day"; Blake's world of 'experience' llluminated 

essential ingredients of her own formula as to the nature of 

society. The question of influence is important in Woolf, for her 

idea of the world was formed far below consciousness - she 

2 



repeatedly tells us that she is not a,-,>,are of the impa c t of what she 

has written. In view of this , and in view of the fact that Woolf's 

3 

d b d d ' ,3 d h 'I i eas are ase on trect expenence an not t eore ttca constructs, 

I have taken the view that certain previous writers and thin~;ers 

may be said to be of influence only in that they provided her with 

forms of expression, of presentation, of analYSiS , of ide3s that 

Woolf found to be adequate corre l atives to the path of her own 

discoveries. 

Before exam ini ng specific similarities between Woolf and 

various other writers, I wish to remark on art and society in the 

early 20th century . In 'Mr Bennet and Mrs Brown ', Woolf "hazards" 

the "assertion" that "in or about December , 1910 , human characte r 

changed. ,,4 The first Post -Impressionist Exhibition in London , 

organized by Roger Fry, coincides with this questlonably arbitrary 

date, though the speciflty of the remark i s not intended to detract 

from its seriousness. Woolf referred to the current emphasis on 

an exploration beneath the surface of the representation, of 

actuallty, in art , philosophy and psychology. Essences , previously 

overlooked, and residing beneath the 'exterior' , became the subject 

of inq uiry. In fine art, essential forms were sought. In fiction 

and psychology, the tendency was towards an examinat ion of the 

quiddity, or necessary charact eristics, of the self. Whether one 
5 ' 

uses Husserl as a direct source or not, or whether one places 

him in the midst of a movement , in thought and art , the initia l 

ideals of late 19th century phenomenology, with its attempt to 

bypass 'knowledge about' and focus on 'knowledge of ', are 

strikingly in accord with exper iments contemporary to Woolf. In 

psychology, philosophy of self, and fiction , the area of study 

revealed itself to be increasingly vast. Consciousness becam e 

a complex area of study, and the 'unconscious' even more complex . 

The logica l result would be the emergence of certa in re l ated 

attitudes to 'self' : hesitancy over pos iting a n inclusive definition 

of self; the acceptance of the incons istency of personality (for 

a manlfold self, by express ing its manifo ld quallt ies , cannot be 

consistent) in short, an emphasis on the delicately complex 



structure of the phenomenon of self. Woolf's vision in nn way 

contradicts this. She expresses a fundam enta l premise of most 

of the early 20th century aesthetic and philosophical explorations 

via Mrs Ramsay , who says: "Beneath it is all dark, it is ail 

spreading, it is unfathomably deep , but now and aga in we rise to 
6 

the surface and that is what you see us by. " Woolf reiterates 

this in 'Modern Fiction ': "For the moderns ... the point of interest, 

lies very likely in the dark places of psychology. ,,7 

1910 may not have heralded th e victory of the "Georgians" 

over the "Edwardians" , as Woolf suggests,S but apart frem Fry's 

momentous exhibition , Sigmund Freud was first translated into 

English that year. Henri Bergson and William James became 

popular, and the Russ ian novelists (notably Dostoye vsky, but 

Tolstoy and Turge nev as well) , increasingly in dema nd, may be 

cited as instrumental, in their e mphasis on inner states of being, 

in the formation of 20th century trends. 

Woolf says of Katherine Mansfield: "Her discoveries are 
. 9 

concerned with states of being and not states of doing. " The 

move from "Edwardian" to "Georgian" was a move from outer to 

inner , fact to truth, accident to essence. Woolf's critical 

statement also helps describe her own movement, in the novels, 

from contemplating "selves" that act, that 'do', that 'perform', 

that in an outward movement, change an aspect of their environment 

via the active, practical engagement of self and the world, to 

those that 'are', whose 'being' is their only expression , whose 

interaction is passive (and therefore changes nothing), whose 

existence and a im in life is one a nd the same, tha t is, to be. 

In a sense, the aesthetic and philosophical highpoints of the 

early 20th century were a reaction against the realism and 

logicality of the 19th century, which Jean Guiguet calls "a 

pa s s ionate neo -romantic ind ividua lism. ,,10 Dostoyevsky, Sigmund 

Freud, Moore, Gide, ,,yoolf, Bergson , Nietzsche, Cezanne , and 

Picasso all stressed the worth, enormity and absolute individu ality 

of each self, every one of whom is capable of perceiving truth 

via his own internal perception, or intuition. The world becomes 

4 



in ternalized; each man has the e lement of greatness, of 'divinity' 

(in differt,nt senses) and can draw UpO!1 the components of his 

own inn er being, in his search for truth. The internal expands 

5 

and the world shrinks. The gaze ~s turned inward, with a profound 

faith in the quality and enormity of the ob ject now contemplated. 

Self supercedes the material world as the ob ject of study, and 

topples previously accepted definitions of what constitutes 

reality. John Unterecker in 'Fiction at the Edge of Poetry' says of 

modernism, that the shift away from inherited values, the crisis 

of youth, the rejection of absolutes (in reality, morality, science) 

may all be summarized in the modern attitude to "reality" . The 

closer it is scrutinized, the more one moves beyond the surface, 

lnto something far removed from previous notions: "Reality is a 

good deal harder to pin down now than in earl ier generations -

largely because we have noticed that, the closer we get to it, 
. II 

the harder it lS to see." Marjorie Brace in 'Worshipping Solid 

Objects: The Pagan World of Virginia Woolf' says of th e artists of 

the early 20th century who rejected inherited aesthetic, mora I and 

metaphysical beliefs and sought to establish their own that 
12 

"Psychologically speaking, they had no home for quiet living." 

It Is difficult to ascertain the degree to which cross -fertiliz

ation occurred during the period, and since the growth of a sociology 

of literature one is forced to concur wi th Woolf when she sa ys 

(reminding one of T.S. Eliot): "For masterpieces are not single 

and solitary births; they are the outcome of many years of 

thinking in common, of thinking by the body of the people, so 

that the experience of the mass is behind the single voice." 
13 

Nevertheless, one may fall prone to the dangers of literary 

historical generalizations, a nd credit the artists, and philosophers, 

and social scientists with the too great a unity of subject, and 

of purpose. Similar subjects of inquiry often result in similar 

means of expression, which in turn may reinforce those intent 

upon proving that num erous para llels exist between two schools, or 

movements, of individuals. A case in point might be the attempt 

to correlate the art of Woolf with that of Symbolists, because of 
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their common use of symbols. While Bergsonian and Symbolist 

artists found the need for images a nd symbols to convey their 

artistic perceptions " it does not follow that Woolf was therefore 

influenced by such schools. In the major shift away fro:n 

representation in the arts, new forms of expression were required. 

And since language does not always anticipate such movements, 

artists may often use analogy, suggestion, implication and assoc

iation . All of these techniques employ symbols or i:nages. To find 

direct influences between artists in the early 20th century is a 

dangerous occupation, since parallels in thought and technique are 

often very close, yet there is no evidence of direct influence. 

Edmund W ilson says of the reaction against representation 

that artists require "a language that must make use of symbols 

what is so special, so fleeting and so vague cannot be conveyed 

by a direct statement or de:;cription, but only by a success ion of 
14 

words , of images , which will serve to suggest it to the reader." 

More specifically, Woolf's ideas on art, l ife and reality have 

been related most consistently among critics , to those of Henri 

Bergson, and to the ' Bloomsbury Group ' . Mention has been made 

by at lcast fifty critics on Woolf , in the past twenty years, of the 

similarit ies between the ideas of Bergson and Woolf; James Hafley 

initiated the second phase of the discussion by writing to Leonard 

Woolf. The reply indicated that despite the popularity and 

access ib ili ty of Bergson ' s philosophy , Virg i nia had never read 

anyth ing written by , or relating to , Bergson. Sim i larit ies between 

the two writers are, however, remarkab ly deta iled in some respects. 

Both relegate reason to a secondary role, positing as the primary 

mode of perception of rea lity, the imagination, or intuition, which 

operates beyond the realm of logic and rationality. Both reject 

. objective time (chronology, linear succession) and both use as 

the pivot of their ideas the disparity and perpetual opposition 

between the eterna I and tem pora I, or the rna teria I and the vis i ::>nary . 

Finally, both writers a pproach a Similar conclusion; the opposition 

between spirit and matter can never be reconc iled; the attempt of 

the individual to institute the laws of the spirit, unadulterated 



and in their elltirety, must result in failure. IS 

Since Hafley's publication of Leonard Woolf's letter, many 

critics at odds with comparative criticism have suddenly emerged, 

showing no mercy and concealing no self-righteousness. 16 It is 

obviously of value for certain critics to question extensive 
17 

correlations made between Woolf and Bergson, though to go to 

great lengths ,to disprove any possible connection (by arguing, 

among other things, that Woolf was not a philosopher, or that she 

had not read Bergson) can be fruitless in another sense. Whether 

by sheer coincidence, or whether by some degree of cross -fertiliz

atlon among intellectuals of the time, parallels do exist. Those 

who must have proof that such parallels were not coincidental, but 

were intentional, mistake the function of drawing such parallels. 

In a critical examination of Woolf's fiction, if it is clear that the 

two writers share similar ideas, the mention of one in the context 

of the other can at least provide one with another point of view of 

the same issue, and at best illuminate more successfully the 

meaning, implication, and inferences to be drawn from such ideas. 

Bergson's style, form and content are different to Woolf's though 

they, on occasion, cover the same ground; consequently mentioning 

the former in the context of the latter can only enhance our grasp 

of Woolf's often imperfectly expressed beliefs. It is precisely 

because Woolf was not a philosopher that we must cast around 

for means of piecing together the elements of Woolf's 'metaphysic'. 

which are to be found scattered throughout her fiction. And it is 

precisely because Woolf found her ideas so difficult to express 

that a different mode of expression of similar or identical ideas 

can be so valuable. if one bears in mind that the parallels are not 

endless, and that such a critical tool may be as dangerous as it 

is valuable, if used incautiously. 

Woolf differs most Significantly from Bergson in her mysticism, 

the quality which J. Graham in 'A Negative Note of Bergson and 

Virginia Woolf' disallows her: "In her attitude to experience itself, 

then, Mrs Woolf was too much an artist and too little a mystic to 

accept the Bergsonian position." 18 That is a Simplification. 

7 



Bergson says (a nd this is the fir st principle ot his mystical 

philosophy): "He who instails himself in i2ecol"!}ing sees in duration 

the very life of thlngs, the fundamEmtal reality. " 19 For Woolf, 

immersion in flux is the means to vision and since it is the pre -

requisite, the means to visioll is subordinate to vis ic n itself. 

Hence, Susan ln The Waves, i s immersed in flux and the material 

world, and demonstrates a niln-ow vision, bound by self aed self

assert ion. Immersion in perpetua l becoming or in the lo-.vc of 

matter, is in fact the exact oppos ite to the Woolfian visionary 

state. And if it is Bergson 's pr ime mystical activ ity, Woolf and 

Bergson must be seen to part ways . Their mystic isms rroceed from 

antithetical visions. Woolf's horror is Bergson's state of !Jliss. 

This substantiates what Graha m (in an essentially penetrating 

essay) means when he says: "It appears, then , that while Mrs 

Woolf was concerned , like Bergson, with the grand antinomy of 

appearance and reality, her notion of what constitutes the two 

differs profoundly from his." 20 

In conclusion, the similarities between the French 19th century 

lJhilosopher and the 20th century literary artist are as preva lent 

as their differences of opinion. Attempts to seek an ultimate 

8 

relation, or total disparity between Bergson and Woolf are equally 

as frustrating and fruitless. A complete account of their interaction 

has yet to be written . 

"Bloomsbury" is the name of the close group of friends who 

began to meet in about 1906 and included, among others, John 

Maynard Key nes, Lytton Strachey, Virginia and Leonard Woolf, 

Vanessa and Clive Bell , Duncan Grant , E.M. Forster and Roger 

Fry. Jean Guiguet in Virginia Woolf and her Works devotes much 

time and research c larifying wh e ther the word" Bloomsbury " is a 

helpful generalization. He concludes: "Tt is not a sum of ideas, 

still less of literary prescriptions . ,, 21 The fact that it was no t a 

unified movement is clear; that it wa s a loo se network of beliefs 

may a lso be rejected, unless one understands from this that, as 

in any group, certain emphases preva il over others. 

Desmond MacCarthy perhaps underestimates the unity of the 



group, intellectually and aesthetically . This however , may be 

preferable to a too lib era I use of the word , when referring to a 

system of beliefs -- philosophies, aes thetic , mora l and socia l. 

He says: "Bloomsbury is neither a movement nor a push, but only 

a group of old friends whose affection and respect for 8ach other 

has stood the test of nearly thirty years , and whose intellectua l 

candour makes the ir company agweable to each other . It was 

never a movement. ,,22 Cross -fertiliza tion must inev ita bly have 

occurred though this was often not conscious, or compiete , and 

there was never a shared manifesto. At best , influence was 

unconscious and fragmentary . Apparent para lle l s based partially 

on similarit ies of vocabularies (for example , Vanessa a!1d Clive 

Bell) must be scrutinized carefully , since such adventitiou3 corr

espondence of language need not be extended necessarily to a 

correspondence of ideas . 

However, an exhaustive examination of the qualified aesthetic 

and philosophica l para lle l s w ithin the grou p might illuminate the 

values and ideas of a ll those who participa ted in 'Bloomsbury' 

discussions, but prov ides t he critic with little materia l w ith which 

t o convincingly reinforce a ny critical statement concerning Woolf, 

let alone provide the crit ic with entirely new material as to the 

nature of Woolf ' s vision, w ith the exception of a study of t he 

aesthetics of Roger Fry . 

That Woolf was influenced by Roger Fry, not only in her 

philosophy, but aes thetically , and in her conception of form, is 

re inforced by Woolf's own be lief in the community of methods, 

aims and objects of the 'two art s: "Painting and wr iting have much 

9 

to te ll each other: they have much in common . ,,23 The link between 

Fry and Woolf exists beyond t he belief held by both tha t represent

ational art does not reveal reality. In fact this belief was commonly 

held in the early 20th century , being a rejection of previous modes , 

and a search for a reality residing with in t he material (in the 

Aristotelian sense that form , or ultimate reality , exists within, 

but is obscured by ma teria l character istics) . Fry and Woolf agreed 

as to the speCific nature of truth or transcendental reality. For 



both, it is Platonic; 'reality' is the essence w ithin matter, the 

indestructible, perfected, ordered, related soul within the material 

expression or the 'fact'. Fry in The Artis t and Psychoanalysis 

echoes the Woolfian metaphysic when, by attempting to isolate 

the nature of the transcendentally real, suggests it is the "ord er , 

of inevitability in relations" that constitutes the subject matter of 

the artist. 24 This illuminates his affinity to ~oolf and gh'es 

10 

clarity to the 'reality' he speaks of in ' Some Questions in Aesthetics ' . 

True artists "do not seek to give what can, after all, be but a 

pale reflex of actual appearance , but to ilfouse the conviction of 

a new and definite reality." 25 Fry too, is preoccupied with that 

which transcends particularity, since accident or detail is a 

nianifestation of the material world. The unchanging and essential 

is the domain of the artist. Art has "access to substratum of all 

the emotional colours of life, to something which underlies all 

the particular and specialized emotions of actual life. ,,26 

Cezanne, the post-impressionist who greatly influenced the 

aesthetics of Fry said: "Nature is more depth than surface, the 

colours are the expres s ion on the surface of this depth; they rise 
27 

up from the roots of the world. " It is a reiteration of the id ea of 

significant form, of ultimate reality residing beyond or below or within 

the specific characterization of existing things, though it can 

never be those details themselves. This idea is fundamental to 

the painting and the novels of Fry and Woolf respectively. 

A direct effect of Fry's aesthetics (and of generally held 

Bloomsbury ideas) on Woolf was the theory , developed by Fry, of 

the autonomy of art. By placing the contemplation of art as a moral 

good in itself, Moore was establishing it as an end and not in any 

way a means to something else. It is a small step from there to 

securing its autonomy, since it requires no justification for its 

existence. And finally, Fry, believing that art should not imitate, 

but rather reveal significant relation, asserted that what is present

ed is an "underlying spiritual unity which answers a profound 

demand of the spirit. ,,28 To discover the essentia l, the 'real', and 

the universal beneath the objective perception of a thing, was : 



taken whole by Woolf, and translated into literature, though what 

this 'reality' is, was dwelt on far more by Woolf than Fry, who 

was more interested in the presentation than the content of the 

'significance ' , despite the fact that Fry asserts that significant 

form is intended "to express an idea rather than to create a 
. 29 

plea sing obj ecL " 

The influence of G. E. Moore , profound upon those members of 

Bloomsbury who had been 'Apostles' at Cambridge, is of less 

11 

direct relevance to Woolf, though his influence upon Woolf has been 

given far more attention than has all that is common to both Fry 

and Woolf. If, as Guiguet claims: "It is going too far, perhaps, to 

consider Moore's treatise as the Bible of those intellectuals 

somewhat hastily lumped together under t he convenient la bel of 

Bloomsbury" 30 then when dealing with Woolf, whose direct contact 

with Moore was minimal, and whose mind was strongly averse to 

academic philosophy, particularly when of a highly rational nature , 

one should expect to find few attitudes traceable to Moore spec

ifically. 

Certainly, Moore's claim that among goods, possibly the 

greatest are the personal relationships and the apprehension of 

things aesthetic, influenced Woolf. These beliefs however , if 

received from an outside influence, were received from Bloomsbury. 

There is no evidence that Woolf read Moore's account of this, or 

that Woolf approved of his logical method. Whereas others in the 

Bloomsbury group may have had Moore first hand, Woolf wa s 

influenced via conversation, and was won by means other than 

coherent logical methods. Moore analyses the inherent good in 

personal relationships in a manner more closely akin to the way 

Mr Ramsay possibly would, had he delved into ethics. Moore's 

influence here was second -hand, general , and even in the case 

of art and personal relationships, Woolf can hardly be said to be 

a disciple , when Moore 's philosophical method was either unknown 

to Woolf, or if not, we may surely presume, not in accordance with 

her own method. 

An initial disparity between Woolf and Moore may be gleaned 



from F, Copleston's commentary on Moore's Principia Ethica, He 

says: .. He[Moo,~ appears to have been entirely free from Bradley's 

dissatisfaction with all our ordinary ways of conceiving the world, 

and he did not hanker after some superior way of viewing it ," 31 

He was responsible for the move away from id ealism , and tteories 

not justifiable on the basis of empirica l reality and common sense; 

and is therefore fundamentally at variance with Woolf, who relied 

upon her account of visionary reality (by no means mere ly r::ommon 

sense) to constitute her 'metaphysic ', She entirely rejected the 

"ordinary ways of conceiv ing the world ," 

12 

From this it is evident that whatever connection between the two 

' philosophies' may ex ist is, if not accidentai, th en , su!'ely less 

than intrinsic to either, or both' philosophies', On the title page 

of Principia Ethica Moore quotes Bishop Butler: 

.. Everything i s what it is, 
32 

and not another thing, .. 

Nothing, it is implied , can be defined in re lation to any other 

thing, Each object in existence is absolute, and distinctly itself, 

This is in fact, the basic premise of any 'realist ' in the Western 

philosophic tradition, and is entirely opposed to Woolf's central 

idea of the relation of all things in space and time, Moreover, 

the quotation from Butler reiterates Moore's contention that subject 

and object are distinct or discrete, The seer does not alter the 

seen, though the seen cannot alter the seer, This points to, apart 

from a direct disagreement betwee n Moore and Woolf, the essential 

difference in the perspectives: Moore is a realist, Woolf more often 

a mystic, She frequently makes statements that either cannot be 

tested or simply do not justify certain metaphysica l and physica l 

assertions, 

Moore's contribution to Western philosophy, Principia Eth ica , 

is a treatise of normative or prescriptive ethics, The elastiCity 

which he allows the concept of good was convenient for Bloomsbury , 

for its members could relegate artistic creation and apprec iation 

to the status of a 'good' , while enjoying the support of Moore's 



entire treatise. A convenient treati:;e may be discarded '.'!hen 

inconvenient. One significant deviation from Moore, among 

members of the Bloomsbury group, was their refusal to admit t6 

13 

any duty or obligation, even the vaguest rule of conduct. Although 

Moore's account of obligation is brief, it exists and was rejected. 

And a group more concerned with breaking down old forms of cOllduct 

rather than erecting their own, can be said to be more opposing 

that with which they disagree, than expressing solidarity with 

what they do agree. It perhaps reveals that the link between 

Moore and the Bloomsbury group was more a matter of chance; by 

so completely accepting part of Moore's philosophy, and completely 

rejecting another, it appears that what they accepted was what 

they might have arrived at independently without Moore. The 

convenience of Principia Ethica lay in its overthrow of many out

dated, Victorian "idealistic" and restrictive notions of how one 

should go about the art of living. The individual is far too complex 

to be confined by simplistic categories. Woolf says in 'The Russian 

Point of View' : 

The old d ivis ions melt into each other. Men are at the 
same time villians and saints; their acts are at once 
beautiful and des picable. We love and we hate at 
the same time. There is none of that precise 33 
division between good and bad to which we are used. 

If this is the case, then morality has little relevance for the artist: 

" '" good and bad are no longer so pos itively white and black; 

the art of the moralist is out of fashion in fiction. ,,34 

Perhaps it is more profitable to regard Bloomsbury's morality, 

not as intrinsically influenced by Moore , but governed by a need 

to reject the past, to explore and question; and that morality, for 

Bloomsbury and for Woolf, was of secondary importance, regarded 

by them as something as fluid as an exploration of life, and 
35 

dependent upon one's definition of life for its own definition. 

A normative morality hardly exists in Woolf. There is no system 

of prescriptive 'goods': no teleological ethics. And besides the 

visionary's (Mrs Ramsay's and Clarissa Dalloway's) natural urge 



due to an empathic awa reness resulting from a sense of visionary 

unity with all that exists, to do good to those around them, there 

is no ethic whatsoever . What this deontological ethic amounts to 

is an imparting of a vision of coherence, order , durability and 
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timelessness. It is a-re ligious, and anti-dogmatic. It is il natural 

im pulse , a series of deeds performed for their own sake, since 

the visionary acknowledges the underlying unity a:r:ong all beings. 

As such, it is not prescriptive at all, and cannot be called a 

prescriptive ethic. Woolf responds to socially imposed existing 

ethica I systems very negatively, a nd her absence of a recommended 

'pos itive' ethic leads one to conclude that the question of morality 

is subsumed in the larger iss ue of the search for 'reall,y '; the 

attainment of v ision will include an awareness of how to treat one's 

fellow beings. In ultimate reality, there is no right or wror:g, only 

an awareness that since all is united, since none are separate, 

there can be no harm done to the 'other' , since there is no 'other' . 

Peter Walsh describes the visionary's natural resoonse to 

provide others with what is in one's power to provide, an action 

neither premeditated, self-conscious, nor eager for thanks in 

return, as Clarissa's" atheist 's 
36 

sake of goodness. " She feels 

religion of doing good for the 
37 

"gentle, generous-hearted." 

Hence, Clarissa's 'offering', her enactment of her vision in 

order to unite disparate individuals, is an impu lse, a desire 

neither as an expression of some prescriptive ethical system, 

nor intended to produce anything more than its own expression. 

It is her 'gift': as a visionary being, her transcendental concept 

of reality required such attempts at unity; for her this is obvious, 

necessary and fundamental: 

Here was So-and-so in South Kensington; someone 
up in Bayswater; and somebody else , say in May
fair. And she felt quite continuously a sense of 
their existence; and she felt what a waste; and she 
felt what a pity; and she felt if only they could be 
brought together ; so she did it. And it was an 
offering; to combine , to create; but t o whom? 

An offeri ng for the sa ke of offering , perha ps. 
Anyhow, it was her gift. 38 



IS 

An examination of the disparity between the methods, first 

principles and conclusions drawn by Moore and Woolf is relevant 

beyond its value to those incautiously preoccupied with establish

Ing sources, influences and para llels: Moore's rati onal ity immed

iately strikes one as incongruous to Woolf's 'metaphys ic'. If a 

metaphysical system is to be gleaned from Woolf's writing, the 

question of rationality, coherence, structure and interna l 10giGality 

arises. J. O. Love demonstrates that Woolf's idea of identity is 
39 

contrary to Ar istote lian reasoning. This occurs since Ar istotle 's 

Law of Identity conforms to the laws of ma tter. An object has its 

own identity and none other. Woolf, by trans cending ma tte r, 

discards this, which exc lud es her from some, though not all, of the 

premises of Aristote li an logic. The importan t obs ervatio n is that 

insofar as Woolf's metaphysic dces not proceed from the same 

foundations as Ar istotle's (not having the same basic premises) 

Woolf is venturing into states of being beyond Aristotle's scope, 

and beyond proof, or the test of logic. To assert that Woolf is 

therefore irrationa I, is erroneous . She is 'a -rationa I'. Logic ca n 

neither support nor attack her meta phys ic . 

And if we a ccept the ba s ic premises in Woolf's meta phys ic 

(the fluidity of identi.ty, ex iste nce beyond space and time , and all 

of Woolf's visionary id eas) her system is interna lly consistent. 
-

There are no contradictions, or proven impOSSibilities. The ideas 

expressed or embodied in each novel support those in any other 

novel. All that need be sa id to qualify this discussion is that 

Woolf's system is neither completely expounded, nor is it 

amenable to rational scrutiny. She attempted to convey a single 

vis lon, va st in its ram ifications . There is no development, or 

linear progression; what ex ists is an awareness, often beyond 

consciousness, of a unified whole . It is interna lly consistent, 

but beyond the scope of the purely rational mind . For instance, 

cause and effect must either be witnessed in space or tim e . Since 

Woolf dea Is with existence beyond s pace a nd time, her ca use/effect 

relationships can neither be validated nor invalidated by the laws 

governing spatio-temporal cause and effect. 



The question seldom asked in many critical inquiries, over

looked or taken for granted, relates to the basic motivation 

associated with Woolf's vision. Why formulate a metaphysic at 

all? It is obvious that Woolf's motivation was such that the 

metaphysic took precedence over any other issue. Perhaps Ethyl 

Smyth's comment is no eXi'l ggeration when she says:" Her integrity 

fascinates me. To save your life, or her own, she could not doctor 
, 40 

what she thinks to be the tr'Uth." J. Naremore says: "To the 
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Lighthouse more than any of Virginia's works, gives us a sense of 

extraordinary effort demanded of individuals who want some 

permanence ... ,,41 Despite being unable to avoid the contradiction, 

Naremore does manage to isolate the 'essence' of existence, in 
42 

Woolf's work. 

"Permanence " is approached by means of expansion of the self, 

an expansion which gradually Incorporates mere of the multiple 

identities which previously constituted the 'other ' (that which Is 

not the self). It involves the perpetual contact of the self with 

what is beyond itself, the new. To avoid other identities because 

they threaten or repel one, Is to prevent the expansion of the self. 

M. Johnson, in Virginia Woolf, says of Woolf's primary impulse, 

the basic self-articulated premise: "Exploration , discovery, 

examination -- these were ways to extend life. ,,43 Beyond the 

intricacies of her vision, her actions and responses, her attitudes 

and preferences, beyond even her image of herself, was the 

primary impulse to prevent an existential stasis; to perpetually 

scrutinize" move beyond, risk and thus ultimately, to expand her 

awareness and her being. 

Woolf's novels do not attempt to provide one with the contents 

of her vision only, but with the process of actualizing the vision. 

Ralph Freedman in The Lyrical Novel is able, in his broad glance 

at the' lyrical' novel, to see what differentiates Woolf from the 

"prevailing view in romantic and symbolist traditions,,44which 

Includes the bulk of the 'lyrical' novelists: that in Woolf the 

emphasis is not only upon the transcendenta l, immaterial 'reality', 

but on the process, the means of attaining it: the struggle of the 



lndlvidual to elther develop or suppress his awareness of the 

prlnciples of llfe and death, separation and unity, movement and 

stillness. 

Freedman says Woolf's "poetic imagery was focused upun the 

proce ss of awareness , the analysis of its inhe rent relations 

lnvolving both self and world. " 
45 

What follows is a study of how the vl sion is arrived at (cha pter 

3), what It enta ils (cha pter 4), and briefly , how the whole is pres

ented In Woolf' s llterary art (cha pter 5). This is fl a nked by Woolf's 

t ypo logy of character -- the v i s ionary and the non-vlsiona ry 

(chapter 2) and the ultimate slgnificance of the vlslon for the 
46 

lndividual In Woolf's novels (chapter 6). 
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Chapter 2 : The Prerequisites 

H. Richter in Virgin ia Woolf : The Inward Voyage identifies 
1 

three main ways of presenting the point of view of a character. 

In all three cases the narra tor is "privileged", (having access 

to a character's thought) and in the third case , the narrator is 

"superprivlleged", having access to operations performp.d beyond 

the realm of the conscious mind. These cases are: t1-)e present

ation of conceptual, rational , coherent thought; the presentation 

of phantasy, of that which is beyond rationality , using 'free 

association' and contemplating often im possible ideas and actions; 

and the presentation of that which inhabits realms beyond 

consciousness, beyond conscious apprehension. By cred iting , 

without question, the narrative situation to an omni scient 

narrator, Richter unequivocally takes sides in the well represent 

ed debate as to who presents the six voices in The Waves. 
2 J. Naremore, the exponent of a 'figural' type of narration, implie s 

that each figure is in fact a character. 3 The status of the voices 

in The Waves is of relevance here in that the nature of identity, 

whether separate, whole, fragmented, multiple or non -existent , 

is central to Woolf's typology of character. 

Most critics agree that six points of view are presented in 

The Waves. Further, these points of view, or consciousnesses, 

are not complete enough to represent six characters , or portraits. 

Woolf is exploring within diverse individuals the gamut of 

reactions to the material world , and as a result, uses the six 

distinct voices as vehicles, embodiments of particular reactions, 

means of presenting the theme of six primary responses to 

corporeal existence. The Waves reveals how the interaction 

between self and reality is determined by the point of view of 

the individual. And thus reality it self is enlarged : it i s the sum 

of the points of view , the sum of reactions and decisions based 
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on proximity to the material world. In a world in wh ich obj e ctive 

rea lity is not the sole, or often not even the primary subject of 

consideration, the subj e ctive or relative (the substitute for the 

objective) gains in importance. Flush is an examinction of a 

single, unusual point of view . And in her article on biography , 

Woolf says: "Biography will enlarge its scope by hang ing up 

looking glasses at odd corners." For" •.. from a ll this diversity 
4 

it will bring out, not a riot of confusion, but a riche r lmity." 

Naremore best describes the effect of the six in The Wave s 

on the reader, providing an explanation for the manner in wh ich 

their 'selves ' are conveyed . His description works equally as 

welT for six characters, as for six points of view . He SilYS: "It 

is as if Virginia Woolf were asking the reader to suppose t hat 

t he six types she has arranged in the novel can at any g iven 

moment be represented by six detached spokesmen who are 

continually go ing through a process of self-revelation. These 

voices seem to inhabit a kind of sp irit realm from which , in a s ad, 

rather world -weary tone , t hey comment on the ir time -bound selves 

below. ,,5 

Jean Love in Worlds of Consciousness says: "An author may 

either concern himself directly with and try to know the physic al 

world , or he may try to create an alternative fictional world in 

thought and by means of expression. ,,6 The six figures presented 

in The Waves are similarly involved, either in an engagement of 

the real world, or in the creation of an alternative reality. Based 

on the juxtaposition of two mutually exclusive pursu its, Woolf 

c reates a normative continuum , from which proceeds her entire 

typology of identity . Each figure can be seen in his/her relation 

to an ideal and ultimate position , ranging from those least 

spiritually developed to those exploring far beyond materiality. 

The continuum may best be approached by an analys i s of ea ch 

of the sL'( figures in terms of their degree of selfhood, the extent 

to which they fee l s ingle and entire, and their subsequent 

responses to the world of corporeal existence . Briefly, Rhoda 

and Louis, both lacking discrete identity, represent the female 

and male response to a crue l oppressive reality. Susan and 
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Neville , by contrast , rega rd their Identities as solid and 

invincible , and present a much a ltered , aff irmative respons e t o 

material reality. Bernard and Ji nny represent attempts , once 

having ach ieved identity (like Susa n and Neville) , at tra :.sce nd

Ing reality , exploring a v isionary ex istence. The typology is 

complex , revealing a multitude of s imilar ities and oppo.sitions 

between the six figures . 

Rhoda has little connection w ith rea lity: 

Look , the loop of the figure is beginning to f ill 
with time; it ho lds the world in it. I begin to 
draw a figure and the world is looped in it, a nd I 
myself am outs ide the loop; wh ich I now join - 
so -- and sea l up , and make entire . The world 
Is entire, and I am outside of it, cry ing , " Oh , 
save me from being blown forever ou tsid e t he 
loop of time '. " 7 

Her anxie ty may be compared to tha t which R.D . Lai ng ca ll s 

"ontolog ical insecurity " , a state of being which determines her 
8 

react ion to the materia l world. She says: 

I have no face. Other people have face s; Susa n 
and Tinny have faces; they a re here. The ir world 
Is the real world . The t hings they 11ft are heavy . 
They say Yes, they say No i whereas I shift and 
change and am seen through in a second. 9 

She feels absented from t he mater ial world and its laws . She 

cannot apprehend materiality , she cannot solid ify a self, in 

order to assert that self to have a de finite identity imperviou s 

to onsla ught. She fee l s transparent and he l pless. In the 

same passage, she continues w ith : 

The refore I hate looking -glasses which show me 
my face. Alone I ofte n fall down into noth ingness. 
I must push my foot stealthily lest I should fa ll 
off t he edge of the world into nothi ngness. I 
have to barig my hand against some hard door to ca ll 
myself back to my body . 10 

Rhoda cannot unite all of the disparate e lements w ithin her , i n 



order to construct a composite and s ingle identity with which to 

deal with the ilctlons and reactions required of her: "1 came to 

the puddle. 1 could not cross it. Identity failed me ." 11 She 
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says: "Like a ribbon of weed 1 am flung far every time th2 door 

opens. ,,12 She is defenceless agC1inst any situation, how2ver 

mundane, requiring that she react as an individual. Alternatively , 

she expresses her lack of self in terms of the body: "I have no 
13 

body as the others have." And, at the party: " .,. 1 cannot make 

one moment merge in the next. To me they are all violent, all 

separate; and If 1 fa 11 under the shock of the leap of the moment 

you will be on me , tearing me to pieces . ,,14 Without 'ontologica l 

security', she constantly feels threatened by others. She has 

been invaded , degraded and enslaved, she believes, by those 

who have a 'self'. The other source of her unhapp iness is her 

removal from reality (whlch is linked to her lack of 'self'). The 

material world because it is allen, terrifies her. This makes 

her believe that she is the most vulnerable: "Hide me, 1 cry, 
15 

protect me, for 1 am the youngest, t he most naked of you all." 

Rhoda resents those who have that which she has not, a 

definite self; those who by enacting roles (perpetually reinforc

ingtheir selves) suppress and smash her. She is unsealedj she 

has no boundary, and is an easy prey: "1 am to be cast up and 

down among these men and women, with their twitching faces, 

with their lying tongues. ,,16 She is defenceless, she is afraid 

of being "knocked against and damaged. ,,17 

Rhoda's hate and bitterness toward the inhabitants of the 

material world become·s so enormous that she at times re jects 

that which she craves: a self, a position in the materia l world, 

respect and recognition of her self: 

'Oh, life, how 1 have dreaded you,' said Rhoda, 
'oh, human beings , how 1 have hated you. How 
you have nudged, how you have interrupted, how 
hideous you have looked in Oxford Street, how 
squalid sitting opposite each other staring in the 
Tube . Now as 1 climb this mountai n, from the top 
of which I shall see Africa, my mind is printed with 



brown-paper parcels and your faces. I have been 
s tained by you and corrupted. You smelt so 
unpleasant too, lining up outside doors to buy 
tickets. All were dressed in indeterminate shades 
of grey and brown , never even a blue feather 
pinned to a hat. 18 

Her revulsion is caused by her being dominated, controlled 
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by thos e who have a self, and who are of the maLerial world. 

Since she despises those who have what she lacks; she despises, 

Ironically, their situation: "I hate all details of the individual 

life ." 19 The apparent ambiguity of her response to individual 

llfe results from the fact that those who suppress and control 

her are Simultaneously those who have what she lacks. Her 

jealousy is at times overtaken by her b itterness , and t he intensity 

of her hurt causes her to reject that which she strives for, 

associating individuality with sordidity. Her attitude to individ

uallty Is both total attraction and horror: she wishes for the 

positive aspects in proportion to her revulsion against Its negative 

aspects. She cannot, after all, e .mbrace totally that which is 

clearly a llmltatlon, a degradation of the vis ion which she is 

unable to cast off. Thus, her desire for indiVid uality Is offset 

sllghtly by her awareness that visionary un ity and selflessness 

Is a greater state of being, albeit devastating and horrifying. 

Rhoda Is ill-equ ipped to deal with the onslaught of the 

material world, since, being selfless, she is of the visionary 

world, a world which Bernard reveals is an ama lgamation of all 

objects In ex istence achieved by the relinquishing of self , or 

separate id entity . She experiences a vision of an expanded, 

embracing self: " '" far from being allowed to spread in wider 

and wider c ircles of understanding that may at last (so I dream, 

falling off the edge of the earth at night when my bed floats 

suspended) embrace the entire world, I must go through the antics 

of the individual." 20 The exponents of the world of materiality, 

those firmly entrenched in real ity, and of defin ite identity, 

prohibit the fulfilment of her visionary awareness. In a passage 

reminiscent of Bernard 's vision, Rhoda says: 



Yet there are moments when the walls of the mind 
grow thin; when nothing is unabsorbed, and I 
could fancy that we might blow so va st a bubble 
that the sun might set and rise in it and we might 
take the blue of midday and the black of midnight 
and be cast off and escape from here and no',1.21 
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The visionary world is timeless, not subject to seauentiallty , 

and objective time. 22 Rhoda is prevented from trunscending 

objective time: 

How you have cha ined me to one spot, one hour , 
one chair, and sat yourselves down opposite. 
How you snatched from me the white spaces that 
lie betwee n hour and hour and rolled them into 
dirty pellets and tossed them into the waste-paper 
basket with your greasy paws . 23 

Similarly , her awareness of the past is one which attempts 

to defy and transcend the tyranny of the 'here and now'. She 

says: "An immense pressure is on me. I cannot move without 

dlslodging the weight of centurles. ,,24 But her vision oppresses 

her. The content of their (Rhoda's and Bernard's) visions is the 

same , but they produce opposite effects, because Bernard has a 

firmer sense of self, and a deeper awareness of reality. Bernard 

moves toward his vision, however painful that movement may be, 

whereas Rhoda would gladly escape from her visionary world , if 

she only knew how. But the closest she comes to selfhood is by 

mim icki ng it , she "must go through the antics of the ind iv idual. " 

Rhoda's · vision - inspired desire to merge with other identities 

reveals how she differs from the equally as visionary Bernard. 

And her merging cannot be willed , her giving cannot be a 

voluntary heroic act. She says: "To whom shall I give all that 

now flows through me, from my warm, my porous body? I will 
. I 2S 

gather my flowers a nd present them -- Oh. to whom?" She 

cannot direct her giving, nor can she prevent it from happening. 

Rhoda, unlike Bernard, ha s no sense of self, and no knowledge 

of reality, and her vision, unlike Bernard's therefore has no 

foundation in material reality . She has no choice, whereas 

Bernard does. And when she commits suicide , she is finally 



submitting herself to vision: she is defeated , whereas Bernard 

embraces his vision. Her suicide is a tragic act , because it is 

a subm i ss ion , not a triumph. 

Rhoda is associated w ith Arethusa , " the nymph of the 
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fountain always wet,,26 who re l inquished her identity as a humCln 

to avoid the embrace of the r iver -god Alpheus. As a s t ra ight

forward parallel , Rhoda's t imidity, her avoidance of confront ation, 

may be suggested . Of more significance , 1 suspect the implic

ation of the association relates to Rhoda's essence , her po int 

of view and her self. Rather tha n confront materia l reality, she 

re li nqui shes he r cla ims to materiality . She prefers to dissolve 

her identity rather than enter into situations (contact w ith others) 

over which she has no control: she says: "1 am afraid of you all,: 27 

She ha s no cent re of self , no buffer aga inst sensations , wh ich 

perpetua lly overpower her . However extens ively one may seek 

para llels between Rhoda and t he nymph , t he bas ic s ituation of 

each - - relinqu ishing identity to avoid destructive confront ation 

- - i s fundamentally the same. They both take steps wh ich will, 

at great cost, place them beyond the power of that which pursues 

them, whether it be a river-god , or J ife itse lf. By s ubm itt i ng 

he rself to the river -god Rhoda i s g iv ing of herself fi nally , without 

having to attempt to maintain the single identity required for 

existence in the materia l world. 

Loui s , like Rhoda , is excluded from reality. He s ays : "Here 

i s the central rhythm; here t he common ma inspring . 1 watch it 

expand, contract; and then expand aga in. Yet 1 am not included. ,,28 

Further , since his alie nat ion , his inability t o return "to the fold,,29 

causes his unhapp iness , he sa ys : "1 , who desire above all things 

to be t aken t~ the arms with love , am a li en , externa l." 30 The 

material world is too harsh for him , but more important, the 

materia l world is chaotic and meaningless, and because of his 

own lack of self he is horrified at the prospect of submitting , of 

be ing incorporated into a larger sphere (soc ie ty, or the rea l 

world) wh ich has no purpose, no structure, no order and no 

meaning . Yet Loui s , unlike Rhoda does not flee from a reality 



wh ich threatens and terrifies him. Rhoda's reaction to the material 

world is to flee from it; Louis, displaying a response t ypical of 

Virginia Woolf's male cha racters, prefers to rema in, to oppose thp 

materia l world , and to reduce it to order. He wishes to be united, 

to be part of the mater ial world , but only under his conditions. He 

wlll forge the unity, he will be act ive, not passive as Rhoda is. 

The 'ring' (a symbol in The Waves for composite, united existence) 

Louis envisages as "one forged ring of steel"; a ring which i s 

forced into being (forged) by Louis , a ring which is made of steel, 

of the cold, hard and rational intellect. He says: "To me is 

addressed the pla i nt of the wandering and distracted spirit ... 

'Bring us back to the fold, we who pass so dejectedly , bobbing up 

and down, past windows with plates of ham sandwiches in the 
31 

foreground.' Yes; I will reduce you to order. " Order creates 

meaning for Louis: '" Now we march, two by two,' said Loui s , 

'orderly, processional, into chapel. I like the dimness t hat falls 

as we enter the sacred building . I like the orderly progress.'" 32 

But an ordered reality, or a reality ex isting under conditions 

determined by Louis, i s a falsification of the true nature of reality. 

Bernard is aware of t h is when he says: 

So he sit s in his office , Louis the best scholar in 
the school ... adding us up like in significant items 
in some grand tota l which he is forever pursuing in 
his office. And one day, taking a fine pen and 
dipping it i n red ink, the addit ion will be complete; 33 
and the total wlll be known; but it will not be enough . 

Louis, in his lack cif self and timidity , fears (and envies) 

thos e who have a defin ite self . The others, whom he co llectively 

labels as those who are part of the mater ial world (and are not 

isolated, like himself) suppress him : " ...• I am the caged tiger, 
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and you are the keepers with red -hot bars. ,,34 Also: "I am a lways 

the youngest, the most innocent, t he most trus tful. You are a ll 

protected. I am naked ." 35 He a lready knows that close association 

with a hard core of self would destroy his a lready fraglle being . 

Thus, he says: "To be loved by Susa n would be to be impa led by 
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a bird's sharp ueak ... to be nailed to a barnyard door , posit ively , 

once and for all. ,,36 He would be circumscribed , tra pped and 

battered by her strong ' self' . Louis feels threatened by these who 

have a self, who in orde r to mainta in that self have cons tantly t o 

assert it. Rhoda is th erefore excluded from the band of oppressors: 

"Jinny and Susan, Bernard and Neville bind themselves into a 
", 37 

thong with whlch to lash me. " Louis is "afraid of much •.. yet 

resolute t o conquer . " 
38 

Just as Rhoda has profound vis ion, but lack ing individuality 

and a knowledge of reality, derives no joy from her v i s ion , a nd 

cannot use this (as Bernard does) to some beneficia l e nd, so Lou is 

has an awareness which often far transcends the insights of t hose 

who do have ind iv iduality , and are part of the material world 

(particularly Susan). He is aware of the pressure of past time on 

the present. He says: "I find relics of myself in the sand that 

women made thousands of years ago , when I heard so ngs by the 

Nile and t he chained beast stamping. ,,39 Despite h is desire to 

become part of the material world (and because of his remova l 

from the rea l world) he is aware that he exists beyond th e spatial 

and temporal dimensions of the ind iv idual: 

'I have Signed my name,' said Louis, ' a lready twenty 
tim es . I, and aga in I , and aga in I. Clear, firm, 
unequivoca l, there it sta nds , my name . C lear-cut 
and unequivocal am I too. Ye t a vast inherit ance 
of experience i s packed in me, I have lived 
thous ands of years . 40 " 

And in a moment of profound insight and responsibility, he rea lizes 

irrevocably t ha t he has a gigant ic t ask , a burdensome purpose to 

fulfil. He says: " My destiny has been that I remembe r and must 

weave together, must plait into one cable the many threads, the 

thin, the thick, the broken, the enduring of our long history, of 

our tumultuous and var ied day .,, 41 And : "A pyramid has been set 

on my shoulders. I have tried to do a colossal la bour. ,,42 

The passage I have quoted from page 142 of The W a ves revea l s 

the fundamenta l components of Lou i s 's character. His nee d to 



assert his individuality is offset by the vastness of h is v i sion. 

His lack of self at once both enables him to grasp truths which 

exist beyond individuality, and causes him to yearn for incorp 

oration Into the ma t erial world. His inadequacy is the source 

(though not the cause) of his Insight. His (like Rhoda 's) is the 

trag ic dichotomy which forces him to conclude: "Life has been a 

t errible affa ir for me. ,,4
3 
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Bernard realizes that despite Louis's timidity, fear of life , he 

has 'seen' beyond even his (Bernard's) scope. Louis has visions 

of etern ity, of visionary reality, which he, like Rhoda, is unable 

to control, nor to secure their antidote , a solid self, and is 

therefore devastated by their intensity and profund ity. Bernard 

says: "It is true that his eyes -- wild, laughing, yet desperate 

express something that we have not gauged. ,,44 Louis is visionary, 

but desperately trying to equip himself for material existence. 

His lack of self Is distil'.ct from Rhoda's syndrome, not only in 

tha t as a male, he confront~ his horror in a more aggress ive 

manner, but a lso since in hts selflessness, he is aware (a s 

Bernard is) of the multiplicity of that which is called self. Those 

confined to the material world, are acutely and solely aware of 

their limited ident ity; Louis is aware of the potential of the self 

once liberated from the confines of 'present self'. For Bernard, 

this is a revelation, an expansion; for Louis it means dissolution. 

It is obviously both: to expand self utterly is ultimately to 

relinquish an identity. One's attitude to the expansion Is 

Important, as is one's control over it. Objectively, the contents 

of the vision are identical; subjectively, they are utterly opposed. 

Susan, In contrast to Rhoda and Louis, has a very definite 
45 

sense of self: "I love" says Susan, and "I hate". There are 

definite divisions between her self and others. It is difficult for 

her to conceive of reality in any other way , for she , more so t han 

any other of the six, is ' embedded ' in the material world. She is 

one with the rhythmical, cyclical flow of nature. She says: "I am 

the seasons, I think sometimes, January, May, November; the mud, 
46 

the mist, the dawn." It is Significant that Susan means Lily, a 



successful and beautiful creation of nature. Susan retains her 

identity, becomes part of the natural cycle, and succeeds in the 

natural world. She understands best" cries of love, hate, rage 

and pain. ,,47 Her favou~ite images are those most rich in '>lhat 

exists in the material world: "the stare of shepherds met in the 

road; the stare of gipsy women beside a cart in a ditch f'uckling 

their children. ,,48 She is fulfilled by "the bestial and bp-autiful 
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passion of maternity." 

She, unlike Rhoda, is aware of the role she is to play in the 

propogation of the perpetual cycle of life. And yet, just as Rhoda 

is incomplete, in her removal from the material world, so Susan 

is llmtted by her immersion in it. She says: 

Yet sometimes T am sick of natural happiness, 
and fruit growing, and children scattering the house 
with oars, guns, books won for prizes and other 
trophies. T am sick of the body. T am sick of my 
own craft, industry and cunning, of the unscrupulous 
ways of the mother who protects, who collects 
under her jealous eyes at one long table her own 
children, always her own. 50 

Her happine ss, though substantial, is individual and reflexive. 

She says: "T cannot be tossed about, or float gently, or mix with 

other people," and further down the page: "T cannot float gently, 

mixing with other people. ,,51 At Hampton Court, it is Susan, 

Bernard notes, who inhibits the "merg ing" of the six. He says: 
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"There is always somebody, when we come together, and the edges 

of meeting are still sharp, who refuses to be submerged; whose 

identity therefore one wishes to make crouch beneath one's own. 
52 

For me now, it is Susan." 

Susan is, in every respect, Rhoda's opposite, and Rhoda's 

foil. Susan does not resent or fear the bombardment of the material 

world, nor of those who most easily inhabit it, the secure selves, 

since she is one of them: "T am not afraid of the heat nor of the 

frozen winter. ,,53 And Susan's opposition to Rhoda's male 

counterpart, Louis, can be seen by their differing responses to 

Bernard 's engagement. Susan decides an order has been imposed, 



some~hing irrevocab le, a posltioning and an irrefuta ble crystalliz

ation of identities and their positions. Louis, on the other hand, 

regards this as a momentary !"espite before disorder returns. For 

Susan it is an affirmat ion of he r point of view -- a structured 

world; for Louis it is a moment amid flux. Susan responds: 

"Everything is now set; e'lerything is fixed. Bernard is engaged. 

A circle ha s been ca st on 
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Something irrevocable has happened. 

the waters; a chain is im posed . We 
54 

shall never flow freely aga in." 

Louis retorts: "For one moment only .. Before the chain breaks, 

before disord er returns, see us fixed, see us displayeo, see us 
. 55 
held in a vice. " 

Susan represents a second point upon the continuum. She has 

achieved ident ity, controls her interaction with t he 'other ' (the 

outside world) and maintains a distinct boundary between self 

and 'other' , thereby preventing herself from achieving visionary 

unity. Her fl aw is not, however, of the same magnitude as Rr.oda's. 

She does have a knowledge of material reality, whereas Rhoda's 

insight is useless, since she has no knowledge of material 

reality. Rhoda, like Louis, is a caged, powerful beast; Susan is 

of a smaller stature but is not frustrated utterly by captivity. 

Bernard says of her : 

It was Susan who first became wholly woman, purely 
feminine. It was she who dropped on my face 
those scalding tears which are terrible, beautiful; 
both, neither. She was born to be the adored of 
poets, since poets require safety; someone who 
sits sewlng, who says, "I hate, I love," who is 
neither comfortable nor prosperous, but ha s some 
quallty in accordance w ith the high but unemphatic 
beauty of pure style which those who create poetry 
so particularly admire. 56 

She has a definite sense of self and a thorough knowledge of the 

material world, wh ich are perhaps also necessary prerequisites 

for the attainment of a permanent, valuable vision, and if she, 

in her effort to be one with the material world, has been blinded 

to anything which transcends it, then, as Bernard notes, she can 



provide security and a comact with t he material world fo r thos e 

who wish to explore that which lie s beyond the mater ial world. 

Her achievement, and her lI l"'1ita tions , are clearly exposed when 

she says; "Lyi ng deep in a cha ir v;ith one person •. . you see one 

inch ()f flesh only ... but nothing entire •. , But 1 have seen life 
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In blocks, substanticl , ht\ge ... ,,57 Susan has " seen" t he mate rial 

world, but has los t sight of the fact that it is a mean s to a n end 

revealed by visions. TreatE:d as a n end in itself, natural 

happiness is ultima tely unfulfilling. Moreover, excess ive self

definition, an over-developed sense of selfhood , separation and 

solidity (as Susan has) causes ultimately the reverse response of 

a des lre for absorption Into che un iverse, it causes one to wi sh to 

increase the boundary of se lf by possess ion. Thus Susan says; 
58 

"I possess all I see." The movement inward, the magnet tha t 

insures an Impenetrable area, lncreases it s scope , and begins t o 

establish Its e lf as a centre, powerful enough to Ingest its 

surroundi ngs. A sense of ident ity, in excess , para llels Yeats' 

idea of ' subjectivity'. The centripet a l urge extends its bc.und a ries 

and wishes to subdue t he unive r se . 

It is as a solid, impenetrable , centripetal core that identity 

most commonly manifests Itself, since In t h is guise it is the hand

maiden of the materia l world In which we live . The majc.rity of 

Woolf's characters participa te in the generalizations which Woolf 

creates in Susan. As will become evident in the discussion of Ber -

nard, the visionary's voya ges are transient, and the home of t he 

weary or frightened vis ionary is t he self. As a re sult, two 

characters elsewhere in Woolf's novels, who a re t hemse lvo s 

intermitte ntly visionary, period ica lly return from t he ir depersona l 

iz ing voyages, to reco up their energy, to t ake comfort from a 

'core', a centre , to which they re turn. Is a Oliver (whose 

vlsionary self will be discussed in chapter 6) echoes Susa n in a 

moment of self-consc iousness ; "Did the plot matter? She shifted 

and looked over her right shoulder. The plot was only there to 

bege t emotion . There were only two emot ions; love, and hate. 
59 

There was no need to puzzle out the plot." She repeats herself , 
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a page later adding a third emot ion, conceptualizing the emotion 

effected by 'natura l happiness', the life of materiality, particip

ation in the perpetuation of humanity, when she says: "Peace was 

the third emotion. Love. Hate. Pea ce. Three e motions made the 

ply of human life ." 60 Rachel Vinrace, in The Voyage Out, exper

iences the necessary selfllood prior to the visionary voyage beyond 

and greater, than self. At the thought of selfhood ~. "living" 

(participation in the material world) she is excited : "The vision 

of her own personality, of herself as a real everlasting thing , 

different from anything else , unmergeable, like the sea or the 

wind, flashed into Rachel's mind, and she became profoundly 
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excited at the thought of living. " As she moves beyond self, 

that excitement wanes. Terence Hewet, Rachel's fiance, like 

Susan, regards his identity as both impenetrable , definite, and in 

accord with the material world while remaining sufficiently aware 

to recognize the spirit of the vis ionary within him, which he is at 

present neglecting. In response to Rachel ' s increasingly vision 

ary perception he says: 

I feel soUd; the legs of my chair might be rooted 
in the bowels of the earth. But at Cambridge, I 
can remember, there were times when one fell 
into ridi cu lous states of semi-coma about 
flve o'clock in the morning . 62 

Terence's visionary experiences are both rare, and incoherent. 

Neville, Uke Susan, is an individual. He says: "I am one 
63 

person -- myself." Similarly, the object of his perception is 

the material world, but his mode of perception is fundamentaliy 

different from Susan's. It i s intellectually orientated, and is 

therefore an analysing, compartmentalizing intelligence, which 

leads him to perceive material reality readily both in detail and 

in abstraction, as a ser(es of discrete units and also as a 

concept, both of which distract him from perceiving the 'essence ' 

of objects, thereby preventing him from recognizing the relation 

between all objects in existence in a homogeneous whole. He 

says: " .. , there are distinctions, there are differences in this 



world " 64 

Neville too, like each of the six, is aware of his limitations, 

and appears to transcend them, when he loses his youth. He 

says: 

I am no longer young ... Now I could swear that 
I like people pouring profusely out of the Tube 
when the day's work is done, unanimous, 
indiscriminate, u"ccunted. I have picked my 
own fruit. I look dispassionately ... We are 
not judges. 65 

Yet perhaps this recantation and penetrating awareness is nat his 

victory, but the demands of ald age. Perhaps his victory is 
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hollow in that the slower' pace' demanded by old age, and not 

wilful decision, causes Neville to cease from analysing ,comp

artmentaliz ing, and judging. His egotism wanes as his life nears 

its end. In this sense, his victory is victory through rlefeat, 

because his efforts (the source of his failure to comprehend reality) 

have been silenced by that which is beyond his power to control 

the encroachment of old age. Although Neville writes poetry 

(and thus acknowledges the existence and importance of the 

irrational and the emotional) Bernard realizes that Neville cannot 

transcend his limitations. He says: 

And you wish to be a poet; and you wish to be 
a lover. But the s plend id clarity of your 
intellige rce , and the re morseless honesty of 
your intellect .. , bring you to a halt. 

And further on : " .•. give me your poems; hand over the sheets 

you wrote last night in such a fervour of inspiration that you now 
. 66 

feel a little sheepish. For you distrust inspiratlon, yours or mine ." 

Bernard certa inly ca nnot see Neville discard ing h is lim itatlons of 

h is own accord. 

Since Neville's primary aim is to support self and ensure its 

position and significance, love Is barred from him, because it is 

a gesture of giving, an 'other' orientated action. He says: "I 

would rather be loved, I would rather be famous than follow 
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perfection through the sand. But am I doomed to cause disgust? ,,67 

Finally, the third point upon the continuum is occupied by the 

visionary self which, by virtue of its achievement , experiences the 

visionary journey discussed :n chapter 3 , and who identifies w ith 

the content of Woolf's vision discussed in chapter 4. The discussion 

of the preceding four charact ers establishes their relation to the 

visionary, and demonstrates how each does not satisfy the 

' prerequ isites' of the visionary. Only at the one extreme of the 

typology of character , is visionary awareness poss ible in an 

acceptable manner (for Woolf). Rhoda and Louis are disqualified 

because they exist 'beneath ' identity; they are visionary, but not 

by choice. They lack the ability to exist successfully in the 

material world , an essential quality for the commendable 

visionary, since although vision takes one beyond materi'llity 

and identity, the visionary self always proceeds from, and returns 

to reality. In short, the visionary must have an identity from 

which to willingly embrace that which transcends identity, a 

position from which to launch her/his self. 

In the attempt to secure for Bernard, and for Tinny the status 

of visionary, it is necessary to relate their idea s , emotions, and 

tendencies to the Woolfian vision. Bernard's s tate of conscious-

ness and his parallels with Woolf's vision will become clear 

during the res t of this dissertation. 

Jinny exhibits attitudes very often uncharact eristic of the 

visionary, and despite her association with Bernard, is a 

remarkable conglomera tion of the visionary and the non-visionary. 

Her identity is therefore discussed before that of the representative 

of the visionary identity, Bernard. 

Tinny says of herself: "My peers may look at me now. I look 

straight back at you , men and women . I am one of you. Thi s is 

my world. ,,68 This declaration clearly demarcates her as a 

resident of the world of the common man, the rea I world. She 

revea ls an arrogance and an assertiveness which is in contrast to 

the timidity of one (namely, Rhoda) who feels estranged from the 
69 

material world. Yet Tinny on occasion relinquishes her 



individuality. She says during a dance: "Now with a little jerk, 

like a limpet broken from a rock, I am broken off: I fall with him; 

I am carried off. We yie ld to this slow flood." 70 

Jinny, like Bernard, yearns constantly to be merged, clnd 

further, she too is able to bring about a union (unlike Rhoda , and 

Louis, who are impotent in their timidity). She is a lso a focus, 

an organiz ing force (like Mrs Dalloway). Susan says of her: "She 

seems to centre everything ... She brings things to a point, to 

order,,7l whlle }inny herself says: "When I came in just now 

everything stood still in a pattern. Waiters stopped, diners 

raised their forks and held them. I had the air of being prepared 
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for what would happen." But her vision, her abilities, and her 

apparent stability do not match Bernard's. Her consciousness is 

preoccupied with the physical and the visible. Her vision and her 

abilities are superficial and sensual. Her merging is a mimicry, 

and a pathetiC parody of what Bernard strives for: she is physi.cal, 

time -bound, and her achievements are short -lived. In fact, she 
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has little connection with that which transcends the spatia-temporal 

limits. She says: "I cannot follow any thought from present to 
73 

past .•• I do not dream." Thus, when her beauty wanes, Jinny 

has to realize that her 'dance' is over; her vision jilts her. 74 

J. Love, in Worlds in Consciousness, says of }inny: "Sexual 

consummation for her is mystical union of subject. and object, 

of microcosm and macrocosm.,,75 This raises the question of 

what form her vision does take. It is a transmaterial vision 

translated into physicality. The obvious contradiction transform s 

her vision to the point where one could more adequately describe 

it a s an approximation of vision, an imitation, or the material 

equivalent of visionary experience. Jinny does achieve a fusion 

of subject and object, but only in a representative, imitative way. 

Jinny's focus on one other in order to enlarge self is not without 

damaging effect , since this means of enlargement prohibits, more 

utterly, further or ultimate enlargement. Just as her vision must 

cease at death, so her vision must in another sense be bound by 

matter, stopping and going no further than her sexual object. If 



physicality is her means to vision, it is a vision which m\lst 

conform to the phys ical laws. If it is achieved by body meeting 

body, total vision may only be achieved by Jinny uniting with all 

bodies, an obvious impossibility. 

It is Jinny's heightened awareness of her body, of sensation, 

that allows her to imitate vision: "1 burn, 1 shiver,' said Jlnny, 

'out of this sun, into this shadow.' ,,76 As a child, Jinny is 

already physically hyper-·aware. She is aware of the falsity of 

her vision and its limitations when she says: 

But we who live in the body see with the body'::; 
imagination things in outline. 1 sce rocks in 
bright sunshine. 1 cannot take these facts into 
some cave and, shading my eyes, grade their 
yellows, blues, umbers into one substance. 1 
cannot remain seated for long. 1 must jump up 
and go. The coa ch may start from Piccad illy. 1 
1 drop all these facts -- diamonds, withered hands, 
china pots and the rest of it -- as a monkey drops 
nuts from its naked paw. 1 cannot tell you if life 
is this or that. 77 

3S 

Jinny's physical vision might be called an acting out or a ritualis

tic representation of true vision. It is as if she has a vision para-

11el to Bernard's, identical to his except that his belongs to a 

spiritual, non-temporal world, while hers belongs to the material 

world. The visions run parallel, until they come to contemplate 

death, at which point Bernard's vision can transcend the body. 

Jinny's vision comes to an abrupt pathetic halt. 

Bernard wishes to consolidate, and express vision by creating 

a 'story', a complex connected narrative of reality. Perhaps he is 

similar in intention to Woolf (in writing The Waves) when he says: 

"1 conceive myself called upon to provide, some winter's night, 

a meaning for all my observations -- a line that runs from one to 

another, a summing up that completes." 78 The Waves is an 

attempt at presenting the variety of points of view which react, 

either positively or negatively, to life and vision, flux and 

stillness, and in the case of Bernard, the reaction to the ultimate 

ambiguity, the insoluble dichotomy of Hfe and death. And he is 



s imllar to Llly Briscoe whc struggles to express truth in a!'t. He 

says: "But what are stories? Toys 1 twist, bubbles 1 blow, one 
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ring passing through another ." Also, expression is a secondary 

experience; it is the recording of perception of the true nQture of 

reality, which may credit a coherence , continuity , and inte rna l 

logic more than actually exists. Hence Bernard says: "How tired 

1 urn of stories, how tired 1 am of phrases that come down beaut

[fully with all their feet on the ground. Also, how 1 distrust neat 
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designs of ll fe that are drawn upon half-sheets of note-pape r." 

Unlike Rhoda, Bernard is committed to his visionary journey. 

Despite its powerful contradiction of all that he was born into 

(materiality, time, the laws of matter, and the separation from 

others imposed by the boundary of t he body) he willingly d evelops 

his viSionary self. Of all the figures in The Waves, he is most 

capable of achieving Woolf's vision: "1 do not belleve in sepilrat

ion. We are not single," he says. 81 And just as the self is part 

of a larger unit, so that larger unit is contained, or expre ssed in 

the self. Bernard says: " ... then it becomes clear tha t T am not 

one and si mple , but complex and many ... I have to effect diff 

erent transitions: have to cover the entrances and exits of several 
82 

diffe rent men who alternatively act their parts as Bernard." And 
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aga in: "For I changed and changed; was Hamlet, was Shelley, was 

the hero, whose name I now forget, of a novel by Dostoevsky; 

was for a whole term, incredibly, Napoleon; but was Byron 
83 

chiefly." When Neville, refusing to belie ve in the multiplicity 
84 

of self, says to Bernard : "You are not Byron; you are your self " 

Bernard finds this curiously alien to his visionary point of view. 

He says: "To be contracted by another person into a single be ing 
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how strange ." Neville is Bernard's opposite , in the focus of 

his attention. Neville fixes "remorselessly" on a Single object, 

whereas Bernard is "endlessly vagrant" in his perception of 

things (Including people) around him. Bernard's "scope embraces 
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what Neville never reaches." Nevtlle, by examining Individua ls 

In detall, knows their unique features (and therefore knows them as 

Individuals). Bernard, by contrast, knows that which is universal, 



and Gommon to all men. l"ev ille says: "He ~ernar~ half knows 
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everybody; he knows nobody." 

Bernard's v isionary awa r'mess is intermittent (which is, I 

shall discuss later, the nat ural condition of existing in the rea l 

world , bound by the body) though it involves every aspect of 

Woolf's expressed icl eas. The following quotation provides an 

exa mple of the complexity of his visions: 

It is however , true that my dreaming , my tentative 
advance like one carried beneath the surface of a 
stream, is interrupted , torn , pricked and plucked 
at by sensations, spontaneous and irrelevant, of 
curiosity, greed, desire , irresponsible as in sleep . 
(I covet that bag - - e t c. ) No , but I wish to go under; 
to visit the profound depths; once in a while to 
exercise my prerogat ive not always to act , but to 
explore; to hear vague , ancestral sounds of boughs 
creak ing , of mammoths; to indulge impossible des ires 
to embra ce the whole world with the a rms of under
stand ing -- impossible to those who act. Am I not, 
as I walk , trembling w ith strange oscilla tions and 
vibrations of sympathy , wh ich , unmoored as I Clm from 
a private being, b id me embrace these engrossed 
flo cks; these starers and trippers; these errand - boys 
and furtive and fugitive g irls who , ignoring their 
doom, look in a t shop - windows? But I am aware of 
our ephemeral pa ssage. 88 

He w ishes to embrace the past, the "whole world" , but i s repeat

edly re called , "interrupted" , by the demands of the ego (the self) 

and the body. Elsewhere he says: 

Only in moment s of emergency, at a cross ing, a t 
a curb, t he wish to preserve my body springs out 
and siezes me and stops me , here , before thi s 
omnibus. We in s ist, it seems ,o n living. Then 
agai n, ind ifference descends. 89 

He tries constantly to transcend self -consc iousness and self : 

For myself , I have no aim. I have no ambition . I 
will let myself be carried on by the general impu l se. 
The surface of my mind s li ps a lo ng like a pale - grey 
stream reflecting what passes . I cannot remember 
my past , my nose , or the colour of my eyes, or 
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what my genera l opinion of r,~yself is. 90 

Woolf means the reader to be aware t ha t Bernard, wh ile beyond 

the 'natura l happines s ' of Susan, was required to establish self 

in order to transcend it, and experiences difficulty in transcend

ing self , having so firmly established it. 

The awareness of ind ividuality occurs early in Bernard 's life, 

nam e ly when he i s still a t school. He says: "It was Susa'1 who 

cried, that day when I was in the t ool-house wit h Nevilie; and I 

felt my indiffere nce melt. Neville did not me lt. 'There fore', I 

said, 'I am myself , not Neville ' , a wonderful discovery. ,,91 

Indiv iduality , as a positive state of being , protects onc from the 

'tyranny' of others. Both Rhoda and Louis experience the intru sion 

of others. Self is necessary , for it allows one free wil l. Although 

Rhoda's vision is simllar to Bernard's, t he difference between the 

two figures is that Rhoda cannot prevent her un pleas ant visio ns , 

whereas Bernard willingly embraces h i s vision. Ind ividuallty 

allows one to explore beyond i ndiv iduality , when one wishes to 

do so. Individua lity is t herefore a shield. a protective barrier. 

against t he intru s ion of the outside world. This is wha t Bernard 

means when he says: "A shell forms upon the soft soul, nacreous. 

shiny. upon which sensations t ap the ir beaks in v a in. On me it 

formed ea rlier than most. ,,92 The relative speed a t which Bernard 

concretized identity ca us ed him (having profited by the formation 
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of a singular and separate identity . 'Bernard') with equa l speed to 

perceive tha t se lf, by its singularity. is limited to it s self -imposed 

boundaries. The visiori of relation is achieved Simultaneously 

with t he relinquishing of separation or identity. This is the 

course that Bernard follows . 

Towards the end of his monologue . which concludes The Waves . 

Bernard is overcome by depression . by a negat ivis m . by a sense 

of failure. a nd a sense of meaning lessness . He says : "All that 
93 

we might have been we saw; a ll t ha t we had missed ..• " 

Further: "It has been too vast an undertaking ..• ,,94 In his 
9S 

depressed state. Bernard says: "Life has destroyed me " and: 
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"It does not matter whom T meet. ;',ll this little affair of 'being' 

is over. ,,96 But this negativism is in fact the most triumphant 

note in The Vvaves since the diminishing of motivation and desire 

coincides with the suppression of the ego to the point of dormancy, 

and marks the final comments of that ego ousted from its seat of 

power, the individual self. A self moving towards selfl"ssness 

will obviously provoke such a reaction, as the ego gives ",,,ay to 

the supremacy of the multiple' self' of the 'other'. Berr:ard c ea ses, 

albeit temporarily, to be single and indomitable. He ceases to 

be Bernard. He no longer needs others, because he has tota lly 

become those others. H8 need no longer seek that which is 

outside him, br it is now within him. Bernard no longer wills; 

he has become the object of his desire. He has totally merged. 

He realizes this, and says: "There is no division between me and 

them. As I talked T felt '1 am you'. This difference we make so 

much of, this identity, we so feverishly cherish, was overcome. ,,97 

Also, he realizes that he is not separated from past time: to tell 

"the story of my life and set it before you as a complete thing, 1 

have to recall things gone far, gone deep •.. those half-articulate 

ghosts who keep up their hauntings by day and night ... ,,98These 

"ghosts" are those who have lived and those who might have, or 

still might, live; they are the "unborn selves. There is the old 

brute, too, the savage, the hairy man who dabbles his fingers in 

ropes of entrails; and gobbles and belches; whose speech is 
, 99 

gutteral, visceral -- well, he is here. He squats 10 me." And 

finally, Bernard must declare the inevitable. He says: " ., .. my 

being ••• lies deep, tideless, immune, now that he is dead, the 

man I call "Bernard" •.• " 100 His visiona ry journey is all but 

complete. 

In the concluding pag8s of Th8 Vraves, B8rnard undergoes a 

reversal which has given rise to a number of diverse and incredible 

interpretations among critics. 101 Briefly, loss of identity means 

the dissolution of all that is Bernard, which means death. There 

can be no purely selfless self. That visionary awareness 

culminates in death, is Bernard's ultimate realization. He is 



repulsed by this idea, and refuses to relinquish his identity. H8 

has a new "desire" (individuals desire, and therefore Bernard has 

once again retreated into individuality) to retrieve his shield of 
102 

self and to fight against ths ultimate intruder -- death. He 
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says: "Against you I will fling myself, unvanquished and unyielci-
103 

lng, 0 Death!" Bernard's reattainment of self, denial of 

community, establishment of an ego, separate and whole, and 

with a functioning will, involves a self-extrication from the unity 

.of existence. His 'wave' separates itself from the mass of the 

undifferentiated sea, and creates his own identity: "And in me 

too the wave rises. It swells; it arches its ba ck. t am aware 

f d
' ,,104 

once more 0 a new eSlfe ... 

Bernard parallels Woolf in his refusal to acquiesce, in his 

notion that he will have to call upon himself to justify his life, 
105 

to provide an account. His "Let's explore" is transformed 
106 

lnto "Fight. Fight, " as he becomes aware of the impossibility 

of his task, of his impotence against flux. The life principle is 

lnflexlble and tyrannlcal. Woolf says, in A Writer's Diary: 

... what t like is to flash and dash from side to 
side, goaded on by what t call reality. If t never 
felt these extraordinary pervasive strains -- of unrest 
or rest or happiness or discomfort defeat or victory 
I should float down into acquiescence. Here is 
something to fight; and when 1 wake early 1 say to 
myself fight, fight. 107 

Bernard's actions su pport Woolf's meta phys ic. Bernard returns, 

bitter, disillusioned and absorbed by a self-protective urge, to 

ldentity. The process of the return aligns Bernard with the 

efforts of Louis, also engaged in the search for identity. But 

whereas Bernard retraces his steps, Louis has never had identity. 

Bernard's idea of life is similar to Louis's, when he says: "It is 

the effort and the struggle, it is the perpetual warfare, it is the 

shattering and piecing together - - this is the daily battle, defeat 
108 

or victory, the absorbing pursuit." 

There is a seventh figure in The Waves, less consistently 

characterized, presented solely via the consciousness of the 



other six. His untimely death in India profoundly affects the 

others, who worship him in an unjealous manner. Percival's 

function and his identity in The Waves are dual. 

Firstly he is associated with the developmental possibiilties 

which the six envisage, but fail to 6chieve. Bernard says: "We 

saw for a moment la id out among us the body of the complete 
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human being Who we had failed to be, but at the same time, cannot 
109 

forget." Each of the six projected onto Percival that which 

they strove to be; Percival became the sum of their ideals and 

expectations. Bernard calls him" a God." 110 Louis acknowled

ges that it was Percival who revealed to them their communal 

goal:'''Tt is Percival, 'said Louis, 'sitting silent as he sat among 

the tickling grasses when the breeze parted the clouds and they 

formed aga in, who makes us aware that these attempts to say: 

"I am this, I am that ," which we make, coming together, like 

separated parts of one body and soul; are false.' "Ill From their 

own point of view, Percival represents that quality which they 

most earnestly desire, something which will lift them from their 

selves. For the reader, it is not simply a single quality he 

represents, for each figure is perhaps unaware of a sur-cession of 

needs. The embodiment of their ever-changing ideal is perpetually 

modified. Percival becomes the container of the six figures' 

ideals. So, for the reader, Percival simply represents something 

beyond the struggles of the six, reminding the reader of the 

continuum that each adheres to; of perfection and of that which 

lies beyond the six. Bernard, the most advanced along the 

continuum, is most aware that he has further to go: "We come up 
112 

differently, forever and ever." Thus Percival is both an absolute, 

and a relative ideal. For the reader, he lies beyond the scope of 

the novel, absolute and fixed; for the characters, he represents 

their ideal, that is, what they see as the one quality which will 

complete their selves. 

There is no consistency in the projections thrust upon Percival, 

and equally there is no end to them. Even Rhoda, acutely aware 

of transcendental reality, feels Percival to be powerful and 

significant; Rhoda who avoids the material world, cherishes 



Percival, the show piece of the material world. 

As a representative of perfection, with an identity beyond the 

relative and various idealistic projections of the other six in The 

Waves Percival may be more clearly defined. He is the ul~imate 

representative of harmonious existence on earth, the accord of 

spirit and matter, a singularity of being and doing and (If thinklng 

and acting. There is no discord: his actions are hlmse lf, and 

they complete him. He does not hanker after perfection; ile is, 

unconsciously, perfect. He represents the act for itself, the 

satisfaction with self , and the pure action untrammelled by the 

inte~fering and critica I self. His a cts are com plete in that they 

are expressions of self, not caused by, or causing a reaction, in 

self. His acts 'are'; the other six 'do' : they are produced by or 

produce, an impulse in self. The other· six figures display a 

frequent duality of thought and action. To presume that this is a 
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total discrepancy between impulse and expression is an exaggeration, 

a !though it is common enough among critics. (The narrative mode 

in The Waves suggests, it is argued , a h igh level of consciousness 

and self-consciousness in the six, when really, the degree of 

consciousness is not clear.) There is a definite degree of pre

meditation in the actions of the six; a controlling self is ever 

aware of the effects of the actions carried out by that self. There 

is a sense of causation, whether the acts of the six are causes 

or cause responses, whereas in Percival there is expression. 

Perciva I is in love with Susa n, the lea st tormented by a course of 

action, and the most expressive (her materiality is an expression , 

requiring no evaluation, prompting no response in se lf; it is 

complete.) Because the six might most profitably be regarded 

as attitudes or generalized and abstracted states, Percival may 

be in a second sense the foil of the six. Abstraction, in both the 

six, and The Waves, fails to incorporate the complex , various 

and often petty, business of living. As attitudinal creations of 

Woolf's Percival may be their reminder of the business of living, 

a rem inder that caused Woolf to contaminate, and to embed the 

abstraction with indiViduality and an existential environment , in 



The Years . However pronounced the consciousness and self 

consciousness of the slx i~, they do at least appear to exist on 

an abstracted level , often d i sregarding the mundane aspects of 

dally exis t ence. 

Insofar as Perciva l is not hampered by a need to 'do ' , an 

indica tion of his satisfaction with the state of self a nd cf the 

'other' , he may be ill uminated by compar ison w ith Mrs Manresa , 

in Between t he Acts , who with equal consistency, does not exhibit 

a need to premed itate the effects of her actions. Her se lf is he r 

express ion; t he re lurks no dissatisfied inner self , eager t o 

calculate cert a in act ions in order to sat i sfy itself. The simpliCity 

suggested of Percival i s overt in Mrs Manresa , and is ofte n not 

distinguishable from superficia lity . Spontaneity de fines Mrs 

Manresa , and confirms" her approval of the wild ch ild she was, 

whose nature was somehow' just human nature'''. 113 Having no 

restraining inner self, Mrs Manresa may freely interact. Life is 

no more than the unquestioning reaction to, and enjoyment of , the 

natural world : "Why waste sensation, she seemed to ask , why 

waste a sing le drop that can be pressed out of this ripe, thi s 

melting, t h i s adorable world? Then she drank. And the air round 

her became threaded with sensation. ,,114 Having nothing to 

conceal (being the sum of her re sponses) Mrs Manresa i s alone 

undaunted by the mirrors in the final scene of the pageant: "Alone 

she preserved unashamed her ident ity, and fa ced without blink ing 

herself. Calmly she reddened her lips." 115 She is express ive , 
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she is transparent , she is herself. Bart Oliver worships her fo r 

this reason , while Woolf , in a n e ffort to redress a d istort ion warns 

us that " sunse t light was unsympathetic to her make -up; plated it 

looked , not deeply interfused ." 116 Both points of view ass is t in 

completing Mrs Manresa. Whereas in Percival, Woolf aimed at 

prov id ing the reader with a foll , the antithes i s to the combined 

efforts of the other s ix, in Mrs Manresa she is more concerned 

with the conflation of se lf and action not exclUSively as a pra ise

worthy alternative to (for example) Bernard's effort s at tra nscend

ence, as a total phenomenon to be preceived equa lly as a perfect 



simplification and self satis faction, and a shallowness verging 

on superflcial ity and insu bstantia lity of character. 
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I began my exam inations of each of the six .characters by 

defining their relation to reality a nd their degree of individuality: 

tha t is , to what extent they have a self , separate and distinct. 

Bernard when at times unable to sustain his v ision of unity, lapses 

or fa lls into individuality, into an awareness of his body a nd hi s 

separateness from other bodies . The implication i s that he has 

achieved individuality , but w ishes to transcend it. Neville and 

Susan achieve individuality , but fall to transcend it. Rhoda and 

Louis do not have ind ividua lity, and for this very reason have 

visions of un ity or a n awareness of past time. But this vision i s 

terrifying to them, for they do not have a 'base' from which to 

explore or a centre of security in wh ich t o retreat. Again I mu s t 

refe r to R.D. Laing ' s concept of 'ontolog ica l security' , to demons

trate just how important the centre of self is. Without it, one i s 

hesitant to explore or move outwards, a nd to transcend , for in 

t he case of an emergency, there is nothing to withdraw into, 

noth ing to return to , no self, no fortress of retreat. 

Woolf's continuum of identity i s an ex pans ion of a basic idea. 

Those who have a self inhabit the material world. Those w ithout 

self are predisposed to v isionary awareness . As an ext ension of 

the ba sic antithesis, a subsidiary oppos ition is est ablished 

within those who constitute the selfless by d ifferentiati ng between 

those 'Aho wllfully transcend self, and those who fail to atta in it. 

Bernard and Rhoda are antithetica l in t his respect though in their 

visionary tendencies , are opposed to Susan. A complex network 

of opposition and similarity exists within the group , based on 

the ir i nd ividual responses to reallty, their degree of self, and 

moreover , based on sexual differentiation. The rationality, 

aggression and desire to impose and control , typical of mas culi ne 

behaviour, is shared by Lou is a nd Neville , who , in every other 

respect , a re opposed. Male and female nature may be related to 

t he rea l and visionary worlds, repectively. The subsequent 

rela tions, and the status of androgyny will be discussed in terms 



of t he composition of v isionary experience . 

The ramifications of Woolf's basic idea of a continuum of 

ide ntity ba sed on the opposing featl1res of the real and the 

visionary are complex . The perso~alities of the six can be 

determined not only by their degree of self , and their rel atlon to 

reality, but just as validlY from another angle: the success of 

their c onflict with chaos . P.hoda is powerless , she has no self 

and therefore no means of e::tricating herself from the surround ing 

chaos: "Let me pull myself out of these waters . But they heap 

themselves on me; they sweep me between their great shoulders; 

I am turned; I am tumblerl; I am stretched , among these long 
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lights , t hese long waves , these endless paths ... " 117 Lou is 

similarly cannot master chaos , but being Rhoda's male cou!1tcrpart , 

he wishes to subdue and to t ransform the chaotic to conform to 

his idea of order . His is a perpetual struggle s ince the world is 

not amenable to the schemes of a self in search of identity, He is 

o pt imistic when he says : "I ro ll t he dark before me , s;Jread ing 

commerce where there was chaos."llS Susan , who i s unable to 

establlsh self , has no fear of chaos. It has been pushed back; she 

has by sheer effort, created a ' space' for hers e lf, a boundary wh ich 

keeps the chaos out. And since her success comes relative l y 

easily (she i s the most discrete , 1 imited and individual of the 

six) she is not antagonis tic towards the material world of movement 

or perpetual flux. She says Simply : "I am not afra id of heat, nor 

of the frozen winter ." 119 Ti nny Similarly pushes back chaos in 

order t o ena c t her physical v is ion . She like Bernard is neither 

thwarted in her efforts against chaos (as are Rhoda and Louis) nor 

does she reach a stasis once this is achieved (as do Susan and 

Neville)i she attempts to move beyond self, beyond Singular 

identity in a world of perpetual movement and change , a chaotic 

world. 

In a broad all-encompassing sense , that which is possible in 

the visionary world is impossible in the mat e riill world and vice versa. 

Similarly , but in a more specific sense , that which the visionary 

achieves in the vIsionary world is diff icult to replica te in reality. 



The visio nary ' s fallure in the material world is often less comm 

endable t han the non-v ision ary' s. For instance, whereas Susan 

may form imperfect, but'nevertheless rudimentary, relation:;hips 

w it h others, Rhoda , who has a sense of perfect and mystica l 
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unity beyond time, cannot establish any contact in the mat erial 

world. Of course it is Susan's firm sense of self thut eliables her 

to pursue re lationsh ips without feeling threatened , and thi s sense 

of self severely limits the exte nt of the merging of identity. Rhoda 

is selfles s, potentially a ma ster of merg ing , and a l so petrified of 

it, especially when it involves secure (overpowering and threaten

ing) identities . Visionary aware ness renders the visiollary incapa 

ble of successfully establish ing even a rudimentary rEJatlonship, 

whereas the non -v isiona ry achieves t his imperfectly , w ithout 

effort. And typically he is bot h respected (for his s ucces s) a nd 

loa thed (for his fa ilure ) for t he secure self i s both the obj ect of 

awe and frustration, re spect , e nvy/replusion and despa ir for t he 

visionary and se lfless . 

Rhoda, aware of vis ionary unity , is literally exempt from a ny 

such unification. She says: "One moment does not lead to another 

.•• 1 cannot make one moment merge in the next. To me they are 

all violent, all separate ... " 120 Discontinuity of one 's existence 

separa ting each liv ing moment from the next, i s the ultimat e 

expression of the v is ionary ' s failure to bring about any relation 

of disparate elements in the material world. Sensation is too 

violent for t he vis ionary . His fragile self is repeatedly blasted 

or co nsumed by the random sensations which it encounters : "1 

am afra id of the shock of sensation that leaps upon me , because 

1 cannot deal with it a s you do .. . ,,121 The facs imile is achieved 

by the non-visionary, as imposs ible for the visionary (since he 

has no self) as achiev ing the timeless, trans-corporeal v ision 

on earth. This fa csimile is as imperfect as the attempt at impos ing 

order and structure (which the visionary intuitively perceives) on 

the real world by impos ing standards, instituting conventions, and 

implementing cat egories. 

Finally, a lthough it i s not essential to strictly define t he 



status of the slx figures ir, a discussion of their similarities and 

differences, by positing the six figures as points of view, or 

attitudes, one may arrive at conclusions significant to Woolf's 

meta phys ic. 
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Apart from its other uses, the standardized depersonalized 

speech of the six, in The Waves , may indicate the effacement of 

individuality. The content of their utterances distinguishes t hem 

clearly (the sameness of their expression may indicate a unified 

multiplicity) either as a single many-faceted self, or as a vast 

single whole that is the living conscious being. The fact that the 

voices are more properly attitudes may render them outpourings of 

the single self. However, there is little other evidence that Woolf 

intended the reader to regard :rhe Waves as having a single 

protagonist. It is important to note nevertheless, that such a 

complex being exists -- Clarissa Dalloway contains the two uasic 

elements with distinguishes characters in The Waves, and their 

relative proximity to the material world. It is conceivable thut 

Clarissa may have uttered any statement in The Waves. Clarissa 

either can be seen to be successfully embedded in the material 

world (like Susan and Neville); she can transcend to a visionary 

world (like Bernard) ; or she (like Jinny) can 'mimic' unity by being 

the successful host at he r party. The mutual co-existense of 

these basic types within a single individual is implied by Bernard's 

awareness of the multiplicity of s-3lf. The Waves may well be a 

map of its creator, a single expression of a multiple self, whose 

voices are given distinguishing names. Woolf's metaphysic ex

pressed in other novels closely parallels Bernard's; her diary 

contains passages close enough to the utterances of Susan for one 

to recognize distinct similarities between them, 122 and in A Writer's 

Diary Woolf says: " ... this morning I could say what Rhoda 
123 

said." Woolf may be associated with Bernard, Susan and Rhoda, 

the three basic expressions in The Waves. Aware that the s ix 

figures in The Waves may refer eq ually as well to six ind ividuals 

as to different aspects of a Single self, Woolf says in A Writer's 

Diary: "Autobiography it \lne wave~ may be called." 124 



The basic typology of identity es tablished in The Waves 

reveals the characteristics of t hose who reject, and those who 

pursue, vision . The fo llowing chapter describes how visionary 

awareness is variously embraced and avoided . 
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Cha pter 3 The) ourney 

Section I : Reflexive Perception and Projective Perception 

The basic t hree -fold d ivision outlined in Chapter 2 , demonst

rating fundamental personality types according to Woolf's 

speculative metaphysic, applies to the whole of Woolf's vis ion. 

The individual either falls to lntegrate self into the material world 

(in all of its physical, soci a l and psychological expressions) or 

by identifying closely with the material world fails to transcend it, 

a limitation overcome by the visionary. The visionary journey 

involves just such a movement toward, withi" , and finally beyond, 

the material world. Jean Alexander in The Venture of Form in the 

Novels of Virginia Woolf correctly identifie s the c lose association 

between the vlsionary and the material world, an observation often 

overlooked since the v lslonary's a lm is usually to shrug off all 

remlnders of materiality and its restrictions. Alexander says: 

"Woolf's insistent fide lity to experience, beginning with physical, 

perceptual experlence , is an lmplicit questioning of rei'llity as 

traditionally taught." I TheWoolfian metaphysic conSistently 

conforms to t he idea that tra nscendental 'rea lity' is apprehended 

by means of a journey through the material world and not away 

from it: intimate association with materiality may result In 

visionary awareness, whereas 'casua l' non-committal association 

is never fruitful. By analogy, Bernard (in The Waves) moves 

beyond separate identity and the material world because previously, 
2 having form ed an identity "earlier than most". , he established a 

close association with the material world. The singular pitfall of 

the entire visionary journey, of which Susan (in The Waves}is the 

obvious example, is the failure to move through and beyond the 

material world, having immersed oneself in it. 

If immers ion in the materia I world is paradoxica lly the first 



step tn the journey beyond reality, then the faculty assocIated 

with the initial process is sensory. Sensation allows one to reach 

all that which exists outside of self. One may be trapped by the 

senses at the expense of the visionary 'sense' (as Susan is), or 

one may prevent its control o-ver the self, creating a situation 

whereby sensation becomes a medns of transport, and not a prison; 

a conveyance . to transmateridl awareness. Woolf says of the 

necessity of total immersi.on in the material world as a means to a 

visionary awareness of the relation of all objects in existence, to 

Vita Sackvllie -West: "What I want is the habit of earthworms; the 

diet given in the workhouse -- anything about a matter of fact -

milk, for instance. From that proceed to sunsets and transparent 

leaves and all the rest, which, with my mind rooted upon facts, 
3 

I shall embrace .•• " 
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The window in To the Lighthouse is a symbol as significant as 

the lighthouse itself. For whereas the latter is primarily a symbol 

of vision, the window is the symbolic means to that vision. It is 

the means of perception, whereby self contemplates the 'other'. 

However, it has a dual function, for it serves both as an im<:ge of 

vis ionary development, Clnd a s an image of non -visionary percep

tion. Perception is the means whereby the individual may apprehend 

and establish a positive relation with the 'other' , though it may 

equally as successfully be used, depending on the inclination of 

the individual, to actively reinforce the boundary between self 

and 'other'. Instead of being a positive link between self and 'other' , 

perception may allow the individual to reinforce separation and 

aloneness. The window therefore has a double function, both 

mutually exclusive: the one being the only means of escaping 

from the narrow confinement of self, and the other, the means of 

reinforcing the principle operative in separation. 

In this chapter I will outline the process of depersonalization 

via sensation, the value of the phenomenon and the experience of 

it in Woolf's fiction. The experience most commonly involves 

visual sense, though by 'sensation' r refer to all of the five 

physical senses. 
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Woolf's metaphysic enlails that each discrete object ia existence 

may achieve a visionary relation with all the other objects in 

existence by the dual activity of pe~ceiving the 'other', and 

subduing self In the process. Since sensory perception i~ the 

only means whereby self is aware of another's existence, 

depersonalization Is .simultaneous with perception of the 'other', 

as examples I shall give will show. 

A proper understanding of anything requires awareness and a 

temporary suspension of self. The relation between subject and 

object, and the activity of understanding, is a simple concept 

for Woolf: there are two identities present, not necessarily 

opposed but certainly different. 'Understanding' is literally the 

act of reducing the two to one. creating one perspective. AnJ the 

only person equipped to do so is the' active agent' , the subject or 

the perceiver. It is his point of view according to Virginia Woolf, 

that must be relinquished if he is to demolish the difference. 

Hence, it is a passive act, for the subject, or the self: the 

expression, assertion and maintenance of point of view mllst 

temporarily be suspended, for it inhibits understanding; in these 

terms it is non-understanding, it is 'twoness' or apartness. Thus, 

the subject diminishes self, and increases awareness -- a dual 

act -- for he must temporarily become the object. There can be no 

other way of true understanding on this analysis. To have the 

self present in the activity is to prevent Immediate 'flow' from 

subject to object. Woolf describes the dual activity when 

discussing the Ideal reader (in which the literary work of art is 

the object). The reader must "open the mind wide to the vast 

flocking of Innumerable impressions," and further: "Do not dictate 

to your author; try to become him. ,,4 

The process of attaining vision, though simple In that its 

method, via perception, externalization and absorption in the 

object is, of necessity, largely an unconscious voyage (for se1£

consciousness would prevent externalization) and this prohibits 

the voyager from fully comprehending either the process involved, 

or Its result. Commitment must take the place of awareness and 



control. Woolf says in The Voyage Out:"That was the strange 

thing that one did not know where on8 was going, or what one 

wanted, and followed blindly ... always unprepared and amazed 
5 

and knowing nothing ... " The process requires passivity, lack 

of selJ-consclousncss and a suspension of cognition; in fact, 

everything which will remind one of self, separation, rationality 

and control. The self, and the rational faculty, inhibit and mis

lead, respectively. 

The process of externallzation is not entirely synonymous with 

that found in the lyrica I utterance. Ralph Freedma n in The Lyrica I 

Novel says: "In its form211 action, poetry begins with the self but 

leads to its depersonalization. ,,6 The self Participates in the 

universal. However, whereas in the lyric poem the individual 

remains an individual however general or universal the utterance, 

in Woolf's novels the universal is achieved at the cost of the 

individual. Once universalized, the individual Is depGrsonalized 

to the extent that singular identity no longer exists. 
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It is obvious that when relinquishing self by projectioi. (into 

others, or an object of perception) one relinquishes point of view. 

A point of view implies subject and object, seer and seen, a 

certain angle of physical and mental perception. 'Kew Gardens' in 

A Haunted House, is a presentation purely of sensation. Here the 

character gluts himself with the act of externalization. The move

ment out is the movement away from a mediating interpretation of 

perception. 'Kew Gardens' contains a minimum of figura I med iat

ion; the sense experience is seldom altered by any operation of 

the experiencing self. Similarly, very often in The Waves, Louis, 

Rhoda and Bernard lose a point of view. They experience the 

object of perception intensely, and without hesitation. Their 

separate points of view are submerged, for they impede their 

apprehension of that which exists outside of self. Only in the 

broader sense, (in their attitudes to life) can Louis, Rhoda and 

Bernard be said to have a point of view. In life, only Susan, 

Neville and Jinny consistenly have a point of view. 

Of the process of exteriorization, Woolf says: " •.. to forget 



one's own sharp absurd little personality, reputation and the rest 

of it, one should read; see ous iders, think more .. . and practise 
" 7 anonymIty." This passage is succinct and revealing. Unity, 
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externa liza tion and tra:1S cendence of chara cter involve forgetting 

one's self (" sharp" implying 'of clear definition or outline'). This 

means an absorption in externa l activities. Finally, th is amounts 

to anonymity, to others, and to one's self. This is the means to 

externa liza tion. 

In l\ Writer' s Diary, Woolf says: 

Two resolute, sunburnt, dusty girls in jerseys and 
short skirts, wiLh packs on their backs, city clerks, 
or secretaries, tramping along the road in the hot 
sunshine at Ripe. My instinct at once throws up a 
screen, which condeIT",ns them: 1 think them in evecy 
way angular, awkward and self-assertive. But all 
this is a great mistake. These screens shut me out. 
Have no screens, for screens are made out of our 
own inte9ument; and get at the thing itself, which 
has nothing whatever in common with a screen. 
The screen-making habit, though, is so universal 
that probably ,it preserves our sa nity . If we had ['at 
this device for shutting people off from our sympathies 
we might perhaps dissolve utterly; separateness 
would be impossib le . But the screens are in the 
excess; not the sympathy. 8 

The tendency is to cause the self to remain inflexible, whole 

and separate, and to judge the other. Thus, nothing is gained or 

learned, the two girls become an habitual perception, conforming 

to such a pre-formulated image. This reinforces the self, its 

status, and its separation. "These screens shut me out" and 

therefore do not cause a breach in self, no outlet for the self to 

lose itself in identificat ion with the object. The object and our 

conception of it seldom coincide. Habitual perception literally 

provides the subject with nothing new. The "literary artist reminds 

one of the seldom exploited potential of perception: "By cutting 

off the responses which are called out in the actual life, the 

novelist frees us to take delight, as we do when ill or traveiling, 

in things in themselves. We can see the strangeness of them 

only when habit has ceased to immerse us in them. ,,9 



Harvena Rlchter adequately expresses the process of E:xternal

lz a tlon vla perception when she says: "If Mrs Woolf' s moment of 

being begins wlth a shower nf stains, it ends with a dissolving of 
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10 
them: what rema ins l s a sing le awarenes s o f space or the ' not me'; ' 

The "not me" replaces the self as the centre of interest. All restr ict ions 

im posed by the ego Me overcome , to a llow the self to be immersed 

In the percelved object, to "float with the sticks on the stream; 

helter-ske lter w ith the dead leaves on th e lawn , lrresponsible and 

dlsinterested and able , perhaps for the first time for years , to 

look around, to look up - - to look, for example, a t the sky." 11 

The tend ency to re lnforce the distance between subject dnd 

obj ect is as fasc lnatlng as the variou s mea n s of depersona liz i ng . 

The eye (or any other organ of perception) re cords lmages ii1discrlm 

lnately, wlthout prejud lce , and as precisely as It ls able to. The 

self whlch has access to these 'records' responds to them in one 

of two ways, both significant to the subsequent state of sdf. The 

first mode of perception, logically prior to the second (ju s t as 

Susan's preoccupation wi th the materia l world is log lca lly prior t o 

Bernard's movement through and beyond that world) is character

ized by its refusal to encounter t he essence o f the object. The 

perceiver imposes a convenient interpretatio n u pon t he lmage he 

receives. Such perception is self -orientated - - t he image received 

ls a lways subject to a lteratio n or dis tortion by the rece iver. If 

such an act is self -orientated, the percept ion is reflex ive. For 

example, Louis , in The Waves , constantly wl shes to subdue the 

world, to make It conform to hls interpretation of it, and Bradshaw 

In Mrs Dalloway, adm its to no perception of rea llty, other than 

his own . I n the second mode of perception , the oppos ite process 

occurs . The percelver encounters the 'essence ' of the object , 

subdu ing any tendency to impose an interpretation upon the image . 

Thls perce ptua l act ls object -orlentated; It is projective , and is 

obvlously the preferab le mode for Woolf. The famous passage 

offered by somany crit ics , t o support a var lety of claims, c a n be 

lnterpreted by nothing more than It directly suggests: "Let us 

record the atoms as they fa ll upon the mi nd in the order In which 



they fall, let us trace the ~attern , however disconnec'"ed and 

incoherent in appe arance , which each sight or Incid e nt scores 
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12 
upon the consciousness . " Woolf is suggesting a form of perce p-

tion which is passive, rclceptlve , neither discrimina ting nor 

selectlve: a perception that subdues personal interfen.:nce , accepts 

the Influx of 'essencp.s' I and discovers the pattern or significance 

e x post facto. One or the other mode of perception seldom entirely 

dominates the Individual. It will become clear that distinctions 

between types of perceiving individuals are based on the degree to 

which t hey perce ive in one particular mode. 

For the visionary or projective perceiver, the s e lf i s shrunk 

and the world subsequently .:;nlarges; for the masculine or reflex

Ive perceiver , th e world shrinks as the self enlarges : sinC2 

everything reflects a nd echoes self , so the 'new' or ' other' 

diminishes. Such a perceiver refuses to contemplate otherness, 

for It rivals his own Identity. Perfect descriptions of reflexive 

and projective acts of perception a re to be found in the most 

complete representatives of the two types associated with such 

perceptual modes, Me and Mrs Ramsay : "And looking up , she saw 

above the thin tress the first pulse of the full-throbbing star , and 

wanted to make her husband look at it; for the sight gave her such 

keen pleasure ... He [Br Rams~ never looked at things. 1f he 

did, all he would say would be , Poor little world, with one of his 
13 

sighs. " 

D. H. Lawrence differentiates between, and supports Woolf's 

analysis of the duality of perception: objective and subjective , 

male and female, the primary mode and the projective , or "knowing 

in terms of apartness, which is mental, rational, scientific , and 
. 14 

knowing in terms of togetherness, which is rellgious and poetic ." 

The reflexive act of perception, associated with the male , is 

subject-orientated, active and impOSing. It almost destroys the 

function of perception , for instead of being a means of becoming 

aware of the 'other' , it is a means of subdUing and de -essentl al 

izing the other. Linda Thurston, in 'On Male and Female Principle' 

says of male processes In general: "Male processes are thos e 



which , li ke a n ejaculation. come from <' single powerful source 

and move in multiple directio ns ... Ma le social processes a re 

characterized by a one way flow (of power, knowledge , whatever) 
. 15 

from a s ingle source . .. " In a milder fashion , Woolf w0uld 

conClir with Thurston. In ' Solid Objects' , she says , "Looked at 

again and again ... any object mixes itself so profo undly w ith the 

stuff of thought tha t it lo ses its actua l form 
,,16 

The reflex ive mode of perception , or perceptive style , is one 

in which "the physical world is not given to the senses; it is 

apprehended , that i s taken in by the individua l on the ba sis of h i.s 

intentions, h is actions, l1is cognition , and his other subj ective 
17 

processes . " 

That the reflexive act of perception i s a draw ing of the object 

in to oneself, fa miliariz ing and de-objectifying it , may be readily 

seen by such exaggerated case s as Bern ard's descri ption of first 
18 

love. He says : "A purple slide i s sl i pped over the day. " In 

L~cob":§ Roo!]} , the narrator says : " ... her ~rs Flander~ eye s 

fixed; and tears slowly fille d them . The entire bay quivered; the 

lighthouse wobbled; and she had the illus io n t hat the mast C'f Mr 

Conner 's little yacht wa s bending like a wax cand le in the sun. 

She winked quickly. Accidents were awful things. She winked 
19 

again. " Her te ars transform her perceptlon. The objects of the 

materia l world a re vulnerable and may be des troyed. The materia l 

world is perceiv ed in terms of, or as a fun ct ion of , her sadness 

and anxiety . 

Neville, like Susan , is committed to the material world. His 

activities , as assertions, re inforce his self . All his actions and 

t houghts have as the ir first prem i se the survival of and maint en 

ance of self. He s ·ws of this: 

Thu s we spin round us infinitely fine filaments and 
construct a system. Plato and Shakespeare are 
included, also quite obscure people, people of no 
im porta nee whats·Jever . I hate men who wea r 
c rucifixes 'In ~he left side of their waistcoats . I 
hate ceremonies and l a:nen~iltions and the sad 
figure of Christ. .. 20 
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He knits u bou!1dary of ideas, prejucices, likes and d isliKes; an 

entire system u3 a balm for self, securing his reaction to all 

matters , reducing the e lement of the unknown that might tkeaten 

self by forcing and ensuring predictabllity . Harvena RIchter in 

The Inward Voyage in her brief anale'sis of the process of percep

tion in Wo.olf, reduces all perceptual activ ity to a t~'picclly male 

act, when she concludes that Woolf's characters "bring the 

objective world into subjective consciousness in order to dominate 

it. ,,21 For the typically Woolfi iln male, perception is a means of 

ultering the world to conform to his idea of it. He is never 

passively immersed in the object , and therefore never cchieves 

v is ionaryawi.lreness. In perception, as with every ot!ler furn°, of 

contact between the typically ma le and the 'other', it is the ' other' 

that must compromise and must submit. 

The reflexive perceiver, reducing everything to an ordered 

system, to fit his/her own design, is not necessarily dangero:Js. 

Most often it is harmless , since the victims are unaware of the 

process. It is whe n the objects of perception are interfered with , 

when they threaten the ind ividual' s de sign, in whole or in part, 

that the reflexive perceiver imposes, insists, and becomes 

destructive. 

There is a point midway between harmless and harmful reflex

ive perception: when t he object becomes aware that h is/her 

essence has been denied, and that he/she is a counter , an 

element of a pre-ordained structure. This is more than an insult, 

it is a negation of the self (of the object), which can amount to a 

threa t. One can imagine Rachel's response to St. John Hirst, 

when he says: "You see, the problem is, can one really t a lk to 

you? Have you got a mi nd , or are you like the rest of your sex ? 
,,22 

The reflexive perceiver may be likened to "a limpet, with the 

sensitive side ... stuck to a rock, forever dead to the rush of 

fresh and beautiful things ... 11

23 
The cupacity to err.brace the 

'other' is withdrawn, ousted by the faculty whi ch systemizes, 

arranges and immobilizes the essences of others. 
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A common ex()mpJe of reflexive perception a t work, in which 

the object perceived i s as a fu nction of the perceiving self , i s 

Rachel's comment to Aunt Lucy: "I do n't like the smell of broom ; 

it reminds me of funeral~. ,,24 The e sse nce of the flowe r is 

dlscarded or overlooked; the subj2'ct 's reaction to It i e based 

pure ly upon the self , the object i s not perceived; it i s interpreted 

in terms of se lf, and d iscarded . 

There are moments for the visionary when the notion of separate 

existences prohibiting pro jective perception , i s revea led as an 

illu s ion. Woolf comments autobiographica lly on this experience 

in 'A Sketc h of the Past': 

... I find that scene making is my natura l way of 
mark ing t he past , AlwdYs a scene has arranged 
itself; representative; enduring . Th is confirms me 
in my in stinct ive notion ; (it will not bedr arguing 
about; it is irra tional) the sensation that we arc 
sealed vessels afloat on what it is conven ient to 
ca ll reality; and a t some rr.oments , t he ceil i ng 
matter cracks; in floods reality; that is, the se 
scenes -- for why do they survive undamaged 
ye ar after ye ar unless t hey a re made of something 
compa ra tive ly permanent,25 

It is important to be ar in mind throughout, t ha t visionary perception 

ls momentary; it seldom endures . Projective perception requires 

passlvity of self, a state difficult to sustain. The necessity of 

becollJiQg the object , if one is to understand it, is des cribed in 

'An Unwritten Novel ', In A Haunted House , in which Woolf,as 

author, describes the need "to lodge myself s omewhere on the 

firm flesh, in the robust spine, wherever I can penetrate or find 

footh old on the person , in the soul ... " whereupon t he images 

become more literal and viv id , as Woolf describes "the ribs 

radlating branches; the fl es h taut tarpau lin; the red hollows, the 

suck and regurgitation of the heart •.. and so we reach the eyes . ,,26 

The self releases its hold, and no longer determ ines one's 

identity, In a beautiful passage from 'Street Haunting' , Woolf 

says : 



The shell-like covering which O'lr souls have 
excreted to house themselves , to make fo r 
themselves a shape distinct from others, i s 
broken, and there is left of all these wrinkles 
and roughnesses a centra l oyster of perceptiveness, 
an enormous eye . 27 

Depcrsonalizatioi' via percept ion of the ' other' , relinqu ishing 

one's self in the contemplatton of the essence of t he ' other' , 

causes the familiarity of the other to d isappear , s ince ooz ' s 

faculty for reducing each 'other ' to a recognizable aspect of the 

world one has created , no looger funct ions. Tempora l and spatial 

position of the self subsldes. Orlando , w<llk i ng i nto a shop , 

becomes purely reccpti-v-e to the sensory experience , and lo~es her 

point of axis : " Shade and scent enveloped her . The present fell 

from her like drops of scald ing water. ,, 28 One is confrontc:d by 

t ot(l l newness , and without reflexive perceptio n (inflicting , not 

explor ing , an essence) the true nature of the 'other ' may appea r 

utterly alien. Such is the case with the man in ' Solid Objects ', 

as he beg ins to apprehend the ' other ', without the screen of self. 

He d iscovers 

a very remarkable piece of iron . It was a l mos t 
identica l with the glass in shape , massy and 
globular , but so cold and heavy , so black and 
metallic, thLlt It was evidently alien to the earth 
and had it s origin in one of the dead stars or wa s 
itself t he c i nder of a moon . 29 

Rationality characterizes the male mind though the assoclation 

i s not exclusive . Expe riences which , however minutely , thre5ten 

one ' s identity , cause a typically ' male ' response to the percelved 

image in anyone, male or femille. Woolf says in ' To Spain ' : 

S9 

"Taken from home , which like a shell has made t hem hard , sepa rate , 

individual , vast generdllzations formu late in their exposed brains 

,,30 Reflexive perception is rationa l and log ical in its perpetual 

class ification and systemat ization of experiences. 31 He re a ll 

images are milde to conform to elaborate epistomologies and 

metaphysics , formulated prior to the experience. The rational 



mind maintains the separation of all objects ill ex istence , and 

reinfo,ces th e self , t he sepClrate identity. Martin in The Years 

is a male as typical as Neville in The Waves in his mode o~ 

perception : "He heard a paper boy calling in the street below, 
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and the hooting of horns. He preser'!ed clearly his sense of the 

identity of different objects, and t he ir differences . ,,32 By contra st, 

projective perception, achieved unconsciously , intu it ively and 

passively, is associated w ith the fema l e mind. How Wooif 

establishes the differences between the sexes , and her femini sm , 

wlll be discussed in Chapter 4 . The correlation between vis ionary 

awareness , project ive perception , depersonalization ar.d the 

femu le mind, und between rationa lity, reflexive perception , 

separa te id ent ity and the male mind, i s reite rated throughout 

Woolf ' s fiction , and need only be mentioned here . True projective 

percept~on (predominantly' female in nature) is congruent with 

ex~ernalization. Ideation (predominantly male in nature) is 

congruent with self-consciousness. In the latter , the material 

world is sift ed and utiliz ed ; components are absorbed and 

contcmpl.ated. The self selects and transforms; it is active, and 

therefore reinforces the idea of self a s active age nt, hence the egotism 

associated with intellection and the lonllness involved. 

Bernard Blackstone in Virginia Woolf offers an imaginative 

summary of the projective experience. He says: 

She !y'irginia WoolU sees tha t one has to enjoy 
looking at things , just looking , without thought 
coming in at all; yet looking in the right way 
takes one deeper into knowing th em than any 
amount of talking about them . And there is this 
enjoyment , this extraord inary happiness. What 
is the right way of looking , which brings satisfaction? 
We become aware as we read the novels that it is 
a mode of being, and of being the thing looked · at. 
It is an identification, in some way not expl a ined , 
of the seer with the seen. To enter, intuitively , 
into the life of the thing -- that is the secret. 33 

Blackstone is aware that projective perception is a "mode of 

being". Int ense perception modifies the subject , allowing it to 
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mingle with the object ana thereby enjoy the be nefits of c;xternaliz 

ation . In the extreme, the mode of perception of the v is ionary is 

totally projective, like "those insects, said still to be found in 

the pr imeval forests of South America, in whom the eye is so 

developed th a t they are a ll eye, the body a tuft of leather, serving 
34 

mere ly to conne ct thA two great chambers of vision ." 'An Unwritten 

Novel ' (in A Haunted House) provides an ex ample of total, a nd 

enra ptured projection . The narrator says: 

And yet the last look of them - - he ste pping from th e 
curb and she following him round the edge of trle big 
bu ilding brims m9 with wonder -- floods me anew. 
Mysterious figures ! Mother and son. Who are 
you? Why do you \,;alk down the stree t? Where 
tonight will you sleep, a nd then , tomorrow? 
Oh , how it whirls and surges - - floats me 
afresh. 1 start after them. People drive th is 
way and that. The white li gh t splutte rs and 
pours . Pla te - g lass windows. Carnations; 
chrysanthemums. Ivy in dark gardens. Milk 
carts at the door. Wherever 1 go , myst erious 
figures, 1 see you, turning the corner, mothers and 
sons; you, you , you. 1 hasten. 1 fol.low. This, 
I fancy, must be the sea. Grey is the landscape; 
dim as ashes ; the water murmurs and moves . If 
1 fa II on my knees, if 1 go through the ritua I, t he 
ancient ant ics , it's you , unknown figur e s, you 1 
adore; if 1 open my arms , i t ' s you 1 embrace , you 
1 draw to me - - adorable wor ld . 3S 

Finally, the two modes of perception discussed above 

represent extremes. The wor ld is not composed of selfless 

v isionaries and incurable egois t s . Projective perception is 
36 

transitory , but so is reflexive percept ion. Besides , the 

countless modes existing between the extremes cons titu te by far 

the bulk of a ll perceptua l activities . In fact, in the extreme, the 

two modes of perception exceed their boundarie s . The difference 

between visionary and non-visionary modes of percepti on can be 

descr ibed in terms of effect . For the reflexive perceiver, the 

object is subdued , its effect if possib le rendered negligible: it is 

described and disposed of. In Mrs Dalloway, Bradshaw regards 

Septimus as one who lacks proportion. There is noattempt to 



unde~stand, or recognize , his vlsion . In this way, Septimus is 

labelled (diagnosed) and cast aside. 
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Visionary perception subdues self , to e1l:perience the perception 

more totally, to cancel as many barriers erected around self as 

Possible.
37 

It refuses to cat;ogorize perception , or to admi l that 

a central intelligence , a self , is more important than t he perceived 

object which requires only to recognize an object. !\nd the 

v isionary, in the extreme , can exceed the boundaries of fr~ itful 

projective perception. Thus , both non-visionary and v isionary 

perceivers can misinterpret, fail to ' see' , by exaggeration . The 

vlsionary may perceive someth ing utterly new -- t he self - or ientated 

person may completely personil!ize the object , reducine:; its function 

ta an expression of self or an aspect of self, wlth no i"emalnder. 

An example of projective falsification in perception , of a 

vls[onilry perception which, in its intuitiveness and lack of 

constraint from the material world with all its prejudices and beliefs , 

overflows its bounds in the seilrch for essence ilnd ventures into 

the realm of imagination,maybe found in Fanny Wilmot , who ir. 
38 

' Moments of Being ' imilgines the life of Julia Craye. Her 

synthesis of all the facts , beliefs and snippets assoc iated with 

Julia is highly imilg lnil tlve : her intuition roams unhindered ilnd 

undisciplined. Rhoda in The Waves rhom one might guess to be 

most susceptible to imaginative falsification moves entirely 

beyond the reality, the essence, and the concept of the object 

contemplated. She sees a clock: "The clock ticks. The two 

hands are convoys marching through a desert. The black bars on 

t he clock face are green oases. The long hand has marched ahead 

t o find water. The other painfully stumbles among hot stones in 
39 

the de sert. " 

Clarissa and Septimus injylrs DaJloway provide one with a 

comparison between successful perception and lnter;)[et ation , and 

lmag lnative eXdggeration . Clarissa sees the royal car , and 

lmmediately perceives its essence , aSSOCiating it with rulers and 

t he enforcement of objective reality : the external, glittering, 

pretentious world; while Septimus , in his intuitive imaginings, 
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moves completely b8yond the essence of the situation, transforming 

it into a significant and dangerous situation. 

Woolf writes: 

Clarissa guessed; Clarissa knew of course; she had 
seen something white , magical, circular, in the 
footman 's hand, a disc inscribed with a name -- the 
Queen's, the Prince of Wales's, the Prime Minister'S? 
-- which, by force of its own lustre, burnt its way 
through (Clarissa saw the car diminishing, disappear
ing), to blaze among candelabras, glittering stars, 
breasts , stiff with oak leaves, Hugh Whitbread and 
all his colleagues, the gentlemen of England, that 
night in Buckingham Palace. 40 

Of Septimus/Woolf says: 

And there the motor car stood, with drawn blinds, 
and upon them a curious pattern like a tree, 
Septimus thought, and this gradual drawing 
together of evelything to one centre before his eyes, 
as if some horror had com8 almost to th8 surface and 
was about to burst into flames, terrified him. 41 
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Section 2 : The Mechanics and ImplicC'ltions of FIojection. 

Rachel Vinrace in The Voyage Out dis plays every characteristic 

of the phenomenon of depersona lization : s he experiences 

anonymity, and a sense that reality is no long er familiar tCl her, 

followed by a personal 'dissolution' which culminates in the 

sensation that matter is an illusion : 

She was next overcome by the unspeakable qUeerness 
of th e fact that she should be sitting in an armchair, 
in the morning, in the middle of the world. Who 
were the people moving in the hous e - - moving 
things from one place to another? And life, what 
was that? It was only a lig ht passing over the 
surface and vanis hing, as in time s he would 
vanish, though the furniture in the room would 
rema in. Her dissoluti on became so complele that 
she could not rais e her finger any more, and sat 
perfectly s till, listening and looking always at the 
same spot. It became stranger and stranger. She 
was overcome with awe that things should exist 
at all . .. 1 

Within the process beginning w ith a projection of self into the 

object perceived, and culminating in the depersonalization of the 

subject, two basic alternatives are involved. The subject begins 

by committing himself to the perceptual act. The exquisite 

experience of sensation, and the externalization that it brings is 

described by Bernard. He stresses, besides other things, in his 

assessment of his situation towards the end of The Waves, that 

his presence is as nothing: his being i s observation; there is no 

definite, solid thing (which one may call Bernard) that steps into 

the perceived world and says, 'I am now to be accounted for; I 

change the whole with my presence; you are forced to notice and 

accommodate me.' Bernard says: 

So the landscape returned to me; so I saw fie Ids 
rolling in waves of colour beneath me, but now with 
this difference: I saw but was not seen. I walked 
unshadowed; I came unheralded. From me had 
dropped the old cloak, the old response; the 
hollowed hand that beats back sounds. Thin as a ghost, 
leaving no trace where I trod, perceiving merely, I 



walked alone in a new world, never trodden; 
brushing new flowers, unable to speak save in a 
child's words of one syllable; without shelter 
from phrases -- I who have made so many; 
unattended, I who have always gone with my kind; 
solitary , I who have always had someone to share 
the empty grate, or the cupbvard with its hanging 
loop of gold. 2 

But how describe the wurld seen without a self? 

Regardless of the type of the actual experience (disGussed 

below) the visionary moment i s stimulated in many ways: the 

object which g ives rise to it can be one or many , and the 

perceptual ac t need not be strictly a function of the senses . 

Moreover, perception refers only to the physical mear,s of 

apprehension, and the process may be primarily cognit ive or 

. imaginary. The important operat ion is self -effacement, though 
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the method can occur in a vuriety of ways. Rachel utilizes both 

perception and ima gi nation in this moment of transcende nce of self, 

in which she is aware of the sea, of Beethoven Opus 112 and 

Cowper whom she only imagines : 

•.. [Her] . mind seemed to enter i nto communion . to be 
delightfully expanded and combined with the spirit of 
the whitish boards on deck , with the spirit of the 
sea, with the spirit of Beet hoven Op. 112, even 
with the spirit of poor William Cowper there a t 
Olney. Like a ball of thistle -down it kissed 
the sea, rose, kissed it again , and thus 3 
rising and kissing passed finally out of sight. 

The effect is already apparent: she experiences communion and 

expansion: her boundaries of self are rel axed, and she expands . 

Rhoda and Septimus Smith are powerless to prevent visionary 

awareness. Similarly, they cannot prevent sensations from 

demanding their attentions . Septimus is virtually always extern 

alized, being flooded with a vision of unity and significance , 

beyond his control. And he cannot prevent the v ision from 

claiming him . He and Rhoda are forced to allow their visions to 

claim them: as slaves to sensation, externalization i s perpetual, 

and unlike Bernard, they have no alternative to their visionary 



wanct8rings. 

Visionary awareness is no easy ar;h ievement. Woolf says in 

l\ Room of One ' sOwn : "Whe~ is mCJnt by ' reality ' ? It would seem 

to be something very erratic , very undependable -- now to be 

found in a dusty road, now in a scrap of newspaper in the street, 

now a daffodil in the sun. ,,4 WOQlf may equally as truthfully be 

saying :'What is meant by our sense of reality? Our perception 

is errat ic; the moment dveb not last - - the self always legrou ps 

after an exploration, an exteriorization.' Neville in The Waves 

says of the difficulties 1n t!-,e quest for truth: 

To read this poem one must have myriad eyes, like 
one of those lamps that turn on slabs of racing 
water at midnight in the J\tlantic, when perhaps only 
a spray of seaweed pricks the surface, or suddenly 
the waves gape and up shoulders a monster . One 
mu st put aside antipathics and jealousies and not 
interrupt . One must have patience and infinite 
care and let the light sound, whether of spiders ' 
delicate fee t on a leaf or the chuckle of water in 
some irrelevant drain-pipe, unfold too . . Nothing is 
to be rejected in fea r or horror. The poet who has 
written this page (What I read with people talking) 
has withdrawn. There are no commas or semi-colons . 
The lines do not run in convEonient lengths . Much 
is sheer nonsense. On3 must be sceptica l, but 
throw caution to the winds and when the door opens 
accept absolutely. 5 

The implications of depersonalization are dramat ic. Firstly , 

the concept of point of view is seriously affected . Point of view 

is import ant in Woolf's novels. Mitchell Leas ka devotes an 

entire book to an examination of the multiple points of viev: il. To 

The Lighthouse . However , beyond the significance of point of 

view as a narrative techn iqu e , point of view uS a co ncept is an 

important angle from which to examine consciousness and identity. 

Depersonalizatio n constitutes the relinquishing of a point of view, 

a substitution of a fixed point of view for one so a ll-encompass i ng 

as to exceed the limits of the definition of point of view. A self 

which identifies with every existing essence has access to an 

infinity of po ints of view -- no longer a point of view , since one's 
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position is no longer stat:c and stable, but mu ltiple and all-encomp

assing. It is total view, of which individual points of view are 

parts. 

For the sake of sirr.plifying this d iscussion, I have discussed 

one extreme state of existence - - total depers ona lization. One 

may call this absolute puint of view, for it is no longer relative. 

Since all of Woolf's characters lie between the extremes of ' tota l 

selfhood' and 'total depersonalization' , an examination of ' self

houd ' will enable one to perce ive how each character relates to 

the concept of pOint of viE:w. The establishment of self means 

the assertion of identity , the separation of that identity from all 

others, and the perpetual reinforcement of that identity. 

The resu lt is that technically, each self establis hes <'In entire 

world of surrogate essences , with himself at t he centre of that 

world . He designates (fals e) essences, and therefore the object 

as-fa lse-essence exists by v irtue of th e self which percE"ives 

such an essence. The subject therefore creates a (false) world, 

using and transforming essences already in existence. As a 

resu lt , such a self believes that he has an abso lute point of view. 

He be li eves he sees the whole world, and as it is . He has tota l 

perception of his world , a lbeit a fa lse world. 

Th is is an extreme position, and a dangerous, megRlomaniac 

one . Mr Ramsay comes closest to it, by designating rationa lly 

perceived essences onto a ll objects. All generalizations , 

c lassif ications and systemizations are acts of pseudo - perception . 

In fact, all perceptions in which the subj ect does not relinquish 

his self in the apprehension of an object, are pseudo-percept ions. 

Time and space, discussed in Chapter 4, are significantly 

affected by depersonalization . Briefly, the mater ia l wor ld is 

governed by the laws of temporal and spatial location . Each object 

in existence has a definit e , and s ing Ie, s patio -tempora 1 co -ord inate. 

To depers ona lize is to attempt t o transcend one's persona l co 

ordinate. This has far reaching implications, which I s ha ll come 

to later . Of importance here i s that time a nd space are expressions 

of what one may call the laws of matter. The y ensure that the 



indiv~dual remains in a state of per petual change or flux . Every

t hing that is born, or has a beg inning, must die or ceClse , in time . 

The individual is therefore in a state of perpetual 'becoming' , 

never still , never free from change u ntil death . Woolf sC'Ys in an 

essay on Mor.taigne: "Moveme nt and change are the essence of 

our being; r igidity is death, " and Orlando says : "Change was 
6 

incessant , and change perhdPs would never cease. " The 

visionary transcends individuali ty , and by implication , he trans 

cends flux or arrests it. He is momentarily in control of the l aws 

of flux within him wh ich, once arrested , allow him to perceive 

the stil lness in and about him: "Through the tremor anci vibration 

of dally custom one discern s bone and form , end urance and 

permanence . Sorrow wil l have the power to effect this sudden 
7 

arrest of the fluidity of life , and joy will have the same power." 

The symbol of the wave , in The Waves , and the presence of tr,e 

seasons in The Years perpetually remind one of the power of the 

laws of matter over the individual. The cyclica l nature of ex ist 

ence is characterist ically expressed by the prosaic and sensible 

Kitty Lasswade : "The years changed things; destroyed t hings; 

heaped things up -- worries and bothcrs; here they were again. " 8 

The visionary ' s natural enem y is the law of matter . Helen 

Ambrose becomes aware of the tyranny, indifference and 

irrationality of the laws which govern matter: " Her sense of safety 

was shaken , as if beneath tw igs and dead leaves she had seen 

the movement of a snake . It s eemed t o her t ha t a moment's 

respite was allowed, a moment's make-bel ieve, a nd then again 

the profound and reasonless law asserted itself , moulding them 
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all to its liking , making and destroying . ,,9 Not only does the 

visionary recoil from the content of the lilWS of matter (time , space, 

separation and movement) but its manner as well: its indifference 

and lack of purpose . In A Haunted House Vvoolf refers t o "the 

rapidity of life, the perpetual waste and repa ir; all so casual, all 
10 

so haphazard ... " To those engross ed in the mater ial world , 

the rhythmical flow of days, seasons, ilnd years i s comforti ng. 

It sustains t he individua l with its rhythmic predictability , but 

similarly, it s persistance , indom it abil ity and inexorability 



cauces the visionary to fear its total powet. 

Mrs Ramsay expresses both reactions to perpetuil l flux: 

... the monotonous fall of the waves on the beach , 
which for the most part bedt a mea sured and sooth 
in g ta ttoo to her thoughts and seemed consolingly 
to repeat over and over again as she sat with the 
children the words of some cradle song , murmured 
by nqture, '1 am guarding you -- I am your support ', 
but at other times suddenly a nd un expectedly , 
especially when her mind raised itself slightly 
from the task actually in hand, had no such kindly 
meaning, but like a ghostly roll of drums beat 
the measure of life , made one think of the 
destruction of the island Gymbol ()f the attempt to 
achieve perma ncnce or to esca pe flUX] a nd its 
engulfment in the sea , a nd warned her whose day 
had slipped past in one quick doing after another 
that it was all ephermeral, was a rainbow -- this 
sound which had been obscured and concealed 
under other sounds suddenly thundered hollow i n 
her ears and made her look up with an impulse of 
terror. 11 
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The wave or rhythm susta in s li fe , but its first principle is 

perpetual movement and therefore death. It nourishes that 'Nhi-::h 

it ins ist s must perish. William Dodge in Between the Acts is 

defeated by an awareness of the power of the laws of matter: "the 

doom of sudden death hanging over us" and~ "There ' s no retreating 

or advancing" he declares. 12 

The visionary, upon ach ieving depersonalization , glimpses a 
13 

transcendental ' reality' "relieved of the pressure of the present" 

and because it is a vision beyond materiality , he/she must realize 

that achieving the vision of relation will involve a confrontation 

with the powerful laws of matter. The contents of this vision 

and the denial of materiall ty with its concomitant restrictions, 

will constitute the discussion in Gha pter 4. 



ChapteJ 4 : The Contents 

Section 1 : The Moment of Being 

The deper'sonalized visionary, whose awareness is relatively 

unimpeded by a mediating ego , experiences the "moment of being ", 
1 

the unit of visionary awareness. " Moment" is an unfortunate 

word , for it implies a preciseiy defined length oftime , a definite 

s egment , a small unit in our system of medsuring time. II moment 

has a separate identity: it is distinct from all thilt precedes and 

follows it. The only worth of such d word in the phra se "rr. oment 

of be ing" is that it informs one of the brevity of the experlence , 

measured i n objective time. It s inner duratio!1 may vary conside r

ably, but more important , it is exempt from succession , fcc it 

contains past and future . It is not d iscrete but extended. "Being " 

is, on t he other hand perfectly ilppropr iate . Tn the moment of 

visionary awareness , the subject is purely receptive, and 

sufficiently free from the demands of the self , to prevent t he 

implications of indlvidua lity, materiality and identlty , revealing 

themselves. One is confronted by the first principle of existence , 

the experlence of being itself. Aristotle defines ' fi rst philosophy ' 

or metaphYSics as the study of be ing, distinct from the study of 

essences (or that which part icularizes an object) . C . Kirwin 

translates the opening paragraph of MetaphYsics Book Gamm§ as 

There is a d i scipline which studies that which is 
qua thing-that-is and those things that hold good 
of this in lts own right. This is not the same as 
any of what are called the special disciplines. 
Fo; none of the others examines universally that 
which is qua thing -that -is, but all select some 
part of it and study what is coincidental concerning 
th at .. . 2 



Woolf ' s idea of 'being' coincides with Ar istotle 's, probably 

for no other reason than that Aristotle wa s the first to make the 

distinction between being a"d essence wh ich , though highly 

theoret i ca l, is basic to all metaphysical enqu iry. 

Since the moment of being i s the product of a rare intens ity 

and receptivity, one may establish its two most important 

features: it is both transito,y, and seldom experienced in its 

totality. Eleanor Pargiter ill The Years has a vis ion of rplation 

and coherence . It i s not well formulated or fully grasped: " ... 
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i s there a pattern, a t heme , recurring , like music; half remembered , 

half forseen ... a gigantic pattern , momentarily perceptible? The 

t hought gave her extreme pleasure ; that th ere was a puttem. But 

who makes it ? Who thinks it? Her mind slipped . She could not 
3 

flni sh her thought. " 

Mrs Ramsay , the v isionary adept , is accustomed to the brevity 

of the illuminating moment. She realizes, as s he leaves the 

din i ng -room, that her work of art , her mom ent a s un ifier of 

disparate ind ividua ls, her perception of and actualization of o!'der , 

s ign ifi cance and form , is past. It becomes another in a series 

" '" as she moved and t ook Minta ' s arm and left the room , it 

changed , it shaped itself differently ; it had become, she knew , 
4 

g lv l ng one last look at it, already the past." 

Clar issa Dalloway finds that her social , outer life i s inter

spersed with moments of intens e ly personal illuminations. Vision 

descends upon her as swiftly as it becomes part of the past : "Then , 

for that moment , she had seen an illumination; a match burni ng 

i n a crocus; an lnner meani ng almost expressed. But the close 

wlthdrew ; the hard softened ." 5 The outer life , dam inated by 

objects , movements and facts, l s harshly destructive t o the 

vlsionary moment. Katherine Hilberry realizes that contact with 

Mary Datchet , and her subsequent attention to a rrangements , 

decisions, politeness (her immersion once more in the world of 

ind lvidua I ity) will dest roy her delicutely gril sped vis ion: "She 

had no wish to see anyone tonight; it seemed to her that the 



immconse riddle was answc:-ed; the problem hild been solved; she 

held in her hands for one brief momer,t the glow which we spend 

our lives in trying to shape, round, whole, and entire from the 

confusion of ChilOS. Tc see Mary was to risk the destruction of 

this ylobe." 6 

If the moment is transitory, one's life consists mostly of 

periods of non-being. They are elusive, and difficult to describe 

because of their total insig!1ificance. Woolf says, in 'A Sketch 

of the Past' : 

Often when I have been writing one of my so -cdlled 
novels I have been baffled by the same problem ; 
that is, how to desc:-ibe what I call in my private shorthand 
"non -being" . Every day includes much more non-
being thiln being. 

And Woolf continues with: "These separate nloments of being were 

however embedded in many more moments of non -being. ,,7 
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The moment of being, as a meTaphysical awareness , is allen to 

the bulk of one's perceptions, allen even to one's conception of 

reallty, and the way it is constituted. Maggie Pilrgiter in The Years 

has a vision of unity. It is fraught with doubt and hesitation: 

"She hild been thinking, Am I that, or am I this? Are we one, or 

are we separate -- something of the kind." 8 And further on she 

says: "What's 'I' ? ••. 'I' '" She stopped. She did not know 
9 

what she meant. She was talking nonsense." For some, the 

experience is beyond comprehension, often because it character

istically occurs too unexpectedly. Mable Waring, in "The New 

Dress' cannot say anything of the "moment" except that it is 

significant: 

And also with Hubert sometimes she had quite 
unexpectedly -- carving the mutton for SundilY 
lunch, for no reason, opening a letter, coming 
into a room -- divine moments , when she said 
to herself (for she would never say this to anybody 0 
else), 'This is it. This has happened. This is iL' 1 

The third slgnlflcaht feature of the moment of illumination is 



a w ider effect, which may be gleaned from the subject's attitude 

t o the materia l world dL:ring the moment. Matter , subject to 

change or to time , revea ls itself to be in a stilte of perpetua l 

'becoming' (as opposed to the experience of being, or stillness, 

during the ' moment ') . The mat er ia l world i s chaotic , disordered; 
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it is caught in a cease less and purposeless mot io n. Visionary 

awareness is _ of permane nce , re latio n and stab ility; a tra nsce-r.de nce 

of the principles of materiality. The visionilry becomes acutely 

aware , by contrast , of a world in wh ich" ... only g igantic chaos 

streaked with lightning could have been heard tumbling and 

toss ing , as t he winds and waves disported them selves ... in 

idiotic games, until it seemed as if the universe were battling and 
11 

tumbling, in brute confusion and wa nton lu s t a imlessly by it self." 

Mrs Ramsay is associated w ith ar. image primarily representative of 

thi s aspect of visionary awareness - - the light house , which 

stands above, and in deiiance of, the formless waves . Mrs Ramsay 

says of t he moment of be ing 

It pa rtook, she felt , carefully helping Mr. Bankes to 
a specia lly tender piece , of eternity . .. there i s a 
coherence in thing s , a sta bility , somet hing, she meant, 
i s immune from change , and shines out (s he glanced 
at the w indow with its ri pple of reflected lights) in the 
fa ce of the flowing, the fleeting, the spectral , like a 
ruby; so that aga in tonight she had the feeling she had 
had once today already, of peace , of rest . Of such 
moments, s he thought, the thing i s made that rema ins 
ever aft e r. Thi s would remain .1 2 

Chaos is transcended , in the moment of st illness , for "there waS 

freedom, there was peace , th,"re was , most welcome of all, a 
13 

summoning together, a resting on a platform of st ability." Ralph 

Denham, with the aid of the catalystic effect of music , momentarily 

perce ives beyond flux and chaos: "But immed ia tely the whole 

scene in the Strand wore that curious look of order and purpose which 

i s imparted to the most he terogeneous things when mus ic sounds 

,,14 Similarly Eleanor in The Years t emporarily halts the 

incessant motion of the material world: 



She walked slowly along towards Trafalgar Squar8, 
holding the puper in her ha nd. Suddenly the whoie 
scene froze into irr.mobility. A man was joined to 
a pillar; a lion was joined to a man; t hey seemed 
stilled , connected, as if they would never move 
again. 1S 

In an essay entit led "Reading" Woolf describes this aPIJrehension 

of order within chaos: 

As with a rod of light , order has been imposed upon 
tumult; form upon chaos. Perhaps it would be simpler 
to Suy that one wakes , after Heaven knows what 
internal process, with a sense of mastery. 
Familiar people approach all sharply outlined io 
morning light. Through the tremor and vibration of 
daily custom one discerns bone and form, endurance 
and permanence. 16 

The visionary" illumination; u match burning in a crocus; 

an inner mean ing almost expressed " 17 gives one access to the 

structure , or the interntll coherence , implicit in the material 

world . All that exists does so by virtue of its essence , wh ich 

has meaning, and relation tJ all other objects in existence. 

The particularizing features tend to conceal this essence , but 

the visionary perceives the intrinsic and unify ing structure of 

the material world. Rhoda in The Waves , reduces reality to its 

essential features . She says : 

There is a square; there i s an oblong. The pl ayers 
take the square and place it upon the oblong . They piace 
it very accurately; they make a perfect dwelling -
place. Very little is left outside . The structure is 
now vis ible; what is inchoate i s here stated; we 
are not so various or so mean; we have made 
oblongs and stood them upon squares . This is 
our triumph; this is our consolation. 18 

She projects a vision of an orderly world, free from distraction 

and particularity. Rachel Vinrace in The Voyage Out inspires a 

similar vision of the essential structured components within the 

chaos of the material world, to the visitors at Santa Marina: 
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... their nerves W8re qUieted ; the heat and 
sorene3S of their lips , the result of incessant 
talking and l aug hir.g , was smoothed away. They 
sat very still as if they saw a building with 
spaces and columns succeeding each other r i sing In 
the empty space. 19 

Roger Fry in Arc hltectural Heresies s imil arly regards elementa i 

s tructure a s a means of portraying order: 

It i s when the elemental forms of a rchitecture are 
combined , when the superpos ition or interpenetration 
of two or more rectangul ar blocks, or of blocks wah 
sections of cylinder s , and so forth, i s devised i n 
re l ation to the earth surface and its possible 
plastic arrangement, that we begin to get the~o 
essentially aesthetic quality of architecture . ~ 

The moment is transitory and is imperfectly comprehended; 

It involves a transce ndence of flux , and illuminates the structure 

and coherence obscured by the distracting particularities. 

7S 

Finally, t he visionary apprehends the principle upon wh ich Woolf ' s 

idea of vis ion is based , tha t of the illusion of individuality , and 

the transcendenta l un ity of a ll apparently discrete entities. This 

is t he log ica l outcome of the re linquish ing of separa t e and 

personal identity involved in the visionary journe y. Differentiation 

disappears. Ra l ph Denham becomes aware that true relation is 

not as a result of similar characteristics between individua l s. 

Similarity \s not an express ion of vis ionary relation , but of 

separation , s ince it implies essences which are distinct , albeit 

accidentally similar. Instead , relation exists prior to , and 

beyond individuality : 

He stopped in h is enumeration, not finding it 
possible to link them in any way that should 
explain the queer combination which he could 
perceive in them, as he thought of them. They 
appeared to him to be more t han ind ividuals ; 
to be made up of many different things in 2 1 
cohesion; he had a vision of an orderly world . 

And further , Mary recognizes Ralph's awareness , a nd shares it 



w ith h im 

She felt him try ing t o piece together in a laborious 
and elementary fashion fragments of belief , 
unsoldered and SelJdrilte , l acking the unity 
of phrases fashioned by the o ld believers . 
Together they groped in t his d ifficult regio n, 
where the unfinished, the unfulfilled , the 
unwr itten, t he unreturned , came together in 
t heir ghostly way and wore t he semblance of the 
complete and satisf(Jctory . 22 

Morri s Be ja in " Ma t ches Struck i n the Dark " succinctly 

isolates this first principle of visionary ilwareness. He says: 

" ... when t he true nature of reality is perceived , an intuit ive 

union takes place betvleen the subject and the object , t hat is , 

t he person knowing and t he t hing be ing known . • . ,, 23 
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Lucy Swithi n , i n Between the Acts cons istently defies the 

limitations imposed by matter . She s ucceeds in re lating to the 

'other', and d isbands point of view: "She was off , they guessed , 

on a c ircu lar tour of the imugination - - one -making . Sheep , cows , 

1 
. 24 

grass , trees , ourse ves -- a ll are one ." And further: "Wa s it 

t ha t she had no body? Up i n the c louds like an a ir ball , her 
. 2S 

mi nd touched ground now and then with a shock of surpri se . " 

Moments of be ing are s ignificant, not only in t hemselves , 

but as material for the artis t who (according to Woolf) must 

str ive to transmit timeless essences , the apprehension of which 

occurs dur ing t he moment of vis ion . So despite the ir t rans itory 

nature , noth ing i s of more importance . James Joyce's at titude 

to his moments of reve la t ion applies wholly to Woolf , when he 

s ay s that one should " record t hese ep iphan ies w ith extreme ca re , 

seeing tha t they themselves are the most delicate and eva nescent 
26 

of moments . " 

The immediate effect of the experienced mome nt i s an over 

whelming desire to impress upon the recently embraced ' other ' 

t he perfect relation of a ll objects in existence . 27 In " Reading" 

Woolf says: " .. . perhaps one of the invariable properties of 

beauty is tha t it leaves in the mind a desire to im part. Some 



. 28 
offering we must make; so["e act we must dedlca te ... " The 

visionary wishes to communicate, to impar t something of value, 

to ri'ld iate, and to prov ide for those lacking viSion. 

The moment of being, llk e everyth ing connected to visionary 

awareness, is associated with the female component in the 
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individual. This is not an exclusive association , as many crit ics 

take for granted when discussing Woolf ' s 'femini sm'. The seif 

has male and fema le components, making it quite possible for 

males to participate in the 'female' v isi on and moreover , the 

characteristics of the male intel li gence are not always in 

oppos ition ',0 th e v isionary state . The visi on Lily Briscoe 

ultimately aspires to is an amalgam of male and fem ale . The scrt 

of order she attempts to sho ',v is quite c lose ly akin to that of 

Mr Ramsay (who is typically male) be ing v isually re presented on 

ca nvas . Thus when Mrs Ramsay describes the "masculine 

inte lli gence" as like "iron girders spann ing the swaying fabric, 

upholding the world , .. ,,29, Lily conceives of her painting in a 

slmilar manne r: " She saw the colour burning on a fram ework of 

steel . .. ,, 30 Lily's vision incorporates the characteristics of 

both sexes, but is not entirely e ither. It i s neither pure ly 

masculine (she embraces visions of supra -rational unity) nor is 

it e ntirely femin ine (h er art requires a rtifi ce, ord er and ca lcula tion). 

Besldes , she regards the feminine vision , in excess , as potentially 

threatening and indefinable . It is this that she refers to by "this 

other thing, t his truth, this reality, which sudden ly laid hands 

on her .,. ,,31 And her art, wh ich orders, a nd structures, 

relieves her of a vision akin to Rhoda 's in The Waves; a vision 

beyond contro l and comprehens ion: "Before she exchanged the 

flu idity of life for the concentration of painting she had a few 

moments of nakedness where she seemed like an unborn sou l, 
32 

a soul reft of body . . . " Thus, Lily can say "that's a chair , 

that's a table, and yet a t the same time, It's a miracle, it's an 

ecstacy .,, 33 Her shifting from the masculine to the feminine 

worlds, and from reality and substantiality , to the v i s ionary 

world of flux and insubstantiality , allows her to place a g ird on 



t he frightenir;g vision, to vi-der and to render it explicable and 

valuable. 

Woolf sayS little" of the inner proclivities of the utterly non

visionary, despite her numerous references to tyranny, and to 

those in control of the material world. Perhaps t he s ing le 

reference in The Years is sufficiently damning . Milly Pargiter , 

and her husband, Hugh Gibbs are the complacent, spiritually 

inactive selves who" could only talk about girls , girls and 

horses. " Their talk is "the half -inarticulate munchings of 

animals in a stall. Tut-tut-tut, and chew-chew - chew - - as they 

trod out the soft steamy straw in the stable; as they wa llowed in 
, 34 

the primeva l swamp, prolific, profuse, half -consctous •.• " 

'Lig ht ' and 'darkness ' , being established images in Western 

literature, refer to the illuminating vi.sion, and the materia l 

world, respectively. Most lndividuals, born into the ' dark', 

res ent the intru s ion of Ilght, and defend the supremacy of the 

'dark', thereby preserving individuality. Woolf says: "Not only 

has the dark the power to extinguish light, but it a l so buri8s 

under it a great part of the human spirit." 35 Light is pos it ive , 

though platon ically , overdoses can be ha1mful to people used to 
36 

the dark. Woolf asks: 

What is it that happens between the hour of 
midnight and dawn, the little shock , the queer 
uneasy moment , as of eyes half open to the light , 
after which sleep is never to sound aga in? , .. 
Only t his image suggests collapse and disintegration, 
whereas the process I have in mind is just the 
opposite. It is not destructive whatever it may be , 
one might say that it was rather of a creat ive 
character. 37 

In the same passage Woolf says of the experience: "As w ith a 
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rod of li.ght , order has been imposed upon tumult; form upon chaos. " 

I have mentioned that not all of the characteristi cs of the 

masculine intelligence are opposed to visionary awareness . 

Civilization, democracy, and learning/all associated with the 

I 38 h' t ' f ' , , 1 t' d rna e, are ac 1evemen s not 1n enor to v1Stonary re a ton, an 
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in Jacob ' s RCum , they are associated with 'light ' , though the 

restrictiilg male qualities, the desire for order , correctn'3SS and 

uniformity , are not overlooked. Woolf ' s purely laudat ory comment: 
39 

"Does Cambridge burn not only into the night , but into the day?" 

. is qualified by the image in the succeeding passage: 

In what orderly procession they advance . Thick 
wax candles stand upright; young men rise in 
white gowns .. . As the sides of a lante rn 
protect the flame so that it burns steady even in 
the wildest night -- burns steady and gravely 
illuminates the tree -trunks -- so inside the 
Chapel all was orderly. 40 

Even cities , all cities, provide light , cast rays of civilizat ion . 

In an image of pre -war Europe , Woolf says: "Now one after 

another llghts were extinguished. Now great towns -- Paris --
41 

Constantinople - - London - - were black as strewn rocks. " 

Thus , typicclly male achievements may cast 'light ' , though 

Wcolf doe s suggest degi-ees of l uminosity whe n , descr ibing 

contemporary intellectua l s , she says: " ' " when they were not 

llghthouses firmly based on rock for the gu idance of their 

generation, they were steady , serv iceable candles , illuminati ng 

the ord inary chambers of daily life. ,,42 

The primary unit of v isionary experience , the "moment of 

being" , provides the individual with the components of the 

Woolfian vision . From this basis , Woolf constructs a single 

meta phys ic. She says: 

From this Uhe moment of bein\i) I reach what 
I might call a philosophy; at any ra te it is a 
constant idea of mine; that beh ind the cotton 
wool is hidden a pattern; that we - - I mean 
all human beings -- are connected with this; 
that the whole world is a work of art; tha t we 
are part s of the work of art. 4 3 

In the succeed i ng sections I will discuss what t h is " philosophy" 

entalls , beginning with the primary partlcipatlng unit, the se lf. 



Section 2 : Identity Based on Relation 

For the visionary, the lo ss of a sense of se lf is only the 

necessary counterpart to a new and more real awareness of the 

true essences of the things he perce ives. Transcendental or 

visionary reality is comprised of a unity of all such essences. 

Thus Clive Bell's idea of reality in Art could apply equally to 

Woolf's metaphysic: 

What is t hat which i s l eft when we have stripped 
a thing of all its assoc iations , of all its 
significance as a means? What is left to provoke 
our emotion? What but that which philosophers 
used to call 't he t h ing in itself' and now call 
'ultim ate reality ' ? Shall I be altogether fantastic 
in sugge sting, what some of the profoundest 
th inkers have believed, that the s ignifica nce of 
the thing in itself is the significance of Reality. 1 
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The "thing in itself " can only be known if the relationship between 

subject and object is total. 

The real nature of man is towards communion; the only 

Iultilment is the sharing of a composite identity , a breakdown 

between self and ' other'. Septimus, who with Bernard, explores 

the depth and breadth of Woolf's vision more than any other 

character, says: " Communication is health; communication i s 
2 

happiness." The ideal condition i s one of " 'I' rejected: 'We' 

substltuted.,,3 Miss La Trobe in Be tween the Acts in an attempt 

to obliterate difference (the principle of earthly ex is te nce) 

includes more than humans in the cast: "A hen strayed in; a fUe 

of cows passed the door; then a sheep dog; then the cowman , 

Bond .•. ,,4 The a ud ience is aware of the enormity of the cast. 

As they "listene d and looked -- out into the garden -- the trees 

tos sing and the birds swirling seemed called out of their private 
5 

lives, out of their separate avocat ions, and made to take part . " 

Moreover: "The very cows joined in. Walloping , tail lashing, 

the reticence of nature w"s undone, ond the barrters which 

should divide Man the Master from the Brute were dissolved. ,,6 



The attempt to apply t he vision of re l ation is contrary to the 

laws of matter. The mater ial world conforms without exception 
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to th e s e laws. The vision of re lation rejects s epa rat ion of ob jects 

In time and space . The laws of matter have to do with movement, 

'becoming ', succession , and extens ion: indiVidua lity in space. 

All matter expresses these pr inc iples of ma t erial ex i s tence . The 

self either accepts such principles and a llows them to govern its 

proces ses of thought about the world (tha t i s , reinforcing 

separation of individua ls, and introducing a standardized concept 

of tlme)or It searches for alterna tives . One Is either trapped In 

the here a nd now (the pci rticu lars of a spec ific space/time co

ordi nate) or one attempts to defy such restrictions, the re striction s 

of the l aw s of matter. 

The rigidity of the material law prohIbits e xception . It 

promIses to sus ta ln those who a llow its supremacy. For thos e 

who have no se lf, the perpetua l rhyth m of ex Iste nce Is a per pet-
7 

ual assuult. Louis In The Waves ls aware of t he prlndple of 

Hfe . He cannot exIst apart from it, it perpetually encroaches on 

hIs fragile self. He says: 

Meanwhl1e t he hats bob up a nd down; the door 
perpetually shut s and opens. I urn conscious of 
flux, of disorder; of ann ihilatio n and despair. 
If this i s all , this i s worthl ess. Yet I fee l, t oo , 
the rhyth m of t he eating -house . It Is like a 
wa ltz tu ne , eddying In and out, round and round. 
The waitresses , ba lanc Ing trays , swing in and 
out , round and round ... The circle is unbroken; 
the harmony complete . Here is the centra l rhythm; 
here the common muinsprlng. I watch it ex pand , 
contra ct; and then expand again. 8 

Now, the rna nlfestatlon of t he law of flux , though inherently 

dest ructive (It l nslsts on perpetual change, or becoming) in its 

constant movement resembles a musical impr:)viza tion . 

The life principle is neither ugly nor re pulsive (i ndeed , Susan, 

for example I submits to it entirely , out of cho ice I a nd is ful-

fill ed). Tn three related ways , flux is such that th ose who look 

beyond, yearn to esca pe It. For them, It is crue l, for ma tter 



alters , causing the individ;.IaI to dissipate and destroy the self. 

It allows of no exception , no transgressions , only total subserv

iencp.. It maintains perpetual movement, disorder, and disunity. 

About the appearance of a society dominated by vision, peace 

and freedom, Woolf obviously was not optimistic. Vision i s a 

state achieved by few , pursued by fewer still, and is never 

permanent. A vision-dominated socie ty is an impossibility. 

Woolf says: " ... the capacity of the human spirit to overflow 

boundaries and make unity out of multiplicity ... would be to 

dream - - to dream the recurring dream that has haunted the human 

mind s ince the beginning of time : the dream of peace , the dream 
9 

of freedom. " 

However, though materidity opposes vis ionary relation, and 

despite the deSire of the majority to regard separation as an 

immutable and satisfactory condit ion of existence , some sort of 

relation, albeit imperfect,m2Y be ach ieved. Woo lf says of the 

unifying act iv ity of the self: 

All you need now is to stand at the window and let 
your rhythmicDI sense open and shut, open and 
shu t, boldly and freely , until one thing melts in 
another , until the taxis are dancing with the 
daffodils, until a whole has been made from all 
these separate fragments .1 0 
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Mary Datchet , who for Ralph represents someone efficient and 

sens ible, has moments of deep emotion and vision . Her vision 

of love incorporates people and trees, or is simply an empathy 

for all things: "It seemed a ;aere toss-up whether she sa id , '1 love 

you ' , or whether s he sa id , 'I l ove the beech -trees' , or only ' 0 
11 

love - - 1 love'." Mary is putting into practise the advice 

Woolf gives in the 'Letter to a Young Poet' : 

Then let your rhythmica 1 sense wind it self in and 
out among men and women, omnibuses, sparrows 
whatever comes along the street - - until it has 
strung them together tn one harmonious whole. 
That perhaps is your ta sk -- to find the relation 
between things that seem incompatible yet ha ve a 



mysterious affinity , to absorb every experience 
th il t comes your way •.. 12 

Nicholas Brown , an inc idental character in The Years , is a 

visionary whose message, whose translated awareness , is 

extr8mely bri2f. Ele2nor notes: "There was someth ing queer 

about him ,,13 And hi:; queerness is an a1Nareness of the 

natural incl inat ion towards unity and the expansion of se lf, and 

of the present situation (If separation , boundary, hostility and 

fear. He explains succinctly: "' The soul -- the who le being ,' he 

expli:lined. He holl owed his hands as if to enc lose a circle. 'It 

wis hes to ex pa nd; to adventure; to form - - new comb inaticns ? '" 

And , " 'Whereas now , ' - - he drew himself together; put his feet 

together; he looked llke an old lady who is afraid of mice - -

'this i s how we live, screwed up into one hard little, tight little 
14 

knot?' II 

t!J 

Isa ' s longing to be one with her v ision, to transcend time and 

the laws of matter and to ach ieve total unity with all th i ngs , is 

expressed in: 

'In some harvestless dim field where no eVen ing 
lets fall her mantl e ; no sun rises. All ' s equa l 
there. Unblowing , ungrowing are the roses there . 
Change is not; nor the mutab le and lovable; nor 
greetings nor pa rtings; nor furtive fi nd ings and 
feelings, where hand seeks hand and eye seeks 
she lter from the eye. ' 15 

Bernard, in The Waves i s not successful in converting hi s 

longing for unity into actuality . Bernard ' s task is to unite the 

s ix, to create a single consciousness, and to write the story of 

the six. In his summing up, at the close of the lives of the s ix , 

he discovers that in trying to perfect a unity, he has as far as 

poss lble, phased out his own self. He says: " ... that thin, 
16 

hard shell which cases the sou l, which, in youth , shuts one in ... " 

has largely disappeared , and: "Immeasurably recept ive, holding 

everything, trembling with fullness, yet clear, contained -- so 
17 

my being seems . . . " He has achieved a measure of imperson-
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allt:;, by focusing on the merging of tbe six in a communal activity. 

Woolf seldom attempts to make explicit all the implications 

of her vision. Invariably, by virtue of the internal cons istency 

of Woolf 's v ision, the reader may construct a detailed m8ta physic 

from the residue of impli cations and suggestions in the novels . 

A s ing le aspect, the mod8 of exis tence of v isionary rea lity (the 

sta tus of v isionary reali ty i n re lati on to ma t8rla l reality) is not 

s pecified . 

Ide ntity based on relation , apart from be ing the goa l of the 

visi onary and that which the majority , i n their blindness or 

unwillingness, refuse to recognize or pursue , exists ~ori. 

Corporea l beings are separated, t hough thei r essences tend 

naturally toward unificat ion . Thus, there is a perpe tual thwart

ing of any attempts to become consciously aware of, or to ach ieve , 

a state of unity. To those who can brush aside mater ia lity while 

perceiv ing others, unity is appa rent. Strictly speak ing , i ndivid

uals are not uni fied since , if 'self' i s a combina ti on of spiritual 

and phys ica l, and phys icality prohibit s uni ty , t he 's e lf' may not 

unite with other se lves . The individuu l has the components of 

visionary reality wi thin him. Materiality obscures th is reali t y . 

Woolf believes thiil t "the paraphenalia of r8a li ty have a t certain 

moments to become the ve il t hrough which we see infinity. " 18 

The v isionary self may exte nd far beyond its materia lity . In 

fact, everyone i s extended , though they a ttempt for the sake of 

isolation , or 's elfhood ', to retreat within the ir material com pon

ent. The result is that by visionary law , spat iality ceases for, 

congruent w ith the laws of matter, spatiallty upbo lds div ision 

and a loneness . The dimension wh ich replaces it i s 'personallty' 

or self. Space is defined in terms of the (now extended) limits 

of the se lf. Bernard for example , transcends spatiality completely: 

he i s completely extended i nto the other five , before the fi na l 

ten pages of The Waves . 

North in The Yeilrs temporarily senses a sta te of exi stence 

beyond separation and selfhood : 



Stillness and solitude, he thought to himself; 
silence and solitude .. . th at 's the only elem e nt 
in which the mind is free now . 

Sllence a nd solitude , he re pea ted; s llence 
and solitude. His eyes half closed themselves. 
He WeS tired ; j,e wa: dazed; people talked; 
people talked. He would detach himself , 
ge neralize him se lf, ima\J ine that he was lying in 
a grea t spac~'on a blue pla in with hills on the 
rim of the horizon. 19 

Kather ine Hilberry too, conceives of an alterna tive interpretation 

of reality. She 

seemed to be treeing out t he lines of some 
symmetrica I pattern, some arra ngement of life, 
which invested , if not herself, at least the others . 
not only with interest .. but with a kind of tragic 
be auty. She had a fantilstic picture of them 
upholding splendid palaces upon their bent backs. 
They were the lantern-bearers , whose lights , 
scattered among the crowd, wove a pattern , 20 
dissolving, joining, meeting again in combina ti on. 
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Daiches in The Novel and the Modern World sees " pe,sonality 

rathe r than space as one dimenSion . ,,21 Persona lity is the inac tive 

dimenSion , the underlying but temporarily overpowered dimension. 

The most expressed symbol of unity in The Waves , of wholeness , 

structure and perfect ion is that of Circularity. J. Alexander 

infor ms LIS that there i s at leas t on e reference to circularity on 

every page of the first half of The Waves , expressed as "loo p , 
22 

ball , bubble , wheel, balloon , c irc le , drop and globe . " The 

Waves is saturated with the perfection and s ingu larity of t rans

corporeal existence, prior to, and after a span of individuality. 

The individual, if the sea represents hUmanity , is the s i ngle wave 

which forms, and ineVitab ly breaks on the shore . It loses its 

ident ity as that particular wave, though it does not cease to be. 

The Singularity i s interrupted and the whole is united as the sea 

withdraws to complete another s ingulur wave. The Waves is the 

account of six sLlch waves , and their reaction to both the inherent 

s ingularity of their being , and the underly i ng a nd ever-present 
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reminders that their singuJarity is tenuous and temporary. 

The attainment of vision may be described as a breakdown, 

a disregard of the distinctions established by those of the material 

world to impart order (end thereby unfortunately , limit an aware-

ness of a more complete reality). It is thus a diffuSion , a flowing 

out of self, no longer subjugatcd by materiality. Septimus Smith, 

li ke Louis, cannot participate in this imperfect situation : his 

awareness of such diffu::ion is too strongly developed. In his 

identification with all things, he parallels Bernard's state near 

th e end of The Waves. He feels "the leaves being connected by 

millions of fibres with his own body . . , The sparrows fluttering, 

rising, and fa 11ing in jagged fountains were part of the pattern •.. ,,23 

Obviously, suicide is necessary for the completlon of his be ing 

and his vision. He can develop no object/subject relationship 

with anythi ng, as the distinctions between subject and object 

are indistinct. For Bernard, the v ision of relation is equa,ly as 

shattering to material existence. Bernard describes this 

externalizatlon: 

1 saw but wa s not seen. 1 wa lked unshadowed; 
1 came unhera lded. From me had dropped the 
old cloak, the old response; the hollowed hand 
that beats back sounds. Thin as a ghost , 
leaving no t race where 1 trod , perceiving mere ly, 
1 walked a lone in a new world , never trodden; 
brushing new flowers, unable to speak save in 
a child's words of one syllable; without shelter 
from phrases -- 1 who have made so many ... 24 

The vision of relation, in conclus ion, is a potential st::te of 

a ll ' essences', which the individual mater ialized essence e ither 

suppresses, or deve lops. The magnitude of the achievement is 

proportional to the degree of opposition to the vision of relation . 

Materiality, vesting itself in each individual has power over the 

'self', trapping the visionary, and providing for those who 

succumb to the im plications of materiality. For Mrs Ramsay, 

visionary relation is ultimately necessary and profound . She 

says: "To be silent; to be alone. All the being and the dO ing , 



expcmsivc , glittering, vocal, evaporated; and one shrank, with 

a sense of solemnity, to being oneself, , , ,,25 
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Eleanor Pargite r is the :;ucces~or to Mrs Ramsay and Bernard, 

in that she is both visionary and not entirely apart from the 

material world, She was, early on , "the soother, the maker -up 

of quarrels , the bufizr between her ~illY pargitea and the 

intensities and strifes of family life, ,,26 She draws the same 
27 

"dot with strokes ray ing out around it, " as Ralph Denham does 

in Night and Day, a visionary r e nder ing of life, She has a vision 

ot all objects without an outer surface which conceals them: 

"Things seemed to haV8 lost their sk ins; to be freed from some 

surface hardness, , ,,,28 And near the end of the novel, she has 

a vision of a connected universe: " '" is there a pattern; a 

theme recurring, like mus ic.; half remembered, half foreseen? , , , 

a gigantic pattern, momentarily perceptible '1 ,,29 

The individual has the choice, wheth er to develop a visicnary 

self or t o ma intain a separate id entity, Whichever mode of 

identity is chosen determines the subject ' s idea of reality and 

existence, A detailed description of the complexity and duality 

of the self wi ll determine the characteristics which the visionary 

identity and the non-visionary ident ity possess, 



Section 3 Inner and Outer Selves 

The duality of self is a concept which can be traced tc the 

widespread notion in the early 20th century that self can no 
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longer be defined as the sum of its expressions. Besides which, 

this idea is the inevitable product of a metaphysic based on a 

universal dichotomy between the factual, observable and rational, 

dnd the visionary, immoterial and counter-rational. Wooif sets 

up in opposition to the shallowness of the 'Georgian ' nove li sts ' 

creations" ... the depth of that leaf-encumbered forest , the 

soul . .. 
,, 1 

Self for Woolf was not definable, circumscribed, finite nor 

predictable. No summary could suffice , no character istic c:Juld 

with surety be included or excluded . The kerne l of self is va st 

w ith limitless potential , unlike "the old stable ego of character" 

as in D.H. Lawrence's conception. 2 In Woolf ' s analysis , the 

self is neither" stable" nor is it limited to the expressions of 

the "ego", which i s that force concerned with the maintenance 

of individuality and self-definition. The observable interaction 

between individuals represents a minute component of the self. 

Woolf says of Mrs Dalloway : "I should say a good deal about 

my discovery how I dig out beautiful caves behind my characters: 

I think this gives exactly what I want ; humanity , humour, depth. 

The idea i s that the caves shall connect and each comes to day -
3 

light at the present moment." 

Owing to the dichotomy within Woolf's metaphYSiC, the 

'observable' and the 'hidden ' aspects of self constitute a duality . 

Not only is the latter more complex than that which is presented 

i n 'Georgian' novels, but it is distinct, often utterly separated 

from the social and 'external' components of self. This idea is 

first focused upon in Night and~ and, fittingly, it i s Katherine 

Hilberry who provides a summary of the irreconci lable duality 

within self: "Why, she reflected, should there be this perpetual 

disparity between the thought and the action, between the life of 

solitude and the life of society, this astonish ing precipice on one 



side of whic h the soul wa s active and in broad da ylight , on the 

other side of which it was contem plative and da rk as ni g,l t ? ,,4 

Rachel Vinrace expresses this far more simply when s he says: 

"It a ppeared that nobody e-v'er sa id a t h ing they mea nt, or ever 

ta lked of a feeling they felt ... ,,5 

' Night' and ' day' s ugges t t he two orders of reality : the inner 

and the outer; the s e lf and the other; the transcendenta l world 

and the world of ma tter . Day i s associated wi th sensation, 

individuality and division; night with unity (the 'da rkness ' 

oblitera tes difference). 6 

The outer self reinforces th e la ws of matte r, fo r It i s concern 

ed with the explicable, objective and material world. Since one 

may assume tha t vlsionary aware ness is a potenti al s tilte of all 

beings (see Chapte r 4 : 2) t hose who appear to be pure ly 

external beings , mLlst have a d ormant or perhaps rudi me ntary 

i nner s e lf suppressed or left unnoticed by a n a ssertive ego . 

High Whitbread in Mrs Dalloway is th e person devoid of any 

ind ications of inner life. He ls maintained and nouri shed by the 

constructs of socie ty. He ha s "read nothing , thought noth ing , " 7 

who has the " manners a nd breeding of an Engli sh gentleman" and 

" He always looked as if he were on duty.,,8 He is forc e d to 

. conform to the standards of the ' oute r' world , which is the s ource 

of h l s identi ty. Inner and outer selves are i ncompatible to the 

extent t ha t they may not peacefully coexist as fully deve loped 

components within a single being. They conform to different 

orders of reality . In The Death of the Moth Woolf s ays it is 

diffi cu lt" at once to be li eve in t he complete reality of th e suburb 

and i n the complete reality of the sou l. ,, 9 The spectrum of 

knowledge ls too grea t, and unders ta nd ing ca n be directed at one 

or the other. They requ ire too greilt a bread th of vis ion to be 

comprehe nded s imultaneous ly. 

The externa l self is an ins ufficient indicator of the whole 

belng . Mrs Ramsay says :" . .. she , Lily/Augus tus Carmichae l , 

mus t feel, our appar itions , the things you know us by, are 
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10 
simply childiSh." Yet fer the maintenance of order , to stream-

line p~actica I materia I existence, the outer se lf, stereo -typical 

and crude , is a necess ity: "To prevent us from being submerged 
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by rhaos, nature and society between them have arranged a system 

of classification ... " 11 to which ind ividuals a re fo rced to adhere. 

Orlando learns that th e inner self is la rge ly prohibited from 

partici pation in the mater ial world: " .•. she somehow got the 

impression -- here she rose and walked -- they made one fee l -- it 

was an extremely uncomfortable feeling - - one must never , never 
12 

say what one thought. " Eleanor Pargiter feels the oppressive-

ness of a "childish" restr ictlng system of classification. She 

says: "But now I ' m labelled , she thought -- an old maid who 

washes and watches birds. That's what they think I am. But I' m 

not - -I'm not in the least like t!Jat , she said . She shook her head , 
13 

and turned a way from the gla ss . " 

Woolf when describing the two opposed fClcu lties of self , a nd 

the two opposed realities (material and vis ionary) uses i n II 

Writer ' s Diary the metaphor of a stream in which those confined 

to the material world , run " in the current . .. without d iving 
14 

deep . " The inner self is not subject to perpetual movement; it 

is s till and s ilent , quite beyond the material world: " . . • a n 

entombed soul, the spirit dr iven in , in, in to the central catacomb; 
15 

the self that took the veil and left the world . .. " Sasha Latham 

i n 'A Summing Up' "was consc ious of a movement in her of some 

crea ture beating its way about her and trying to escape which 

momentarily she called the soul wh ich is by nature unmated , 
1 6 

a widow bird; a bird perched aloof on that tree. " Lucy Swlth i n 

i s more often than not preoccupied with her imma ter ial, inner 

self. She is alarmed at having to return to materiality: "Was it 

that she had no body? Up in the clouds , 

mind touched ground now and then with a 

like an air ball, her 
. 17 

shock of surpnse. " 

It i s when Orlando examines her inner self that the external loses 

its solidity: all essences shift and merge , no longer definab le 

as one th ing; and tim e , the concept developed to chart flux , i s 

temporarily transcended: " •. . everything was partly something 



else ... she for got the time . " All of this is prompted by an 

awareness and tentat ive probing of 

a pool where thl.ngs dwell in darkness so deep 
that what they are wo scarcely know. She now 
looked down illto this pool or sea in which 
everything is reflocted -- and , indeed , some 
say the reflections which we see in the dark 
hollow at the back uf the head when the visible 
world is obscured for the ti me .1 8 
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A story from the collection A Haunted House provides one with 

a good example of the vastness of the inner s e lf , its incompatib

ility wi th the outer self , and its exemption from time. ' An Unwritten 

Novel' is largely an e;:peri llle nt , no longer subject to that 

" powerful and unscru.pulous tyrant " that insists that authors 

"provide a plot, to provide comedy , tra gedy, love, interGst 
,,1 9 

in their works. Once the narra t or and "the unhappy w0man " a re 

left a lone in the ra ilway carriage , the narra tor i s free (frOTll th e 

constra ints of t he conventional novel) to shift constantly from 

materiality to v ision . The cons truction of a v isionary "'mdP " of 

" Minnie Marsh" is constantly upset -- by the intrus ion of reality: 

"If only you would sit stil l. She's moved her knees - - t he rna p' s 

in bits again. ,,20 Here as e lsewhere , when Woolf shifts between 

Inner and ou ter self , her time scale shifts from linea r time to 

atempora lity (in which past a nd future are as accessible as the 

present ) . It is t a ngential to linear time -- and a whole visionary 

history (of Minnie Ma rsh in th is ca s e) can be w itnGssed , before 

linea r time a dvances sufficiently for it to shatter the vis ion . 

There is a suggestion tha t in The Voyage Out London and 

Santa Mari na are symbolically contrasted, very si mila rly to the 

juxtaposition of Sawston(Eng land) and Italy in E.M. Fors ter ' s 

A Room with a View. London re prese nts the outer, socia l , 

ordered , sane, and the conventional ; Santa Marina , the s ub

mGrged, mysteri ous , inner self , with its unorthodox a nd uncivil ized 

passions and states of consciousness. The first is domina ted 

by imposed , rational law , the latter by natura l la w . Sa nta Marina 
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represents the "dark half of the world ," and "more mysterious 

than the earth coloured and divided by roads and fields. ;,21 

A complete absence of either self is as impossible as a 

development of both simultaneously. Sir William Brads haw and 

Dr Holmes in Mrs Dalloway almost completely suppress an inner 

self, whereas Clarissa Dalloway and Katherine Hilberry achieve a 
22 

tentative reconciliation between opposed selves. Perha ps 

Katherine Hllberry manages to combine fact and vision, inner and 

outer selves though obviously not entirely embracing either . 

Ralph may be aware of this when he perceives that" Katherine 

had a likeness to each of her parents , and these eleme nts were 
23 

rather oddly blended ." Her love of mathematics, is not due 
24 

entirely to its rationality and order : it is vast, limitles s. 

Similarly, she chooses a man who is able to, in some way (though 

different to her own) unite material and visionary, or masculine 

and feminine: "Hi s eyes , e;:pressive now of the usual masculine 

impersonality and autho,i ty, might reveal more subtle emotions 

under favourable circumstances , for they were large, and of a 

clear, brown colour -- they seemed unexpectedly to hesitate and 

I 
,,25 

specu ate •.• 

Ralph Denham in Nigh t and Day is a prototype of Clarissa in 

his ability to pursue and enlarge both inner and outer selves , to 

some extent. His outer self is represented by the solicitor's 

office; his inner self comprises largely of unchecked fantas y , 

intermittently visionary. The preciSion with which he develops 

and maintains the separation between his two worlds is only 

possible since ne ither is large enough to constitute a threat to 

the self -controlled equilibrium. His dualism rema in s one of 

inner and oute r, subjective and objective , never achieving the 

status of a wrenching, destructive dualism of life and death, 

matter and immateriality, as Clarissa's does: "His endeavour , 

for many years, had been to control the spirit, and at the age of 

twenty -nine he thought he could pride himself upon a life rigidly 

divided into the hours of work a nd those of dreams; the two lived 

side by side without harming each other. ,,26 Ralph is occasionally 



unaule to keep the two selves or attitudes to reality , separate: 

they spill into each other. At a tea shop , at Lincoln, he cannot 

think "whether he had seen her [jSatherin~ or merely imagined 

her. ,,27 As he sits in a train, a v ision of Katherine preoc.::upies 

h i m, mingling with reality: "She brooded over the grey fields , 

and was with him now in the railway carriage , thoughtful, sllent , 

and infinitely tender; but the vision pres sed too close , and must 

be dismissed, for the tr~in was slackening. ,,2 8 Vision and reality 

both demand attention: 

He lost h is sense of a ll that surrounded him; 
all substantial t:lings - - the hour of the day, 
what we have done Clnd are about to do , the 
presence of other people and the support we 
derive from seeing their belief in a common 
reality - - all this slipped from him. So he 
might have felt if the earth had dropped from 
his feet, and empty blue had hung all round 
him, a nd the a ir had been steeped in the 
presence of one woman . The chirp of a robi n 
on the bough above his head awakened him, and 
his awakenment was accompanied by a sigh. 
Here wa s the world in which he had to live. 29 

Further , Ralph is not sure of himself, of wh ich 'rea lity ' to cling 

to: " •.• he began to lay the blame of the present catactrophe 
. 30 

upon hIs dreams." Then he ha~ a renewed fa ith in dreams 

"I've dreamt about you; I've thought of nothing but you; you 
31 

re present to me the only real ity in t he world." And he realizes 

that the dichotomy is destructive : "He fe lt a mixture of d isgust 

and pity at the figure cut by human beings when they try tc cc:rry 
32 

out, in pract ice , what they have the power to conceive ." 

Eleanor Pargiter simply ensures that inner and outer remain 

disti nct: 

She found that her pencil could take notes quite 
accurately while she herself thought of somethi ng 
else. She seemed able to div ide herself into two . 
One person foiiowed the argument - - and he ' s 
putting it very well, she thought; while the other , 
for it was a fine afternoon , and she had wa nted to 
go to Kew , wa lked down a green glade and s topped 
in front of a flowering tree. 33 
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The tension between inner and outer lives persists in spite of 

an individua I struggle to comprehend his/her inner ex iste nce. 

Throughout the novels, Woolf attempts to pinpoint why this is so, 

and what the 'darknes s ' in the soul consists of and, accordingly, 

this deserves mention . Bernard, so frequently Woolf's spokes

man, says of the vastness of the inner life, so often unexpressed: 

There is always deep below it, even whe n we 
arrive punctually at the appointed time with 
our white waistcoats and polite formalities, a 
rushing stream of broken dreams, nursery 
rhymes , street cries, half -finished sentences 
and sights -- e lm trees , willow trees, gardeners 
sweeping, women writing -- that rise and sink 
even as we hand a lady down to dinner. 34 

In The Waves, Woolf p,esents six reactions to the existence 

of the inner self. Rhoda and Louis are unable to contro l it; Susan 

and Neville are unable to attain it: whereas Jinny and l3ernard, in 

different ways a nd to differing degrees pursue the inn er life 

honestly, conscientiously , and without fear. Insofar as the six 

are univcrsalized representations, the details of the individual 

outer selves and of their practical existence in the material world, 

are omitted . Critics who evaluate the presentation of the six 

often overlook this, and their conclusions, whether flattering or 

condemnatory, are misapplied. The first of such critics was a 

reviewer in The Times. Woolf says, in a letter, i n response: 

"Odd that they [jhe TimeiJ should praise my characters when I 
35 

mea nt to have none. " 

Bernard grasps the vastness of his inner self by compartmental

izing distinct identities within him , arriving at the idea of a 

multiplicity of self. He says: 

.•. it becomes clear that I am not one and simple, 
but complex and many . Bernard, in public , bubbles; 
in private is secretive: that is what they do not 
und erstand, for they are now undoubted ly 
di scuss ing me, saying I escape them, am evasive. 
They do not understand that I have to effect 
different transitions; have to cover the entrances and 



pxits of several ditferent men who alternatively 
act their parts as Bernard. 36 

Each identity may briefly assume a dominant position. Bernard 

says: "For 1 changed and changed; was Hamlet, was She1l8Y, 

9S 

was the hero, whose name 1 now forget, of a novel by Dostoevsky; 

was for a whole term, incredibly, Napoleon ; but was Byron 

chiefly." 37 ' Interaction between people is usually restricted to 

a communication between outer selves for such are manageable, 

definite, and limited. Woolf says of Mr Serle and Miss Anning 

in 'Together and Apart' : "Their eyes met; collided rather, for 

each felt that behind the eyes thG secluded being, who sits in 

darkness while his shallow agile companion does all the 

tumbling and beckoning, antl keeps the show going, suddenly 
38 

stood erect; flung off his cloak; confronted the other." This 

often means that the imoer self of the other is unacknowledged. 

Bernard says: "We are not simple as our friends would have us 

to meet our needs." 39 Neville, whose outer self is dominant, 

attempts to limit Bernard's identity. He says to Bernard: "You 
40 

are not Byron; you are your self." Bernard is aware of his own 

complexity, his lack of limitation, but also of a separate identity, 

though not one as definable as Neville's. There is evidence that 

throughout,a core which is Bernard exists, though it is "virginal 

wax" or it is beyond his personae: a featureless control-room. 

He says: "But you understand, you, my self, who always comes 

at a call (that would be a harrowing experience to call and for no 
41 

one to come .. . ) ..• " And: "What I was to myself was 
42 

different; was none of these." Further, he says: "When I say 

to myself, "Bernard," who comes? ... A man of no particular 

age or calling. Myself, merely." And:" 'Hullo', one says, 

'there's Jinny. That's Neville ... Therefore ... I am myself, not 
, 43 

Neville,' a wonderful dIscovery." And finally, he says: "I 

rose and walked away -- 1,1,1; not Byron, Shelley, Dostoevsky, 
44 

but I, Bernard." The idea of a central self, in control and 

operational in a time of crisis, is suggested in Orlando when 



for some unaccountable rea son , the consc ious 
self , which is the uppermost, and h"s the power 
to desire , wishes to be nothing but one self. This 
ls what some people call the true self, and it is , 
they say, compact of all the selves we have it in us 
to be; commanded and locked up by the Capta in 
self, the Key self, which amalgamates and controls 
them all. 45 
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Clarissa Dalloway, from the point of view of the viSionary 

wor ld , where the' self ' i s no longer bound by llmitatlon, boundary 

or defin iti on, becomes awa re of multiplicity: 

She pursed her lips v.'hen she looked in the glass, 
It was to give her face point. That was herself -
polnted; dart-like; definite , That was her self 
when some effort, some call on her to be herself , 
drew the parts together , she alone knew how 
d ifferent , how in compatible and composed so 
for the world only into one c(.ntre , one diamond, 
one woma n who sat" tn her drawing-room " ,46 

Self requires indlvidualiza tion at th e ins istence of the laws of 

matter, which demand limitatlon, finiteness and clear defin iti on , 

In order to act , in the materia l world, she needs a centre , a self. 

Woolf says, in an essay entitled ' Street Ha unt ing ' : "I s the true 

self thls which stands on the pavement in January , or tha t wh ich 

ber,ds over the balcony in June? Am I here, or am I there? Or is 

the true self neither this nor that, neither here no r there, , , ? " 

She continues with : " Circumstances compel unity ; for conven

ience sake a man must be whole , The good citizen when he opens 

his door i n the evening must ba banker, golfer, husband, fa ther 

.. 47 This is similar to the activity Woolf descr ibes i n 

' Evening over Sussex: Reflect ions in a Motor-Car' , She says: 

None of my selves could see anything beyond the 
tapering light of our headlamp on the hedge, I 
summoned them together , 'Now,' I said, ' comes 
the season of making up our accounts , Now we 
have got to collect ourselves; we have got t o be 
one self. Nothing is to be seen any more , except 
one wedge of road and bank which our lights repeat 
incessantly. We are perfectly proVided for. We are 
warmly wrapped in a rug; we are protected from wind 
and rain. We are alone, '48 
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The 'acts' in Between the Acts are significant in this respect. 

Lucy Swithin exclaims that she could have played Cleopatra: "1 

might have been -- Cleopatra ..• You've stirred in me my unacted 
49 

part ," The roles wh;ch each must fulfil, are not superficial : 

one lives those roles. Moreover, they are enduring, universal, 

and provide a connectioll between past and future . Thus, each 

has the germ of the greatest act , also the meanest. The 

Cleopatra role will be performed countless times. It is unfortun 

ate that the word "act" is associated with superficiality and a 

lack of self-expression, fur in Between the I\cts, the act, by its 

unlversality, means that all have the germ of greatness . 1'.11 are 

born to fulfil their acts. Eooch individual is enormous. 

The status of a multiple self may be interpreted in two ways. 

In Orlando , Woolf says: 

For It there are (at a venture) seventy - six different 
times all ticking in the mind at once, how many 
different people are there not - - Heaven help us --
all having lodgement at one time or another in the 50 
human spirit? Some say two thousand and fifty-two. 

Multipllcity of self may be expressed in two complementary ways.: 

either , as Woolf often suggests , the boundaries of the self are 

swelled to contain a multiplicity , most of which remain only as 

potentlal , or the self is infused In a greater whole . Self i s either 

disbanded, or enlarged. Whatever the case , a self conta ining 

"two thousand and fifty-two" identities is unknowable. In a 

beautifully poetic passage, Woolf describes the elusive and 

lncomprehensible inner self. She says, in 'On Being Ill': "We do 

not know our own souls , let alone the souls of others . Huma n 

beings do not go hand in hand the whole stretch of the way. There 

l s a virgin forest in ea ch; a snowfield where even the print of 

birds' feet is unknown." 5 1 Conrad shares Woolf ' s complement

ary ideas that the self is vast and incomprehensible and can 

therefore never be embraced or known , and that this is so since 

the self transcends matter: matter can be perceived, defined, in 

time and space, whereas the spirit cannot. He says in Lord Jim: 



It is when we try tc gra pple with another rna n ' s 
intimate needs that we perce ive how incomprehensib le , 
waver ing and misty are the be in gs that share wit!-} 
us the sight of the stars and the warmth of the sun . 
It is as if loneliness were a hard and absolute 
condition of existeilce; the envelope of flesh and 
blood on which our eyes are fix ed melts before 
the outstretched hand, and there remains only the 
capricious , unconsolable, and elusive spirit tha t 
no eye can follow , no hand can grasp . 52 
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19cob 's Room is experimental , and deviates from convent iona l 

contemporary fiction, in that it attempts to reveal the difficulty 

of defining character : "For the moment we know noth ing about 

himGaco~ . such i s the manner of our See ing .,,53 The prob lem 

arises because of the limited perspective of the i ndividua l, and 

because of the complexity of the person beheld : "It is no use 

trying t o sum people up. One must follow hints , not exactly 
54 

what is said, nor y et er:tlrely what is done ." 

The mos t successful method of understanding the individual 

i s through the use of multipl p. perspect ives. No single perspect

ive i s of much worth: "It seems that a profound , impart ial , and 

abs olute ly just opinion of our fellow -creatures is entirely 

unknown. ,,55 Multiple perspective prov ides a thorough descrip

tion of everyth ing excl ud i:1g the core that is Jacob ' s 'room' , 

phYSically and psycholog ically. 

What emerges from the nove l is that Jacob is a Woolfian 

young man : "She @andra Wentworth Williamil meant he was 

severe, that he is slightly rebellious ," befittlng a Bloomsbury 

young man . He is in spite cf t hi s ty pically upper middle c las s. 

Fleishman says that he is "typica l of the universal characteristics 

of young men in the twin process of individuation and soc ial ization. ,,56 

In order to stress Jacob ' s ultimate incomprehens ibility , Woolf 

often reduces her omn iscience to t he level of a subordinate point 

of v iew . Erich Auerbach in Mimesis : The Representation of 

Reality in Western Literature cla ims that Woolf's omniscient 

narrator presents herse lf "to be someone who doubts, wonders , 

hesitates , as though the truth about her characters were not 
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better known to her tha nit ls to them or to the reader." No -oni) 

has absolute knowledge: Woolf prunes the omniscient n;]rrator's 

abilitie s, by appearing to falter. Leaska provides a sample of 

such authorial statements, which are liberally sprinkled with 

li as if" I "seemed" I 11perhaps " and "Heaven knows what", dis-

tu,bing the security of ~he authorial platform , reducing authorial 

comment to the status of the figural or in ternal , and thereby 

reinforCing the idea that no account of an individual will encap 

sulate him; he transends and contrad icts all statements about 
58 

himself. 
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Tn JAs:ob's Room the peripheral characters are employed largely, 

insofar as they in some way ' support' Jacob, as reflectors. The 

need for a reflector stems from the 'i nfinity' of se lf: each 

periphera l character reveals an aspect of Jacob. Even Jacob has 

an incomplete, because conscious and definite, self-image . 

Reflectors reveal diverslty. This technique must not be mis 

in terpreted. It may suggest an obj(~ct and a series of subjects 

the perceived Jacob, and the numerous perceivers. It creates 

boundaries and limits. Thus peripheral characters in The Waves , 

for example (all of the other characters are peripheral during 

the moment when one of them expresses himself/herself) conta in, 

and are contained, by the protagonist. Peripheral characters 

expose the protagonist , not because their points of view give them 

access to a particular facet of the diverse self, but because they 

contain part of that self and are contained by it. Identity is thus 

radiated, the force of the radiation presumably lessening with 

greater spatial and temporal distance from the source. The effect 

is of an expanding boundary of self, resulting in a series of 

interlocking beings . 

What Woolf is rejecting, in her 'definition' of character, may 

be called 'materialism'. Matter is such that it has limit in space, 

and conversely, has sole occupation of the space it inhabits. 

The whole self should not, Woolf implies, be examined according 

to the laws of matter. They are ina pplicable. Dorothy Brewster 

intelligently points out that "Jacob's 'room ' is more vividly 
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realized than Jacob. ,,59 Tn Jacob's Room the room signifies the 

environment, the objects w it h which the radiating ripples of the 

inhabiting identity come into contact. It does in effect, conta in 

everything accessible to tL8 investigator. Jacob's room is in 

fact the world: Cornwa:l, Scarborough, London , Italy, Athens 

and hi.s 'self' must be gleaned from his associations with objests 

in this wider spectrum . Similarly, his self consists of all oI the 

impress ion s left on others : on his family, Clara , Florinda, 

Sandra Wentworth Williams, and Bonamy. Woolf ' s idea is that 

character can only be apprehended by everything it encounters, 

which implies that t he environment is better known than the 

character, and that there is something which evades apprehension 

in each character. For eXilmple, Woolf says in Mrs Dallowav: 

.. , to know her, or anyone, one must seek out the 
people who coml.Jleted them; even the places . Odd 
affinities she had wier, people she had never spoKen 
to, some woman in the street, some man behind a 
counter - - even trees, or barns. It ended in a 
tra nscendenta I theory which, with her horror of death, 
allowed her to believe, or say that she believed 
(for all her scepticism), that s inc e our apparitions, 

the part of us which appears, are so momentary 
com pared with the other, th e unseen part of us , 
which spreads wide, the unseen might survive, be 
recovered somehow attached to t his person or tha t, 
or even haunting certain places after death. 60 

Because of t he fluidity of self, and of the intermingling of self 

with all that it encounters, a knowledge of Jacob's entire 'room' 

is necessary. 

The room is associa ted with the self: it is the boundary of 

self, it protects self, and becomes therefore a shell: "The ro om 

was a shell ... " but still has the windows and the doors; means 

of either venturing forth (embracing the ' other') or merely perceiving 
61 

the' other' and not being part of i t. But its protection is not 

absolute: when Holmes attempts to enter Septimus' room 

(Septimus imilgines him breaking down the door) Septimus no 

longer has a re treat. His only option is suicide. Here the door 



lets the alien ln, and not the self out. 

The room is the contailler , the prescribed area. Something is 

a lways beyond the rooin, though some rooms are more cluttered 

and better mapped , than others . The difference between the use 

of the symbol in Jacob's Room, and , for example in To the Light

house, is one of degree , which rloes not justify Hafley ' s c laim 
--- , 62 
"that there is no cons istent usage of this symbol." 

I9cob ' s Room primarily concentrates on the imposs ibil i ty of 

knowing character : in the novels that follow , one must more or 

less ~sume this limitation although often it is not s tressed. 

Thus, in the novels wh ich follow (especially To the LlQhthouse 

and The Waves) 'room ' and 'outSide' represent self and oth:cr. 
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Th8re is a centre , though, in the novels after Jacob ' s Room, the 

impenetrability i s usually less total. One may glimpse the core , 

and can therefore speak of such a core: the reader may establish 

his point of view with a character: he can be located in the ' room' 

and look out through the eyes of the protagonist. Ultimately , 

splf is im penetrable , but one can approach very close. Rooms , 

as centres of self , can be entered to some degree by the reader. 

In1.Qcob 's Room, in the exaggeration of the presentation of 

the thesis that the core of self is ultimately unknowable , an 

important conclusion emerges . The exaggeration illuminates thE' 

collapse of t he distinction, in effect, of subjective and objective, 

and appearance and reality. The subjective account of Jacob 

(Jacob ' s self-awareness) and the objective accounts have an 

equa l validity, since each represents an aspect of the elusive 

c ore. Similarly Ja cob , a s he !!EEears , is therefore Ja cob a s he 

~ All accounts of him describe an element of the rea li ty that 

constitutes Jacob. Elsewhere in Woolf ' s novels , the exaggeration 

is dropped , to varying extents, a nd the Aristotelian distinction 

between a ppeara nce a nd rea lity is s l ightly relaxed : i t no longer 

has a clear and definite opposition, for Woolf. The reality is 

enlarged (just as character i s not seen as hav ing a definite 

boundary) to some extent, to enclose the a ppeara nce, to incorp

ora te it, to reside in it. The subjective , self -conscious Jacob , 



i s not the absolute judge of the validity(app!icability) or any 

objective account of h im. 
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What this all entails is that , by stress ing that 'self ' \5 both 

elusive and has an indistinct, var ia ble boundary , Woolf is 

blurring the objective/subjective d;chotomy, and relaxing the 

character istics which demarcate ' appearance' and ' reallty '. The 

implications of this may be taken further , which 1 think is unwise 

and unnecessary: Woolf makes the point only t o make one more 

aware of the nature of ' self ' , and then returns , in the novels 

following Jacob's Room, to a less extreme pos ition, saying in 

effect: not ~h1 ' selves' are as diffuse am elus ive as J~cob's , 

nor are they so ill! of the ti me . 

Finally, the criticism , perhaps the most popular criticism 

among critics of Woolf , namely that of an inability to create 

c;haracters may be according to the criteria used i n judging, 

evidence on the critics' part of little more than sound observation 

cou pled with a prejudice in favour of traditional portraiture. 

Woolf ' s main, characters usually lack contextua l definition; th e 

concrete, accidental, social aspects of their selves are intention 

a lly ommitted. Except in The Voyage Out and Night and Day, it 

was never Woolf's intention to subscribe to conventional 

characterization; the nature of her works did not require it, and 

moreover, as an expression of Woolf ' s vision , her characterization 

prohibits it, to varying extents . :@s:ob~ Room , and the present

ation of Jacob via his context , is prima r ily an express ion of her 

vision, which excluded the details of practical existence in two 

ways: firstly, the 'accident' (unimportant, socia l aspects of self) 

as well a s what one may call the effects of the essence of self 

(actions, speech, conscious reported thought) are of minor 

significance , and are thus often omitted. It i s thus that minor 

characters often leave a more tangible impre ssion on the reader 

(Hele n Ambrose, Sandra Wentworth Williams, William Bradshaw, 

Charles Tomsley, Mrs Manresa) :the reader is used to such 

s ketches wh ich seldom revea I the es sence beyond action , thought 

and consc iousness. 
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To accuse Woolf of a gross deficiency in the skills ul 

characterization can most often be attributed to a use of inapprop

riate criteria (namely, thosp of the conventional novel). This 

shows a failure to understand Woolf's intentions, failure to use 

Woolf's characters as embodiments of her vision, and I think, 

failure to grasp the genius of a leve l of presentation as deep as 

is provided here , It is the inSignificant characters with their 

"manageable simplicity", ."hich conform to such critics' criteria, 

and therefore escape their condemnatory remarks. Woolf has 

purposely failed to develop them , according to her own criteria . 

Misguided criteria must render them 'successes', for they are 

static, severely limited, circumscribed very quickly, by a tight 

boundary beyond which their selves cannot venture. They are the 

puppets, cut-outs of Woolf's fiction. 

The pitfalls of judging Woolf's skills by means of utterly 

inapplicable criteria should be obvious, for apart frorr. ur,justifiably 

judg ing Woolf negatively, they must fail to explore tho complexity 

which the protagonists reveal. Of the portraits which oft()n are 

ta ken to be the most successful in Woolf, the inSignificant 

peripheral characters I Woolf says: "These little snapshot 

pIctures of people left much to be desired, these little surfoce 

pictures that one made , like a fly crawling over a face, and 
63 

fee ling here's the nose, here's the brow. " 

Traditional critical tools often become destructive, when 

applied to contemporary experimentation in art. The fact that 

Woolf explored beyond the traditional novel , and that it is thus 

dangerous to analyse most of her works in terms of the traditional 

novel, is plainly stated by Daiches in The Novel and the Mcdern 

World when he says: "If we try to analyse the novels on 

traditior,al lines , tracing out the development, complication and 

resolution of the plot, we may find ourselves with a neat piece of 

analysis, but we shall certainly have missed the essential novel 
64 

that Virginia Woolf wa s writing. " 
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Section 4 Self a nd Others 

It is the outer seH that interacts with others. Very little is 

actually communicated. Ri.chard Dalloway in a rare moment of 

insight says to Rachel in :rhe V.QYage Out: "D 'you know, Miss 

Vinrace, you've made me think? How little, after all, one can 

tell anybody about one's life! Here 1 sit; there you sit; both, 1 

doubt not , chock-full of the most interesting experiences, ideas, 
1 

emotions; yet how communicate?" Peggy Pargiter, like Susan 

in The Waves, can only perceive distinctly separate identities , 

enclosed units. People are" sparks of life enclosed in . .. 
2 

separate bodies " Similarly, her vision is confined to the 

material world: "I'm good . . . at fact-collecting, ,, 3she says. She 

refuses to "give up thinking, and drift and dream.,,4 By contrast, 

the vis ionary rea lizes that identity is seldom bound by the laws 

of matter, as the body is. Bernard recognizes that his self is 

not contained by h is body, and diffuses into his surroundings , 

when he says (as a child) : "But when we sit together, close ... 

we melt into each other with phrases. We are edged with mist. 

We make an insubstantial territory. ,,5 Woolf declares in 'The 

Russion Point of View' : "Whoever you are , you are the vessel of 

t h i s perplexed liquid, this cloudy, yeasty, precious stuff, the 

soul. The soul is not ,restrained by barriers . It overflows , it 

floods, it mingles with the souls of others. ,,6 The territory of 

the self is a lways insubstant ial. Those who temporarily render 

the ego inoperative have access t o a unity beyond, and quite 

apart from, the socially-interacting outer self. The image Bernard 

uses to describe this movement is that of the child being fed by 

the earth, then being weaned of it, capable of entering into the 

world in a generalized way: "Having dropped off satisfied like a 

child from the breast, 1 am at liberty now to sink down, deep, 

into what passes, this omnipresent , general life." 7 Of th i s 

process of depersonalization and subsequent relation with all 

object in existence, Bernard says: 



Am T not, as T walk, trembling with strange osc ill
ations and vibril tions of sympathy, which , 
unmoored as T am from a private be ing , bid me 
embrace these engrossed flocks; these starers 
and trippers; these errand-boys and furtive and 
fug itive girls who, ignoring their doom , look in 
at shop-windows? 8 

Woolf informs the reader tha t "the soul is not restrained by 

barriers. It overflows, it floods , it mingles. ,,9 Maggie Pargiter 

is not satisfied with mater.ial rea li ty , which promotes separation . 

She questions the nature of singular identity : "She had been 

thinking ... Are we one, or are W8 separate . •. ?" 1 0 Peggy has 

no more than incomplete glimpses of a more inclu sive rea lity : 

"Where does U;leano[} begin , and where do T end? she thought 

On they drove. They were two living people , driving across 

London; two sparks of life enclosed in two separate bodies ... 

But what is this moment; and what are we? The puzz le was too 

difficult for her to solve it." 11 For Clarissa Dalloway , the 

fundamental relation of all be ings is a certainty , and is worthy 

development. She expresses a vis ionary des ire for unity, to 

enact the laws of incorporality in the material world of t i me , 

space and extension : 

Here was So-and - so in South Kensington; 
someone up in Bayswter; and somebody e lse , say , 
in Mayfair. And she felt quite continuously a 
sense of their existence ; a nd she felt what a wa ste; 
and she felt what a pity; and she felt if only they 
could be brought tog ether ; so she did it. And it 
was an offering ; to combi ne , to create; but to 
whom? 

An offering for the sake of offering , perha ps . 
Anyhow, it wa s her gift. 12 
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Eleanor in The Years chances upon the English translation of li nes 

from Dante : 

For by so rna ny more there a re who say ' ours ' 
So much the more of good doth each possess. 

She says of this that: " the words did not give out their fu ll 
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meaning, but seemed to hold something furled up in the hard 

shell of the archaic Itclian." 13 For Dante, communal participation 

is a 'good'. 

1'he individual ego resists unity, and complicates the 

visionary's task, The primary activity of the self is to maIntain 

itself. Woolf says in fl. Write r's Diary: "This screen-making 

habit, though, is so universal that it probably preserves our 

sanity. If we had not this device for shutting people off from 

our sympathies we might perhaps dissolve utterly; separation 

would be impossible," 14 Thus, at Hampton Court, where the 

six relinquish separate identity, and merge into a single whole, 

it is necessary, before a vision of relation, to subdue egotism. 

Bernard says: "We have ... blunted the sharp tooth of egotism . 

. Anxiety is at rest. The vainest of us, Louis perhaps, does not 
15 

care what people think." Self-consciousness is the enemy of 

vision, which results not only from vanity or desire, but also 

frcm anxiety and hurt. Thus "egotism" embraces a variety of 

states of consciousness, all of which promote and sustain an 

awareness or preoccupation with self. Fear of committing 

identity to a unity, of revealing or laying bare one's self, is 

perhaps the most restrictive emotion. 

North in The Years is dware that fear separates individuals 

It's no go, North thought. He can't say what he 
wants to say; he's afraid. They're all afraid; 
afraid of being laughed at; afraid of giving 
themselves away. He's afraid too, he thought, 
looking at the young man with a fine forehead 
and a weak chin who was gesticulating too 
emphatically. We're all afraid of each other, 
he thought; afraid of what? Of criticism; of 16 
laughter; of people who think differently •.• 

Further on, North concludes :"That's what separates us; fear, 
I? 

he thought ." Terence Hewet in The Voya ge Out is sporadically 

acutely aware of the superficial level of social interaction and 

says to Hirst: "And then one never knows what anyone feels. 

We're all in the dark. We try to find out, but can you imagine 
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a nything more ludicrous than one person ' s opin ion of another 

persor.? One goes along th ink ing one knows; but one rea lly 

doesn 't know . ,,18 Individuals are as afraid of revealing the ir i nner 

self as they are of reveali!":g their brief g limpses of other inner 

selves. Woolf says in ' An Unwritten Novel ' : " . . . life' s like that, 

it seems . Five faces opposite -- five ma ture faces -- and the 

knowledge in each face . Strange though, how people want to 
19 

conceal it. Marks of reticence are on all those faces ... " 

Indiv idua l intervent ion in the express ion of the inner self ' s 

na t ural tendency toward relation is coupled with the resistance of 

matter, or the material component of existence , in providi ng an 

effective opposition to the visionary. Cam Ramsay regards these 

restr ictions a s insurmountable . On her journey t o the lighthouse, 

she says : "Waves were a ll around them , t ossing and sink ing , 

with a log wa llowing down one wave; a gu ll riding on another. 

And he re , she thought, dabbiing- her fingers in th e wa te r, a shi p 

had sunk , and she munnl!red, dreamily , half as leep , how we 

perished, each alone. ,, 20 kach81 Vinrace uses a s imilar me ta phor . 

Her voy"ge ' out ' , her maturat;on process , beg inning on the 

Euphrysone leads he r to an awa reness of the restrictions upon 

communication "She became a ship passing i n the night - - a n 

emblem of the lo nel iness of human li fe , a n occas ion for queer 
21 

confidences and sudden appeal s for sympathy." Giles Oliver , 

pathetically unable to arrive at a bas ic visionary awareness , 

cannot transcend separation: " But Giles was unhappy . 'How can 

my heart, how can my heart,' he repeated , puffing at his cheroot. 

' Condemned i n life ' s infernai mine , condemned in solitude to 

pine ... ' ,, 22 Miss La Trobe achieves part ia l success , in her 

attempt at uniting the audience in Between the Acts. She says 

"Hadn't she, for twenty-five mi nutes, made them see? A vision 

was relief from agony ... ,, 23 The cha racters respond: "For 1 

hear music, they were saying . Mus ic wakes us. Music makes 

us see the hidden , jo i n the broken . .. " 24 Further , the fact that 

Bernard ends The Waves with h is lengthy soliloquy perhaps 

s ignifi es that a ll six characters have become one voice . 



If materiallty and the individual ego prevent total relation 

between individuals, it i s aqually true that the immateria l 

component of self, d issatisfied with the i solati.on imposec1 by 

matter , never perm its the ego to maintain total sepa ri'Uon or 

individual id entity . Individuals , c omposed of the worldly and 

visionary, mate rial and immateria l, never entirely dchieve 

ultima te selfhood . Uni ty , the sense of transcendenta l mutual 

be ing, lingers in the most solid of selves . Susan for example 
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in The Waves , is aware of something beyond "na tural happiness ". ' 

The situation th<lt results is a contrad iction , a tension between 

t he two pri nc i ples , neither gaini ng total control, and t herefore 

no sense of achievement in the i nrlividual. 

Woolf says of the audience in Between the Acts: "Their minds 

and bodies were too close , yet not close enough. We aren ' t free , 

each one of them felt s eparately , to feel or think separately , nor 
25 

yet to fall asleep . We 're too close; but not c lose enough ." 

Personill relationsh ips are correctly a diminution of vis ionary 

unity. The knowledge between the two invo lved is never complete : 

one ' s uniting cannot be exclusive , confined to a single other 

consciousness wh il e rema ining shut to others . HencE Terence 

and Rache l, though in love , are aware of the pr ivate and i naccess 

ible self of the other . Terence says :" 'What I like about your 

face i s that it makes one wonder wha t the dev il you' re thinking 

abou t -- it makes me want to do tha t,' he c lenched hi s fist and 

shook it so near her that she started back , 'because now you 
, 26 

look as if you ' d blow my brall1s out. '" Rachel realizes that 

"although she was going to ma rry him and to live with h im •• . 

and to quarrel, and to be so close to him , she wa s independent 

f h ' ,, 27 o lm .• • 

The antagonism of the individual ego toward relation with others, 

may result in the sublimation of the tendency to unite , to embrace 

that which is beyond self . North Parg iter reveals , after years 

as a sheep-farmer, that people inh ibit un ity , t he un ity one may 

fi nd with all of reality . He says: " . . . hills and trees accept 

one ; human beings reject one . " 28 



The visionary is not selective In the identities he/she 

embraces. Septimus Smith constantly assumes the identities 

of inaminate , as well a·s animate, objects in ex istence. I\ 
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metaphysic assuming the relation of all existing objects may be 

less plausible than one of the comnounity of humanity, but Woolf 

could not be exclusive; if not because by defini tic;'l all animate 

and inanimate things have an essence (and all essences are 

transmaterially related) then as the outcome of the most important 

activity in t he process of apprehending the sense of relation: 

exterioriza tion, or de persona lization. Rev. Strea tfield in 

Between the Acts daringly moves beyond the confines Gf his 

Christian metaphysic to s uggest this: "1 thought 1 perceived 

that nature takes her part. Dare we, I asked myself , limit life 

to ourselves? May one not ho ld that atEi<J there is a spirit 

that inspires, pervades ... ,,29 A 'disembodied ' self may conceiv

ably adopt any identity, may intuit any essence, being free from 

the restri ctions of the ego. Henry James preceded Woolf's id ea 

of the infusion of self into surrounding objects , since self is 

neither easily definable , nor bound by the limitations of t he body. 

Madam Merle in The Portrait of a Lady says: "What shall we ca ll 

our 'se lf'? Where does it begin? Where does it end? It over

flows into everything that belongs to us -- and then it flows back 

again. I know a large part of myself is in the clothes 1 choose to 
30 

wear." The passage may be compa red with one in The Years, 

in which Elea nor says: 

It's awfu lly queer , she thought, touch ing the ink
corroded patch of bristle on the back of Martin's 
walrus with the point of her pen, that that should 
have gone on all thes e years. That solid object 
might survive them all. If she threw it away it would 
still ex ist somewhere or other. But she never had thrown 
it away because it was part of other things -- her 
mother for exa mple ... 31 

Although Mrs Hilberry is by no means as vis ionary as Woolf' s 

most visionary characters, she had "a fi ne natural insig ht which 
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32 
saw deep whenever it saw at all. " She is aware of objects, of 

their value, and of a unity: "Dear chairs and tables. How like 

old friends they are --·faithful, silent friends. ,,33 The h()use in 

'A Haunted House' is animated; it has an identity. Its "heart" 

"beats proudly"; its pulse "beats 'Nildly " , and it communicates 
34 

with its occupants. 

Jacob's identity may, in part, literally be gleaned from the 

objects surrounding him. His room is described in detail. The 

passage: "Listless is the air in an empty room, just swelling 

the curtain; the flowers in the jar shift. One fibre in the wicker 

armchair creaks, though no one sits there, " is repeated, and 
35 

is intended to convey something of Jacob. However, just as a 

list of descriptions from those who inhabit his psychologic", l 

room is deficient, so the sum of his objects is always greater 

than the list. 

Lily Briscoe's visionary contact with objects is extensive. 

Her function as an artist is to represent essences or the form of 

the subject. Her 'habitual perception' of objects is contrasted 

with her visionary awareness of them. It is a profound experience 

"to feel simply that's a chair, that's a table, and yet at the same 
36 

time, it's a miracle, it's an ecstacy. " . This is the action, 

described in 'The Mark on the Wall', of "wors hipping the chest 

of drawers, wors h ipping solidity, wors hipping reality, wors hipping 

the impersonal world whtch is a proof of some existence other 
37 

than ours. " 

The relation between self and 'other' l eads to an important 

modification of the concept of death. If identity is not confined 

to the limits of the body, it is not entirely obliterated at death. 

One lives on after death, since because identity does not submit 

to the laws of matter, it need not comply with the boundaries of 

the body. Its infus ion into the ' other' (people , living beings, 

and inanimate objects) ensures its continued existence after 

the individual ceases. Clarissa is aVlare of this infused 

identity: 



Did it matter then, she ask"d herself, walki ng 
towards Bond Street, did it matta that she must 
inevitably cease cumplete ly; all this mus t go on 
without her; did she resent it ; or did it not 
become consoling to believe that death ended 
absolutely? but that somehow in the streets of 
London, on the ebb alld flow of things, here, there , 
she survived, Peter survived , lived in each o ther , 
she being part, she was positive, of the trees a( 
home;of the house there, ugly , rambling a ll to 
bits a nd pieces a s it wa s ; part of people she had 
never met; being laid out like a mist between t r,e 
people she knew best , who lifted her on th e ir 
branches as she had seen the trees lift the mist , 
but it spread ever so far , her life, her self. 38 
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This awareness causes Clarissa to depersonalize. It ls 

evident that both a sense of depersonalization and a visionary 

awareness of relati on lead to each other: awareness of one causes 

awareness of the other , since ultimately, thei r effect is identical; 

without self, one is fused i n the whole, and vice versa . 

Critics i nvariably focus , after considering the in s ubstantiality 

of character, on Jacob ' s" immortality" often too glibly , without 

due emphas i s on the mechanics involved in his immorta liza ti on , 

which revea l s the process to be complicated . Ins ofar as identity 

is not always sub ject to the restriction placed by the body, 

Jacob is diffuse . However , we learn from Woolf's other nove l s 

t ha t im morta lity, diffusion and expans ion , result from the 

re linquishing of se lf. Bernard for example , will continue to 

ex ist since he cannot always distinguish between himself and 

the other five. Jacob's apprehending the ram's skull is the act 

cf relinquishing his id ent ity. Jacob is altered and not the skull . 

And after his death, the ram's sku ll rema i ns the same . Jacob 

chooses to adopt te mporarily the skull ' s identity, and therefore 

continues to live after death , but as the ra m's sku ll. Those who 

perceive reflex ively, absorb the ob ject of perception and trans

form i ts essence . At death the essence is freed , is fre e of the 

capturin g identity, and assumes its self once oga i n . The 

mas cu l ine inte llect transforms, in order to reinforce self. Such 

an individual does not vest himself elsewhere, but forces objects 
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to vest themselves in him. Therefore, at death he ceas"s: he 

does not adopt , he has not adopted , any other identity. 1\11 action 

has reinforced that identity and when that singular identitv fades, 

nothing remains. Nothing reflects him , since he gave himself 

to nothing. Jacob's identity remains , h i s perception was 

visionary. He gave his identity . 

Hav ing made this distinction between reflexive and projective 

perception, and shown that only in the latter is Identity truly 

expanded, it is clear that Jacob ' s immortality Is not a Simple 

matter. Jacob ceases to exist , but s ince he chose to assume a 

variety of identities, he still exists , as them . Jacob rannot be 

said to still exist in an ultimate sense : because of the fl(;ldity 

of his Identity, hav ing no firm centre of self , the self is not 

annihilated at death, when the centre ceases to be operative. 

Those who re i nforce self lose a ll at death; those who spread 

self lose little. 

In his summary at the end of The Waves Bernard comprehends 

the mechanics of surlv ival after death . He says : "I am no 

hoar'der -- I shall leave only a cupboard of old clothes when I 

d ie - - and am almos t indifferent to the minor van ities of li fe 

which cause Louis so much torture . But I have sacrificed much ... 

but because there is something that comes from outSide and not 

from within I sha II be forgotten; when my voice i s silent you will 
39, , 

not remember me ... " Bernard WIll not be remembered s Ince for 

the most part his identity consists of the other five. He leaves 

no distinct , separate identity, and therefore does not cease to 

'be' , as the other five. 

But this is relat ive, since a ll selves a re not utterly bound by 

the body , nor are any totally d iffu sed. Jacob's continued ex istence 

i s more obvious , since so many things reflect him. Every 

singular identity merges with the whole at death , and since some 

begin to do so during life , the process is more obvious. 

The crux Is whether one can accept Woolf's thesis that a 

particular Identity can, while alive and corporeal have the 



simultaneous identi ty of a number of others. If one accc,pts this 

the implications follow 10\Jically: that at death, while self 

dissolves, self-as-other continues to exist. The central issue 

is one of an a priori multiplicity of self: multiple existencp. 

prior to death. 

The expansion of identity does not only involve a relation 

with living beings. The visionary identi ty is not confined to the 

present moment , a single po int in time, as it similarly is not 

confined to a single point in space. 

113 
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Section 5 : Mater!;}l and Visionary Time. 

The concept of time is serious ly affected by vis ionary aware

ness. The concept is complex even without Woolf's modilications 

and extensions. Since the irlea of an inner and outer time is the 

basis for Woolf's treatment of time, and because it is r8latively 

straightforward, it may be outlined first. 

The practitioners of the laws of matter attempt to provide 

definitions for every phenomenon, as they do with self. Flux is 

a condition of matter, and it is resolved into units of equal 

length, whether these are seconds, hours, years, or centuries. 

Matter adheres to these units; it is subject to change during the 

vast succession of these units which is called time. The changes 

which occur may be recorded in terms of the units into which 

succession is resolved. The self is not wholly subject to the 

material laws: it need not acknowledge that which it regards as 

a series of arbitrarily designated identical units of time. Inner 

time cannot be reduced to outer time. Woolf interrupts her 

biography of Orlando to examine the discrepancy between inner 

and outer time. Man, not being limited solely to materiality, is 

not 'punctual' in terms of objective time. Woolf says: 

... Time, unfortunately, though it makes animals 
and vegetables bloom and fade with amazing 
punctuality, has no such simple effect upon the 
mind of man. The mind of man, moreover, works 
with equal strangeness upon the body of time. 
An hour, once it lodges in the queer element of 
the human spirit, may be stretched to fifty or 
a hundred times its clock length; on the other 
hand, an hour may be accurately represented on 
the timepiece of the mind by one second. This 
extraordinary discrepancy between ti me on the 
clock and time in the mind is less known than it 
should be and deserves fuller investigation. 1 

Inner time is measured according to the movement of self; its 

units of being may be totally different to thos e cf external time. 

Thus: "It would be no exaggeration to say that he would go out 

after breakfast a man of thirty and come home to dinner a man of 
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fifty -flve at lea st. Some weeks added a century to his age, others 

no more than three seconds at most." And: "The true length of 

a person's life, whatever tre Dict!onary of National Biography 

may say, is always a matter of di3pute. For it is a difflcult 
2 

business -- this timekeeping ... " 

Inner time is not a prerogative of human beings. Flush has 

his own units of time. Woolf says: "And when we take, as we 

must, human minutes anJ hours and drop them into a dog's mind 

and see how the minutes swell i nto hours and the hours into days, 

we shall not exaggerate if we conclude that Flush's "tieep melan

choly " lasted six full months by the human clock. Many men and 
3 

women have forgotten their hates and their loves in less." 

Those who wish to make a success of living in the outer world 

must subordinate inner to outer time: 

And, lnde ed , it cannot be denied that the mose 
successful pract itioners of the art of life .•• 
somehow contrive to synchronize the sixty or 
seventy different times which bea t simultaneous ly 
in every normal human system so tha t when e leven 
strikes, all the rest chime in unison ... 4 

The art of life is the art of living in the material world, subduing 

all personal ti me schemes to conform to a single, standard time, 

designated by the clock. 

For those who are entirely satisfied with the laws of matter, 

and the mode of existence they create for the individ ual , the 

acceptance of objective time will be voluntary. Neville like 

Susan, chooses to live in the material world; to subordinate Lnner 

to outer. As a result, he needs to streamline seif into accord with 

the standardization of the material world, standardization which 

links individual to individual in a superflcial, contrived, false 

unity. He must abandon inner time, and atemporality. He is fixed 

ln flux; the moment becomes the all-engrossing moment, the 

mathematical, impoverished instant. Bernard says: 

It was Neville who changed our time. He, who had 
been thinking with the unlimited time of t he mind, 



which stretched in a flash from Shakespeare to 
ourselves, poked the fire and began to live by 
that other clock which marks the approach of 
a particular person. The wide and dignified 
sweep of his mind contracted . He became on 
the alert. 1 could feel him listening to the 
sounds in the street. 1 noted how he touched 
the curtain. From the myriads of mankind and all 
time ,past he had chosen one person , one 
moment in particular. 5 

Since internal time is more importa nt to t he visionary indiv idual, 

such a person ' s age or cumu lative time need bear no reiation to 

his external accumulat ion. Such people "are hundreds of years 

old though they call themselves thi rty-six. ,,6 The fact thi'lt 
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external time decrees one's lifespan does not render th i s ineffectual : 

having glimpsed timelessness, and the ability to regulate one ' s 

own inner time, one chooses between inner and outer time . And 

as the choice is absolute, those who choose outer time choose 

to adhere to the principles which govern corporea l existence. One 

of these principles is death. And the visionary who l ives lacks 

the power to alter such principles , since timelessness , and the 

ability to achieve it, cannot be fu lly operative in an env ironment 

hostile to it. The individual will is not stronger than the realm 

in which it is situated . The living visionary is defeated by time, 

though he can glimpse that which lies beyond it, and in part , 

implement it, in its non-corporea l elements . Thus Orlando (or 

Vita Sackville-Westl though thirty-s ix , can experience three 
7 

hundred years: the cumulative experience of her inherite nce. 

I n conclusion , the unit of time is never s tatic . It can not be 

deSignated successfully, though the visionary is forced to live in 

th is wholly inadequate temporal system. However , the implications 

of Woolf's ideas of time extend far beyond this Simple controversy 

between the v isionary and the non-visionary as to the length of 

a unit of time . 

Thomas Mann in The Mag ic Mountain examines the concept 

of t ime. He says: 



·'Well, then, what ~ time?' asked Hans Castorp, 
and bent the tip of his nose so far round that it 
beca me white and bloodless. 'Can you answer 
me that? Space we perceive wi th our organs , 
with our senses of sight and touch. Good. But 
which is our organ of time - - tell me that if you 
can. You see, thut's where you stick. But how 
can we possibly measure anything about which 
we actually know nothing, not even a single one 
of its properties? We say of time that it pa sses. 
Ve ry good, let it pass . But to be ab le to 
measure it - - wait a minute: to be susceptible 
of being measured, time must flow evenly, but 
who ever said it did that? As far as our consciousness 
is concerned it doesn't, we only assume that it 
does, for the sake of convenience; and our units 
of measurement are pure ly arbitrary, sheer 

t · , 8 conven tons ... 

Apart from sharing symputhies with Woolf concerning inner and 
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outer time, Mann poses the question as to what time actually is . 

There is no such unified concept. One may briefly, and tentatively, 

regard the important issues as the ideu of succession (as opposed 

to stasis or atemporality); ihe components of any part icular 

moment (for th e sake of simplicity, ' the present moment'); and the 

mode of existence of that which has alreudy occurred, or is yet to 

occur, that is, the pa st and future respectively . 

The vision ary aspires to a transcendence of th e law of 

succession, halting the flow of existence and achieving stasis of 

being . Of the two contradictory impu lses , vision and reality, 

time and timelessnes s, which perpetually oppose each other, 

and attempt mastery of th e indiv idual, WODlf says in Orlando 

th at there exists "the two fo, ·ces which alternately, and what is 

more confusing still, a t th e same moment dominate our unfortunate 
9 

numbskulls - - brevity and diurturnity ... " Bernard says: "1 , 

carrying a note-book, 

a shadow, 1 had been 

making phra ses, had re corded mere changes; 
10 

sedulo'Js to take note of shadows . " Rhoda 

is afraid of being blown forever outside the 'loop of time' . She 

wishes to adhere to external time, in the same way as she wishes 

to have solidity, permanen:::e and security of solid ob jects . 

She strives to become subject to the principles of matter, to 
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secllre and anchor her seli. And part of those laws is perpetual 

becoming, a state in which each moment is fundamentally dis crete , 

and different, fro;n each preceding and succeeding one. She exhibits 

all of the tendencies of Bernard, the visionary, except the primary 

one: her horror at being beyond the laws of matter , is oppos ed 

to Bernard's eagernE'S s to move beyond them . 

The fact tha t during vislon, t ime, as a necessity for perpetual 

becoming, is suspended, rflay be illuminated in terms of the work 

of the artist, who by a rra nging elements so as to revea l or record 

ult imate reality, creates ti;n e les sness . And where the ' e lements' 

of composition are individuals, a degree of t imelessness of 

situation is achieved . So ;,1rs Ramsay i n To the L~ht.bouse orders 

those around her; unites and comp letes the situution and flrevents 

it from altering . In the second section of the novel, 'tiMe passes' 

since Mrs Rams ay no longer orders a nd un ites the e lement s . 

Time i s a localizing, def ining agent. It prov ides co-ordinates , 

which the vision ary re linquishes . Rachel ' s voyage i s an attempt 

to pass beyond fl ux . She is unaware of the devasta tion (to self, 

and all that it deems significant or valuable) which vision will 

bring. The outer world (Lo:1don) is s t ripped fro;n her ; in fact all 

co-ordinates are stripped from her. She is therefore freed, having 

to face only the flux of the sea, since flux is the ultim"te and 

therefore final bastion of the laws of matter, to one involved in 

a voyage out. Spatial, tempora l, socia l and cu ltural co -ordinates 

d issolve : they become meaningless . All thut which serves to 

define Rachel, to maintain her as a d iscrete unit, with a fixed 

identity, wh ich 10caJiz es her , is removed , leaving her alone with 

fl ux -- the shift ing sea . 

If the visionary transcends succession , the subsequent state 

of being is diffi cu lt to circumscribe. Since space is less 

conceptual and ;nore tangible, an examination of visi onary space 

will provide a framework for Wo::>lf's idea of vis iona ry time, or 

the manner in which flux, and an irrevocable order of succession 

of time units, may be overcome. 
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Firstly, the status of space in the novel is problematic. Most 

commonly, it is 'represented real space'. Secondly, whell the term 

"real" is examined, epistomological issues emerge, for example, 

'What is real?', and ' Because all individual experience is private, 

ca!"! one conclusively demonstrate th at all individuals refer to a 

common des ignate?' These questions ca nnot adequate ly be 

answered. One must bear i n mind that they exist , when discussing 

space and the novel. 

The visionary seeks to transcend the laws of matter , and i n 

so doing attempts to el illlinate spatial differentiation. Space in 

the material world perpetu al ly upholds the idea of separation and 

of position (the identity of an object can be assured by a reference 

to its spatial co-ordinates). Thus, for the visionary, all of the 

t erms sign ifying absolute and relative position must be discarded . 

A thing cannot be said to exist in any single sector of space , an 

utterly private and definabl e point. Nor can it be said to exist 

in spatial relat ion to anything else: ' spatial relation' for the 

visionary is a contradiction . A thing cannot be related to another 

when a reference to spatia l ity serves to separate it from the 

other. ' Relation in space' shou ld more correctly be read 'SeparatiDn 

in space', since 'relation' in the material world refers to the 

type or degree of separation . Love says of space: " Space is a 

physical construct and has little meaning to consciousness that 

is of the body but not in it, or in its ultimate mythical form exists 
11 

extracorporea lly ." 

However, as a resident in corporeality, the visionary cannot 

effect a transformation of the laws of matter, in th e mater ia l 

world absolutely . He can find a pproximations, perceive the 

transcendent relation between all objects in space , but just as 

for him ultimate relation cannot be achieved corporeally , so th e 

identity of any sing le object in space cannot be negated. At 

best, the living vis ionary can achieve and perceive that which is 

implied in : "Chairs and cupboards loomed beh i nd so that though 
. 12 

each was separate they seemed in explicably Involved ." Tn 

moments of vision, it wouid appear that" ... cupboards and 



13 
chairs Inelted their brown masses into one huge obscurity," 

though the ir return to separate identity (a biding by the laws of 

matter) is inevitable: "Then shap2s took on mass and edge. 
14 

Here was the base of a chdir; here the bulk of a cupboard. " 

If} objective, linear time, the present has what R. Ingarden 
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15 
in ThE!. Li.!:erary-"yvork~Art refe rs to as an "ontic priority ." Th at 

which immediately precedes and succeeds t he moment which 

briefly' is', has a less tenuous ex istence than th e present moment. 

It is related to the present , and will be, or was , the present , but 

is not real since it does not participate in the present. The idea 

of li near tir,le is that the moment has virtually no signif icance 

until it appears: it is briefly illuminated, has sole r ight t o 

actuality, and then disappears once again into non-importance. 

The visionary idea of time avoids both extreme values for the 

moment (prime importance, and virtua l non-existence) . The past 

and future are contained in the present : the ex isting moment has 

sole right to reality, and past or future mo:nents are thu s far from 

being li fe less, dormant , at!d ineffectual. No single moment has 

single and total precedence while it 'i s', since it conta ins a host 

of other moments. Space a nd time undergo sim ilar transformations 

in Woolf' s vision . The visior.ary attempts to transcer.d the here 

and now , moving beyond matenal space and time . 

In fact, one can relate Woolf's treatment of time and space to 

her idea of the visionary journey . The journey requires that the 

individual secure a self, es ta blish a ce ntre, private and 

unassailable by the ' other' , prior to his wilful explorCltion beyond 

self, in an attempt to disband self in order to merge with the 

'other'. Similarly , the individual must experience a part icu lar 

localized temporal and spatial point and must commit himself to 

th e laws of matter (the here and now) prior to t empora l and 

spatial expansion. He secure s a point of view , an ori e ntation, 

a centre established by self, for self. The visionary uses this 

point of view from which to explore a nd embrace the mu ltitude of 

other temporal and spatial points of view. Once achieved , the 
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individual has access to ali such points of view , thus transcendlng 

point of view . But since time and space consist of various 

discrete po ints of view , visionary time and space must be seen as 

the tota I of points of view , rather tha n a s absolute ti me or spa ce. 

It is total orientation , beyond orientation. 

Briefly, the v i s ionary relinquishes a single tempora l co-ordinate 

for a multiplicity of co-ordinates , just as he/she relinqu ishes 

singular identity i n order to have access to the sum of a ll 

ex istent identities . 

The second major transforma ti on of succession occurs when 

the visionary , in his/her ability to transcend the linear seque nce 

of discrete time units , is able not only to be free of the restriction 

of t he present moment, but to incorporate a number of tempora I 

perspect ives within a s ingle moment. The "moment of being " is 

timeless, since the subject has acces s to a sufficiently large 

number of perspectives so as to expand the moment into 

timelessness . I sha ll d(SCllSS th i s in more deta il. 

Woolf's theory of tempcral continuity, and the present swell ing 

to conta in the pa st as we ll, a s a pplied to a 11 living things, 

para llels T . S . Eliot's t hesis in 'Trad ition and the Individual Ta lent '. 

The following passage , if one expands it to incorporate more 

than literature , may adeqt.:ately illuminate Woolf ' s idea. 

The historical sense involves a perception not 
only of the pa stness of the pa st but of its 
presence; the historica 1 sense impels a man 
to write not merely with his own genera ti on in 
h i s bones, but with a feeling that the whole of 
the literature of Europe from Homer and within it 
the whole literature of his own country ha s a 
simultaneous ex i s tence and com poses a simultaneous 
order . 16 

An awarenes s of the pas t for Woolf is an awareness of the 

existence of the past in the present. The v i sionary realizes the 

inc lusivenes s (and not the exclusiveness) of the moment. Bernard 

in The Waves says: 



And , what is this moment of time, this particular 
day in which I have found myself caught. The 
growl of traffic might be any uproar -- fo,est 
trees or the roar of wild beasts . Time has 
whizzed back an inch or two on its heel; 
our short progress has been cancelled . I 
th ink also that our bodies are in truth 
naked . We are only lightly covered with 
buttoned cloth; and benea th these pavements 
a re s'he ll s , bones and s i lence . 17 
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Here is an example of the spatia l representation of time . Other 

examples are, Orlando looking down a "tunnel " into the past , 
18 

" a s if she had a micr6scope ~tuck to her eye" and Mrs MacNa b, 
19 

who sees Mr and Mrs Ramsay through a "telescope" of time . 

The phrase "the moment" unfortunately may refer, because of 

an insufficiency of terminology , to at least two dissimilar ideas . 

The moment f irstly is a unit in time (and is therefore a situation 

and a term assoc iated w ith the Jaws of t ime and matter) and 

second ly , it is less acc'Jrately used as a crystallization , a moment 

in which , contradictorily, time is transcended , whereby past 

and future are contained , and a stillness i s achieved . And a 

third meaning , related to the second , emerges. It refers to the 

myriad i.l1J.Eressions at a single point in time. And s ince it is 

sensation through which ene externalizes, to ach ieve vision , 

th is ' moment ' may be pregnant w ith vis ion , or may reinforce flux 

(by s tressing the perpetua l movement and alterat ion of sensation). 

In 'The Moment: Summer ' s Night ' Woolf says: 

An ow l , blunt, obsolete looking, heavy weighted , 
crossed the fading sky with a black spot 
between its claws. The trees murmured. An 
aeroplane hummed like a piece of plucked wire . 
There was also, on the roads , the distant 
explosion of a motor cycle, shooting further 
and further aWilY down the road . Yet what 
composes the present moment? 20 

The passage may point to any of the four ideas connected to the 

moment. Firstly there is the suggestion that it contains more 

than the present, and hence , transcends time. It supports flux , 
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for it is constantly alterirIg; it is a particular time unit. Further , 

the sensations are vivid enough to suggest pre -visionary 

perception. Finally, the perpetual movement wit hin the sensation 

of the moment reinforces the workings on matter of the laws of 

flux . 

The single day within which the action of Mrs Dalloway takes 

pia ce a nd th e single loca Ie, London, conta in far beyond their 

limited span. The ent irE: pas t is in the present , and spatially 

Clarissa's childhood home and India are contained. The unit, 

in space and time, is swelled and contains more than has been 

allotted it by the laws of matter. In one sens e Orlando is a 

literal rend ering of the theme often expressed and illustrated most 

clearly in Mrs Dalloway : that the future is made from the pa st, 

a nd that that which we ca 11 the present is the sum of the pa st. 

Thus, in Orlando , it is a single identity that roams through 

four hundred years. In Mrs Dallowi!)' narrative time is onc day, 

though the reader has access to far more , because of its 

impingement on the present. This fact is stressed in Mrs Da l10way 

because Woolf attempts to illuminate the discrepancy between 

inner and outer, with regard to time and space . 

Woolf's insistence on the presentation of 'all-time' results in 

the spatialization of time. She "digs out beautifu l cavGs" 
21 

behind her characters, destroying chronology. Bergson's 

concept of "dura tion" (temporality, or sequentia lity) as "the 

cont inu ous progress of the pas t which grows into the future, and 

wh ich swells as it advances ," i s similar to Woolf 's idea that 

the moment contains the past. Present awareness must similarly 

be an acknowledgement of personal and racial history. 22 

It is evident that the significant moment, or "moment of 

being" may be swelled to include far more than that which is 

allotted to it by the laws of temporal success ion. For the 

visionary, th e present does not transfix one and prevent one from 

achieving a richer, multiple tempora l point of vie ... ;. The non

visionary is either trapped within the present, unable to see 

beyond it, or wilfully suppresses a vast temporal perspective, 
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for this is damaging to the definite and singular self. 

Hevmg focused upon the significant moment 1 will discuss 

the components, and types of the v isionary temporal perspective . 

The importance of the past, in relation to Woolf's vision, can 

be easily perceived if one examines the activity of memory. It 

releases one from the confines of one 's s ituation. Thus a ll 

memory to some degree relieves the tyranny and oppression 

of the present. Its function i s two -fold. Firstly, in itself, it 

shatters the bondage of the ' now ' and secondly, an awareness of 

past time leads one to recognize the universa lity of all-time , 

the inclusion of past and future in the present (the' swelling' of 

the present). It universalizes one by identification with a ll of 

humanity, with modern man ' s ancestry . 

The moment conta ins pa st and fu ture, though the proportion 

of the personal past and future of wh ich the individual isaware, 

is re lative to his/her closeness to death. Woolf says of Oxford 

Street in London: " Each had his own business tothink of. Each 

had his past shut in him like the leaves of a book known to him 
23 

by heart •.• " In 'The Moment ' Woolf says : "If you are young 

the future lies upon the present , like a piece of glass, mak ing 
24 

it quiver." And: "If you are old, the past l ies upon the 
25 

present lik e a thick glass, mak ing it waver , distorting it." The 

present never has sole claim to the attention of the ind ividual , 

though this must vary according to th e degree of self, or the 

degree of lack of self (visionary awareness) a person has . The 

more firm ly embedded in the material world, a nd self, t he more 

subject a person is to the tyranny of the present moment. 

Woolf says of the value of visionary temporal perspectives 

"For the prese nt when backed by the pa st is a thousa nd times 

deeper than the present wh·"n it presses so close that you can 

feel nothing else , when the film on the camera reaches only 
26 

the eye." 

The visionary's temporal existence is nDt confined to the 

span of his material existence. The inclusion of the past in th e 

significant moment is not affected solely by conscious memory. 



One ha s access to a "family uncon .scious" (if 1 may adapt a 

Jungian idea). 'The Oak Tree ' , Orlando's century spanning pl ay , 

is representative of the modern Orlando's genetic memory: her 

ancestors. And the tree itself is modifi ed by time, though its 
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essence endures : "The tree had grown bigger , sturdier , and more 

knotted since she had known it , somewhere about the yo;ar 15 88 
27 

" Tempora l existence can be presented as an image of a 

t ree in which each branch affects those closest to it , and less 

intensely , the characteristics of the whole tree. Or la ndo ' s 'The 

Oak Tree' may be a symbol of th e indestruct ible in heritance 

'.wh ich is modified by each generation . 

In A RQom_QiOne~.§~~n Woolf expresses Eliot ' s idea of 

continuity: "For masterpieces are not single a nd solita ry births; 

they are the outcome of many yea rs of thi nking in common . " ,,2 8 

The individual forms himself from his inheritance . Bernard says: 

"But we ... for one moment out of what measureless aqunda nce of 

past time and time t o come, burnt there triumphant . The mome nt 
29 

was a ll ; the moment was enough ." In an essay e ntitl ed 

' Reading ' Woolf says of literature in general: "Always behind 

the voice, the figure, the fountain there seemed to stretch an 

Immeasurab le ave nu e , that ran to a point of other vo ices , fi gures, 

fountains which tapered ou t ind ist inguishably upon the furthest 

horizon ." 30 

The third mode of visionary 'm emory' is a phyloge netic 

awareness . Woo lf says in defence of this idea: 

Yet, after all, since there i s nothing th at does 
not l eave some residue, a nd memory is a li ght 
that dances in the mind when the reality is bur ied , 
why should not the eyes there, g leaming, moving , 
be the ghos t of a family , of an age , of a civilization 
dancing over the grave? 31 

The sheer bu lk of phylogenetic memories, impinging on t he present , 

may powerfully affect the Significant moment. Woolf says in 

Orlanj2 



Memo~y is the seamstress, and a capnclOus one 
at that. Memo;-y runs her needle in and out , up 
and down, hither and thither. We know not 
what comes next , or what follows after .•. 
Instead of be ing a single , downright, bluff 
piece of work of which no man need feel 
ashamed, our commonest deeds are set about 
with a flutterlng and flickering of wings , a rising 
and falling of lights . 32 
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The prese nt is transparent, given weight and colour by the past. 

It is in fac t the past interacting with its future , and the resultant 

sta te is ca lled the pres'lllt. The pa st may so dominate t he 

consciousness of the visionflry that it may become far more 

substantial than the present. Woolf says of Katherine in Night 

~nd I!.i!.y : " ... sometimes she felt that ... the past had 

completely displaced the r!'esent, wh ich , when one resumed l ife 

after a morning among the dead , proved to be of an utter ly thin 

and infe rior composition ." 33 Katherine , who" nearly lost 

consciousness that she was a separate being, with a future of 
34 

her own" suspects that the past is a more valuable companion 

than the present: "What could t he present give, she wondered , to 
35 

compare with the rich crowd of gifts bestowed by the past?" 

However signficant the past may be , it must be given expression 

in its future, the present, and should not be contemplated to the 

exclUSion of the present: "Once more Katherine felt the serene 

a ir around her, a nd seemed far off to hear the solemn beating of 

t he sea upon the shore . But she knew that she must join the 
36 

present on to this past. " 

In most individuals , phylogenetic 'memory' is suppressed , yet 

it is not exclUSive to t he more obvious of Woolf's visiona ries. 

Two parti cularly non-visionary characters in Mrs Dalloway 

reveal a phylogenet ic awareness . Peter Walsh is aware of all 

time: "Through the ages -- when the pavement was grass , 

when it was swamp , through the age of tusk and mammoth, through 

the age of silent sunrise ..• ,,37 Rezia thinks hovv "at midnight , 

when all boundaries are lost, the country reverts to its ancient 

shape, as the Romans saw it, lying cloudy, when they landed , 
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and the hills had no names and rivers wound they knew not wher8 
,,38 

Jacob Flanders regards an awareness of the past as a personal 

responsibility; Jacob is th8 inheritor of the past. He is aware of 

his Roman legacy, and at Cambridge, a clock gives him "a sense 

of old buildings and time; and himself the inheritor; and then 
39 

tomorrow ... " Later he says: "All history backs our pane of 

glass. To escape is vain. " 
40 

For Septimus Smith, who ha s no control over his visionary 

awareness, the past in inescapable. He is aware of the presence 

of the past in the future 

A sound interrupted him; a frail quivering sound, 
a voice bubbling up without direction, vigour, 
beginning or end, running weakly and shrilly 
and with an absence of all human meaning into 

ee um fah urn so 
faa swee too eem 00 -

the voice of no age or S8X , the voice of an ancient 
spring sprouting from the earth; which issued , 
just opposite Regent ' 5 Park Tube Station, from 
a tan quivering shape , like a tunnel , like a 
rusty pump , like a wind -beaten tree for ever 
barren of leaves which lets the wind run up and 
down its branches singing 

ee urn fah urn so 
foo swee too eem 00 , 

and rocks and creaks and moans in the eternal 
breeze. 

Through all ages -- when the pavement was grass, 
when it was swamp, through the age of tusk and 
mammoth, through the age of silent sunrise --
the battered woman -- for she wore a skirt - - with 
her right hand exposed , her left clutching at her 
side, stood singing of love -- love which has lasted 
a million years .. . 41 

Mrs Swithin, aware of past time, incorporates it into her 

present, which even in moments of a pparent ins ignifica nee, are 

r ich with a sense of continuity: " 'The nursery,' said Mrs 



Swithin. Words raised themselves and became symbolical. ' The 

cradle of our ra ce' , she 
42 

seemed to say. " Lucy Swithin is 

preoccupied with "An Outline of History" for it provides her 

with an account of the world: 

When the entire continent, not then she understood , 
divided by a channel, was all one ; populated, 
she understood , by elephant-bodied , seal-necked , 
heav ing, surging , slowly writhing , and , she 
supposed, barking monsters; the iguanodon , the 
mammoth , a nd the mastodon; from whom 
presumably , she thou ght, jerking the window 
open , we descer.d. 4 3 

And: " 'England', she was reading , 'wus then a swamp . Thick 

forests covered the land . OT] the top of t he ir matted branches 

birds sang . . . ,,44 She is aware of continuity , of the migration 

of birds since pr9history : " ' Tr,9Y [he bird~ came every year' , 

said Mrs Swith in, ignoring th e fac t that she spoke to the empty 

air. 'From Africa. ' As t i1ey had come , she supposed when the 
4S 

Barn wa s a swamp. " She i s so utterly immersed in her 
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phy logenetic heritage that she , ur;like Bernard, regards it as 

attracti',e and not entirely negative : "Th en she remembered ; her 

dentist had told her that savagC!s could perform very skilfu l 

operations on the brain . S;:Jvages had false teeth , he said. False 

teeth were invented , she though t he said , in the time of the 
46 

Pharoahs. " 

Louis i n Th~ave.§ is perpetually recalled to "songs by the 
47 

Nile" and "the great beast stamping." Even Flush is aware of 

his inheritance: 

If he dreamt at a ll, he dreamt that he was sleeping 
in the heart of a primeval forest , shut from the 
light of the sun , shut from the voices of mankind , 
though now and again ClS he slept he dreamt thut 
he heard the sleepy chirp of a dreaming bird , or, 
as the wind tossed the branches , the mellow chuckle 
of a brood i ng monkey. 4 8 

Virginia Woolf says of her own phylogenetic experiences " 
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Virginia Stephe n was not born on 25th Jan uary 1882 , but was born 

many th ousands of years ago; and hod fro m the very first to 

encounte r instincts already acquired by thousands of ance stresses 
49 

in the past. " 

The c ontinuity of a 11 existe nce , and the idea tha t each mome nt 

is the product of all t ha t precedes it , is expressed in a mus ica l 

image at the end of Between the Ac~s : "Like quicksilver sliding, 

filings magnetized, the c! i stracted united. The tune began; the 
50 

first note mea nt a second; th e second a third . " 

Apart from the v a lu e of a vast t empora l perspectivG as a mea ns 

of understanding the pr8se nt, an awareness of past ti me may 

provide a retreat for the dissatisfied visionary . Ja cob Flanders 

write s to Bonamy : "1 intend to come to Gre ece every yeur .. , It 
51 

is the only chance 1 can see of protecting oneself from civilization." 

Woolf says one is drawn "back and back t o the Greeks ; the 
52 

stable, th e perman ent , the original human be ing is found there ." 

Not only is Greece a refuge for the "civilized " , but i t , like a 

variety of places, allows one th e benefits of a richer ex isten(;e 

ba s e d on con tinuity . The country, because of its assoc iation 

with the past, has a mere " perfec t ex istence" than th e c ity. 

Woolf says of an im ag i nary village : "Here life has cut the 

same grooves for ce nturies; custums have arisen; legends have 

attached themselves t o the hilltops and solitary trees , and the 
53 

vill age has it s histories, its festiv ities, and its riva lri es ." 

The nature of these "attachment s" is not importa nt; such villages 

are part of a co nt inuity, have place and order , are in themselves 

united, and stretch out in time. The dwe ll ers are not" a home less 
54 

people" , as are the Londoner s . Modern civilization is associated 

with tem pora l and Social fragmenta tion; it becomes a symb ol for 

gene ral disunity. Pa s t ages, and communities resisting modern ' 

civilization beco:ne its opposite, a symbol of relation:: " ... it 

is to t he Greeks that we turn whe n we are sick of the vagueness, 
55 

the confusion ... of our own age . " 

More often the pa st is not a source of comfort and refuge . 

The committed visionary does not isolate himse lf from any 



one of the numerous phyloge netic ; , ~emories, since vast ~emporal 

perspective is not solely" means of support for his existence . 

Civilization is temporarily in significant, in com parison with the 

vastness of the individual's heritage. The age of the river in 

The Voyage Out is co:npared to that of civilization: 

Since the time of Elizab8th very few peop le had 
seen'the r iver, and noth in g had been done to 
cha nge its a ppeara nce fro:n what it wa s to the 
eyes of the Llizabethan voyagers. The time ot 
Elizabeth was on ly distant from the present time 
by a moment of s pace com pmed with the ages 
which had passed since the water had run 
between those banks , and the green thickets 
swarmed there, and the small trees had grown to 
huge wrinkled trees in solitude . Changing on ly 
with the change of the sun and the clouds , the 
wavering green mass had stood there for century 
after century, and the water had run between its 
banks ceaselessly, sometimes washing away 
earth and sO~1etimes the branches of trees ( .. :while 
in other parts of the wor ld one town had risen 
upon the ruins of another town , and the men in 
t he towns had become more and more articu late 
and unlike each other. 56 

Berna rd disregards the br ief span of civilization when he tells 

"the story of [hi~ life ... ,,5 7 He says : 

1 have t o recall things gone far .. gone deep 
sunk into this life or that and become part of 
it; dreams too, things surrounding me , and 
the inmates, those half-articulate ghosts who 
keep up their hauntings by day and night; who 
turn over in their sleep, who utter their confused 
cries, who put out their phantom fingers and 
clutch at me as 1 try to escape - - shadows of 
people one might have been; unborn selves. There 
is the old brute, too, the savage, the ha iry ma n 
who dabb les his fingers of ropes of entrails; and 
gobbles and belches; whose speech is guttera l, 
visceral - - well, he is here. He squats in me. 
Tonight he has been feasted on quails, salad and 
sweetbread . Now he holds a glass of fine old b;andy 
in his paw . He brindles, pur rs and shoots warm 
thrill s a l l down my spine as 1 sit. 11 is true, he 
washes his hands before d inner, but they are 
still hairy . 58 
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Katherin e Hilberry has an awareness of the less attractive yet 

more correct herita ge of the individual: 

And ye t, after gaz ing for a nother second , the 
stars did th eir usual work u pon the mind , froz e 
to cinder s the whole of our shor t huma n history, 
a nd reduced the huma n b ody to a nape - 1 ike, 
furry fOem , crouch ing amid the brushwood of a 
barbarous clod of mud . 59 

She recognizes this heritage, rather unk indly, in the form of 

Will iam Rodney: 

Th ey [Ratherine a nd Rodne~ were professed ly 
looking into th e enormous centra l cage of 
monkeys and be ing thorough ly annoyed by 
William she compared him to a wretched 
misanthropic ape , huddled in a scrap of old 
shawl at the end of a po le , darting peev ish 
glances of suspicion and d istrust at his 
companions. 60 

Yet she acknowledg es her own participation in mankind ' s 

inh eritat"!ce: "Willi am ' s exacting demands and his jea lous y had 

pulled h8r down into some horrible swamp of her nature where the 
61 

primeval struggle between man and woman s till rages ." 

Between the Acts is a oageant of continuity , begi nning with 

preh istoric man, and ending in the present day . Gil es Ol iver 

grasps the continuity, the fact that little separates the two 

temporal extremes . Mrs Parker says "Surely , Mr Oliver, we're 

more civilized?" and he replies "We? .. we?,,62 

Visionary tempora l perspectlve , as a means of evaluating th e 

present, makes use of future as well as past. Tn Mrs Dalloway 

Woolf is aware that we a re providing a past for the future, from 

which we w ill be seen in the same way as we view our distan t 

past. London will be a ru in "which will be known to curiO:Js 

antiquaries, s iftin g the ruins of time , when London is a grass 

grown path and a II those hurrying a long the pavement this 
. 63 

Wednesday mornlng are but bones ... " Tn retrospect, that 

which is present now, will contract into inSignificance. Miss 
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Anning in 'Together and Apart ' say" : "Bil t if one mayn't be foo l ish 

at the age of forty in the presence of the sky , which makes th e 

wisest imbeci le -- mere wisps of straw - - she and Mr Ser,e 

atoms , motes, standing there a t Mrs Dalloway ' s wi ndoW , and their 

lives , seen by moonlight, as long c s an insect 's and no more 

im portant. ,, 64 

Maggie Pargiter similarly ev a luates the present in tenns of 

the past: " 'Tn time to come', she said , looking at her sister, 

' people, looking into this room -- this cave , this little antre , 

scooped out of mud and dung, wi ll hold the ir fingers to the ir 

noses ' -- she held her finge rs to her nose -- 'and say "Pah. The y 
65 

stink . '" Finally, Hugh and Milly Gibb in The Years a l e unab le 

to d isguise their heritage with even a veneer of c iv ili za ti on 

That was what it came to -- thirty years of being 
husband and wife -- tut- tu t-tut -- and chew-chew
chew . It sounded lik e the half-inarticulate 
munchings of anima ls in a stal l. Tut-tut-tut, and 
chew-chew-chew -- as they trod out the soft 
steamy straw in th e stab le ; as they wa llowed in 
th e primeval swamp , prolific, profuse, half -

. 66 conscIOus . .. 

Others are more successful: "For as the rocks hide fossils, so 

we hide tigers, baboons , and perhaps insects, under our coa ts 
67 

and ha ts." And :" People who say that the s avage no lon ger 

ex ists in us . .. " are less often incorrect than anxious to conceal 

h . h' 68 t elr entage. 

Spatial location may support one's awarenes s of continuity 

to the extent that one becomes aware of a ll -t ime. Woolf says 

of the Cornwa 11 coas t that "It wore an extraordinary lo ok of 

piety and peace , as if old men smoked by the door , and girls 

stood , hands on hips , at the we ll, and horses s t ood ; as if the 

end of the world had come .. . " 69 The dining -room in Pointz Ha 11, 

in Between the Acts, is a representation of past and present. It s 

history is ever present within it. j\nd thus it absents its e lf from 

the flow of time. It becomes eterna l. It is a symbol of visionary 

stillness, transcendent and eternal: "The room was a she ll, s in ging 



of what was before time w<,s; a vase stood in the heart of the 

house, alabaster, smooth, cold, holding the still, distilled 
. 70 

essence of emptiness, silence." Kitty in The Years extracts 
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herself from sequentiality, and is aWure of the timeless repetition 

of reality: "Spring was sad always, she thought; it brought back 

memories. All passes, all changes, she thought, as she climbed 

up the little path between the trees ... A deep murmur sang in 

her ears -- the land itself, singing to itself, a chorus, alone. 

She lay there listening. She was happy, completely. Time had 
1171 ceased. 

Visionary temporal perspective then, expands one's point of 

view. One's awareness becomes richer in proportion to the degree 

of expansion until, when all time is contemplated, history 

contracts, and the visionary has access to the state of being 

beyond time. The duration of the individual unit of time appears 

infinitesimal, and the visionary confronts eternity. 

The first major theme in Betvveel2.J:he Acts is the contribution 

of the past to the present. The present is swelled and consists 

of the PilSt projected into its future. Tsa imagines a scene in 

which the past says: "Kneel down ... Fill your pannier from our 
.72 tree .. , 

Secondly, and of more importance, is the contribution of the 

present to history: it reiterates the repetition of existence. Tsa 
73 

says: "We act different parts; but are the same." The unity 

reached in Between the_ll.cts is partly achieved rituillistically. 

Each player and the audience, via their vicarious involvement, 

and as the 'players' in the final scene/are released from their 

individuality, to embrace the roles assigned to them. The roles 

recur perpetually in history: by alignment with a role, the 

individ ua l enlarges and becomes one with the others, past, 

present and future, who enact the same role. The role is an 

effective means of depersonalization: it releases one from self, 

s pace a nd time, the three primary laws of corporea 1 existence. 

Tt allows one to externalize. Describing an experience in the 

country at dawn, Woolf says 



... we had put off the little badges and signs of 
individuality. We were strung out against the sky 
in outline an.j had the look of statues standing 
prominent on the ridge of the world. We were 
very , very old; we were men and women of the 
primeva I world co:ne to sa lute the dawn. So 
the worshipp8rs at Stonehenge must have looked 
among tussocks of grass and boulders of 
rock. 74 
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The characters in Betwe en the_Acts are all, from the beginning, 

given the quality which Miss La Trobe inspires in her players and 

so:ne of her audience: distance and universality . The characters 

describe as fee l ing "As if the play had jerked the ball out of the 

cup; as if what T call myself was still floating unattached , and 

didn ' t settle . Not quite the:nselves, they felt. ,,75 D . Summerhayes 

recognizes a "sense that all these subliminal exper iences proceed 

from a common ' medium~st ic ' voice. ,, 76 There is a temporary and 

traumatic remova l fro:n 'self. Their participation in so:nething 

beyond individuality places them in a common historical movement. 

Mostly, what is presented is not a vision of total and transcend

ental unity , but so:nething akin to it , a world in which the 

v isionary does not exist, but could be surmised to exist elsewhere. 

Every action is representctlve, ' out of joint ' with the common 

conception of the world seen without design. 

The experience is described in 'The Moment: Summer ' s N ight ' 

as a passive realization, not ultlmutely a creat ive achievement. 

Woolf says: "One becomes aware that we are spectators and 

also passive participants in a pageant. And as nothing can 

interfere with the order, we have nothing to do but accept ... " 77 

One is powerless to prevent the re-enactment of human roles, 

t ho:.Igh one may develop one's awareness of this cycle and arrive 

at a mere inclusive idea of reality . 

Everyone, because of the unity of all , contains the role of 

everyone else, at least potentially . The 'l ife spirit' congeals 

into mater iality and limits itself in order to be materia li zed in 

matter, which by definition, is itself and cannot be any other. 

The essence of matter is its singularity and fixity. One becomes 
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aware of this, and of the vast potential , t emporarily suspended , 

in the materia l ized se lf. Thus, Woolf says in Between the Acts: 

"Fro'Tl behind the bushes issued Queen Elizabeth -- Eliza Clark , 

licensed to sell tobacco. " 78 And further :" '1 don't beli eve L s ays 

Lucy Swithin, 'tha t there ever were such people. On ly you and 

me and Wi lliam dressed differently .' ,,7 9 The Rev . G.W. Strea t

fi e ld, his orthodox Chr istianity slightly shaken by the pageant, 

re covers sufficiently to act as inte rpreter of the pageant. He 

says hes itatingly and with a com ic excess of hum il ity: 

'To me at least i t was indicated that we are 
members one of another . Each is part of the 
whole. Yes, that occurred to me , s itting among 
you in the audience . Did I not perceive Mr . 
Hardea stle here ' (he poin~ed) ' at one ti ~e a 
Vik ing ? And in Lady Harriden - - excuse me , if 
1 get the names wrong - - a Canterbury pilgrim ? 
I thought I perceived th at nature takes her pa rt. 
Dare we , 1 asked mytieU, l imi t life to ourselves? 
May we not hold that at there is a spirit that 
Inspires , p8rvades ... ' 80 

Howeve r, more may be s uggested by Be~~eeIl.!.!2!L'lcts, which 

is commonly said t o have a s its main theme , th e cyc lica l 

continuity of the individual. Between the acts of the pageant, 

the charac ters act out (in th is sen s e their roles are prescribed) 

the time less s itua tions. The book ends with Giles and Isa Oliver , 

who are forced to fight and the n to embra ce. They do this as the 

curtain rises (the b ook ends with "Then the cu rtain rose . They 

spoke, ") and are assoc iated with the past: "It was the night 

before roads were made , or houses . It was the night tha t dwellers 

in ca ves watched from so:ne high place amo ng rocks." The ir 

si tu ation s or roles will not end with them : "From that embrace 

a not her life m igh t be born . ,, 81 Between the Acts s haws th e rhyth:n ic 

and endles s cont inuity of the human situation . Th e theme of 

visi ona ry re lation in Woo lf, revea l s attempts a t st ill ness , being 

beyond time and space , but it also stresses , more firmly, the 

impossibil ity of transcending s uch limit s . By ex te nding onese lf, 
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one is not transcending space/time, one is more firmly establishing 

oneself ""ith £!l space and time , which is a more co;n plex connection 

than merely enacting a role in one space/t ime continuum. One 

transcends one ' s role, on ly to be Infused with all ro les , and to 

become aware , from this increased knowledge , of the whole of 

which one is a part. On8 beco mes aware of the principle of life 

rhythmic repetit ion, and hcw irrevocably when one is on the stage 

of life, this principle governs all movement. One sioes achieve 

a sense of bein'1 (stillness) through an awareness of the mechanics 

of becoming, though the first principle its elf is one of rhythm, 

cycle and irrevocable relation. This explains the dual ity of the 

situation of those who are visionary. Like Godbole in ,tL?assll.5@.. 

to_lndi.9.. Woolf's vls lonary characters, throu gh a vis ion, rea ii ze 

two things: the na ture of trallscendental rea lity, and the imposs

ibillty of achieving su ch while bound by the body . 

Perhaps there is the suggest ion in To the Lighthouse that life 

ls produced by the union of time <lnd eternity . This would seem 

difficult to reconcile t c the idea that the two wor ld s are antithetical 

and mutually exc lusive. However, though never expressed in 

Woolf's novels, it may be that since the individual compr ises 

the timeless spirit contained with in time-bound matter, life does 

constitute such an intersection , of the sort Yeats envisdges in : 

Th e stallion Eternity 
Mounted the mare of Time 82 
'Gat the foal of the world. 

How this is implied in To the L\51htho~.§§ is via Mr and Mrs 

Ramsay. There is an assoc iati on between Mrs Rams ay and all 

facets of visionary ex istence, and between Mr Rams ay and the 

materia I wor ld . They wou ld, by complementing ea ch other , prov ide 

the intersection of time and eternity, and bear chi ldren . This , as 

T have suggested, would seem to follow fro m Woolf ' s metaphysic 

(the dual components of a living separate self). Though the 

fruitful coupling of Mr and Mrs Ramsay does not validate this, 

it may provide tenuous suppo,t. 1£ one asks 'How e lse cou ld life 
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be made? ', it seems logic:al to conc lude that the cross·-fertilization 

of two worlds (ma te rial a nd visionary) is neces sary. This would 

imply the intersection not only of time and timelessness, but 

of the other cha racteri: tic s of each world as we ll (for example 

spirit and matter) which in turn is supported by th e ir,dentification 

of the male will with the characteristics of the ma te ria l world, 

a nd the female with the visi onary counter parts . Man and woman 

would then act as symbolic representat ives of each world , 

ena cting t he process of intersection, or union of opposites, in 

order to produce life . Procrea t ion becomes a symbol ic meeting 

of the two unreconciled worlds. The ten s ion and inevitabiiity of 

such a meeting is suggested by Giles and l sa In the passa\je 

d lscussed above, who ritualistically fight and em brace : " Befo~e 

they slept , t hey must fight; after they had fought , they would 

embrace. From tha t embrace another life might be born. ,,83 
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Section 6 Ma le and Fe_male 

Much has been made of Woolf's distinction between typically 

male, and typically female characters. Herbert Marder in 

Feminism and Art attempts to interpret all of Woolf's ideas in 
1 

terms of this opposition. l3ut ilpart from this disproportionate 

empha sis (not uncommon in critical works on Woolf) on a single 

manifestation of Woolf's meta physic of ilntithesis, another 

pitfall is common, with regard to the notions of 'femininity' and 

'masculinity ' in Woolf. Woolf's distinction must not be taken as 

being abso lute, for three reasons. Firstly, whereas most of 

humanity lies between the two extremes, Woolf concentrated upon 

these extreme states of being, in order to demarcate the limits of 

the categories . Secondly, there are striking exceptions to the 

male/female claSSification, and thirdly, androgyny is a distinct 

possibillty for Woolf. In the discussion that follows, 'ma le' and 

'female ' must be regarded as theoretical class ifications . Basical.ly, 

having established the difference between 'male' and 'female', 

I will examine the concepts of feminism and patriarchy concluding 

with an attempt to define the value of each state of being in 

relation to the merits of androgyny as expressed in Woolf's novels, 

essays and in Ill~..9_Guin.§as and 6..B90rTL9LOne's Own. 

It is clear that although in Three_Cil!.inea s and A Room of One's 

Own Woolf examines the environmenta l and social basis of the 

male/female distinction, masculine and feminine social roles 

are the effects, rather than the causes of the distinction. Social 

custom is primarily the expression of the distinction, though it 

in turn reinforces that distinction. 

The 'male' and the 'female ' are the two dominant points of 

view; all other points of view are variations of , combinatio:1s 

of, or extremes of these two, Simplistic in their generalized 

forms and complex in their embodiment in ind ividuals . They are 

the "two faces to every situation; one full in the light so that it 

can be described as accurate ly and exa mined as minutely as 

possible, the other half in shadow so that it can be described only in a 
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2 
moment of fa ith and visio!' by the use af metaphor." Because of 

the re lati on between the fema le character and visionary awa ren ess , 

'feminin ity' can be described in terms of mos t of Woo lf ' s ideas. 

Bartholemew Oliver a nd Lucy Swithin, bro th e r and si:;ter, 

represen t both th e male/fema le <Jntlthesis and the fact/v ision 

duality . He says : .. ... she belonged to the unifiers ; he to the 
3 

separat ists ." She says: " He would carry the torch of reaso n 

till it went out in the darkness of the cave. For herse lf , every 
4 

morning, knee lin g , she protected her vision." Th e ma le/fema le 

oppos ition involves intuition, irrationality and visionary relation , 

as opposed to reason , fnct, practicality dnd separation . In 

'La ppin and Lapinova ' Woe-If presents representatives of the 

typically ma le and fema le: "He was Kin g Lappin; she was Queen 

LOlpinova. They were the oppos ite of each other ; he was bo ld 

and determined; she wary and indepe ndable. He ruled over th e 

busy world of ra bbits; her world was a desolate, myster io:Js 

pla ce, wh ich she rilnged mos tly by moo nli ght. ,,5 

As a result , there is little understanding between the two 

states of being . Lily Briscoe says : "Hu man relations were like 

that .. and the worst . .. were betwee n men a nd women. Inevitab ly 

these were ex treme ly ins incere ,, 6, a nd Rachel Vinrace bel ie'Jes 

tha t: "The sexes should live sepiHate; we cannot understand 

each other ; we on ly bring ou t wha t 's worst . ,,7 

The most elaborate distinction between the sexes is revealed 

by the characters of Mr and Mrs Ramsa y . She is typically 

irra tiona I accord ing to Mr' Ra msay : "The extraord ina ry irratio na I ity 

... the folly of women ' s minds enraged him ... she flew i n the face 

of facts."S Simi larly , Ramsay is a "se paratis t", often dest ructive: 

"Somethlng Dames RamsaD remembered , stayed and darkened 

over him ... something ar id and sharp descended ... li ke a b lade, 

a scim ita r, smiting through I. eaves and fl owers 

te nds to be sterile and tyrannical. 

,,9 R Mr amsay 

One means of distinguishing between ma le and female minds 

is based on the Aristotelia n d is t inc t ion between essence a nd 

acc ident. If the woman perce ive's correctly, wha t she perceives 
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ls essential to the object under scrutiny. The realistic ;;]asculine 

mind, in recording objective data, s2ldom differentia tes between 

the necessary and contingent, the essent ial and the accidental. 

I shall examine this in more detai l. Rachel in The VO.1'.9Jle Out 

is typically ' femi nine '. Bewet says of her: " ... you don't and 

you never will, Cilre with every fibre of your being for the pursuit 

of tru th. You 've no respect for facts, Rachel; you're essentially 

feminine." 10 Evelyn in Th8 VOy'~.9~_Qut supports th e fem inine 

cause when she says : " My not ion ' s to think of the human beings 
11 

first and let the abstract iueas take care of themselves ." 

Mrs Flanders , like Mrs Ramsay, and Rachel Vinrace, hus 

little respect for facts, characteristically pursued and revered by 

the male. While a hurricane rages outside , Betty Flanders 

protects her sleeping Archer , presenting him rather with a vision 
12 

of " fairies , fast asleep, under the flowers." And she and 

Rebecca, the maid,symbolically protect the baby from fact c:nd 

materiality: "The two women murmured over the spirit ·lamp , 

plott ing the eterna l conspiracy of hush and clean bottles while 
13 

tho wind raged , and gave a sudden wrench at the cheap fa slen ings." 

The shuttered window prevents the intru sion of the material world, 

subject as it is to flux, unpredictability , and harsh inconsistency . 

Mrs Hilberry in Ni9:b.t and Day , though not as develcped a 

fem a le character as for example, Lily Briscoe or Rhoda, is most 

clearly representat ive of the characteristics of the feminine self. 

She is utterly divorced from the masculine world . This is the 

source of her power and her failing, causi ng her to command 
14 

respect and provoke derision. Love calls her "the wise fo ol." 

This ambiguity is obviously true, since her proficiency and 

deficiency both result from her being utterly fema le. She a lone 

understands the lovers ' pcedicament , and magically unites th em, 

thou gh she simultaneously exhibits "scatterbrained impractica lity."lS 

Femininity is associated with tolerance, an abil ity to see 

many perspectives instead of a s i ngle one: "Circumstances had 

forced [!:atherine Hilben'~ to consider, painfully and minutely, 
16 

all that part of life which is conspicuously without order ... " 



The woman's world is formless, and her perception lacks rigidity 

or sinyularity :"Her llialph Denham's sister'~ ' face was round but 

worn, and expressed that tolerant but anxious good humour which 

is the special attribute of elder sisters in large families ... 

whereas he see:ned to look straightly and keenly at one object, 

she appeared to be in the habit of considering everything from 
17 

many points of view. " 
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Woolf realizes that her own consciousness is distinctly female: 

she lacks reason and order in her perception and mental processes. 

She reinforces the idea, expressed throughout the novels, that 

female intuition is linked to creativity when she says, in her 

diary: "But T recognize my own limitation: not a good ratiocinator, 

Lytton @trache'2J used to say. Db T instinctively keep my mind fro:n 
18 

analysing, which would impair creativeness 7" 

The female identity is passive, unselfconscious, vast with 

potential and not limited by the selfconscious process of 

forming an impregnable and consistent identity. The female is 

vested in her embrace of other identities. She has little room 

for a brittle,unaccommodating identity, since she insists upon 

being absorbent: "So boasting of her [Mrs RamSay'~ capacity to 

surround and protect, there WilS scarcely a shell of herself left 

for her to know herself by; all was so lavished and spent ... " 19 

Perhaps the feminine character is better illuminated in terms 

of its opposite. Peter Walsh in Mrs Dalloway is typically male. 

He unflinchingly pursues truth and is tactless and merciless. His 

pen-knife is associated with analysis ,-rationality and division. 

Mr Ramsay similarly is intent upon categorizing and defining 

reality: "What he said was true, It was always true. He was 

incapable of untruth; never tampered with a fact ... " 20 As a 

philosopher, his chief concern is "Subject and object and the 

nature of rea I ity ... ,,21 a compartmenting, ana lys ing and 

defining activity limited to material reality. 

Edward Pargiter delights in precision: 
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He made another r!ote; thaj: was the meaning. 
His own dexterity in catching the phrase plumb 
in the middle gave him a thrill of excit ement. 
There It was, clean and entire. But he must be 
precise; exact; even his little scribbl e d notes 
must be clear as print. He turned to this book; 
then that book. Then he leant back to see, 
wlth his eyes shut. He must let nothing 
dwindle off i<lto vaglJencss. 22 

Mr Hilberry (as his wife's opposite) is also firmly entrenched 

in the world of fac t and reason: "He had a ... face built for 

swiftness and decision rather than for massive contenlplation 

and his eyes were "expressive now of the usual masculine 

impersonality and authority 
,,23 

Ironically , his field of study 

is Ro:nanticism : 

Here Mr Hilberry sat editing his review, or 
placing together documents by means of which 
it could be prove d that Shelley had written "of" 
instea d of " and" or that the inn in which Byror, 
had slept was call ed the "Nag 's Head " and not 
th e "Turkish Knight", or that the Chr istian name 
of Keats' uncle had been John rather th an 
Richard, for he knew more minute d e tails about 
these poets thall any man in Eng land, probably, 
and was preparing an ed ition of Shelley which 
scrupulously ol:Jserved the poet's system of 
pClnctuatlon. 24 

The predominantly masculine identity structures, organizes 

and defines in order to arr ive at an inclusive, coherent view of 

reality. Mary Datchet in Night and Day refuses to simplify 

reality in this manner: 

She could not see the world divided into 
separate compartments of good people and bad 
.people, any more than she could beli eve so 
implicitly in the rightness of her own thought 
as to wish to bring the population of the 
British Isles into agreement with it. 25 

" 

Thus, from all the multitude of identities and characteristics, the 

potential form which the male is reduced into at birth , is the act 

of selection, to structure and make conscious a set of characteristics 
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which he calls ' self ' . And in ordel to maintC1in t h is , se lfc o nsc ious ness 

pres ides . It ensures that illl act ions, thoughts , and emotions 

confocm to what has been posited as ' self'. For example , Mr 

Ramsa y : " Sitting in the boat he bowed , he crouc hed :·limse lf, 

acting insta ntly his part - - the pa rt of a desola te man , w idowed , 

bereft; and so called up befo re him in haste people sympa thizing 
26 

with him ; staged for himself as he sa t i n the boa t, a little drama ." 

Ramsay , in an effort to secure and maintain his OW;) i:nportance , 

refusing to s eek or acknowledge worth in any act ivity or state of 

be ing other thiln in his own typ ica lly mascu l ine rat ionality, 

"exaggerated her [i.1rs RamsiJY'~ ignorance, her simp li c ity , for 

he liked to think that she was not c lever , not book- lea rned at a ll . 

He wondered if she understood what she was read ing . Probably 
27 

noi. , he thought. " He derives meaning from " the greatness of 
28 

man ' s intellect , even in its decay ... " a nd does not rea lize 

the fema le Intell igence i s Simply less consc ious and defini te. 

The typically feminine intuitive fac ulty does not conform t o 

ration a lity . Its ideas " seem to brea k in voces s of com ing t o 
29 

the surface, ilnd do not ho ld toget her in the li ght of rea son . " 

Significant ly, t he letter Ramsay i s unab l e to get beyond, is the 

initial of his own name . Thus : "Qua li t ies tha t would have saved 

a ship' s company exposed on a bro il ing sea w ith six biscu it s at'd 

a flask of wa ter - - endurance and justice, foresight , devotion , 
30 

sk ill, came to his he lp . R is the n - - what is R? " expresses 

not on ly the order and preoccupation with abstractions, of t he 

male , but also that as a male, he lacks understanding of himself. 

His rat iona li ty is both the cause and effect of h i s lack of vi s ion; 

it both distracts and perpetually reinforces his mind , l ead ing him 

away from an intuitive awareness of the ' other ' , and preventing 

any cr itica l awareness of h is subseq uent egot i s tica l inadequacy . 

Peggy Pargiter circumscribes the rna Ie character. Her 

respDnse to the young Martin is : 

She had heard it a 11 before, 1 , 1, 1 - - he went on . 
It was like a vulture's bea k pecking, or a 
vacuum-c leaner sucking , or a telephone bell 
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with that nerve-drawn egotist 's face, she 
thou ght , glaf)cing at him. He could not free 
himself, could not detach himself . He was 
bO'Jnd on the wheel with tight iron hoops. 
He had to expose, had to exh ibit. But why let 
him? she thought, as he went on talking. For 
what do 1 care cbout his '1 ,1, I'? 31 

The extreme masculine self is "atrophied, withered; cold as 
32 

steel; hard as steel; bold as steel." Woolf says in 'Phase s 

of Fiction ' : "Man himself is dominated by his intelligence . 

Instead of being many-sided , complicated , elusive, people 

possess on8 idiosyncracy apiece , which crysta llize s them into 
33 

sharp separate characters, colliding briskly when th ey meet. " 

The ma Ie is associated '.'lith ""rious levels of steril ity. He 
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is self-orientated , wilfully severed from the whole of being; his 

intellectua I or a na lytic pursu its a re not concerned with life, but 

bare facts; he is assertive , destructive and imposing. He thrives 

on the radiation of ener9Y and life of the female. Mrs Ramsay i s 

described as a "rain of energy, a column of spray ", "and into 

this delicious fecundity, this fountain and spray of life , the fata l 

sterility of the male plunged itself, like a beak of brass, barren 
34 , 

and bare." And: "James felt all her strength flaring up to be 

drunk and quenched by th e beak of brass ... " 
35 

The typi ca l male, in his unqu estioned faith in the male 

intelligence , may demand complete subservience from a partner. 

Mr Pepper in The VoyaSlQ....9ut "had not married himself for the 

sufficient reason that he had never met a woman who commanded 

his respect" and "his ide a l was a woman who could read Greek, 

if not Persian, was irreproachably fair in the race, and able to 
36 

understand the small things he let fall while undressing ." 

Pepper, Ra che l observes: "with all his knowledge , his microscope, 
37 

his notebooks," had "a certa in dryness of soul . .. " 

The primary impulse of the male is the maintenance of the 

laws of matter. All endea vour functions to secure individual 

existence, of extension in space and time of that which has an 
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identity entirely belonging to and der iving from its e lf. The 

typical male achieves this in three ways: to re inforce, define 

and secure a distance between self and other; to clarify the 

boundary of itself and to i~crease the personal power of the self. 

All activity, for the male, is a function of securing self, and a ll 

s{Jecific activities , a part from thi s innate characteristic, are in 

addition focused upon reassuring the self of the ultimate 

importance of its activity. Thus , activity qua assertion motivates 

the individual to believe in the significance of such activity, 

which in turn ens ure s the perpetuity of activity qua activity, 

which maintains and fosters selfhood. For the self /in its efforts 

to stave off uitimate reality (which incorporates the necessary 

relinquishing of self) requires constant reassurance of the 

significance of its acts. It is a difficult task, undercut by a 

tendency in the self to acknowledge visionary relation, and 

persona I ins ign ifica nce, but it is a journey wh ich once embarked 

upun, must be pClrsu ed conscientiously , for the fortified self is 

ill -equ ipped to deal with the devastation (to self) of the vision 

of reality. As a result, the ir,dividua l makes use of external 

reinforcement, in other words, sympathy. To have his sense of 

significance echoed from without, bolsters self-importance, 

and secures selfhood . St, John Hirst in The VOYilge Out expresses 

all of the characteristics of the male intelligence. He 

believes in his own self-importance: "He was much more 

remarkable than they were ... ,,38 and he is possessed by a 
39 

"terrific selfconsciousness." He neglects personal relationships, 

or human responses: " ... he admi.tted that he had very seldom 

told anyone that he cared for them, and when he had been 

demonstrative, he had generally regretted it afterwards. ,,40 While 

Rachel and Terence "ta lk ed nonsense,,41 Hirst "saw their faults 

so clearly" iJnd "had the whole meaning of life revealed to him 

in a flash, ,,42 an essentially rational, ordered, and limited 

meaning. 

The maSCUline, 'civilized' world conceals and suppresses its 
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past. It has severed connections ',vith its savage, irrational, 

superstitious, uncivllized past, thereby rendering itself as 

incomplete as thilt pasL The inhabitants, and the achievements, 

of the male-dominated society a re suspect, since the debt to, 

and succession from ,an ' inglorious' past, is unacknowledged 

And I!Jhat is knowledge? What are our learned 
men save the descen:lants of witches and 
her mits who crouched in caves and in woods 
brew ing herbs, interrogating shrew-mice and 
writing down the language of the stars? 43 

The ma scullne chara cter attempts to ensure continued 

existence after death, via success in the material world; but 

simply because his movement is away from re lation, toward 

isolation , he is in fact moving further from survival, since if all 

is vested in self, when self disintegrates , nothing remains , He 

tries to move beyond flux by asserting the permanence , strength, 

and the impe netrability of his selL This self - importance is an 

illusion, for he is succumbing more totil lly to the laws of matter , 

and is thus tragic, The essence of this ana lysis is contained in 

t he picture of Mr Ramsay: "It was his fate, his pecuEarity , 

whether he wishes it or not, to come out thus on a spit of land 

which the sea is slowly eating away , and there to stand, like a 
44 

desolate seabird , alone," 

Of the motives underlying the rational 'achiever', Woolf says: 

Who shall blame him, if, so standing for a mome nt, 
he dwells upo n "fame, upon search parties, upon 
cairns raised by grateful followers over his 
bone s? Finally, who shall blam e the leader of 
the doom ed expedit ion . .. 4S 

Continued existence is desired , after death , but only as a personal , 

separate triu mph . Ramsay ' s desire is not to continue via relat ion , 

but via ~clus iQ!} and ~~lecJ:lon from the ma 5S of humanity . He 

succumbs to the laws of matter: instead of attempting to trans cend 

them , he reinforces them, strengthening the individuality and 

separation of the materialized selL 
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The typic(Jlly ma le anu fema le identities, it shou ld ba evident , 

may be regard ed as the summation of the major features of Woolf ' s 

metaphysic. The male identity co ~ nc ides with Neville ' s i n Ihe 

Waves: it is t ime - and space -bcund, in harmony wi th toe laws 

of mi1tter, and subject to its limitations . It strives fo r separate 

identity, and persona l siC)nificance . Its express ions are a ll 

att em pts at mainta ining a 'material ' interpretation of rea lity. The 

female id entity is less ego-orientated, and its pass ivity a nab les 

it t o identify with other iden tities. It tends less to be locked 

into a specifi c spatio- temporal axis . Its effor ts a re il negation 

of th e laws of matter. Fhoda and Jinny in Th e Waves are 

typically female . Bernard transcends male identity , and benef it-

ing from a far more inclusive identity, is an adept visio nary . 

Every aspect of the visionary experie nce discussed in Chapter 4 

may be relat ed to the efforts of the typica lly female identi ty, 

though whereas ma le identity may be antipathet ic to visioila ry 

experience, the adept male vis iona ry benefits from arl amalgamaiion 

of both mal e and female characteristics. It is clear that male 

and female iden tities may be re lated to the two modes of perception , 

reflex ive and projective respective ly. 

Whereas t he typically male i s obsessed with personal identity , 

the typically fema le wishes to embrace other identities. The 

masculine impulse resu lts in a definit ion of self and of others , 

an activity which limits the subject to t he observable /materia l 

world. The typica lly fema Ie, by contra s t, is concerned with a 

transcendence of t he separation established by mater iality, and 

her domain is thus the visionary world . The e nti re d i stincLion i s 

based upon d iffering modes of perception, or apprehe nsion, of 

the other . 

Jea n Love discusses' styles' of cognition : " Styles in 

cognition are ways of knowing the world, of schematizing it 

mentally, and of express i ng it." She makes the basic distinction 

bet"\veen 11 mythopoeUc " and lI empirical-thcoretlcal" styles I 

corresponding roughly to Woolf's distinction betwee n male and 

female consc i ::;usness . 46 If one accepts the vagueness of both 



Woolf's and Love's definitions, it is obvious that the distinctior. 

holds. Its precise entail ment is not obvious, and since Woolf 

made no indication that she disapproved of her va gueness, one 

assumes that she, as els ewhere , decide d that vagueness was a 

les s er evil than distortion due to over-precise definition. There 
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fore one must bear in mind that male /female i s a general distinction , 

to be apprehended by a ' female ' rather than a ' male' style of 

cognition. 

Woolf ' s distinction between male and female ways of knowing 

may be similar to D.H . Lawrence's notion when he talks of 

"knowing in terms of apartness , which is mental, rationa l, 

scientific, ar,d knowing in tetms of toge therness, which is 
47 

religious and poetic , " if the definition of "religious" is shifted 

to satisfy Woolf's vision be yond time and matter. Woolf says of 

her father ' s intelligence: 

Give him a thouqht to analyse , th e thought of 
Mill, Bentham, Hobbes; and his is (so Muynard 
l1eyne~ has told me ) acute, clear, concise: an 
admirable model of the Cambridge analy (ticaD 
spirit. But give him life , a character, and he is 
so crude, so elementary, so conventiona I, that 
a child with a box of coloured cha lks is as 
subtle a portrait painter as he is. 48 

Mrs Hilberry is a representative of the feminine, intuitive 

way to knowledge, in contrast to her husband, Neville, and Mr 

Ramsay. She understands her daughter ' s complex love for Denham 

and the tangle between the two couples, without asking or 

wanting to ask. But just as her husband can become entangled 

in minutiae , so she in her immediate intuitive grasp of the 

totality of the situation, can often miss the mark entire ly. She 

has a "fine natural insight which saw de ep whenever it saw at 

a 11. ,, 49 Detail and fact could correct such fanciful intuitions, 

just as more atte ntion to the general na ture of the situation could 

prevent her husband ' s flounderlngs. The male and female ways 

to knowledge are complem e ntary, both inadequate . It must 

follow that the source of insight is also the source of inadequate 



sight. 

Neel Annan in LesULSte...2hen : His Thouqht a nd Character in 

RelailQ.IlJ:~Hisl'jJIle says of Les lie Stephen , and of ninetee nth 

century rationalism: "Unable to remould the scheme of th ings 

nearer to his heart's des ire , the rationali st labours on , now in 
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this vin eya rd and in that , striving to bring order into one small 

corner of the' chaos which surrounds him ..• "SO Mr Ramsay is 

both a representative of the male character , and a bir>graphical 

portrait of Stephen which , by and large ,amounts to the same thing. 

Stephen ' s des ire to bring, the ' other ' in to alignment w ith h is own 

conception. his unshakable belief that his ' order ' (restrict ing 

and stultifying) is preferable to the ex isting chaos , and the 

energy with wh ich he launches h is programme, are a ll typically 

ma le: all der ive from a faith in, and need to assert , self a bove 

a ll else. 

Speaking of the two ways to knowledge , Bergson succ inctly 

points to the essentia l difference between male a nd female modes 

when he says: "The fir s t impll e3 that we move around the object; 

the s econd that we move into it. ,,51 The male rema ins fix ed , and 

draws sense da ta towards hi m fo r processing . The male rema ins 

unchanged and unmoved. His own point of view rema ins 

unchanged . Knowled ge is assimilated into his own po int of view. 

The fem a le moves out , becomes abs orbed· in the thi ng , adopts 

the alien point of view a nd re li nquishes s elf. This explains why 

the woma n perce ives the essence , and the male , t he 'accident'. 

A comparison of Ramsay and Mr Bankes revea l s th e d iversity , 

and similar ity, of types of males in Woolf's novels. Both pursue 

a rational , intellectua l truth, though unlike Ramsay (and ma ny of 

Woolf's males) Bankes is pecu lia rly pas sive and understanding, 

and is thus neither prone to tyranny nor to a demand for sympathy. 

A developed ego is thus not necessarily associated with 

inte llec tual is m and empiri c ism, though theoretica lly, and by 

observation of her alher novels , it appears that for Woolf, it is the 

identity that res ists merg ing, that seeks for mean ing in the 

rna teria I world. 



Then, are those in Woolf's fiction who , unwillingly, do not 

even have a sense of sel[; similarly there are those who fail 
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ever. to achieve the typically male or female character . Will iam 

Rodney is not fully maSculll1e; he is androgynous in an imperfect 

and uncontrollable way. I-Tis re lationship with Katherine is one 

in which he must fight to establish his role. Katherine recogi1 izes 

t his when she says: "William's exact ing demands and his 

jealousy had pulled her down into some horrible swamp of her 

nature where the primeval struggle between man and woman st ill 
S2 

rages. II 

Before discuss ing patriarchy and feminism, I wish to add a 

note to the substantial critical material on Mrs Ramsay . She is 

Woolf's most complex fem ale character. Firstly, j"irs Ramsay 

d oes not fit entirely into tl~e role of the selfless visionary, of 

someone who seeks vis i onary awarer.es s , and trans mits v is ion 

to the less aware. Her relaLionship with Carmichael exposes 

t hi s . Since she has the ability to centre peop le, ar ranging 

t hem and infusing them wit:l sigi:ificance , it is understandable 

t hat at times the virtue would lapse i nto an easy and effective 

means of self-gratification , the exact opposite of her visionary 

inc linations. Her ta lent is so easily used, and no doubt the 

r emnants of her ego delight oc:::asionally in rece iving applause . 

It i s when this ego is s l ighted t hat Mrs Ramsay , and the 

reader , become aware of this sporadic and s ubmerged i mpu lse : 

t he assertion of self via self-gratification . Carmichae l does not 

require the infusion of her vision , nor does he want it. She 

thinks in respons e : "It injur ed her that he shou ld shrink. It hurt 

her. And yet not c lean ly , not rightly ." S3 What is hurt is her 

ego , and the response of her 'dialogue of self and soul ' is to 

condemn this assert ion of self. She states this more open l y , 

and more c learly in : 

... all this desire of hers t o give, to help, was 
vanity . For her own self-satisfaction was it 
t hat she wished so instinctively to help, to give, 
that people might say of her , '0 Mrs Ramsay ! 



dear Mrs Ramsay ! . . . Mrs Ramsay , of course. ' 
und need her and send for her and admire her? 
Wa s it not s~cretly this that she wanted , and 
therefore when Mr Carmichael shrank away from 
her , as he did at this moment ... she d id not 
fee l merely snubbeJ back in her instinct , but 
made aware of the pettine ss of some part of 
her , and of human relat ions, how flawed they 
are, how despicable, how self-seeking , at 
their best. 54 

1 51 

Admittedly, part of Mrs RamsilY ' s hur t is due to Carm ichael ' s 

solitude being a ne gation of visionary unity , wh ich causes 

distress to her visionary self, but self-gratificati on looms larger , 

and is t he more dominant thwarted impu l se. 

Perhaps like Bernard who regards habit as one of the most 

powerfu l and destructive of h is enemies, Mrs Ramsay i s prone to 

creatlng he r h,unan art works, pe rforming selfless actions , unaware 

t hat he r ego is be ing subtly sustained , unti l i ts supply of 

nour i shment receives a temporary set back . Either that or, once 

again , one mus t bear in mind that Mrs Ramsay is partially an 

exorcism , a biogra phy, of Woolt ' smother , and is more t han , or 

often other than, a representative of Woolf ' s vis ionary world . 

Whatever the case, Mrs Ramsay is not as perfectly virtuous as is 

often suggested. Despite the creativity of Mrs Ramsay ' s viSio n, 

she is often unscrupulous in the power she wields: "There was 

something frightening about her . She was irres istib l e . Always 

got her own way in the end led her v ictims Li ly felt , to t he 
55 . 56 

altar ." She is "wilful" , and "commandtng" . She can ins ist 

upon t he enactment of her v isior1 : "She could insist that she 

must , Minta must, they all must marry " 57 

Mrs Ramsay ' s vision is not en ti re . She covers the sku ll w ith 

a shawl to protect Cam from reality, t o perpetrate an illus ion. 

When Ramsay is gloomy " she was relieved to find that the ruin 

was veiled; domesticity triumphed; custom crooned its soothing 
58 

rhythm . " Again, rea lity is successfully averted. And thinking 

of her husband's ruthless masculine p:Jrsuit of truth , she be lieves 

it to be an "outrage of human dece ncy" that" rends the thin ve il s 
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of civilization so wantonly 
,,59 

Thus at times Mrs Ramsay's 

vis ion contains an exaggerated degree of the Woolfian feminine 

chardcteristic : that of erecting a veneer of illusion when security 

or well-being is threatened. 

Mrs Ramsay is mad8 doubly complex in that not only does 

biography encroach upon symbo lic representation, causing a 

picture not entire ly in accord with Vvoolf's vis ion, but Mrs Rams ay, 

as a function of Woolf's vision, is representative of both the 

artist and the female. The former is an androgynous being, 

whereas the latter is the more preferable element in an antithesis 
60 

(that of male and female) and is therefore incomplete. 

Jean Alexander finds symbo lic significance in Mrs Ramsay's 

bowl of fruit: "Indeed she had been keeping guard over the d ish 

of fruit (without realizing it) jealously, hoping that nobody would 
61 

touch it. " She is an artis t r,ot only in her use of individuals in 

the formation of a unified and timeless whole, but in her 

redemption of natural objects from chaotic nature, and trans form

ing them into a unity , with form and artistic significance. Mrs 

RamsaY'3 dinner party is the supreme example of her use of the 

eternal essences of individua ls in creating a permanent work of 

art. She creates the dinner party; s he structures it by creating a 

cornposite of various people: "They all sat separate. And the 

whole of the effort of merging and flowing and creating rested on 

h 
,,62 

er. 

Mrs Ramsay may a lso be related to the image of the earth 

mother. The mother figure often embraces far more than her own 

young. It is not a great step to equate Mrs Ramsay the artist 

with Mrs Ramsay the mother figure: comforting, fertile and giving, 

imparting herse lf with abandon to help those around her. Mrs 

Ramsay as an earth mother, or magna mater, has a parallel in 

Mrs Dallow~ : 

The grey nurs e resumed her knitting as Peter Walsh, 
on the hot seat beside her, began snoring. In her 
grey dress, moving her hands indefatigably yet 
quietly, she seemed like the champion of the 
right s of sleepers, like one of those spectral 



presences which rise in twilight in w::lOds made 
of sky and branches. The solitacy traveller, 
haunter of lanes, ai sturber of ferns, and 
devastator of great hemlock plants, looking 
up suddenly, sees the giant figure at the 
end of the ride. 63 
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64 
She is "a giant figure", proffering "great cornucopias of fruit." 

So Peter envisages . She is also infinite ly troubled, mour:1ing th e 

world , "coming to the door w ith shaded eyes, possibly to look 

for his return" with hands raised, with white apron blowing 

to seek, over the desert, a lost son ; to search for a rider 

destroyed; to be the figure of th e mother whose sons have been 

killed in th e battles of the world. " 55 

Septimus too sees such a figure: " he had seen a n old 
55 

woman' 5 head in the middle of a fern." Further, he is 

associated with her : "Septimus cried. , . raising his hand like 

some colossal f igure who has lamented the fate of man for ages 

in the desert alone .. . ,, 57 And Clarissa is aware of this figure: 

"It was fascinating , with people stil l laughing and shouting in 

the drawing-room , to watch that old woman, quite quietly, going 
68 

to bed alone." 

As the subject of Lily Briscoe's painting, Mrs Ramsay reveals 

another fac et , or i s enlarged as another point of v iew illuminates 

her. She becomes the symbol of life , far beyond the degree 

implied by her maternity. She represents a fragment of flux and 

chaos (since ' Mrs Ramsay ' is both body and soul , and her body is 

subject to the control of flux) which displays its participation in 

the transcendenta l more clearly than do others. As the subject of 

Lily's pa inting, she embodies a clea rly recogn iza ble vi s ion. It 

is Lily ' s function to encode , and transmit this visionary essence . 

And as the subj ect of Lily's work of art ., Mrs Ramsay assists 

Lily in another way, displaying the three pr imary facets of her 

being. Lily, in her need, manages to recall lvlrs Ramsay, to 

bring about her return. She is appealing to her subject, her 

mentor, and her comforter: 



In the midst of chans there was shape; this eterna l 
passing and flcw ing (she looked at the clouds 
going and the leaves shaking) WilS struck into 
stabi li ty . Ufe stands stil l here , Mrs Ramsay 
sa id. 'Mrs Ramsay. Mrs Ramsay .' she repeilted . 
She owed this revelation t o her . 69 
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MIs Ramsay is Lily ' s subject , she is also an artist herse lf , 

structuring a.nd un iting others , and t hereby deve loping the ir own 

awareness of implicit un ity . F.urther , as a visionary, Mrs Ramsay 

defies death by surviving, by being represented in, .2nd~ , 

numerous other ident i ties . She has become the tree that f inally 

forms t he central point in Lily's pa inting. Interestingly, Jul ia 

Stephen (Virginia ' s mother) possessed the same qu a lity . Woo lf 

says of her: "Livi ng vo ices in many parts of the world still 
70 

speak of her as someone who is actua lly a fact In life . " 

Perhaps if one distinguishes between the three primary 

s y mboli c funct io ns of Mrs Rilmsay, a nd takes i nt o accou nt t hat 

th" encroachment of biography may have caused Mrs Ramsay to 

exceed her symbol ic 'definition ', the co:nplexity ilnd apparent 

incons istency of Mrs Ramsay ' s character becomes explicable . 

The inclus ion of b iographical material of Woolf's mother , Julia , 

into the character of Mrs Ramsay may in fac t provide the reader 

w ith a un ique figure, that of a symboli c representCltion Immea surab ly 

compli cated by persona l detail. Only in The Years do some 

characters a pproach M rs Ramsay's complexity . 71 

Io th~-.1.ighthous~ is an exorc is:n of Woo lf's parents ; it was 
72 

origina lly conceived as having Ramsay as the centre of the work . 

Perhaps the presentation of her vis ionary awareness and 

me taphysic caused Woolf to overr ide her first conceptio n of 

Tolhe_1.iahthousg, rep lacing Ramsay (alias Leslie Stephen) with 

t he embodiment of her v i sionary be liefs , Mrs Ramsay ,as the 

centre of To the Ll\l.J:1.thou~ . Whatever the ca se , of Woolf ' s 

parents it was principally her father that she wished to be r id of, 

for he became, in his final years , the epitome of much that 

Woolf regards as despicable in the male character. 

Reason, the faculty which separates man from other beings 
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does not , We-olf implies, entail that man's talents are necessarily 

greater. The faculty h.3S caused civilizat ion, which, a l be it in 

some respects an advance on primitive society, is an artificial 

society based on separation. Control over other beings has been 

achieved at the price of loss of understanding of such beings , 

which in turn implies that awareness of the unity of all things has 

b8en , by and large, subdued . The riltional self by its activities, 

constantly re-establishes the boundaries, and maintains the 

distinct line drawn around the self , securing its own territory . 

Further, the use of reason prohibits an awareness of truth derived 

through non-rational me3ns . Thus the effects detrimental to an 

awareness of visionary reality are threefold . F irstly, the ac t of 

reasoning causes separate idei1tlty to be firmly established. 

Secondly , the effects of reasoning are Civilization, artificia l and 

exclusive ,and thirdly, the £on~ents of reasoning assert that 

everyth ing non-rational is not a means to the truth. 

The latter two functions of the predominantly ra ti onal mind 

combine to create the most oppressive and restrictive situation 

the patriarohal soc iety. Mr Ramsay extends his' paterfamilias' 

to inolude all those surrounding h im: "Let him [l,tr Ramsaa be 

fi fty feet away, let him not even s pea k to you , let him not even 

see you, he permeated, he prevai led, he imposed himself. He 
, 73 

changed everythtng." But his wife is more powerful, reducing 

him to a pathetio state which Lily Briscoe describes as being 

"1 k k' , '1" 7 4 0 h f 1 i e a tn g tn ext e. t er tyrants are more success u , not 

only in subduing others, but in establishing conformity and 

standardization: "Worshipping proportion , Sir Wi lliam [Eradsha;! 

not only prospered himself but made England prosper , secluded 

her lunatics, forbade childbirth , penalized despair, made it 

impossible for the unfit to propogate their views unt il they ,too, 

shared his sense of proportion ... ,,7 5 He has less opposit ion 

from his wife than Ramsay does: "Fifteen years ago she had gone 
76 

under ... Sweet was her sm ile , swift her submission." As the 

most oppressive of those whose faith in their own idea of reality 

causes them to inflict it upon others, Bradshaw reoeives harsher 
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treatment than any of Woolf 's other ma le figures. " He swooped. 
77 

He devoured. He shut people up ." It is the male who demands 

a un iform society: 

... the masculine point of view which governs 
our lives, which sets the standard, which 
established Whitaker 's Table of Precedency , 
which has become, 1 suppose, since the war, 
half a phantom to many men a nd women, which 
soon, one may hope, will be lau ghed into the 
dustbin where the phantoms go, the mahogany 
sideboards and the Landse e r prints , Gods and 
Devils, Hell , and so forth, leaving us all with 78 
an intoxicating sense of ille gitimate freedom ... 

Conformity is assured by means of tyranny, a male quality 

employed in enforcing a particu lar code : in this case , soc ia l 

convent ion. Sir Wi lliam Bradshaw causes Septimus ' s su icide 

(who is initially deranged by shell - shock in a male institution , 

war). The male 's natural tendency for aggression and dominance 

is summarized by Woolf when she s ays: "To fight has always 
79 

been the man's habit " Woolf says of this masculine impul se 

in Three Guinea s 

Therefore if you [me0 insist on fight ing to 
protect us, or 'ou r' country, let it be understood , 
soberly and rat iona lly between us, tha t you 
are fighting to gratify a sex instinc t wh ich 1 
cannot share; to procure benefits which 1 have 
not s ha red and probab ly will not share; but not 
to gratify my instincts, or to protect either 
myself or my cou ntry. 80 

The tyranny and self-gratification inh erent in the application 

of a male-dominated society, is not only insurmountable, but 

beyond the understanding of its ins tigators. The ma le mind has 

a tendency, above a II, to bind itself to a single point of view, 

'1nd to justify all in terms of that. Self-scrutiny or constructive 

self-criticism is as al ie n to them as vision a ry passivity. Those 

who in the extreme im pose and subdue, are least capable of 

obj ectively eva luati ng their actions. Th e male aggression is 



primarily an expression of self, a means of renewing identity, 

and to undermine such attempts with self-criticism would defeat 

the object. 

'Noolf's reply is to be found i n Between the Acts. She says: 
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"A tyrant, remember, is half a slave. ,,81 The male is chair.ed to 

hi s tyranny, and his need to assert. It is not a free action. He 

cannot escape . In a very li tera l way, th e male is the slave of his 

own tyrannies. The male tyranni es are manifestations of self

assertion, the means of establishing self. However, firs tly , 

since he has committed himself to selfhood, he requires 

reinforcem ent from the outside world, as well as from his own 

actions . In his towering selfhood , he requires the sympathy of 

women; he depends upon them. His independence (from the 

' other') once established, requires reinforcement; it is dependent. 

Second ly, when persona l energy ebbs, the male is left virtually 

w ith nothing: his whole world has a n identity imposed by the 

self, and when that self l ap~e s in its generation of power, 

nothing remains. This is the tragedy of Mr Ramsay, bereft of 

significance in a ny form , except the sympathy and comfort g iven 

by his wife, and later, by his daughter Cam. Quentin Bell in 

Virginia Woolf says of Leslie Stephen: "Leslie ... was the most 

reasonable of men -- and so he was with his own sex . But he 

needed and expected fem inine sympathy. ,,82 

Yet to credit Woolf with unqualified feminism may b e mislead

ing. It is true that she personally experienced the effects of a 

society and a family controlled by patriarcha l tyranny, and thls 

did not fail to evoke a res ponse . Th e emergence of woman not 

res tric ted by the conventions of patriarchal/social tyranny will 

result in a new literary art, in technique and style . Woolf in 

A Roo:n of One's Qwn invents Mary Carmichael who "will light a 

torch in that vast chamber where nobody has yet been. It is all 

half lights and profound shadows like th ose serpentine cave s 
. 83 

where one goes with a candle peertng up and down . " Th e 

"profound shadows" are the hitherto unrevealed characteristics of 

feminine identity, which has dwelt "under the shadow of the 
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rock these mililon years ." However, not a ll males are prone 

to tyranr!Y, nor is the ~olely feminine mind much more developed 

than its counterpart,. besides which , Woolf's ambiva lent attitude 

to fsminism may be Katherine Hilberry's in Night and Day. She 

supports feminism, but thinks little of committees or Suffrage, 

because of the dehumanization, the ridiculousness, and the 

masculine character of an organized movement. She was not 

adamant though; Mary Datchet is at least partly admirab le. She 

sees her fellow workers as: " ... eccentrics , undeveloped 

human beings, from whose substance some essential part had 
. 85 

been cut away . " As a concept, fem inism did not entirely 

co-incide with Woolf ' s metaphysic, and as a movement, it did 

not attract her. The typically male character is not entirely 

reprehensible , nor is the typicaliy female character entirely 

adm irable. 

The masculine inte ll igence is not wholly destructive. The 

rational method, and the maies who possess rationality, are 

presented with a complete range of responses from Woolf , though 

common to all i s the inadequacy of their rational tool. Mr Ramsay 

and Charles Tansley illuminate this . Both have something 

pa t het ic about them; Ramsay is given far more sympathetic 

treatment than Tansley. Neviile in The Wf}.~ is commented upon 

only indirectly, and in comparison to Mr Pepper in The Voyage Out , 

Dr Professor Hobkin in 'A Society' , he is dealt with lightly. 

Allowing for the fact that desp ite her insistence that the two 

ways to knowledge are equal complements, Woolf tends to 

re legate intuition a higher st:'ltl'S, and in her metaphysic, it is 

ultimately through passivity (more closely akin to intuition than 

to in tellect) that one achieves impersonallty, and therefore 

visio nary awareness. That the male in telligence and pursuit for 

truth is admirable, but that s imultaneously, the rationa l intellect 

is both dogmatiC, llmited and intolerant to the point of tyranny, 

is shown by Woolf in her sympathetic though simplistic sketch in g 

of St. John Hirst 's typical ly male characteristics: 



Dwelling upon hi~ good qualities he became 
seriously convinced of them; he had a mind 
like a torpedo, he declared, aimed a t falsehood. 
Where should we all be without him and his 
like? Choked in wf'eds; r:hristians, bigots -
why, Rachel herself would be a slave with a 
fa n tc sing songs to them when they felt 
drowsy. 86 

However , the usefulness of this intellect must be clarified. 

F irstly, clvilization has largely been brought about by such : we 

have produced a more systemiltic and learned form of brutality. 

Secondly, and in contrast , the intrinsic value of the masculine 

search for truth is miniillal. The female vision seeks beyond the 

phenomena I world, a nd therefore a ch ieves ins ights of far more 

significance than th e mascullne vision. Thus , although Woolf 

is seldom wholly sympathetic t o th~ masculine universe, when 

she per iodically is sympa thetic , one must not mistake this for 

an ambivalence of feeling, but that the mascu line universe is 

both complementary and valuable to, and in its limi tation and 

intolerance, can be a hindrance to, the feminine vision. 
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The feminine visi on is limited by its disregard of facts. Rachel 

Vinrace acknowledges this. St John Hirst "took her outside this 

little world of love and emotion. He had a grilsp of facts." 
87 

But the factual and rational intelligence is beyond he r: "She 

respected their arguments without always listening to them, much 

as she respected a solid brick wall, or one of those immense 

municipal buildings .. . ,,88 The feminine vision, or way to know

ledge, is opposed to fact not only in that it pursues a real ity in 

wh ich fact is irrelevant, but that it FIlay attempt to negate or Wilfully 

side - step fact. Mrs Ramsay covers the sku ll with a shawl: she 

contradicts reality. That the femin ine vision is lacking totality 

in its scope , can readily be seen by this example, a lim itation 

which androgynous consciousness was intended to rectify . 

However , just as it is a falsifi cation to assume that Woolf was 

an unqu a lified feminist, so it is difficult to attempt to ass ign 

equal roles to the male and female characte rs in the formation of 



the <:>ndrogynOtlS individual. Orlando expresses this prcf8rence 

when she says: 

Better it is ... to bp clothed with poverty and 
ignorance , whi.ch are the dark garments of the 
femal2 sex; better tu leave the rule and 
discipline of the world to others; better be 
quit of martidl arr,bition, the love of power, 
and all the other mi'nly desires if so one 
can more fully enjcy the most exalted raptures 
known to the human spirit, which are 
contemplation , solitude, love. 89 
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Although Woolf 's metaphysic theoretically calls for ar. amalgamation 

of the positive aspects of both male and fema le, one may note 

that since visionary activity is pr incipally feminine, the male 

character does not pJrUcipat8 in Woolf's androgyny in equal 

proportion to the fema Ie character. But since a ndrogyny is centra I 

to Woo lf' s meta phys ic, she at tim es concea Is her bia s. 

Woolf provides a definition of androgyny in A Room of One ' s 

Own: 

... in the man's brain, the man predominates 
over the woman , and in the Vvo:nan ' s brain, the 
woman predominates over the man. The normal 
and comfortable state of being is that when the 
tw o live in harmony together, spiritually 
co-operating. If one is a man still the woman 
part of the brain must have effect; and a 
woman also must have in tercourse with the 
man in her. Coleridge perhaps meant this 
when he said that a great mind is fully 
ferti li zed and uses a 11 it s faculties. Perhaps 
a mind that is pure ly masculine cannot create, 
any more than a mind that is purely feminine. 90 

1n Orlancto, Woo lf says: 

Different though the sexes are, they interm ix. 
1n every huma n being a vacillation from one 
sex to the other takes place, and often it is 
only the clothes that keep the ma le or female 
likeness , while underneath the sex is the very 
opposite of what it is above. 91 
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Without a reconciliation between the opposed charac~eristics 

within self, the individual is prevented from total visionary 

awareness. Hence, Bernard" joined to the sensibility of a woman 
, 9 

.. . possessed the logical sobriety of a man." 2 Perh1'ps Bernard 

is modelled upon Roger Fry, Qr perh3ps Fry simply has soma of 

the characte ristics of Woolf's most admirable types. 1 doubt if 

Bernard was modelled biographiC':J lly to the extent tn at Ralilsay 

was. Woolf says of Fry in The Moment that he affecten a un ion 

of two different qualities -- his reason and his 
sensibility. Many peop le have one; many people 
have the other. But few have both, and fewer 
stil l are able to make them work in harmony. 
But that was what he did. While he was 
reasoning he was seeing; and while he was 
s ee ing he was reason in g . He was acute ly 
sensitive, but at the same time he was 
uncompromisingly honest. 93 

Richard Dalloway , though limited as a visionary, has achieved 

a degree of androgyny, being "a man and a woman as we ll,,9 4and 

Tere nce Hewet has "something of a woman in h im. ,, 95 

The androgynous reconciliation is not always complete. 

Katherine ' s ambiguous position (b eing both vis ionary and rational) 

is an attempt at androgyny, though she is unaware of the profund

ity of her move, since it is activated largely via a reaction to the 

negative aspects of her mother's femininity. And since her 

re lationship with her mother vacillates between awe (she refers 

to her mother as "the figure of indefinite size whose head went 

up into the sky, whose' hand was in hers for guidance") and 

irritab ility at her im practicality , she can never estab li sh a 

single unchanging attitude and therefore can never establish a 

definite react ion to her mother. 96 The result is a vacillation 

between female and male , or practical and v isionary: "She would 

not have cared to confes s how infinite ly she preferred the 

exacti tu de, the star-like impers onality , of figures to th e confusion , 

agita tion , and vagueness of the finest prose. ,,97 

Orlando's sex , which is neither simply male or female, but is 
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dominated by one or the cther at different periods of his/her life , 

if precisely stated , involves a transformation within Orlando's 

life, from male to female: "It is enough for us to state the simple 

. fact; Orlando was a m;:;n till the age of thirty; when he became a 

womdn and has remained so ever since. ,,98 Actually (and here 

Woolf parodies the outmoded biographica l model Orlando is never 

as definite, as absolutely male or female. Orlando's 

sex changed far more frequently than those who 
have worn only one set of clothing can conceive; 
nor can there be any doubt that she rea ped a 
twofold harvest by this device; the pleasures 
of life were increa sed a nd its experiences 
multiplied. For the probity of breeches she 
exchanged the seductiveness of petticoats and 
enjoyed the love of both sexes equally. 99 

Orlando remains the same in actuality; she experiences no 

drastic change of sex . Tnstead, throughout his/her life, there 

is a continuous sh ifting from male to female sensibility; iJ 

healthy androgyny: "The cha nge of sex , though it altered their 

fun ction , did nothing whatever to alter their identity ." 1 00 

The unhea lthy extremes of each sex are curtailed by the 

existence of their oPPosites . Extreme aggression and domir.ance 

is tempered by, and tempers, passivity and subservienc8 . It is 

as a result of the exclusion of one characteristic that causes the 

other to exceed its creative limit, and become restrictive and 

destructive . Orlando has neither the aggression of the male 

nor the extreme passivity of the female. Both extremes have been 

tempered, and have been replaced by a fuller character. 

The androgynous mind is expressive and therefore artistic 

"The androgynous mind is resonant and porous . .. it transm its 

emotion without impediment ... it is naturally creative , incandes

cent and undivided. ,,101 For artistic creativity to take place 

"some marriage of oppos i tes ha s to be consumma ted. ,,102 

Galsworthy and Kipling were not artists, they were accused of 

"writing on ly with the male side of their brains.,,103 William 

Rodney is a masculine artist "half poet and half old maid ," and 



, , h ,. h' I . 1 04 equates artlstry Wlt expertlse In tec mca constructlOn . 

Katherine says: 

His mastery of metres was very great; if the 
beauty of a drama depended upon th e variety GI 
measures In wh ich tha personages speak, 
Rodney's plays must have cila llenged the 
works of Shakespeare. IDS 

His ta lent is "exclusively masculine . ,,1 06 His creativ ity is 
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highly contrived, consciously wrought and conflict ing with Woolf ' s 

idea that artistic expression shou ld be unconscious. Masculine 

art is gross ly inadequate , lacking female crea tivity , spontaneity, 

and intuition . 

The structure of To the Lighthouse is woven around the ma le/ 

fema le relatio nship. The first part 'The Window' , is dominated 

by Mrs Ramsay, and the th ird pa rt 'The Lighthouse' , is dominated 

by Mr Ramsay . And Ramsay's reaching the l ighthouse shifts the 

emphasis from an exaggerated description of the distinctly male 

(which occurs earlier in the novel) to an illus tration of the 

attainment of an accord; an ach ievement in the unification of 

complementaries (male and female). Lily Br iscoe too , makes this 

sh ift of emphasis: from perceiving Mr Ramsay as a figure 

abounding in the mascu li ne (as defined by Woolf ' s v ision) to a 

s elf wi th the possibility of reconc il ia tion with that which he 

lacks . His reach i ng the l ighthouse is to some degree just such 

an accomplishment, whioh in turn accentuates in the mind of 

Lily Briscoe , a unity of disparate elements. She recognizes 

and transmits such an awareness onto canvas . Ramsay ' s journey 

makes the completion of Lily ' s pa inting possible. He is en larged 

and ennobled; one realizes that in o ld age he has achieved some 

degree of revelation opposed to his philosophical investigations: 

he recognizes t he worth of the lighthouse (and of his wife insofar 

as she participates symbolically , as part of the lighthouse). He 

has, though perhaps not greatly , subdu ed his egoism; he is more 

understanding and intuitively aware . All of this is evidenced i n 

his i nteraction with Cam and James in the boat. He is more aware 



of the 'other ', less preoccupied with self. There is a germ of 

v isionary undE:rstanding ir, the old man . Perhaps it is old age 

which loosen's one ' s hold on the self and causes one to look 

past it. Neville in The Waves undergoes a simila r cr.ange. As 
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the energy of the self wanes, the self d issipates slightly, weakens 

the boundary between self and other , and with that comes the 

g limmer ing of vis ionary awareness . 

It follows that if androgyny is a productive reconciliation 

between the male and female components in the individual , or a 

recognition, and redress, of the i mbalance between the two 

components , the interaction between two individuals may achieve 

a similar redress of the balance within each indiv idual. The 

re lationship between Ralph and Katherine in Night and D~ appears 

to bear this out: "The utmost fullness of communion s ee med to be 

theirs. Thus united, he felt himse lf raised to an eminence , exalted , 

and filled with a powe r of achievement such as he had never 

known in singleness . ,, 107 But this need not necessarily be the 

case . It is a more precarious achievement than androgyny, Si nce 

coupling may entail an avoidance , rather than a solution t o the 

probl em . 

Even as complementary be ings , male and fema le do not 

necessarily profit throu gh coupling as partners . For Rachel and 

Terence, love and union is a n expression . It i s more usual 

however that the individua l , especially the ma le, deve lops his 

masculine facu lties in proportion to the degree that he suppresses 

his fem inine qua lities, a nd by exaggeration, forces the two to be 

mutually exclusive. Th isresults i n a gross deficiency , rather than 

in a desire to amend the deficiency. Thus William Rodney wishes 

to marry Katherine to support his defiCiency . He says: "If I 

cou ld wr ite - - ah, that would be another matter, I shouldn't bother 

you to marry me then, Ka therine . " 1 08 8im ilar ly , the more of a 

patria rchal tyrant Ramsay becomes, the more he demands sympathy 

from h is wife. Compensation is less harrowing than cure, and 

further, such characters are not inclined to face the reality of 

their deficiency. 
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The 10ve relationship may appear to achieve a fulfilment of 

the Woolfian vision in a second way, related to th e emu la tion of 

androgyny . A relationship ;-,lilY involve a degree of deperso na liza t ion , 

a slight relaxation of the boundary of self, in order to er.-:brace 

an ' ether '. For thi s rcason 1 have included a n extenc1.ed discussion 

of love at the end or this cha pt",r, as one of t he inadequa te or 

suspect means to vi s ionary awareness. Ilefore this discussion, 

the final manifestation of th e visionary experience w lll be 

discussed, insofar as the visionary is aWLlre of an antagonism 

between the principles goveri1ing visionary relation, i:ind the 

socia l ins titutions of the mater ial world. 
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Section 7 : Material and Visionary Worlds 

Every individual estab!ishes an idea of the material wDrld, 

based on sense data, the interpretation of this data, and i,ltellectual 

or the oretica l CDnstructs . It fo llows that if a l l individuals are 

comprised of an inner and ou ter self not in alignment, two at 

least partially distinct ideas of wha t constitutes r8illity wi ll 

result. They in fact describe differen t worlds: the objective , 

material world, and the subjective , visionary world . They 

represent the two domains of the dual identity . 

Septimus Smith consistently experiences visionary redllty. 

He says of the individual things arou nd him : 

But they beckoned; leaves were alive; trees we re 
illive . l\nd the leaves being connected by millions 
of fibres with his own body, there on the seat, 
fanned it up and down; when the branch stretched 
he, too, made that statement. The sparrows 
flutter ing, ris ing, and falling in jagged founta in s 
were part of the pattern; the white a nd blue , 
barred with black branches . Sounds made 
harmonies with premeditation; the spaces 
between them were as significan t as the sounds . 
A child cr ied . Rightly far away a horn sounded. 1 
All t aken to;Jether meant the birth of a new rellgion --

Woolf ' s idea of rea lity does not perm it the co- ex (stence of both 

inner and outer domains of the self. Visionary reality is 

characterized by the re lati on of a l l object s in ex istence , i n time 

and space. It is beyond temporality, or the irrevocab le success 

ion of moments, and beyond the effect s of time, that is, not 

s'lbject to change . Visionary reality is congruent with the 

Platonic ' idea' or 'ideal'. Katherine Hilberry thi nks of a Platonic 

universe when she says: 

... th ere dwelt the realities of the appearance 
which fi gure in our wor ld; so direct , powerfu l, 
and unimpeded were her sensations the re, 
compared with those ca lled forth in actua l life . 
There dwelt the thin gs one might have felt, had 
there been cause; the perfect happiness of which 
here we taste the fragment; the bea uty seen here 



in flying glimpses only . No doubt much of the 
furniture of this world was drawD directly from 
the pa st, and even from the England of the 
Elizabethan age. However the embellishment 
of this imaginary world might change, two 
qualities were constant in it. It was a place 
where feelings were liberated from the constra int 
which the rea l world puts on them; and the 
process of awakenment was always marked by 
resignation and a kind of stoical acceptance of 
fa cts. 2 
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Further on, talking to Mary Datchet she says; "It' s not love; it's 

not reason; I think it must be some idea. Perhaps, Mary, our 

affections are the shadow of an idea. Perhaps there isn't any 
3 

such thing as affection in itself. .. " 

The unstructured material world is a repl ica, an impure 

approximation of the vis ionary world . Inherent in the id ea of 

relation, is the necessity of order, structure, and an essentia l ly 

perfect position of the parts and of the arrangement of the whole. 

The following quotation from Lacob ' s Room reinforces Woolf's 

association with a Platonic universe; "Tn any case , life is but a 

procession of shadows , and God knows why it is that we embrace 

them so eagerly, and see them depart with such anguish , being 
4 

shadows." The Platonic ideal uses and inhabits corporality 

though it is not intrinsic to it. One such ideal is beauty; 

As for the beauty of women, it is like the light 
on the sea , never constant to a single wave. 
They all have it; they all lose it. Now she is 
dull and thick as bacon; now t ransparent as a 
hanging g la ss ; .. Thus, if you ta lk of a 
beautiful woman you mea n only something 
flying fast which for a second uses the eyes , 
li ps , or cheeks of Fanny Elmer, for example , 
to glow through. 5 

Even without such d irect correlations with a Platonic universe , 

the general Woolfian vision (of an imperfect and a perfect world , 

characterized by flux and permanence respectively) is a Platon ic 

conception . 

Curiously, in terms of the Woolfian metaphYSiC, va lues have 
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been inverted by the major ity of ind iv iduals. It is the world of 

change a nd separate identity that is commonly regarded i'1S ' real i ty '. 

Discard ing the Pla tonic absolute , the 'governors' of the ma ter ial 

wor ld have insti tuted a n idea of reali ty a t odds with v i s ion ary 

rea lity . To do this , in a wor ld of change and individua l difference , 

norm!; have been decided upon . These social , cultura l, and 

psychological norms are a rbitrarily desig nated . Change a nd 

i ndiv idua l difference are obscured in order t o construct a n 

imitation set of absolutes . The inhe rent fa llacy of such an 

attempt is that ' absolutes ' are on ly so because everyone i s forced 

to conform to them . They have in fact the status of imposed ru les . 

Woo lf says in 'The Mark on the Wa ll' : 
, 

There was a ru le for everything . The rule for 
tablecloths at that part icular period was tha t 
they shGu ld be made of t apestry with l it tl e 
ye llow compartments marked upon them , such 
a s you may see i n photogra phs of the carpets 
in the corr idors of the royal pa laces . Tablec loths 
of a different kind were not real tablecloths. 
How shocking , and yet how wonderful it was to 
d iscover that these rea l th i ngs , Sunday luncheons , 
Sunday wa lks, country houses , and tablecloths 
were not ent irely real , were indeed ha lf phantoms , 
and the damnation which visited the d isbeliever 6 
in t hem was on ly a sense of illeg itimate freedom . 

Woo lf did not le t this go unnoticed . Frank Ba ldanza says in 

' C larissa Dalloway's Par ty Consciousness ' : " Mrs Woolf had a 

hear ty fee l ing for original sin and cou ld never have shared the 
7 

fate of others in the sweet reasonableness of human be ings ." 

Na t urally, those who ma inta in the social ' t yranny ' a re those 

to whom vis ionary experience is mos t a ll en : those entrenched in 

the material world, ma intaining the laws of matter . Mrs Da ll oway 

is an ex pressio n of the laws of ma tter. It dea l s with the 

suppress ion of the visionary , by the tyrants, the mainta iner s of 

separation , and conformity, on their home ground . Such 

maintainers of the laws of matter are self -orientated and s uppress 

the vastness of the self; their l ives are a process of reinforc ing 

self and the system whereby selves may thrive as separate 



indiv iduals. Woolf says of Mrs Dalloway : "1 want to bring in 

the despicab leness of ~eopl e like OttGline MorrelTI . 1 want to 

give the slipperiness of the soul. 1 have been too tolerant often. 
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8 The truth is people scarce ly care for each other." From a ca ni ne 

point of view, Flush illumin ates the restrictions placed upon the 

individual; the uniformity, and tyranny of the imposed idea of 

rea li ty : 

But now a heavy weight jerked at his throa t; he 
was thrown back on his haunches . Were there 
not trees and grass? he asked . Were these not 
the signals of freedom? ... Why was he a 
prisoner here? He paused . Here, he observed, 
the flowers were massed far more thickly than 
at home; th ey stood, plant by plant, rigidly in 
narrow plots. The plots were intersected by 
hard black paths. lvien in shiny tophats 
marched ominously up and down the paths. At 
the sight of them he shuddered closer to the 
chain. He gladly accepted the protect ion of 
the chain . 9 

The tyranny of the outer wor ld is so great as to force the sale 

expression of the outer self. St. John Hirst, as culpable of that 

which he accuses others of, says : " But they ' re all types . Don't 

take us , - - take this hotel. You could draw circles round the 
. 10 whole lot of them, and thp.y ' d never stray ou ts Ide . " The 

ind ividual ' s reality is vested in the standard , and the conventionai: 

to defy it i s to find oneself alone , with self as one ' s on ly 

yardstick . The desire to express inner self exists , but i s power 

fully overshadowed by a need to conform: 

He said (without words) ' I'm damnably unhappy. ' 
' So am I ,' Dodge echoed. 
'And 1 too,' Isa thought . 
They were a II caught and caged; prisoners; 
watching a spectacle . ll 

Mrs Manresa causes a breach in the accepted idea of reality, 

and the effect is to lib era te: " .. . for everybody fe lt, directly 

she spoke, 'She ' s said it, she's done it , not I ' , and could take 

advantage of the breach of decorum, of the fresh air that blew in, 



to follow like leaping dolphins in the wake of an ice-break ing 

vesseL ,,12 The strictLires on the inner self are not only :locial 

and psychologica l: individual morality is des ignated , and the 

individual relinquishes his ability to take responsibility for his 

actions. Katherine Hllberry serves as an example 

Like all people brought up in a tradition , 
Katherine was able, within ten minutes or so, 
to reduce any moral d ifficul ty to its 
traditional shape and solve it by the 
tradi tional answers. The book of wisdom lay 
open , if not upon her mother's knee, upon the 
knees of many l1ncles and aunts. She had 
only to consult them, and they would at 
once turn to the right page and read out an 13 
answer exactly suited to one in her position. 

Convention governs individua 1 life; "nobody ever broke the 

convention. If you listened, as 1 did, it was like watching a 
14 

game. One had to know the ruleS." 
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The male is associated with the outer world . Society is 

patriarcha I, a nd therefore the mille bears the brunt of Woolf's 

invective . Woolf says: "IneVitab ly we must look upon societies 

as conspiracies that, . . inflate ... a monstrous ma le , loud of 

voi ce , hard of fist, childishly intent upon scouring the floor of the 

earth with chalk marks , within whose myst ic boundaries human 
15 

beings are penned rigidly, separately, a rti fi cia lly ... " 

Professions replace visionary glimpses as measures of 

achievement: "If people are highly successful in their professions 

they los e their senses ... What then remains of a human being 

who has lo st sight and sounc.i, and sense of proportion? Only a 

. i . " 16 crtpp e In a cave. 

C laris sa objects to the male-dominated world which shallow lY 

demarcates reality. She says of Bradshaw: "Life is made intoler -
17 

able; they make life intolerable, men like that." Bradshaw is 

"the priest of science . ,,18 Alice Van Buren Kelley in The Novels 

of Virginia Woolf refers to Bradshaw's activities and his pOSition 

as one of "antivision", since he embodies all those who strive to 
19 

impose a norm and to standardize all subjective vision. 
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Richard Da ll cway MP, thot.: gh less tyrann ica I, is jus t as i ntrica te ly 

invo lved in the vast mcichine which e nsures conformity, and 

establlshes norms: "He seemed to come from the humm ing oily 

c entre of the machine where the polished rods are s lid i ng , and 

the pistons thumping ; he grasped things so firm ly but so loosely 

did 

,, 20 

Hugh Whitbread, like Bradshaw , is devo id of inn er life: "He 
21 

not go deeply, he breaked surfaces ... " He goe s "strolling 

past in his white waistcoat, dim, fat, blind, past everyth ing he 
22 

looked , except self -esteem and comfort. " He has " no heart, no 

bra in, noth ing but the rr.a nners a nd breed in g of an Engl is h 

gentl eman ... 
,,23 

The ma le dominated society produces the inst itution of war, 

which for Woolf was the c li max of a sick, stunted society . Of th e 

spectacle of the a pproaching war Woo lf says : "Why ridiculous? 
, 24 

Because none of it fits : enc loses no reallty." And furth e r on 

she explores th e farc ical and unnatural nature of war 

All these men appear to me li ke grown ups 
staring incredu lously at a child ' s sand castle 
which for some inexplicab le reason has be come 
a rea l vast castle , needing gunpowder and 
dynamite to destroy it. Nobody in th e ir 
senses can believ:; in it. Yet nobody mus t 
tell the truth . 25 

Woolf feels trapped in an absurd situation. During a rare moment 

in which she has faith in the eventua l e limination of war , she 

appea ls for intros pection. It is a na ive plea , for it would result 

in th e s e lf-destruc tion of the tyrant's control. She says 

Let us try to drag up into consciousness th e 
s ubconsc ious Hitl erism that holds us down . 
It is the desire fo r aggression; the des ire to 
dominate and enslave . Even i n the darkness we 
can see that made v isible . We can see shop 
windows blazing; and women gazing ; painted wome n; 
dressed-up women; women with crimson li ps and 
crimson fing ernails . They are s laves who are 
trying to enslave . If we cou ld free ourselves from 
slavery we should free men from tyra nny . Hitlers 
are br ed by s laves. 26 
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The character in 'The ~v'lark on the Wall ' equates the materiai 

world with war . She says of this reality: "The military sound of 

the word was enough ," for it prevents her from visionary relation. 

And further: "How peaceful it is dow.n here, rooted in the centre 

of the world ... if it were not for Wh ita ker' s Alma na c - - if it were 
27 

not for the Table of Precedency . " Whitaker's Almanac and the 

Table of Precedency are symbols of the male world, of heirarchy 

and over-developed order. 

Peter Walsh recognizes the outer world as being self-perpet

uating. Of the Prime Min ister Walsh says: 

One couldn't la ugh at him . He looked so ordinary. 
You might have stood him behind a counter and 
bou ght b iscuits - - poor chap, all rigged up in 
gold lace. And to be fair, as he went his rounds , 
first with Clarissa , then with Richard escorting 
him , h8 did it very well . He tried to look 
somebody . It W3S amus ing to watch ... yet it 
was perfectly plain that they all knew, felt to 
the marrow of their bones , this majesty passing; 
this symbol of what they all stood for , English 
society . Old Lady llruton, and she looked very fine 
too, very sta lwart in her lace, swam up, and they 
withdrew into a little room which at once became 
spied upon, guarded, and a sort of stir and rustle 28 
rippled through everyone openly : the Prime Minister) 

The whole of society supports the majesty of the Prime Minister, 

by common, silent consent. They nominate a perfectly ordinary 

being to embody a symbol they col lectively vow to upho ld and 

support. The Prime Minister becomes, and is forced to remain, 

the sum of his significance ; the society will not expose the 

illus ion, since this illus ion in turn supports their existence , their 

position in the significant structure. To expose the Prime M inister 

is to expose themselves. By these means , the outer life is seldom 

transgressed. 

Peter Walsh however, though intermittently a visionary, is a 

supporter and adherent of the materia l world . He regards the 
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whole of civiiization as a tr iumph of which he is undoubted ly part. 

His mea n ing, his self, and h is point of view, are of the rna teria I 

world: 

A splendid achievement in its own way, after all, 
London; the season; civilization .. . there were 
moments when civilization, even of this sort, 
seemed dear to him as a personal possession; 
moments of pride in Eng land; i n butlers; chow 
dogs; girls in their security. Ridiculous enough , 
still there it is, he thought. 29 

Tn Between the Acts Woolf has two young women sing "I'd be 

a butterfly", and two young men , "Rule Brittania " . 30 This 

expresses her cr iticism of thp. Victorian age , and of the conventiona l 

male/female relationship throughout history. The woman is to be 

pretty, inconsequential., useless and a l most selfless: an iota of 

beauty . The male, moved by the desire to assert, creates 

boundaries (empires), cunquers , and traps a bu tterfly for his own 

use.
31 

It i s a syndrome still found in the twentie t h century, 

abhorred by Woolf. 

Apart from the actions of Drs . Holmes a nd Bradshaw, there 

are numerous other representat ives of the tyranny of the material 

world . Lady Bruton is the female equivalent of Bradshaw . She 

manipulates, controlling many lives , in a vast game of power. 

The Pr ime Minister , the royal car, and the roya l coat of arms on 

Hugh Whitbread ' s case constantly remind one of the existence of 

a tyrannical brotherhood, an elite which controls , imposes , and 

disregards: in short, it comm its the most serious crimes with 

regard to the freedom and development of the visionary se lf. 

Miss Kilman is opposed to the inner life, though she cannot 

be paralleled to Bradshaw. She has a religious vision, which 

instead of expanding her, contracts and subdues her. It gives her 

no fulfilment, only a bitter sense of equality. She can evade 

responsibility for her actions, for she is gUided by religion , as 

Bradshaw is by proportion and sanity : " If only she GiSS Kilm~ 
cou ld make her @lariss~ weep; could ruin her; humiliate her; 

bring her to her knees crying, You are right! But this wa s God's 



will, not [!0lSS Kilman '~ It was to be a religious victory. ,,32 

Kilman says of Elizabeth Dalloway : "If she could grasp, if she 

could clasp her, if she could make her hers absolutely and then 

die; that was all she wanted.,,33 Like Louis in The Waves she 

has a destructive vision, not of becoming part of the whole, but 

of subduing the who le to her own system . 

The tyra~ny of those who, like Lou is , wish to reduce their 

environment to a function of their own idea of rea lity, are not 

less culpable than the priests of the outer world, the social 

tyrants such as Bradshaw: in fac t, their spiritua l tyranny may be 

more a ppa lling tha n Bradshaw's in that it is a imed at the inner 

beings of those who surround them. When Woolf says that she 

has "come to loa the any dominion of one over another; any 

leadership, a n imposition, any imposition of the will,,,34 she 
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refers to the spiritual kin oi Miss Kilman ' s in Mrs Dalloway. He r 

vision, like all tyrannical visions, and the need to subject others 

to i t, aris es from a lack of definition of self , a need to consolidate 

one's self by finding its refl ection around one . This is only barely 

an attempt at unity; in fact, because it is active , possessive and 

inflicting, it is in every important respect an antithesis to a true 

vision of unity . It involves no depersonalization: the movement 

is towards, and not beyond, self. Clarissa ' s daughter is the 

object of Kilman ' s tyrannica l vision : 

And there rose in her an overmastering desire to 
overcome her; to unmask her . If she could have 
felled her it would have eased her. But it was 
not the body; it was the soul and its mockery 35 
that she wished to subdue; make feel her mastery . 

Other cha racters wish to assert the ir selves, to create a rea lity 

based on their own des ign, but do so less tyrannically, less 

obviously, so as to resemb le those who, by means of visionary 

experience, oppose the existing idea of rea lity. They revea I by 

their acti ons that to oppose, like Louis, is not necessarily a 

commendable act, for it may be an attempt at instituting yet 

another tyranny . Sally Seton in Mrs Dalloway resembles Jinny in 
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The Waves . Both rebel aga inst the restrictions of conventionality, 

both reject the outer world, though not to explore the visionary 

world, as Bernard or -Clarissa have done. Both are firmly establish

ed (13 selves, who do not wish to relinquish selfhood, and reject 

conventionality only to set up an alternative based on the 

delineation, or essence, of that self. Their relation to the outer 

world differs from that of Bernard: he regards it (rightly) as the 

enemy of unity, freedom and fulfilment, whereas they use it 

simply as a pOint of departure . Tn a sense they are nourished by 

it, for the individuality of th e ir actions is constantly fed by the 

knowledge of havin g abandoned conventionality and cons tra int. 

Their freedom is in terms of the outer world; they do not tra nscend , 

~QQ..eQse. The outer world is a constant reminder that their 

actions are expressions of self. They rely on what they reject 

as a means of reinforcing what they are, and this re liance pre

cludes transcend e nce. They are annoyed by, and not terrified 

of, the conventions and th eir implementers. 

The very fact that such characters. can discard conventionality 

without fee ling threatened, points to the solidity of their selves. 

They abandon convention in order to construct an a lte rnative one; 

the active ordering acts both as the source of s loughing off 

convention, and as the means of transcendence, in the sense that 

Bernard tra nscends. 

The material and visionary worlds have been explored , in an 

examination of Mrs Dalloway by K. Ames, in terms of the mock-
36 

hero ic, a nd Pope. Ames points out the pa ra llels between 

Clarissa and Be linda, thougl"> he only mentions, but does not explore, 

the significance of the relation between Bradshaw and the Neo

Classical sense of proportion. Values are inverted by Woolf; the 

Popean morality is equated with that of paterna l tyranny, and 

Clarissa, though sh e certainly does not entirely benefit by a 

comparison with Belinda, reveals that her Popean counterpart is 

perhaps of more valu e than previously supposed, simply 

because Belinda is without the destructive force of tyranny and 

oppres s ion . 



F inally, since the designators of 'reality ', the tyrants 

controll ing action, tho'Jght a nd interaction, are in tota 1 control, 

'dissidents ' are swiftly dealt with. Septimus Smith impales 

himself. His is the hero i c action. There is, however, a less 

heroic solution for the visionary, which entails an alliance with 

bNh idea s of reality , ensur ing that one ' s visionary glimpses 

remain well hidden. This is C lar issa's position . 

In her diary entry for October 17 , 1924, upon finish ing Mrs 

Dalloway, Woo lf says: "I felt glad to be quit of it, for it has 

been a stra in the la st few weeks , yet fresh er in t he head; with 

less I mean of the usual feeling that I' ve shoved through and 
37 

just kept my feet on the tight rope." The delicate balance 
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between the mater ial and the visiona ry wor lds , the attempt t o 

rema in in an amb iva lent pos ition , and therefore a precar ious one, 

in which a step to either side would mean d ea th of some sort 

(e ither spiritual or physical) in Woolf, i s paralle led by Clarissa's 

position. Woolf does not pass comment upon Clarissa; she can 

only sympathi ze , and show, u ltimately , the difficulty of 

decid ing to stop anywhere else than on the tightrope . She insists 

that sit1ce a dual commitment is the only , though imperfect, 

posltion, she wishes to "decorate the dungeon with flowers and 
38 

a ir - cush ions; be as decer,t as we poss ibly can." 

This is t he visionary's ultimate dilemma, discussed in 

Chapter 6 , which I have caUed 'The Significance ' of the 

Woolfia n v is ion . 



Sect io~l 8 Relation "ia Submersion in 'Nothingness '. 

Chapter 3 examined the mechanics of visionary projection. If 

vislonary awareness (visiunary relation with all exist in g thin gs) 

is to be achieved, persona l identity must be transcended . Ra pt 

apprehension of the ' other ' causes the subject to externalize end 

enlarge self by discarding it. 
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There is a second form of externalization , and because this 

method profoundly affects the perceiving subject's idea of 

visionary reality , I will discuss this second mode of transcend

ence as an aspect of the vis ion itself , though strictly speaking, 

it is a means to visionary awa reness, an a lternative to projective 

perception. 

Mrs Ramsay provides the important clue . She says: 

To be Silent; to be alone ... one shrank , with a 
sense of so lemnity, to beir.g onese lf, a wedge 
shaped core of darkness ... Losing personality, 
one lost the fret, the hurry, the stir; a nd there 
rose to her li ps a lways some exclamation of 
triumph over life when things came together in 
-thi s peace, this rest, th is eternity . .. I 

Mrs Ramsay describes a visionary voyage though one not in itiated 

by projective perception. Personal identity is transcended, th e 

ego is suppressed, and materiality temporarily ceases to exert 

tota l control. The process is one of direct externalizat ion, 

without the catalyst of adopting an alternative, intuitively 

perceived 'other'. This may be called ' externalization via sub

mersion in nothingness '. It is quite similar to projective percep

tion , in that both involve the fundamental means to visionary 

experience : negation of self . Yet it is utterly different in that 

it is most often a devastating vision, one of complete meaning 

lessness and ' nothingness ', since no identity replaces the one 

recently and temporarily cast aside. Because of th i s relation 

between transcendence of identity and submersion in a devastating 

emptiness, one has the first inkling that visionary achieveme nt 
2 

is associated with death. The lady in Between the Acts who 



commits suicide draws herself towards "that deep centre, in that 

black '1eart. ,,3 Clarissa Dalloway says: "Fear no more, says 

the heart, comm itti ng its burden to some sea ... " 4 The sea, as 

a representative of undifferentiated ex istence, or of the id ea of 
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a related, united,single whole e mbracing all objects in existence, 

may be regarded by the visionary as either comforting and re

assuring (in -that it is a positive vision) or devastating and mean

ingless. Mrs Ra msay, prone to both modes of depersona lization 

(projective perception and submersion in 'nothingness') consequently 

regards the sea ambiguously: 

... the monotonous fall of the wave s on the beach, 
which for the mo s t part beat a measured and 
soothing tattoo to her ~rs RamSay'~ thoughts 
and seemed consolingly to repeat over and over 
again as she sat with the children the words of 
some old cradle song, murmured by nature , "I am 
guard ing you - - I am your support", but at 
other times suddenly and unexpectedly ... had 
no such kindly meaning ... 5 

Rhoda, never able to ach ieve identity, and tortured by a world 

that demands that each member has a separate and distinct identity, 

choo~, es 'the only course open to her. She returns to the sea , to 

an origina l , undifferentiated state. In it s vastness, it contains 

all of existence. For those whose vision may be devastating 

rather than ecstatic, visionary reality is represented by the sea. 

Llly Briscoe has an experience similar to Mrs Ramsay's (discussed 

above) 

She [l,ilyJ seemed to be standing up to the lips 
in some substance, to move and fl oat and sink 
in it, yes, for these waters were unfathomably 
deep. Into them had spilled so many lives. 
The Ramsay's; the children's; and all sorts of 
waifs and strays of things besides. A washer 
woma n with her ba sket; a rook; a red -hot 
poker; the purples and grey-greens of flowers 
some common feeling which held the whole 
together. 6 

Terence Hewet's moment of meaninglessness, his submersion 



in 'nothingness' , related tn the sea, provides a detailed account 

of the experience: 

He allowed himself to lapse into forgetfulness of 
everything. As if " wind that had been ra ging 
incessantly suddenly fell asleep, the fret and 
strain and anxiety which had been pressing on 
him past away. He seemed to stand in an unvexed 
space of air, on a little island by himse lf; he 
was free and immune from pain. It did not matter 
whether Rachel was well or ill; it did not matter 
whether they were a part or together; nothing 
mattered -- nothing mattered . The waves beat 
on the shore far away, and the soft wind passed 
throll gh the branch e s of the trees, seeming to 
encircle him with peace and security, with dark 
and nothingness. 7 

The different modes of depersonalization may be approached 

by using the concept of po int of view . The projective pe rceiver, 

immediately upon externalizing, is absorbed into other identities . 

The distance betwee n subject and object is collapsed; the object 

is accessible to, and no distance from, the subject. The 

nihilistic visionary , though exter!1alized, regards th e rest of 

exlstence as immeasurably far away . For example , the character 

In 'The Mark on the Wall ' is ultimately entangled with her ob ject , 

whereas Mrs Ramsay may experience an aloneness made complete 

by the absence of even her own ldentity . Lily Brlscoe describes 

these antithetical visionary points of view, and their relation to 

the sea of undifferentiated existence. She thinks: "All that in 
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idea seemed simple became in practice immediately complex; as 

th e waves s ha pe themselves symmetrica lly from the cliff top , but 

to the swimmer among them are divided by steep gulfs and foaming 

crests . "B 

Katherine Hilberry provid es evidence whereby submersion in 

'nothingness' must be regarded as essentially visionary. For 

Katherine, "night" (associated with vision) is synonymous with 

nothingness, loss of identity and submersion: " .. . as the night 

was warm, she raised Ghe windo~ in order to feel the a ir upon 

her face, and to lose herself in the nothingness of night. ,,9 And 
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conversely, "day" is associated with the ego, desire , and activi.ty, 

for in her negation of self "She s eemed physically to have stepped 

beyond the region where the light of illuSion stil l makes it 
10 . 

desirable to possess,to 10'Je, to struggle." Eleanor Parglter 

has a moment of vision, one of nothingness and non -being : 

"Vvhere am I ? she asked herself, staring at a heavy frame. What 

is that? She seemed to be alone in the midst of nothingness: 
11 

yet must descend, must carry her burden ... " Her vision is not 

connected to the mater ia l world; it is truly a vision because 

having lost identity, and in the absence of a surrogate identity , 

she loses her bearings. 

Mary Datchet' s experience of nothingness is complete; she is 

aware that she no longer cares for her safety, no longer reg isters 

any reaction of any sort: 

Would she mind, for example , if the wheels of that 
motor-omnibus passed over her and crushed her 
to death? No, nat ill the le3st; or an adventure 
with that disagreeable-looking man hanging about 
the entrance of the Tube station? No; she could 
r::ot conceive fear or excitement. 12 

She saw to the remote spaces behind the strife of 
the foreground, enabled now to gaze there, since 
she had renounced her own demands ... 13 

She had renounced something and was now -
how could she express it - - not quite 'in the 
running' for life. 14 

1sa Oliver's visionary experiences are seldom ecstatic , or 

caused by projective perceptlor::. All of the objects of her 

visionary attention are obliterated. 

"Where do I wander?" she mused. "Down what 
draughty tunnels? Where the eyeless wind blows? 
And there grows nothing for the eye. No rose. 
To issue where? In some harvestless dim field 
where no evening lets fa 11 her mantle; nor sun 
rises. All's equal there. Unbl.owing , ungrowing , 
are the roses there. Change is not; nor the 
mutable and lovable; nor greetings nor partings; 
nor furtive findings and feelings, where hand seeks 
hand and eye seeks shelter from the eye." 15 



Miss La Trobe, after the pageant, is fraught with the "horror 
16 

of being alone." She seeks oblivion, total mindlessn()ss, a 

nega tion of all activity of self. To reinforce, and to become 

aware of self, is to be re~inded of its loneliness, its failure, 

and its imperfection. Thus, out of despair, oran inability to 

fa ce despair, she moves towards selflessness. This means to 

vision is opposed to selflessness via absorption in the ' other ', 

which is a positive and pleasing experience: "What she wanted 
17 

was darkness in the mud." The process of a visionary 
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fertility via the selflessness in despair and nihilism, is expressed 

in terms of submersion in mud: 

She raised her glass to her lips. And drank. And 
listened. Words of one syllable sank down into 
the mud. She drowsed; she nodded. The mud 
became fertlle. Words rose above the intolerab ly 
laden dumb oxen plodding through the mud. Words 
without mea ning - - wonderful words. 18 

Oblivion, though fundamentally different from absorption in the 

'other', in effect achieves the same: a suppression of the ego, 

a dimrr.ing of desire and of the need to ass ert and to express one's 

self . 

Submersion in ' nothin<)ness', and the relinqui sh ing of self, 

is a state in which one is reinforced with the whole. It necess

itates a 'sleeping' self, a transcendence of one state and an 

attainment of another. One is reminded of Walt Whitman's "The 

Sleepers" : 

1 dream in my dream all the dreams of the other dreamers, 
And 1 beco:ne the other dreamers. 19 

In order to avoid the devastating vision of submers ion in 

'nothingness' , to dispel the sense of non-being, one needs to 

react positively to th e environment, to feel a s ense of relation, 

a relationship based on attraction or repulsion. Hate will result 

in the maintenance of separate identity; attraction will result in 

visionary relation; oneness with the whole. 
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C larissa hates her daughter ' s teacher: "Kilman her enemy: 
20 

that was satisfying, that was real ... " At other times no such 

stimulus preve nts her from loosening the boundary of self : "But 

often now this body she wore ... this body , with all its Cd pacit

ies, seemed nothing -- nothing at ,, 11. She had the oddest sense 

of being herself invisible; unseen; unknown . .. this being Mrs 
21 

Dalloway; not even C larissa anymore . " Just as Rhoda clings to 

material objects to avoid being "blown beyond the loop of time" , 

and Louis is re~~lled by the idea of "moving through abysses of 

infinite space" , in fear of having to confront devastation or 

'nothingness ' , so Clarissa maintains her associations with the 

material world . Rachel Vinrace , during an experience of exte rior

iza tion, is confronted with a vision quite removed from the 

ecstacy of projective perception. She i s alarmed by "the unspeak

able queerness of the fact that she should be sitting in an armchair" 

or "that things should exis t a t all. ,,23 Septimus too, in moments 

of submersion in 'nothingness' , suspects that the "world itself 

is without meaning. ,,24 

Tn conclusion, two modes of depersonalization exist for Woolf, 

similar in their mechanism, yet opposed in their effect upon th e 

subject. Since both involve depersonalization, both ultima tely 

involve the a pprehens ion of the Woolfia n meta phys ic, of a va s t, 

undifferentiated, unified whole. Though E.M. Forster's metaphysic 

is not identica 1 to Woolf's, Profes sor Godbole ' s delight at 

g limpsing Krishna or eternity, and Mrs Moore's horror, ultimately 

fatal, at having to confront the realm beyond time and space , are 

not different from Woolf's projective perception , and submers ion 

in 'nothingness ', respectively. 2S 

Hav ing examined , in this section, a valid alternative means 

to the process outlined i n Chapter 3, of attain ing v isionary 

experience, T will, to conclude this Chapter, discuss two other 

methods of externa llzation , both inadequate and fallacious , since 

neither permits the subject true visionary awareness. They are 

the love situation, and religious experience . 



Section 9 : DClsm and Morality 

Love involves de-personaliza t ion : a total identification with 

the object of one ' s love . For Terence and Rachel it is a fruitful 

expansion: 

The rush and embrace of the rockets as they soa red 
up into the air seemed li ke the fiery way in whi ch 
lovers suddenly rose and united, leaving the crowd 
gazing up at them with strained white faces. 1 

Love allows them to transcend , to absent themselves from part

icipation in the ' lifeless ' state of those committed to the world 
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of separate, socia l identity . In a passage full of youthful 

optimism, Woolf is inspired by the love between Stella (V irg in ia 's 

ha lf-sister) and Jack Hills. She writes: 

And it was through that engagement that I had my 
first vision -- so intense , so exciting, so rapturous 
was it t hat the word vision applies - - my first 
vision t hen of love between man and woman . It 
wa s to me like a ruby; the love I detected that 
winter of the ir engagement , glowing, red, clea r, 
intense. It gave me a conception of love ; a 
standard of love; a sense tha t nothing in t he 
whole world is so lyrica l, so musical , as a 
young ma nand a young woma n in the ir first love 
for ea ch other. 2 

Artistic creativity, as a means of transmitting vi s ionary 

reality, may be ach ieved through love: 

Love has a thousand shapes. There might be lovers 
whose gift It was to choose out the elements of 
things and place them together and so , giving them 
a wholeness not theirs in life, make of some 
scene, or meeting of people (all now gone and 
separate), one of those globed compacted th ings 
over which thought lingers, and love plays. 3 

C lari ssa Dalloway, an experienced visionary, d istrusts love. 

She says of love: "Love destroyed too. Everyth i ng that was fine , 
4 

everything that wa s true went. Ta ke Peter Wa lsh now ." Love, 
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when obsessive, controls and alteis one. Obsession mGY be 

regarded as the first indication that as a concept , love may restrict 

ra ther tha n enlarge. 

Secondly, in terms of Woolf's metaphysic, love rr,ilY not lead 

to an en largement of self because of its s exual component. Woolf's 

aversion to sex (in her novels, and given adequate treatment in 

Quentin Bell's biography) would cause her to seriously dO'Jbt 

love as a means to, or an expression of, vision, though it is 

possible via love, to transcend any physi cal hankerings 

Although they sat so close together, they had 
ceased to be little sepa rate bodies; they had 
ceased to struggle and desire one another. There 
seemed to be peace between them. It might be 5 
love, but it was not the love of man for woman. 

Tn Orlando, Woo lf mak es the distlnction between "Love " and 

"Lust" though fa ils to show how love is to be conducted without 

physicality. The na rrator in Orlando says: 

For Love, to which we may now return, ha s two 
faces; one white , th e other black; two bodies; 
one smooth, th e other ha iry. It ha s two ha nds , 
two feet, two ta ils, two, indeed, of every 
member and each one is the exact opposite of the 
other. Yet, so strictly are they joined together 
that you cannot separate them . In this case, 
Orlando's love began her flight towards him 
with her white face turned, and her smooth and 
love ly body outwards . Nearer and nearer she 
came wafting before her airs of pure delight . 
All of a sudde n (at the sight of the Archduchess 
presumably) she wheeled about, turned the other 
way round; showed herself black, hairy, brutish; 
and it was Lust the vulture, not Love, the Bird of 
Paradise, that flopped foully and disgustingly upon 
his shoulders. 6 

Thirdly, Katherine Hilberry questions the nature of the inner 

and outer selves, and their disparity. Ralph , she be lieves, offers 

her a solution, an equlllbrium be tween th e two by transforming 

the outer to coincide with the inner, and to harmonize with it. 

The fact that such a reconciliation would only ex ist between the 



lovers, and not between Katherine and the world, indicates both 

that love is a diminutive representation of universal relatlon , 
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and that love insulates and diminishes one 's wor ld. By accepting 

an enlargement of two , Katl,erine fellnquish ed an enlargpment 

wlth the whole. 

Love is a diminutlve unity, enacted on earth . The merg ing is 

never perfect, because of its illsularlty. Thus , even in one of 

Woolf's portraya Is of more successful love , there is dis satlsfa c tlon: 

... It took th e form of gradual detachment untU 
Katherine became completely absorbed in her 
own thoughts, which carried her away with such 
intens ity that she sharply resented any recall to 
her companion's siue. It was useless to assert 
that these trances were always originated by Ralph 
himself, however little in their later stages they 
had t o do with him. The fact remained that she 
had no need of him and was very loath to be 
reminded of him. 7 

Further, love may be one of the various institutions of the outer, 

superficial , standardized world; conventlonallzed merging, a 

mockery of th e true: "How then , could they be in love ? The 

fragmentary nature of their relatlonship was but too apparent. ,,8 

Besides the detrimental effects of love on the ind ividuai, it 

contains an lnherent danger , tha t of reflexive perceptlon. Whether 

wllied or not, the lover may tra nsform the object of his love , 

eliminate all 'otherness ' pnd make it conform to the imagined 

object of his desire. This does little to expand self, for it 

familla rizes the object, causing it be absorbed, rather than being 

the absorbing agent. It becomes an extension of self, and the 

lover may unwittlngly descend to the state of being where nothing 

is rea lly apprehended, only transformed and ingested, reinforcing 

self, and securing greater llmita tion and singularity. Katherine 

says to Ra lph : 

Being yourse If very inex perienced a nd very 
emotional, you go home and invent a story 
about me, and now you can 't separate me from 
the person you've imagined me to be . You call 



that, I suppose, being in love; as a matter of 
fact it's being in delusion. 9 

Further: "She might speak to him, but w ith that strange tremor 

in his voice, those eyes blindly adoring , whom did he answer? 
"0 

What woman did he see? I' " 

Woolf was perplexed, it appears, by how to treat love. Her 

marriage to Leonard was a constant reminder to her, of the 

benefits, the constru c tive and positive effects , of love . Yet so 

often it becomes habitua l and support ive (as with the Ramsay ' s 

marr iage) or utterly restrictive and possess ive (as with Giles 

a nd Isa Oliver'S relationship). lI On a more ph ilosophical level, 

love may be irreconc ilab le with the idea of visionary relation, 

for despite the init ia l act of en largement , or expans ion of s8lf, 

the love r elationship may ult imate ly prevent one from moving 

b eyond the community of two. Complac ency, obligation, and 

familiarity may preclude one from expanding further. 

J. Hawthorn in Virginia Woolf's Mrs Da lloway says of Woolf ' s 

concept of love: " . .. like so many other things in the nove l its 
12 

nature is seen to be t wo-edged and complex. " Love is 
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associated w ith neither the exterior , mutable world, nor with t he 

visionary world , exclus ively. It hos e lements of both, and more

over, it is complicated by conta ining factors unrelated to the 

bas ic distinction between materia l and vis ionary; it is not merely 

composed of various ant ithet ica l qualities, supportive or destruct 

ive t o either visionary unity, or to separation and the maintenance 

of self. It is principally a microcosm of unity but often excludes 

everyone except one's loved one with the same degree of passion 

with which one loves. Even in the love between Rache l and 

Terence, there is a sense in which their love of each other has 

excluded them from apprehend ing others. Woo lf says of 

them: "They were according ly left a lone until th ey fe lt the 

silence as if, playing in a vast church , the door had been shut 
13 

on them." Rachel becomes increaSing ly aware of this re s trictive 

aspect of love until s he realizes that "s he wanted many more things 



than the love of one huma n being - - the sea, the sky . She turned 

again and looked at the distant blue, which was so smooth and 

serene where the sky met the sea; she could not possib ly wa nt 

1 h b
' ,, 14 

on y one uman elng . 

Love achieves the dissolution of self , since in essence it 

involves the ema ptured contemplation of another. Love though, 

is a very special case of depersonalization , for it has destructive 

s id e -effects - - bonda ge, CDmm ltment, restriction (for while it 

initially expands the self, it s imultaneously prevents the self 

from venturing further)/ habit, fam i liarity , and often , a more 

intense awareness of self (as reflected in the other person) . 15 

Thus although love may be one of the many cases of depersonal-

ization via absorption in the ' other ', it is complex and untrust -
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worthy , and its pitfalls may supercede its value; it may ultimately 

thwart the journey out of s e lf. Terence Hewet, in a moment of 

dissatisfaction with th e love situation, becomes aware of its 

destructive elements. Bachelorhood may ultimately be less 

harmful. 1 quote this important passage in full: 

Partly because he was irritated by Rachel the id ea 
of marria ge irritated him . It immediately suggested 
the picture of two people sitting alone over the 
fire; the man was reading , the woman sewing . 
There was a second picture. He saw a man jump 
up, say good night, leave the company and hasten 
away with the quiet secret look of one who is 
stealing to certain happ iness . Both thes e pictures 
were very unp leasant, and even more so was a third 
picture, of husband and wife and friend ; and the 
married people glancing at each other as though they 
were content to let something pass unquest ioned , 
be ing th e mselves possessed of a deeper truth . 
Other pictures - - he was walking very fast in h is 
irritation, and they came before him without any 
conscious effort , like pictures on a sheet -
succeeded thes e . Here were the worn husband 
and wife sitting with their children round them, 
very patient, tolerant, and wise. But that, too, 
was an unpleasant picture . He tried all sorts of 
pictures, taking them from the lives of frie:1ds of 
his, for he knew many different married couples; 
but he saw them always, walled up in a warm firelit 
room. When, on the other hand , he began to 



think of unmarried reople , he saw them active 
in an unllmited world; above all, standing on 
the same ground as the rest, without shelter 
or advantage ". 16 
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Woolf's attitude to love is simllar to that of religion. Both 

may effect an expansion of self. But it may also only be a facade, 

an excuse or camouflage for a greater rigidity and separation, 

and further, both may attempt to consume the identity of the 

participant. This ambigu ity of effect (a fre edom or an imprison

ment of the self) may be seen when C lar issa says: " ... but love 

and religion wou ld destroy that, whatever it was, the privacy of 
17 

the soul." 

Clarissa expands this awa,eness of the consuming possibllities 

of an insular love, when she says: 

And there is a dignity in people; a solitude; even 
between husband and wife a gulf; and that one 
mu st respect, thought C larissa , watching him open 
th e door; for onp would not part with it oneself, 
or take it, against his will , from one's husband , 
without 10Sit~ one 's independence , one ' s self-
res pecL .. 

Tn her unfavourable bias aga inst love and religion , C la rissa 

accentuates its destructiveness and limitation. She believes it 

can make on e more aware of oneself , and confirm and support 

one's identity. She says: "Think of Peter [Wals6J in love -- he 

came to see her after all these years, and what d id he talk about? 
19 

Himself. Horrible passion, she thought." 

Woolf questions the effectiveness of rellgion as an alternative 

means t o direct projective perception in the attainment of visionary 

relation. Bot h love and rellgion often become ends in themse lves , 

are desired for motives other than unity , and may become habitual, 

functionless and symbolic: 

And the supreme mystery which Kllman might say 
she had solved , but Clarissa didn't believe either 
of them had the ghost of an idea of solving, was 
s im ply th is : here wa s one room; there another. 
Did religion solve that, or love? 20 
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In The Voyage Out Clarissa questions the motives of both the 

lover and the deist: "I often wonder whether it is really good for 

a woman to live with a man ..• It makes one so dependent. I 

suppose I feel for him what my mother and women of her ge!1erati0n 
21 

felt for Christ. It just shows that one can't do without someth ing." 

Lucy Swithin in Between the Acts is the only character in 

Woolf's novels who receives sympathetic trea tment of her deism. 

It is doubtful though that this is an indication that Woolf ,e

orientated her personal beliefs towards the end of her life, and 

felt the need for religion. However the issue of whether a 

divinity exists is not important here: the application of religion 

was not attractive to Woolf. Firstly, as an institution (The Voyage 

Out) ; secondly when embraced with impure motives (Mrs Dalloway); 

or when accepted without question (as a convention) as the young 

Rach e l does, religion is at odds with vision. Lucy's faith is 

tolerant, expans ive, and embracing, and is thus praiseworthy. 

If Woolf wa s deistic, it did not conform to the popular practice. 

Firstly, Christianity, as in A Passage to Ind ia, is far too exclusive, 

limited and naive, in its idea of ultimate reality: 

He Ultrea tfield] looked at the audience; then up at the 
sky. The whole lot of them gentles and simples, 
felt embarra ssed, for him, for themselves. 
There he stood their representative spokesman; 
their symbol; themselves; a butt , a clod , 
laughed at by looking-glasses; ignored by the 
cows, condemned by the clouds which continued 
the ir majestic rearrangeme nt of the celestia l 
landscape; an irrelevant forked stake in the flow 
and majesty of the summer silent world. 22 

This passage in Between the Acts is reminiscent of Forster's 

comments on Christianity seventee n years earlier. Secondly, 

Woolf's vision moves beyond the Judeo-Christian assumption , 

which follows from the first premises of a benevolent god; that 

the earth is man ' s garden; that it is sympathetic; and that matter 

is in no way contradictory to the true state of man. For Woolf 

the earth represents the actualization of the laws of matter, so 

comforting to those who do not aspire, who are complacent, and 
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so tyrannical towards those who attempt to transcend matter. 

Ins t itutiona lization, and the improper application of religious 

belief, are destructive-to healthy de ism. Moreover , the Judeo

Christian metaphysic may be mislead i ng , and inappro!Jr iately 

pos itive in its ideas on the nature uf existence. And insofar as 

deism is only praiseworthy since it may inspire t ole rance and 

universal l ove (or relat ion between all objects in existence) it is 

doubtful whether Woolf was deistic at all. Perhaps she inherited 

her father's agnosticism, which quite adequately supported a 

morality and a metaphYSic while disregarding deism. Like love, 

deism is not intrinsic to Woolf ' s metaphYS iC. Despite the fact 

that the devotion in ea ch may effect a degree of depersone>lization, 

both activiti es contain mantfold pitfalls, potentially destructive 

to the attainment of visionary awareness . The lover and the deist 

do not find themselves embracing a Woolfian metaphYS iC. 

Hopefully, the contents of visionary awareness as expressed 

in Woolf ' s novels, essays, biogra phies and le tters, should be 

as clear at this point as possible . Because Woolf ' s metaphYS iC 

was intuited rather than reasoned, and was distorted as a resu lt 

of the restric tive medium of language , i t may never achieve the 

c lar ity or inte rnal cons istency one might expect from a metaphYSiC . 

Before discussing the immediate and extended effects of Woolf ' s 

vision , I will briefly examine Woo lf ' s expressed idea s on , and 

practice of , the communication of vis ionary awareness . The 

methods of communicating viSion are important in understa nding 

Woolf ' s art and her concept of art. 



Chapter 5 C2mmu',icators, and the Communication , 

of Visionary Experience . 

Visionary experience is not a function of the rationa I, coherent 

mind. The value of the experience is subliminally comprehended, 

since the v isi onary world is beyond the scope of the purely 

rational mind. The communicat ion of visionary experiences 

therefore requires a medium less restricted than the language 

devised by, and for the use of, those bound by time, space , and 

materiality. Furthermore, the transmiss ion of visionary experiences 

requires a special type of communicator. How Woolf achieves a 

medium suitable for express ion of v ision , and how she delineates 

the individual most likely to achieve a successful visionary 

communication , will constitute the two sections within this 

chapter. Both reveal aspects of the nature and contents of 

visionary experience .. 

Section 1 Woolf's Art. 

Tn an essay on George Meredlth, Woolf says: "When 

philosophy is not consumed in a novel, when we can under line 

this phrase with a pencil and cut out that exhortation with a 

pair of scissors and paste the whole into a system, It can be safe 

to say that there is something wrong with the philosophy or with 
1 

the novel or both." A philosophical novel which eludes definition 

so comp letely must exceed traditional literary devices. The 

communication of the pre-verbal requires a specialized mode . 

Hawthorn says of the pro:,lem of communicating the pre-verbaL, 

or even the simply private , t hat " ... there is a central paradox 

Involved in the novel which has as its subject matter the 

Incommunica ble .. . " 2 It is probably not a paradox; commun ication 

may be achieved by means other than contemporary conventions . 

Woolf regards many of her contemporaries as unsuccessful formal 

Innovators, because of their continued use of inappropriate 

conventions. She says in ' The Narrow Bridge of Art ' : "On all 

sides writers a re attempting what they cannot achieve, are 



forcing the form they use to contain a meaning which is strange to 
3 it. II 

V\[oolf's own form of expression, a means necessary for the 

expression of ideas and feelings beyond the scope of conscious

ness, a form" capable .•. of suspending the frailest particular, 

of enveloping the vaguest shapes," is obviously one which is 
, 4 

removed from the language of rationality and logic. And because 

these are qualities associated with the masculine intellect, 
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Woolf refers to Dorothy Richardson's means of expression (similar 

to Woolf's in its attempts to capture elusive ideas) as a "psychol

ogical sentence of the feminine gender" or "a woman's gender. ,,5 ,6 

The primary means of preserving the pre-verbal vision is 

through the use of the recurring symbol. Woolf uses images, and 

often through repetition ami expansion , they accrue significance. 

The reason for an abundance of images in the novels may be 

found not only by examining each image's function, but by pro

ceeding in the other direction; that is, by examining how images 

operate in general. In PrinCiples of Literary Criticism, 1.A. 

Richards says: "What gives an image efficiency is •.. its 

character as a mental event peculiarly connected with sensation," 7 

and Leaska says: " ... an image appeals to a reader's originally 

sensory impressions ... " 8 Images convey, albeit often imperfectly, 

that which common and abstract nouns or noun cla uses cannot 

lncapsulate , be cause of their inadequacy. Woolf says in Flush: 

"After all, she may have thought, do words say everyth lng? Ca n 

words say anything? Do not words destroy the symbol that lies 
9 

beyond the reach of words?" Words may fail to translate the 

significant impression and moreover , they may distort it. Flush 

is regarded as lucky to be beyond the verbal realm: "Not a single 

one of his myriad sensations ever submitted its elf to the deformity 
10 

of words." 

The reason why, in Woolf's symbolization, each symbol 

never relinquishes its essence as an object -- never ceases to 

be the thing its e lf, besides whatever else it represents -- is to 

be found in her theory of perception. Visionary reality is grasped 
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during depersonalization, which itself is achieved by concentrat 

ing uprln another essence or identity. This is the movement from 

projective perceptiori to visionary awareness: the essence of the 

object as object is perce ived , and the essence as v e hicle (into 

the realm of selfless awareness) becomes a symbol of the journey, 

and of the arrival. Hence, each symbol is Simultaneously an 

object with a distinct essence/and a visionary symbol. It is 

because of the apparent contradiction that the material world may 

be transcended only by focusing on it (vision is grasped through, 

and beyond,reality) that the object acts as both essence and object. 

Much has been written on Woolf's symbolism, though not 

much on her method of symbolization, and the fact that necessity 

led Woolf to resort to recurrent images, rich with implication , 

in order to compe nsate for a language ill-equipped to express her 

vision. One must proceed with care, for many of the so-ca lled 

symbols are not far along the line of symbolization; they are 

. often little more than vague and suggestive images. And the 

reason for symbolization must be remembered: that symbols 

are meant not as devices, but as primary means of expression. 

Thus, definition is invariably nonsensical , if not impossible. 

Woolf says of her symbols : 

What interests me in the last stage was the 
freedo m and boldness with which my imagination 
picked up, used and tossed aside a ll the images, 
symbols which I had prepared. I am sure that this 
is the right way of using them -- not in set 
pieces, as I had tried first, coherently, but 
Simply as images, never mak ing them work 
out; only suggest. Thus I hope to have the 
sound of the sea and the birds, dawn and 
garden subconsciously present , doing their 
work underground. 11 

The symbol thus may be a means of communication of impress ions 

far below consciousness, impressions which lose force when 

consciously apprehended, a nd even more so when verba lly stated. 

Symbols function t o minimize a lteration or d il ution of the original 



meaning, by minimiz ing the transformc::tion of the oriqinal 

lmpression, as they are conveyed frum writer to reader. They 

are only minlma lly coded. i t is therefore not the critic ' s ta sk to 

express them In the form which Woolf aVOided, though t bey need 

not Le left sacredly unexamined . The tendency among critics ls 

either to attempt to restrict them to a particular definition, thus 

mlsconstruing the ir function as media intended to c ompensate 

for the inadequacy of language , or to avoid this pitfall by posit

lng each symbol with an enormous range of possible meanings , 

which implles a refusal to attempt to circumscribe eaGh symbol 

even vaguely. If one acknowledges the danger of over-precise: 

definition of Woolf's symbr>J.s, and realizes the uselessness of 

refusing to critically analyse them at all , one may attempt to 

arrive at an idea, by no meilns clear and prec is e , or 'singillar , 

of what Woolf's significant images refer to, 'other than to their 

own essences, that is, the mse lves. 

One should not confuse t he two ba sic types of sy!:',bois iil 

literature. Whereas the first type attempts to enhance what it 

refers to by multiple association, the s econd type attempts to 

conve:y its meaning in 0 less defineble way. In Virginia Woolf's 

case, she ls attempting to make concrete a concept, state , or 

qua lity not ca pable of direct description in language. Thus, her 

symbols are vague through necessity, and not for artistic effect. 

Moreover, Woolf's symbols are not logical constructs; she 

uses them" not in set pieces a s I had tried first, coherently, but 
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12 
Simply as images , never making them work out; only suggest." 

They are express ions, "unconscious ideation" (Freud's description 

of dreams in The Tnterpretation of Dreams). Expansive symbols 

are means of expanding definable concepts or states, to enha nce 

an expresslble referent; ' unconscious id eative ' symbols direct 

us towards an elus ive referent. By this "we are sho',"m hard 

tangible materi.al shapes of bodiless thoughts hanging like bats 

in the primeval darkness where light has never visited them before , ,)3 

and what is presen ted is "a state of mind which neither thoughts 
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14 
can express nor the reason explaln." 

Woolf's use of symbols can be regarded as part of her overall 

formal experime ntation, crea ted beca us e of a need to express 

tha t which previous narrative techniques were not eq ul pped to do. 

Bloomsbury artis t s a imed a t revealing the permanent within 

flux, corresponding to the platonic perfect form res idlng within 

the imperfect and materia l. Woolf' s symbol s may be rega rd ed as 

the literary equivalent of the concept of s lgnificant form , since 

they a ttempt to structure the inchoa te . They are the means of 

linki ng each aspect of Woolf's vislon to each other, which 

Bernard , Woolf ' s pr incipal a rtl stic character , refers to when he 

says: 

I cannot sit down to my book , like Louis , with 
feroclous te nac ity. I must open the little trap 
door and let out these linked phrases in whlch 
I run togethe r whatever ha ppe ns, so that in stead 
of incoherence the re is perceived a Wi] ndering

l 
5 

'.thread , lightly jo i ning one th ing to another. 

Vislonary reality is e lusive and pre -verbal to the exte nt that 

the platon ic perfec t form may often not be communicated . For 

years Woo lf strugg led with one lma ge , a rough translation of a 

vlsionary in s ight , without managing to deve lop it successfully. 

The image of the fln bothered Woolf from the inceptlon of The 

Waves (1 93 1) to her death in 1941 . Few crltics have offered even 

the vaguest suggestions as to its meaning. Perhaps It defled 

translation. Of the image , Woolf says 

One sees a fln pass ing far out. What image can 
I reach to convey wha t I mean? Really there is 
none , 1 t hink . The interesting thing i s that in all 
my fee ling and thinking I have never come up 
against th i s before . Life i s , sob erly and accura te ly, 
the oddest affair; has in it the essence of rea lity. 16 

D. Doner in 'Virg inia Woolf: The Service of Style' illum inates 

an important aspect of Woolf 's fiction , linked to her frequent use 

of metaphor and her symbolization process . Doner begins by 
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suggesting that thoughts a,ld impressions, in order for them to b8 

"intensified" and "verified", are "translated" into "scene", or 

"incident". Since Woolf does not make exclusive use of scene 

translation, she intensifies and ver ifies by means of metaphor, 

symbol and image. As an example, Doner uses the opening 

of Mrs Dalloway: "How fresh, how calm, stiller than this of 

course, the air, was in the early morning; like the flap of a wave 
17 

" The thought becomes vivid, more substantial, and achieves 

a degree of validity. Woolf's symbolization proces s is similar: 

an object, incident or image is associated with a complex or 

subtle impression, often beyond verbalization and the conscious 

mind. The effect of the symbol is to harness its essence and to 

reveal it by analogy. And it is reasonable to suggest, as Doner 

does, that this is a teohnique similar in effect to the use of 

scene and inoident (which are often inadequat e or unsuitable as 

media of transl2tion for Woclf's impressions or ideas). Both 

result, by different means of oomposition, in a revelation. More 

is known, and the idea has been expanded. 

Harvena Richter attempts to explain Woolf's images in a 

similar manner. Symbol or "the primitive mode", since it is a 

translation from origin to image, and is therefore prior to 

conceptual thought, may thus allow Woolf to bypass the distortions 

of cognition (and its form of expression, coherent semantic 
18 

desoription) to compress complex states into images or symbols. 

However, they are thus least susoeptible to explanation and 

analysis. Very often this takes the form of that which Robbe

Grillet wished to eliminate in literary art: a degree of personific

ation, which ranges from the crediting of an object with that which 

it normally, or intrinSically, cannot be said to have, to direct and 

total personification (crediting one or more exolusively human 

characteristics to an object). Richter refers to Woolf's method as 
19 

that of "concretization". The external world becomes th e 

medium for reality, and not reality itself. The state is displaced, 

e:>..1:ernalized, and condensed or distilled. 

Having outlined the function and nature of Woolf's symbols, 
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or significant images , 1 will examine the most commonly used 

and important images . In v iew of the function of the symbols as 

the Rrimary mode of express ion of t he pre-verbal apprehension of 

visionary reality , 1 cannot deal with each of the numerous images, 

s ince this would entail a repetition of most of Chapters 2 , 3 ,4 

and 6. The images of "night" and "day " , it shou ld be clear, 

are associated with the v isiona ry and material worlds, respect ively , 

and a ll that is associated with each . 

The symbol of the sea has been given various interpretations. 

Many are valid, as long as one perceives the core of the symbol . 

It signifies the undifferentiated. Thus , it refers to humanity, 

opposed to the lighthouse symbol. It refers to unity , the unity of 

the female vision. Rhoda tries to escape from it; Lily Briscoe 

tries to harness it and to give it form . Because of its end less 

movement , it is related to ilfe, where each wave as it breaks 

tells of the end of a s i ngu lar identity. The sea is ultimately 

passive to the onslaught of the laws of matter. And the sea is 

representative of all tha t succumbs to flux , therefore humanity 

as well : humanity unable to transcend movement. Waves are 

individual efforts , whether to assert individuality or to deny it 

in the pursuit of vision: both are in a sense differentiated , by 

their effort, from the mass . The inevitability of the breaking 

of waves on the shore echoes the inevltabili ty of death; the laws 

of matter reign undisputed over materiality; to be embodied is to 

succumb, and th erefore to die , after a span of continuous 

becoming. No wave is exempt from breaking; no pa rt of the sea 

i s exempt from movement. 

The symbol of the wave, to the visionary , i s both a ttract ive 

and repulsive. The attraction exi sts since the sea is symbolic of 

the vast und ifferentiated community of existence, which the 

visionary, in his selflessness and awareness of transcendental 

unity, identifies with. However , the sea also symbolically 

represents a community und er the dominion , i ndeed the tyranny , 

of the laws of matter (cea se les s movement, cha nge , a nd death). 

It is the wrong kind of community, controlled by the forces the 
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vlsionary tri es to transcend. Thus Mrs Ramsay can simultaneously 
20 

hear the sea saying "I am guarding you -- I am your support," 

a nd feel comforted that. her party of people have "the ir common 

caus e against the fl uidity out there . ,,21 Mrs Ramsay illustra tes the 

ambivalence of the' vlslonary' to the sea. 

The sea the refore represents the human cond iti on , the rise 

and fall of individua l waves, and the ir perpe tual motion . Clarissa 

Dalloway i s aware of thls whe n she says: "So on a sUlamer ' s 

day waves collect, overbalance and fall ; collect and fall; and 

the whole world seems to be saying 'that is all' more and more 

d I 
,, 22 

pon eraus y ... 

Having indicated the perimeter of the meaning of the S3a , and 

tts i ndividua l components, the waves , I think the re i s little more 

constructive comment to add. The Significance is not difficult to 

gra sp , though It resists precise definition . Unfortunately, the 

crltical norm has been to provide t ortuou s ly manifold comments on 

it s function in The Waves and e lsewhere in Woolf ' s nove ls. 

Much in keeplng with Woolf' s often expressed preference for 

implication rather than statement (because of the richness deriving 

fro m the avo idance of precis e and limiting definition) criti cs tend 

to regard the llghthouse as a symbol too vast to chart , too complex 

to soil with precise definltion or interpretation. However, and 

perhaps more in keeping with Woolf , the difficulty of interpreting 

the lighthouse lies not in its multiple s ignificance , but in tha t 

the paucity of language renders the lighthouse extremely difficul t 

to clrcumscribe. It i s the symbol of effort, of the journeyi ng 

individual, who glimpses the vision of re lation and attempts to 

transm it it to those less fortunate. It is the representative of 

those able, via vis ionary experlence , to transcend flux or to 

reslst the tyranny of the ' here and now' . Such indiv iduals are 

differentiated from those subj ect to the perpetual movement 

inhe rent in matter . The lighthouse , simply , ls beyond the reach 

of the laws of matter ; it is indes tructible, representative of 

lndividual achievement. Secondly, it functions to transmit light, 

t o serve as a guide to those who lack visionary awareness:, 
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When darkness fell, the stroke of the Lighthouse, 
which had laid its e lf with such authority upon the 
carpet in the darkness , tracing its pa ttern, came 
now in the softer light of spring mixed with 
moonlight gliding gently as if it laid its caress 
and lingered stealthlly and looked and came 
lovingly aga in. 23 

The light is intermittent , probing, illuminating and loving. 

Mrs Ramsay, preoccupied with a need to unite disparate 

individuals, is aware of her affinity to the lighthouse: " •.. 

watching them Uhe strokes of the lighthousi] in this mood always 

at this hour one could not help attaching oneself to one thing 

especially of the things one saw; and this thing, the long steady 
24 

stroke, was her stroke." Also:" ... she became the thing 

she looked at -- that light, for example ." 
25 

There are various antecedents to the lighthouse. Ralph in 

Night and~ refers to a lighthouse -like phenomenon.: "His 

eyes were set on something infinitely far and remote; by that light 

he felt he could walk , and would, in future, have to find his way. 

But that was all that was left to him of a populous and teeming 
26 .. . 27 

world. " He draws a "little dot with flam es around It." And 

further in Night and Day there is a clear parallel be twee n the 

lighthouse Ralph envisages and th e symbol in To the Lighthouse: 

••• an odd image came to his mind of a lighthouse 
besieged by the flying bodies of lost birds, who 
were dashed senseless , by the gale , against the 
glass. He had a strange sensation that he was 
both lighth ouse and bird; he was steadfast and 
brillia nt; a nd at the sa me time he wa s wh irled , 28 
with all other things, senseless against the glass. 

The symbol of the lighthouse represents that which transce nds 

chaos and stands beyond the movement.of the waves. Its centering 

function is clear, since is casts light, and illuminates the other

wise dark sea. As a transmitter of knowledge it attracts the 

visionary, and the non-visionary; it imparts a glimpse of a trans

cendental eternity. In Mrs Dalloway there are similar symbols 

which centre consciousness, which absorb individuals, which are 



of great signiflcance. These are the motor car and the aeroplane. 

How thes e symbols funct lon is difficult to determine, since 

neither is obviously representative of th e real m beyond flux, nor 

are they obviously trans mitters of what they represent. Yet they 

centre, unify and utterly captivate those around them . Septimus 

thinks: 

• 
And there the motor car stood, with drawn blinds , 
and upon them a ct.:~ious pattern . like a tree , 
Septimus thought, and this gradual drawing 
toge ther of everything to one centre before his 
eyes , as if some horror had come almost to the 
surfa ce and was about to burst into flames , terrified 
him . The world wavered and quivered and threatened 
to burst into flames. It is I who am blocking the 
way, he thought. Was he not being looked a t and 
pOinted at; wa s he not weighted there, rooted to the 
pavement, for a purpose? But what purpose? 29 

And Woolf says of the aeroplane: 

The clouds t o which the letters E, G, or L had 
attac hed themselves moved freely, as if destined 
to cross from West to East on a mission of the 
greatest importance which would never be revealed , 
and yet certainly so it was - - a mission of the 
greatest importance . 30 

At running the risk of over-interpretation, I am inclined to regard 

these symbols as being similar to the lighthouse (representative 
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of pre-existe nt unity, of a transcendental realm) which the 

passersby recognize as Significant, though having no more inkling 

as to why, than the reader. And they must in some sense trans mit 

their essence. This aligns them (and the lighthouse) with the 

artist, or the visionary transmitte r. Centres of consciousness 

need not be conscious , nor it seems, need they be obvious 

inanimate symbols of such (as is the lighthouse). 

Apart from the primary a ssociation between the lighthouse and 

the adept visionary attempting to impart visionary awareness to 

those les s visionary, there is a subsidiary complicatlon. Since 

"light" is, throughout Woolf 's novels, a ssociated with rea son 
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and the masculine intellect, one must regard "light" as having 

more than one association , dependent upon its in tens ity . This 

explains why intellectualism is given lighthouse status. It may 

be sterile in its one-sidedness, but nevertheless reveals t~uth. 

Mr Ramsay says of himself: "His own light would sh ine, not very 

brightly for a year or two, and would then be merged in some 
31 

bigger light, and that in a biggec still •.. " Intellectuality a nd 

male institutions act as beacons: "So that if at night, far out at 

sea over the tumbling waves, one saw a haze on the waters ..• 
32 

that would be the light burning there -- the light of Cambridge." 

The Dalloways similarly regard the radiant light as a male 

achievement in The Voyage Out. Mrs Da ll owa y says to her 

husband: "Think of· the light burning over the Hous e, Dick," 
33 

anu he replies: "It's the continuity." For Clarissa the light i s 

the positive symbol of the British Empire, and for Richard, it 

implies a succession of rulers and a connection with the past. 

James Ramsay regards the lighthouse as both male and female, 

representative of visionary reality, and of the material world. The 

lighthouse is the embodiment of both his parents. He concludes: 

"No, the other was also the lighthouse. For nothing was Simply 
. 34 

one thing. The other hghthouse was true too." This implies 

that besides representing the consummate visionary (in this ca se 

his mother) for James the lighthouse also represents the consumm

ate anti-visionary, the consummate male, striving to reinforce and 

enlarge self and maintain its singularity. 

Love says of the lighthouse tha t it represents "light, s t ead 

f<lstness, and stability; understanding, truth, knowledge; order 
. 3S 

and reconciliation; security; and -- sometImes danger." As 

a representation of visionary relation, the lighthouse does conform 

to most of what Love attributes to it. Only in its antithetical 

representation, perceived by James, that of the tyrannical, 

imposing, self-orientated ma le figure, is it dangerous. 

However, the identification between the male and the light

house is subSidiary to the central association of the all-embracing 

vision , and the indestructible and radiant lighthouse. Its 



association with the artist (whose ambition is to transmit vision

ary awareness) will be discussed in section 2 of this Chapter. 

Finally, the basic idea from which most interpretations of the 

lighthouse proceed, is that of a transcendence or a solidity 

differentiated from the flux of the sea. It is an achievement; a 

beacon. It represents the ability to pass beyond all that th e sea 

represents: time and movement. It is the person who achieves 

visionary awareness, who changes perspective and who perceives 

order a nd eternity. Secondly, a nd like the cave in A Pa ssage to 

India, its ex istence is an incongru ity. It is the establishment of 

all that transcends ind ividuality , time and subjection to the 

creation/destruction life principle. It is thus an approx ima tion, 

a representation, of eternity in time, of death in life , and of 

order in chaos. It is the spatial representation of the moment of 

being; it cannot endure by definition, for it is an attempt at 

erecting permanence within flux. It is an impossibility, for it is 
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a negation of what constitutes life. It is thus important to recognize 

that it is a representation or a 'speck' of infinity: "We stand 

still here, " says Mrs Ramsay . 36 

The related symbol of the sun is important. As a symbol in 

Mrs Dalloway it is ambiguously presented, since there exists an 

opposition between the values of the material and the visionary 

worlds. The sun occurs to Clarissa four times throughout the 

novel: 

But what wa s she dreaming a s she looked into 
Hatchard's shop window? What was she trying 
to recover? What i mage of white dawn in the 
country, a s she read in the book spread open 

Fear no more the heat 0' the sun 
Nor the furious winter's rages. 37 

'Fear no more'" sa id Clarissa. Fear no more the 
heat 0' the sun; for the shock of Lady Bruton 
asking Richard to lunch without her made the 
moment in which she stood shiver .•• 38 



Fear no more , says the heart. Fear no more, says 
the heart, committing its burden to some sea , which 
slghs collectively for a ll SOl"mws , and renews, 
begins, collects , lets fa ll. And the body alone 
li stens to the passillg bee; the wave breaking; 
the dog barking, far away barking and barking. 39 

The young man had killed h lmself; but she dicl not 
pity him; with the clock strik ing the hour , one , 
two, ·t hree , she did not pity him, with all t h i s 
going on. There! the old lady had put out her 
li ght! the wholE: house was dark now with this 
going on , she repeated , and the words c~fi1e to 
her, Fear no more the heat of the su n. 
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In all cases, it is prec ipitated by Woolf' s awareness of visiona ry 

exlstence, either as a posEibility in life , or beyond life . The su n 

ls associated with movement a nd flux . It is the supporter of life. 

To fear it is to have the fear of the visionary , of s e paration and 

of physical existence. To render the sun impotent i s t o die , or 

to curb the imposition of the laws of matter on the self. 

Pe te r Wa lsh does not fear , nor attempt to transcend the effects 

of the sun . He ls content to passlvely accept it and the 

limltation upon t he self wh ich results from such pass ivity . For 

Pe ter: "Life itself, every moment of it, every drop of It, here , 

this insta nt, now, in the sun , in Regent's Park , wa s enough." 41 

Even Septimus succumbs to the sun: "The whole world wa s 

clamouring : Klll yourself, kill yourse lf, for our sakes. But why 

should he kill himself for th e ir sakes? Food was pleasa nt; t he 

sun was hot ... " 42 To allow the heat of the sun i s to commit 

oneself t o life and all that it entails . To oppose it is to attempt 

to trans cend the laws of matter. Peter finds reassurance in the 

sun , a fatal reassurance, since the pr ice is high ; visionary life 

wanes in proportion to the sun' s hea t. His a ngu is h , but also his 

chances of vi s ionary awareness , diminish as he commits himself 

to the li fe of daylight. The sun is good to those who succumb, 

who passively allow the principle s of material existe nce free 

reign: "It was awful, he cried, awful, awfu l. Still, the sun was 

hot. Still, one got over things. Still , life had a way of add i ng 



43 day to day." 
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It is important to b~ar in mind that if the sun is associated 

with the non-visionaTy world, and if it supports growth and life , 

then the attainment of a totally visionary perspective (a total 

transcendence of matter) is incompatible with life. Th i s 

constitutes the discussion of the significance of the vis ionary 

experience in Chapter 6 . The sun , symbol of life, no longer 

thrusts the burdens and sadness of llving on one , in death. 

However, death for Woolf is not obliteration of being, but of self. 

And just as the sun is associated with the materia l wor ld of fact 

and separate id entity , so darkness , other than Signifying death , 

obliterates separation, fact and restriction; it is the environment 

of vision and the cond ition of vis ion. Further, and in a platonic 

sense,the visionary fears the illumination of ultimate rea llty ; it 

i s devastating in its attempts to dissolve the self , and to ensure 

that walking the tightrolle (that i s , accepting both material and 

vis ionary worlds) is a perpetually shattering experience. Both 

visionary reality and material reality claim one ' s a ttention, the 

first by force and imposition, and the second by the force of its 

valldity. Thus to fear no more the heat of the sun, by implying 

darkness or death, has a dual meaning; one need no longer fear 

the tyranny of th e material world, nor should one fear the 

lliu mination of truth, for one wi ll no longer have to cling to two 

visions at odds wh ich , by trying to gain control of the individual, 

may destroy him . One wa lks the tightrope , powerle s s to av ert 

the force emanating from either world view , until one may be 

forced into the Single effective action which rids one of a 

devastating duality: one kills oneself, dissipating the self, and 

one thereby d issolves the material world 's hold on one, by 

relinquishing that which is caught in the vice. 

The formal issues involved in Woolf's literary art a re beyond 

the scope of this essay . Woolf's narrative technique is a 

fascinating and immense area of study on its own. 1 have iso lated 

two narrative techniques, the use of the Significant image , and 

the use of the ' genera lized situation ' , because th ey are directly 



relevant to V,,'oolf' s vision. Having briefly outlined Woolf's use 

of symbols , 1 will turn to her use of the 'genera lized situation'. 
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The form of The Waves represents a culmination of Woolf's 

literary efforts. Woolf says in the year The Waves wa s published: 

"1 t h ink 1 am about to embody at last the exact shapes my brain 

holds. What a lon g toil to rea ch this beginning - - if The Waves 

is my first work in my own style.,,44 Perhaps Woolf ' s final 

abandoning of traditio nal prose style , to enab le the presentation 

of th e "exact shapes" unhindered, makes The Waves both one of 

the clearest expressions of her vision, and the least linear and 

narrative of her novels. In fact, Woolf scribbles at one point in 

the margin of the manuscri pt of The Waves : "The author would 

be glad if the following pages were not read as a novel. ,,45 

The Waves is neither a stream-of-consciousness, nor is it an 

interior monologue. Direct quotation does not differ in respect to 

age, or character. Nothing distinguishes the speech. The 

characters are vehicular; they are important only insofar as they 

contain a particular vantage point. Therefore in one sense the 

humanity is drained from them;in another, it has been crystallised 

and intensified. The nature of the six disembodied points of 

view in The Waves reveals Woolf's achievement. Each is a 

distillation of the indestructible and essential components of the 

primary attitudes to the material world , and to the living experience. 

Woolf said of The Waves that she wished to capture the moment , 

whole and unadulte rated : "Say that the moment is a combinat ion 

of thought; sensation; the voice of the sea . Waste , deadness , 

come from the inclusion of things that don't belong to the moment; 

this appalling narrative business of the realist. ,,46 Thus although 

each presentation is concentrated and free of superfluity, it i s 

also free of the complexity that real characters present (as in The 

Years , for example). 

For Woolf, art involves the extrication of the essentia l from 

the contingent or the acc identa l. Woolf praises Defoe for his 

selection and structuring of t he Significant form of a si tua ti on or 

an individua 1, when she says: "He [Defo~ dea Is with the 



important and lasting side of things, not with the passiny and 
47 

trivial ••• " Of Emily BrontE!, Wooif says tha t she "could 
48 

free life from its dependencp. on fasts ." Woolf states th e idea 

succinctly in 'The Art of Biogra phy ' : "The artis t's imagination at 

its most intense fires ou t wha t is perishable in fact; he bu ilds 
49 

with what i s durable •.• " 

The Waves represents the transce ndence of matter, the 

abandonment of the ma te,id l world and its host of trivial deta il, 

in order to prese nt the eterna l, and the essential. In this sense 
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it may be as incomplete, or as one-s ided as Woolf accuses the 

poetry of Hardy and Meredith of be ing. She says: " .,. profound 

poetic sense is a dangerous g ift for the nove li s t; for in Hardy and 

Meredith poe try seems to meiln something impersonal, genera lized , 

host ile to the idiosyncra sy of character, so tha t the two suffer if 
50 

brought into touch. " 

The Years ,wr itten d irectly after The Waves, attem pts t o present 

the exact opposite of the generalized figures and situations in 

The Waves. Far from contradicting the aesthe tic of The Waves , 

The Years is a significant development of it s pr inc iples . Woo li 

believed tha t she so tota lly included externality and circumstance 

in The Years that she said of it that it contains "the ordinary 

working Arnold Bennett life. ,,51 

Earlier in her career , Woolf referred to t hat wh ich she was 

later to perceive as essential, not mere ly for the novelist, but 
52 

for the realistic express ion of a visionary situa ti on , as "scaffolding ". 

In her movement to grasp and present the v ision untramme lled and 

without 'a cc iden t' ' . detail wa s regarded as irre leva nt. One ca n 

therefore say tha t The Years was a return to The Voyage Out, in 

its inclusion of the 'irrelevant'. In the fir st novel, it is 

" scaffold ing" , and in the second nove l, it is an a ttempt to present 

vision as it is experienced , in a living situa tion . The irrelevant 

becomes relevant when it is included fo r thematic , and not 

technical, reasons. 

Already in The Voyajle Out , Woolf was intent on present ing 



the representational and the non-representational, and the 

relationship which binds them: "to give the feeling of a vast 

tumult of life, as various and disorderly as possible ••• and the 
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53 
whole wa s to have a sort of pattern, and be somehow controlled. " 

The Voyage Out was an experiment which The Years more 

adequately develops: the presentation of all that comprises the 

levels of reality, neither the visionary (or the essential), nor the 

specific (or the accidental) in isolation, but the former as it 

exists within the latter, infusing it with form. 

The Years is a return to dramatic presentation. Vision is 

embedded in living beings. Woolf says of The Years: "I am 

almost in sight of the end, racing along; becoming more and more 
54 

dramatic. " 

Perha ps it is true that all of the themes symbolized in The 

Waves are emoedded more firmly in fully rounded beings, in The 

Years. Here Woolf conscientiously presents socia l beings in a 

socia I context, who nevertheles s convey a s much a s the six 

points of view in The Wave,§. Behaviour and conversation, in 

fact numerous dramatic, 'rea llstic' situations are dealt with in 

The Yeilrs. Also, whereas The Waves is abstract in its polemic 

of "merging" , The Years more conscientiously exam ines the 

environment in which it occurs . Is it possible to achieve the 

heights presented in The Waves, in the material world? Peggy 

muses in The Years: "But how can one be 'happy' , she asked 

herself, in a world bursting with misery? ,,55 Vision in The Waves 

is embedded in The Years; it is exam ined In sofar as each complex 

individual integrates the for<.;es from within with the forces in 

one's surroundings. 

In The Waves all ess e nces are presented; in The Yea rs, 

regardless of whether the id ea is visionary or not, it is presented 

as embodied in particular individuals. Ti me , though not the 

regimented objective time of Mrs Dalloway , is nevertheless present: 

"When the wind wa s in the right direction they could hear St. 

Paul's. The soft circles spread out in the air: one, two, three, 
56 

four •.. " The weather and th e seasons are often described, 



as well as their effect on people. For example: "In London, 

however, the stricture and pressure of the sea son were already 
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felt •.• ,,57 and: "The weather, perpetually changing, sent clouds 

of blue and purple flying o'!er the land. In the country, farmers, 

looking at the fields, were apprehens ive; in London umbrellas 

W8re opened and then shut by people looking at the sky. ,,58 

If, as Guiguet claims: "Here and Now was one of the many 

provisional titles for The Years ," then Woolf's aim becomes 

clear: having extracted detail, in order to understand the 

principles of reality, Woolf reinstates these conclusions into the 
59 

existential s ituation. The 'here and now' , the temporal and 

spatial position, perfectly describes the movement away from 

abstraction, towards integration, in The Years. 

The emphasis on representation in The Years, the integra tion 

of essence ann aCCident, and ti me and etern ity may , apart from 

being an attempt to illustrate the situation of the individua l, be a 

reoction to the threat of world war. Woolf says in 'The Artist and 

Politics':" •.. the noveli st turns from the private lives of his 

characters to the ir social surroundings and ~heir political opinions. 

ObViously the writer is in such close touch with human life that 
60 

any agitation in his subject matter must change his angle of v ision." 

The artist is forced to a closer awareness of the contingencies, 

now threatening to become destructive to the material world. 

The crisis was bound to affect the visionary self. 

Carl Woodring says of Woolf: "Theory and doctrine never 

clog her fiction. Statements about experience in her novels, 

allotted to the minds of her characters, are fingers steadying the 
61 

la ndscape of experience ... " Woolf's metaphysic is embedded 

in The Years, never divorced from the practical and the individual, 

never severed and sterile. 

In order to emphasize the development from The Waves to 

The Years, I have overstated the completeness of the transition. 

The Years , contrary to The Waves , is a movement towards a 

greater inclusion of the material world , a reincorporation of 

vision with fact. However it may be more correct to term this 
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an inclusion of the random and accidental, of flux and detail, and 

not just the 'material world', since The Waves also includes the 

material world to a degree. Vision is achieved by contact with 

the ruaterial world; one's depersona!lzation is achieved through 

the material world. Thus, The Waves does include aspects of 

the material world relevant to the development of eab.h: character's 

vlsion. It includes significant accident, whereas The Years 

attempts to include all accident. This is not an easy achievement. 

Woolf says in 'Impassioned Prose': 

And of all the writers the novelist · has his hands 
fullest of facts . Smith gets up, shaves, has his 
breakfa st, taps his egg, reads The Tim es. How 
can we ask the panting, the perspiring, the 
industrious scribe with all this on his hands to 
modulate beautifully off into rhapsodies about 
Time and Death and what the hunters are doing 
at the lmtlpodes ? 52 

The Years is not totally an attempt at anchoring vision within 

day to day !lfe ; not totally a return to realistic pre sentation. The 

chronology of The Years is not contlnuous; alternating periods of 

time la pse betwee n episode s. The moments presented are filled 

with their accompanying trivia, which render The Years more 

faithful to realistic portrayal than The Waves, though it is a 

question of degree. Woolf was never to return to Night and Day, 

though she was to approach its realism. Both orders of reality 

are compromised; neither is faithfully presented. And in fact, 

the 'realism' of Nl£!.ht and Day and of The Years is quite separute; 

the former was an attempt, apart from other things, to crystallize 

Woolf's vision: to discover the permanent within the transitory. 

The Waves attempts to extract the permanent from the transitory. 

and to present it in isolation. The Years is a reintegration. The 

two works (Night and~ and The Years) may be said to be similar 

only in that they meet, going in opposite directions. Woolf says 

of The Years "I want to give the whole of the present society -

nothing less facts as well as the vision. And to combine them 

both, I mean, The Waves going on Simultaneously with Night and 



? ,,63 h Day. Is this possible. . . . T e Years is in a sense a 

hybridization or rather, a movement beyond The Waves that has 

e lements similar to Night and Day. That this i s a difficult 

undertaking may be illuminated by Woolf's question : " ... how 

give ordinary working Arnold Bennett life th e form of art?" 64 And 
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it cost Woolf great effort, this integration of contrasting realities: 

"I wonder if .anyone has ever suffered so much from a book as I 
65 

have from The Years .•. " In summary, The Years" i s the combin -

ation of the external and the internal. 1 am using both freely," 

Woolf declares in A Writer's Diary. 66 

The Years expands Woolf's notion of the work of art. No 

longer can the essence be systematica lly separated, and present

ed by itself: " •. . one strata or layer can ' t be developed 

inte nsively, as 1 d ld expect in The Waves , without harm to the 

others . ,,67 The entirety is to be maintained. It was her 

fasc ination for the multi t ud inous sense data of the living experience 

that caused Woolf to return to it. The richness of the world is 

not merely conta ined in a scrutiny of self , but in the outer, 

external , SOCial and the accldent:!l as well as the i nternal: 

It struck me tho' that I have now reached a further 
sta ge in my writer's advance . 1 see that there 
are four dimensions; all to be produced, in human 
life: a nd that lead s to a far richer grou ping and 
proportion. 1 mean: 1; and the not 1; and the 
outer and the inner . • . 68 

Previously, the outer was presented primarily to dismiss i t , to 

compare it unfavourably to the inner. Now it is included since 

it exists, since it is part of the whole (and is there fore i ndispen 

sible, though certainly not less undesirable) in the account of 

' that which is' and ' how it is'. 

If The Waves represents a n ideal situation (a resolution of 

the essential into a unified whole) The Years stresses that 

essence is embedded in the accidental. The visionary is 

perpetually hampered bY, and forced to be aware of,the details of 

material existence, which can never be tota lly transcended while 
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one remains alive. 

The trans ition frorrl The Wa ves to The Years is an indication of 

the fundamental conflict within Woolf's metaphysic; while alive, 

the individual must to som"'! degree conform to the laws of matter, 

which are in active oppos ition to vis ionary development. If 

Vv-oolf is to produce a complete account of the nature of existence, 

it must include the contingencies of material existence. The 

Waves is an exhaustive account of the proces s, . contents, and 

types of visionary awareness, whereas The Years is a reintegration 

of time and eternity, movement and stillnes s, and vis ion and 

reality, and must be considered a greater achievement than 

The Waves, in terms of Woolf's vision. 

If Woolf's narrative technique is, at times, expressive of 

her vis ion, then her idea of the nature and function of the artist 

will be as illuminating as her literary technique. 



Section 2 Art a nd the Anist 

Alt hough Woolf's idea of the artist's function is i ntended to 

be a descriptive account , one may regard Woolf ' s outl i ne to be 

prescriptive . Her aest!letlc does cOincide with a number of 

other aesthetic theories , but is by no means universally agreed 
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upon , nor ca pable of explaining even the majority of genres , 

schools , or movements. However , the value of Woolf's aesthetic 

results primarily from the llght it casts on her metaphys ic, and 

not in i t s applicab ility to all works of art. 

For Woolf, the artist is a communicating visionary; one who 

s uccessfully transmits his/her visionary awareness ; the 

essential perspective of existence. Thus Woolf says: " 
. 1 

nothing makes me whole unless 1 am wntlng , " and : "Odd how 
2 

the creative power at once brings the whole universe to order . " 

The vision, apart from revealing unity , purpose and structure , 

removes one temporarily beyond flux . Woolf n,fers to " ... the 

exalted sense of being above time and death wh ich comes from 

be ing again in a writi~g mood . And this is not an lllusion . . . " 3 

Richard Dalloway , notoriously short - sighted , and convinced of 

the r ightness of his actions, regards the artist as a fugitive from 

' reality'. The artwork however, is completed precisely in o,der 

t o revea l a 'reali ty' beyond materlal reality. Dalloway reveals 

his grossly inadequate insight "..,hen he says 

We politicians doubtless seem to you (he grasped 
somehow that Helen was the representative of the 
arts) a gross commonplace set of people; but we 
see both sides; we may be clumsy, but we do our 
best to get a grasp of things . Now your artists 
find things in a mess, shrug their shoulders, turn 
as ide to their visions -- which I grant may be very 
beautiful -- and leave things in a me ss . Now 4 
that seems to me evading one 's responsibilities. 

The artist is one , who , broadly speaking, orders emotion. Woolf 

says: "I s there not something beyond emotion, something which 

though it i s inspired by emotion, tranquilli z es it, composes it? -

tha t which Mr Lubbock En The Cra ft of FiCtlO~ calls form, which 



5 
for simplicity's sake, we ca ll art?" Because Woolf wishes to 

incorporate a ll artists (and the terminology suggests Colsridge 

and Wordsworth) she' uses the term "emotion" , which would 

encumpass her own terms "intuition", and "perception". 
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Llly Briscoe attempts to convey the form be neath the particular 

or the essential as embadded in the accidenta l. A mother and 
6 

child may be "reduced •.. to a purple shadow without irreverence ." 

The artist's primary function is the recording of ult ima te reality, 

or matter perce ived from the visionary's point of view. Woolf's 

a es the tic then is a n extension of her metaphysic, and is sub ord 

ina t e to it; the artist d iffe rs from the unexpressive visionary in 

hi s return to the ma terial world with something of value to share. 

In a broad er sense, all of Woolf's visionaries are artists; each 

wishes to impart , through a variety of med ia. To the Lighthouse 

via Lily, is the first of Woolf's novels which expl()re s the artist 

at work with his medium in great depth. The Waves and Betwee n 

the Acts continue the exploration of the functions and media 

available t o the artist. BeCause the arti s t dea ls with subliminally 

grasped visions, the a rtistic process is often not conscious. Miss 

La Trobe i s presented in the act of a rtistic creativity, scarcely 

aware of the process involved : 

\ 

She ra ised her glass to her lips . And dra nk . And 
listened . Words of one syllable sank down into 
the mud . She drowsed ; she nodded . The mud 
became fertile. Words rose above the into lerab ly 
lade n dumb oxen plodding t hrough t he mud . Words 
without meaning - - wonderful words. 7 

Woolf says of the Mtist involve d in the act of creatlon : 

In fa ct , his under -mind works at top speed while 
his uppe r-mind drowses . Then , after a pause the 
v e lllifts; and there is the thing -- the t h i ng he 8 
wants to write about -- simplified, composed . 

In 'The Lady in the Looking Glass' Woolf uses the metaphor of 

t he mirror as the mediating activity which reveals the s ignificance 

in disorder and the form in chaos. The crude metaphor can, by its 



flexibility, be taken to represent any form of art, any act, which 

penetr:Jtes beyond the surface: 

••• the looking -glass reflected the hall table, 
the sunflowers, the garden path so accurate ly 
and so fixedly that they seemed held there in their 
reality unescapably. It was a strange contrast -
all changing here, all stillness there. One could 
not help looking from one to the other. Mea nwhlle" 
since all the doors and windows were open in the 
heat, there was a perpetual sighing . and 
ceasing sound, the voice of the trans[ent and 
the perishing, it seemed, coming and go ing like 
human breath, while in the looking-glass things 
had cea sed to breathe a nd lay still in the tra nce 
of immortality. 9 

If the artwork conveys visionary reali ty, the artist must be 

characteristically visionary . The apprehension of essences in a 

visionary relation necessitates depersonalization. The artis t' s 

identity would otherwise hinder the embracing of the object's 

identity. Lily .Bris coe experiences artistic impersonality and 

feels no longer the creator; instead she feels depersonalized, as 

part of a whole which dictates the form of her art and her 

expression of that whole . She is " .•• caught up in one of 
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those habitual currents which after a certain time forms experience 

in the mind, so that one repeats words without being aware any 

longer who orig inally spoke them." 10 Her hand moves "as if it 

had fallen in with some rhythm which was d ictated to her (she 

kept looking at the hed ge, at the canvas) by what she saw , so 

that while her hand quive red with life, this rhythm was strong 
11 

enough to bear her along with it on its current." 

Bernard is the most consistently depersonalized character in 

Woolf's novels. He becomes the other five figures in The Waves 

in his pursuit of visionary reality. He may be likened to the 

narrator of The Waves, presumably Woolf herself. They are 

artists, they lose personality; they 'become others ' and thus, 

in the recording of their works of art , they are not omniscient: 

they provide one with the subject matter dire ctly, for there is no 



mediating self to interfere . 

Woolf expressed no bii'ls as to the most appropriate medium 
12 

for art lst ic communication . Her own lite rary medium i s , on 

the contrary, most subject to criticism, though presumably she 

was more aware of the limitations of t he literary medium because 

it wa s her own . The med ium need not , moreover , be li mited 

to one of those which impersona te , or re -create essences --
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the med ium may be the subject itself. Mrs Ramsay uses as her 

artistic med ium the interaction between indiv idua ls. She resolves 

every lnteraction into its s lmpli stic essence. As In paint in g , she 

strips away the accidenta l, the tempora l and the in s lgnifi cant , to 

reveal the relationship between the significant essences within 

her scope. Lily Briscoe, who para lle l s thi s act ivity on canvas, 

recognlzes its va lue In Mrs Ramsay who: 

res olved everything lnto s i mpl lcity; made these 
angers , irrita ti ons fa ll off like old rags ; she brought 
thl s and that and then thls , and so made out of 
that miserable s illiness and spite (she and Charles 
sq uabbling and sparring, had been s illy and spite 
ful) someth ing -- this scene on the beach for 
example , thls mome nt of fri endshi p and liking -
which survived , after all t hese years complete , 
so that she dipped into It to re-fashion her 
memory of him and It stayed in the mind almost like 
a work of art. 13 

Terence Hewet precedes Mrs Ramsay as an artist structur ing 

and assembling disparate individuals. His picnic is an expression 

of order. His guests u were very dull , no t a t a ll suited to each 
14 

other ••. " Further on Woolf says 

Hewet , who had gone a little in front, looked up 
at his guests as if to justify himself for having 
brought them. He observed how strangely the 
people standing in a row w ith the ir figures bent 
slightly forward and their clothes plastered by 
the w i nd to the shape of their bodies resembled 
naked sta tues . On their pedestal of earth they 
looked unfamiliar and noble , but in another moment 
they had broken thei r rank, and he had to see to 
the laying out of food. Hirst came to his help, 
and they handed packets of chicken and bread from one 
to another. 15 



Momentarily there is coherp.nce, precipitated by the artistic 

vis ion. 
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Miss La Trobe, In her pageant, performs the actlons of the 

Woolfian artist; she isolates and records the timeless w ithin 

chaos. She does this by relating every person, and Pointz Hall 

as well, to a fundamental, timeless essence. All past and future 

is contained in the pageant; the ' here and now' and the particular 

become submerged in the Significant, repetitive and eterna l. By 

eliminating particularity, Miss La Trobe does not s imply use 

individuals as elements of composition; she gives them the 

means whereby they create their own involvement in the represent

ation of visionary ex istence . Lucy realizes that Miss La Trobe 

is presenting the company with a v ision when she says: "Glory 

possessed her. Ah, but she was not merely a twitcher of ind ivid 

ual strings; she was one who seethes wandering bodies and 

floating voices in a cauidron , and makes rise up from its amorphous 
16 

mass a recreated world." The entire audience is temporarily 

lifted from its petty preoccupations, albeit often willingly, into 

a unified , whole structure . 'vVoolf says: "Compe lled from the 

ends of the horizon; recalled from the edge of appalling crevasses; 

they crashed ; solved ; united. And some relaxed their fingers; 
. 17 

and others uncrossed theIr legs." 

The artist is faced with the problem of the inadequacy of his 

medium. How does he effectively translate an experience into a 

communicative medium? Bernard feels the problem most acutely. 

Verbal expression, whether because of an intrinsi c weakness, or 

beca use Woolf had a more thorough knowledge of the medium, is 

inadequate. Bernard says: 

Whatever sentence I extract whole and entire from 
this cauldron is only a string of six little fish that 
let themselves be caught while a million others 
leap and sizzle .•• 18 

and: "How impossible to order th em rightly; to detach one 
. 19 

separately, or to give the effect of the whole - - again like musIc." 



Neville too is distrustful of the ability of words 

Yet these roaring waters •. , upon which we build 
our crazy platforms are more stable than the wild, 
the weak and inconsequent cries that we utter 
when, trying to speak, we rise; when we reason 
and jerk out these false sayings, "I am this; I 
am that!" Speach is false. 20 

Language is the tool of the male-dominated world, the material 

world. As such, it is ill-suited for use by the visionary; it is 

too orderly, too rational and compartmentalizing, besides which 

it accepts the fundamental premises of separate existence, 
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singular identity and the operatlon of the laws of matter. Bernard 

says: " ... what is the use of painfully elaborating these 

consecutive sentences when what one needs is nothing consecutive 
21 

but a bark, a groan?" 

Bernard intends/via his collection of phrases, to provide a 

distillation of existence. Tite visionary's task is two-fold: to 

perceive the essential (to look beyond flux) and to perceive the 

unity of all that lies beyond flux. The artist has an additional 

task: to translate this awareness into a form accessible to the 

non-visionary. Bernard wishes to provide "a meaning for all 

observations -- a line that runs from one to another, a summing 
22 

up that completes." His medium is inadequate. No direct 

awareness of vision can be transmitted. Thus, Bernard searches 

for a medium more in accordance with the nature of visionary 

apprehension, something that will not distort his message: "I 

begin to long for some little language such as lovers use, broken 

words, inarticulate words, like the shuffling of feet on the 
23 

pavement. " 

Lisa Ruddick in The Seen and the Unseen says of language: 

"But words and sentences, uniike daubs of paint, are indissoluble, 

inherently representational building blocks, firmly rooted in the 
24 

sphere of meaning, consciousness, fact." She exaggerates, 

though thereby exposes, the inadequacy of words as a means of 

communicating vision. 



Lily Briscoe is constantly reminded of the inadequacy of any 

artisti8 medium. Her painting takes ten years to complete, and 
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ls unlikely to be percelved by any appreciative audience. Lily 

says: "The urgency of the moment always missed its mark. Words 

fluttered sideways and struck the object inches too 10w.,,25 

After The Waves, in which art ls ultimately seen by Bernard 

to be lnadequate in lts attempt to harness and portray essence or 

transcendental reallty, Woolf presents a different attitude to art 

In Between the Acts . Reality may be revealed by degree, and if 

the perfect form is imposs lble, less perfect forms are nonetheless 

valuable. Miss La Trobe, in a far from polished achievement, 

still manages to convey her vision, though she ls convinced her 

pageant is a failure: 

But what had she given? A cloud that melted into 
other clouds on the horizon. It was in the giving 
tha t the tri umph wa s. And the tri um ph faded. Her 
gift meant nothing. If they had understood her 
meaning; if they had known their parts; if the 
pearls had been reai and the funds illimitable - 
it would have been a better gift. Now it had gone 
to join the others. 26 

'A failure,' she groaned ... 

In 'Notes on an Elizabethan Play' Woolf says: "The mind is so 

saturated with sensibility, language so inadequate to its 
. ,,27 

expenence •.• 

Perhaps one may summarize the artist's position as one in 

which hls medium may never transmit the experie nce purely and 

entirely, but that an lmperfect medium is better than none. Besides, 

the artist ls so determined to communicate, that however restrictive 

hls medium may be, it causes him to struggle, but never to 

cease in hls attempts. 

Most of Woolf's major characters -- Terence Hewet, Clarissa 

Dalloway, Mrs Ramsay, Bernard and Miss La Trobe, are involved 

in artisti.c creation. Septimus is frustrated by being the 

consummate visionary in search of a medium. His achievements 

are limited to scribblings on scraps of paper , read by no-one. 



Woolf implie s that it i s almos t a reflex action for the v isionary 

to communicate artistically . Hi s sense of ultimate relation with 

all ethers prompts him to find a medium through which to share 

it with them. The prob lem is the d is c re pancy between ma tc rial 

and vis ionary worlds; the medium and the message are incompat 

ih le. This duality has unfortuna te implica ti ons for all 

visionaries, since the fight agains t matter becomes a fight 

against life. This is bas i cally the s ignificance of Woo lf ' s 

vis ion. 
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Chapter 6 : The Significance. 

"Extinction! The word is consummation. " 

Woolf's metaphysic proceeds from a series of oppositions. 
1 

Separation and relation may be the most significant , and a ll

encompassing of these oppositions; subsidiary oppositions are 

between life and death, matter and spirit, one and many, unity 

and multiplicity, male and female, and the inner and outer. They 

exist in a state of tension. That Woolf prescribes a journey 

which offers one in preference to the other,does not dissolve the 

tension. It is an irreconcilable tension (except in the case of 

the male and the female). Each state by definition excludes the 

other, its opposite. Of course , there are those who, pr eoccupiEed 

with material li fe and personal assert ion, are immune to the 

dichotomy. Their limitation preve nts an awarenes s of anything 

beyond the material world. In a passage reminiscent of Susan 

(who is firmly entrenched in the material world) Woolf says of 

Charlotte Bronte , perhaps unfairl~' : 

She does not attempt to solve the problems of 
human life; she is even unaware that such 
problems exist; all her force, and it is more 
tremendous for being restricted, goes into the 
assertion, 'I love', 'I hate', 'I suffer'. 2 

The vis ionary deve lops, rather than reconciles, the oppos ition, 

by expanding his visionary component in competition with his 

material and separate identity. In Leonard \"1oolf's The Tourney 

not the Arrival Matters: An Autobiography of the Years 1939 to 

1969, one learns that Woolf had already pla nned a book to follow 
-- 3 
Between the Acts: Anon. From an examination of its obviOUS 

meaning, 'anonymous ' or 'anonymity' plu s its Anglo-Saxon 

derivative, "on an" meaning "in one" or "together,,4 it is clear 
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relation between a 11 individuals. (Jne need not be too specific 

In one's conjec tures concerning the proposed novel's meaning 

(and run the risk of theorizing on scant information) to see the 

connection betwee n the two concepts. Depersonalization is 

logically and necessarily prior to unificatlon with the 'other'; 

personal identity inhibits merging. A vision of relation can only 

be accomplished, can only be fleetingly apprehended, whE:n the 

self forgets itself, becomes absorbed in the other, suspellds its 

definite boundarie s, and overcomes the limitations of a fixed and 

single point of view. 

If none of Woolf's visionary characters are able to ,educe the 

opposition, nor ab le to completely disregard the laws of nlatter 

in order to achieve a totally visiona ry state of being, the visionary's 

solution is Imperfectly defined . If v isi onary reality is of a 

higher order than material reality, there must be a means by which 

the visionary's efforts may be permanently rewarded, a means 

by which a more Inclusive reallty may be permanently experienced. 

The v isionary does have a single, though devastating option, if 

he wishes to culminate his/her moments of visionary reallty, an 

option whlcih emerges if one examines the components of the 

two orders of reality, the materia l and the visionary. 

Ruddick is correct in Ide ntifying visionary reality as static 

and beyond flux, though her justlflcation (that a ll a ctivlty ha s 

been completed, or exhausted) is not the obvious one. She says: 

"Reality Is, then, a static, homogeneous fluid In wh ich all 

particles have mingled to a point beyond wh ich no further 

mingling is pOSSible, and motion has ceased."S Ind ividuality 

Is a function of materiality ; individuals exist in space and time , 

and abide by the spatio-temporallaws. As soon as one forfeits 

Individ uality , and thereby frees oneself from such laws, one 

moves beyond flux. 

Rhoda grasps the implications of the state of selflessness 

from 'I'vhich she cannot emerge Into a discrete self: Its transcend-

ence of time and space , Its all -inclusiveness and its transcend

ence of the material world, and of all matter: 



Yet there are momer.ts when the walls of the mind 
grow thin; when nothing is unabsorbed, and I 
could fancy that we might blow so vast a bubble 
that the sun might set and rise in it and we 
might take the blue of midday and the black of 
midnight and be cast off and escape from the 
here and now. 6 
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The attainment of vision may be described as entropic expansion; 

it involves the destruction of identity , separat ion and singularity 

(the existence granted and governed by the laws of matter). With 

no centre, no "Captain self , the key self, which amalgamates 

and controls, " to perpetually maintain the boundary between 

objects ( imposed by materiality) the self is limitless, though it 
7 

cannot rightly be referred to as a self. It is destroyed in order 

to expand. 

Silence is associated with the visionary world . It refe rs to 

the halting of perpetual movement or perpetual 'becoming'. 

"Sile nce" implies all of the characteristics of visionary rela tion 

and eternity, and it is associated with th e representative of the 

vis ionary world on earth, darkness. Bernard says : "As silence 

falls I am dissolved utterly and become featureless and scarcely 
8 

to be d istinguished from another." 

In her diary, Woolf acknowledges that the material and 

visionary states of being are incompatible. Time and movement 

(a function of materiality) cannot permit the individual to embrace 

eternity and stillness. Woolf says: "I am convinced that I am 

right to seek for a station whence I can set my people aga inst 

time and the sea -- but Lord, the difficulty of digging oneself in 
9 

there, with conviction." Jean Love reveals the impossibility of 

achieving vision while still corporeal, from an entirely different 

. pos ition. Using a theoretica I model derived from developmenta I 

psychology, she says: "Since consciousness cannot mime or 

mirror the world external to itself, the phYSical world is never 
. 10 

completely apprehended by consclOusness." The existence of 

self necessarily imposes a restriction; separa tion is intrinsic to 

s elfhood and subjectivity is fundamental to identity. It follows 

that the visionary cannot transcend materiality without relinquishing 
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his material self: he cannot transcend individuality without 

relinquishing his separate identity. Mrs Ramsay illustrates the 

totally visionary state, beyond movement, light, time and space: 

She had a sense of being pa st everything, through 
everything, out of everything ... It's all come to 
an end, she thought ••. and so, giving herself 
the little shake that one gives a watch that has 
stopped, the old familiar pulse began beating, 
a s the wa tch begins ticking - - one , two, three 
••• And so then ... life being now strong enough 
to bear her on again, she began all this business, as 
a sailor not without weariness s ees the wind fill 
his sail and yet hardly wants to be off again and 
thinks how, had the ship sunk, he would have 
whirled round and round and found rest on the 
floor of the sea. 11 

Earlier on, Mrs Ramsay says: "Not as oneself did one find rest 
. h . ,,12 ever, In er expenence .•• 

The visionary's single o[ltion is death. The beginning of 

The Waves contains a description of the formation of selves, the 

proces s whereby the unity ill divided, and the whole is resolved 

into parts. The individual Is material, and has individual 

responses, marked by the entry of sensation (which is the 

perpetual reminder of a state of action). The individua l is acted 

upon, and has the power to act upon others. Hence, the notion 

of cause and effect, essentially associated with materiality (the 

interaction of discrete entities) is registered in the mind of the 

individual. Jlnny says: "I burn, I shiver •.. out of this sun, 
13 

into this shadow." Bernard describes the process of individuation 

in terms of the attention demanded by sensation: "Water pours 

down the runnel of my spine. Bright arrows of sensation shoot 
14 

on either side. I am covered with warm fl esh ." And in old age, 

Bernard re -examines the principle when he says: "But we are all 

differe nt. The wax -- the virginal wax that coats the spine melted 

in different patches for each of us. ,,15 He revisits his first 

awareness of being a discrete self :" 'Old Mrs Constable lifted 

her sponge and warmth poured over us,' said Bernard. 'We became 
16 . 

clothed in this changing, this feeling garment of flesh.'" He 
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isolates the principle of individual, mat0rial existence. His 

body 'changes' (he is aware of flux and movement) and 'fee ls' 

(he is aware of perception and of cause and effect). Mat81iality 

harnesses one to time and space; it is a garment. In death, the 

reverse process occurs. Sensation slips from one, a s one loses 

an identity from which to receive sensations , and to cause action. 

The visionary achieves total relation in death. 

In The Waves ide ntity is most diffuse at the beginning and at 

the end of the book (with the exception of Bernard's final assertion 

of self) and is most secure in the middle. And since the inte rludes 

describe the pa ssing of a single symbolic day, the parallels may 

be drawn/not, I believe, between degree : of self and physical 

age (this is far too rigid an assumption , since the six mature 

in different ways, at different periods in their lives) but between 

degree of self and metaphorical age. At noon, when the sun is 

highest, so the light or flame of each self is at its highest and 

the material world predominates. Dawn and dusk represent a 

waning of light, the breakdown of self, and the predominance of 

the visionary world of relation. From this . it i s clear that there 

is no single 'llght' symbol. The sun (related to the material 

world, and matter) is the light of the self. The laws of matter 

are at their zenith at noon. The li ghthouse is the light of the 

vis ionary and diffuse self, whose energy does not derive from, 

and proceed to, a single radiance that is 'self: but from the 

composite; the related whole . The lighthouse dominates the 

world of darkness , and can only function when the sun has 

disappeared, s ince the visionary and material worlds are in 

opposition. And of course the sun is the greater light since the 

battleground between the two form s of light is the mater ial world. 

D.H. Lawrence outlines the basis of Woolf's metaphys ic , the 

significance of embracing vision, a nd the factors involved in 

achieving it. He says in Studies in Classic American Literature 

The central law i n all organic life is that each 
organism is intrinsically isolated and single in 
itself. 



The moment lts isolation breaks down, there comes 
a:1 actual mixing and confusior., death sets in ... 
Men live by love, but die, oc cause death, if they 
love too much. 17 

Death and life are mutually exclusive . Life implies separation. 

Attempts to the contrary are fatal. 
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Naremore states the loss (the inevitable effect of depersonal

ization) succinctly and logically, and incidenta lly recognizes 

this movement away from self as "the crucial problem in all of 

Woolf's fiction." He says : " .•• the gulf between ••• the ego 

and the world outside is not to be traversed without some cost. 

Once the voyage is made a certain loss of individua lity, a 

dissoluti on of self is the inevitable result." 18 Naremore reduces 

the argument almost to a tautology, not 1 believe, to the detriment 

of his powers of reasoning, but to demonstmtc how utterly 

necessary and obvious the consequences of depersonalization 

are. Self must be lost; the separate life spirit is relinquished. 

Eleanor Pargiter, during a mome:1t of depersonalization, grasps 

that she ha s temporarily been conveyed beyond the strictures of 

materiality, rendering her immune from the material laws, and 

distanced from life: 

A feeling of great calm possessed her. It was as 
if another space of time had been issued to her, but 
robbed by the presence of death of something 
personal , she felt -- she hesitated for a word; 
'immune?' Was that what she meant? Immune, 
she said, looking at a picture without seeing it. 
Immune , she repeated. 19 

She had a sense of immensi ty and peace -- as if 
something had been consumed. .. 20 

Movement from life to death for Betty Flanders' husband 

is from an identity expanded to include his wife, to a decentral

ized self, merged with all things: "At first, part of herself; now 

one of a company, he had merged in the grass, the sloping 

hillside, the thousand stones ... Seabrook was now all that. ,,21 
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Lee ls aware of the contradiction involved in achieving vision: 

'unity' means 'depersonalization ' means 'death'. She SdyS : 

"If the personality is relinquished altogether, it can no longer 
22 

be a barrier to unification. But for a 11 that, death is los s. " 

Clarissa Dalloway, despite her ambiguous position, is aware of 

death as a visionary achievement. She says: 

Death wa s defiance. Death wa s an attempt to 
communicate, people feeling the imposs ibility 
of reaching the centre which, myst ically, 
evaded them; closeness drew apa rt; rapture 
faded; one wa s ;] lone. There wa san embrace 
in death. 23 

The paradox of the visionary, that achievement is death, is 

most concisely expressed by Woolf in an essay on Montaigne, 

when she says: "Movement and change are the essence of our 
24 

being; rigidity is death ... " He re, Woolf's point of view has 

swivelled, as it rarely does, to the side of flux, to the side of 

the living, the limited, and the embodied. The only other 

insta nce of such a point of view which is not obviously pitied or 

scorned, i s Bernard's awareness (at the end of The Waves) that 

achievement is death. 

Mr Ramsay's words: "We perished, each alone ..• " which 

Woolf emphasizes as symbollically Significant,25 are not only an 

expression of the typica lly masculine and intellectual state of 

being (that is, solitude) but /when coupled with the fact that Mrs 

Ramsay does not cease to exist at death but unites, principally 

with the other protagonists, and to a lesser extent, with the 

whole of humanity and all living things , one may take Mr Ramsay's 

expression in a more encompassing sense, to be something true 

for all beings and not just for solitary intellectuals. As such, it 

would imply that a precondition of "perishing" is aloneness, for 

the act is a movement from life(a state of be ing in which total 

vision cannot be achieved) to death (which is the attainment of 

vision and unity). This statement would then be one of the 

fundamentals of Woolf's metaphysic; to live is to experience 



separate identity; to die i s to regain unity. Thus, the movement 

from life to death is from dispersion, to immersion in the whole. 

To die is a so litary a'ct; its aim is the destru c tion of solitude. 
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All of Woolf's distinctly vis ionary characters reach the point 

at which they realize that a greater visionary development is 

impossible without sacrifiCing life. Their reactions to this 

rea lization lI)ay be aligned to one of three basic, and distinct, 

courses of action. If commitment to visionary reality is total, 

the visionary ends his life. For others however, the step is too 

great and too devastating . These characters either reject 

visionary reality altogether because of the abhorrent means of 

achieving it, or they adopt the imperfect and ambiguous position 

of attempting to cling to both orders of reality, the materia l and 

the vlsionary. The three characters most clearly associated with 

these three alternatives are Septimus, Bernard and Clarissa, 

respectively. 

If each of these characters' courses of actlon may be regarded 

as specialized, complex reactlons to the relinquishing of life, 

then Rachel Vinrace may help !n illumi nating thelr diverse decisions 

since, firstly, she does not interfere with her destiny, having 

initially determined its course (and therefore, her reaction to 

death is not as complex as those who continually interfere w ith 

the course of their respective destinies) and secondly , Woolf, 

In Rachel's short life, presents the entire movement, within an 

individua l, from a totally non-visionary, undeveloped state, to 

that of a consummate visionary. Rache l' s life may serve as a 

yardstick with which to evaluate the complexity and direction of 

Septimus's, Bernard 's and Clarissa's courses of action. 

Rache l's 'voyage out' may be identified as having three stages, 

corresponding both to Woolf's idea of the states of character (in 

The Waves) and to the ldea that awareness of vis ionary unity is 

preceded by an initial and necessary journey out of self. Initially, 

under the supervision of Helen Ambrose , Rachel manages to 

realize a separate identity, free from he r au nts, her father, and 

from soci e ty. She becomes Rachel, discrete and definable, at 



Santa Marina. Her voyage up the river coin c ides with, and 

partially prompts her depersona lizati on via her love for Hewet. 

And finally, her death is thp inevit"lble choice of the journey 

through/and beyond, identity . 
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Rachel is initially suspended in an uncommitted state, unaware 

of the material worlel and its limitations. She begins to awaken: 

"It a ppeared that nobody ever sa id a thing they meant, or ever 
. 26 

talked of a feeling they rel~, but that was what music Wi:JS for." 

However, she needs to establish an identity before embracing 

her vision; entering the meterial world to transform the" smooth 

unmarked outline" of her face. 27 She becomes aware of her 

own separate persona Hty: "The vision of her own personality , 

of herself as a real everlasting thing , different from anyth ing 

else, unmergeable, like the sea or the wind, flashed intr) Rachel's 

mind, and she became profoundly excited at the thought of living. ,,28 

At this stage "a keen observer might have thought that the girl 
29 

was more definite and self-confident in her manner than before." 

St. John Hirst assists her entry into the materia l world: " •.• he 

took her outside this little world of love and emotion . He had a 
30 

gras p of facts." However, she discards him, since she no 

longer needs his help; in his dedication to reason and fact, she 

pities him "as one pities those ur.fortunate people who ore ol.\tside 

the warm myster ious globe full of cha nges and miracles ..• " 
31 

Rachel's vision, a s a conscious choice, begins to assert itself 

in the church, when she realizes that: "All around her were 

people pre tending to feel what they did not feel, while somewhere 

above her floated the idea which they could none of them gi'asp, 

always escaping out of reach, a beautiful idea, an idea like a 
32 

butterfly. " Rachel i s aware of continuity : "Changing only 

with the course of the sun and the clouds, the moving green mass 

had stood there for century after century, a nd the water had run 
33 

between its banks ceaselessly." 

Rachel 's vision actually begins Simultaneously with the 

sailing from England: 



Not cnly did it U:nglanc!l appear to them to be 
an island, and a very small island, but it was 
a shrinking island in which people were 
imprisoned. ',. The disease attacked other 
parts of the earth; Europe shrank, Asia shrank , 
Africa and America s hrank ... 34 

Rcchel's perspective is being enlarged, and civilization appears 

smaller. She renders herself susceptible to the infiltration at a 

vision. She becomes aware of the barriers which separate 

individuals : "She became a ship pas sing in the night - - an 
35 

emblem of the loneliness of human life ... " Finally, Rachel 
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has thoroughly visionary experiences; her apprenticeship is over: 

"She was overcome with awe that things should exist at all ... 
36 

the things that existed were so immense and so desolcte , , , " 

Woolf writes: "She had now reached one of thos e eminences , 

the result of some crisis, from which the world is finally disp layed 

in it s true proportion. ,,37 And: " ... as upon the occasion at the 

hotel when she had sat at the window, the world once more 

arranged itself beneath her gaze v er y vividly and in its tru e 
38 

proportion," Rachel's vision develops into a desire for relation 

with all things: " ... she wanted many more things than the 

love of one human being -- the sea , the sky. She turned again 

and looked at the distant blue, which was so smooth and serene 

where the sky met the sea; she could not possibly want only one 

human being, ,,39 

Perhaps Rachel's death can be related to her voyage, which 

should be more aptly termed 'the voyage in' , for it is a movement 

firstly, to within herself, to replace all of the previously accepted 

values with beliefs of her own. The social doctrine is scrutinized 

and largely found lacking, On her return from the jung le voyage 

(which however one interprets the journey, does imply a break 

from the social wor ld) she does not want to return to t he hotel. 

For her it is fatal; the same day her headache beg in s, which leads 

to her death. Perhaps just as Septimus cannot continue to exist 

in the outer world, so Rachel, though the complexity of her 

visionary world has not yet crystallized , is forced to her death, 
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Perhaps her vision must culminate in death. The Voyage Out 

is not simply a voyage from civilization, but from the constraints 

of Hfe itself. 

Finally, Rachel in her vision approaches Bernard's position, 

and she realizes that "instead of being vast and indivisible they 

@eoPI~ were really very small and separate" and that "they could 

never love each other sufficiently to overcome all these barriers, 

and they could never be satisfied with less." 40 

Woolf says, as Rachel dies: "They had now what they always 

wanted to have, the union which had been impossible while they 

1 d 
,,41 

ive .•• Rachel's death creates an acute feeling in the people 

at the hotel. Accompanying the death is a storm, symbolic of 

the disturbance. Through the description of the storm one can 

symbolically extrapolate as to how the individual death affects 

the whole (the group) or how death affects the life principle (the 

essence, or the generalization, of life). Firstly, the company is 

eventually restored to order, complacency, and security. Woolf 

says to Strachey that life is "cut short for a moment by the death, 

and go~SJ on again -- and the whole was to have a sort of pattern, 
42 

and be somehow controlled." The effect is thus temporary. 

Secondly, there is a breach, an intrus ion, a crack in the globe of 

life, which causes a leakage between the opposites of life and 

death, a temporary and slight confusion or mingling between the 

two. In describing the storm, Woolf says: "The room grew 

suddenly several degrees darker, for the wind seemed to be 

driving waves of darkness across the earth •.. The flashes now 

came frequently, lightlng up faces as if they were going to be 
43 

photographed, surprising them in tense unnatural expressions." 

And this breach is of the flow and the rhythm that is the life 

principle. Woolf says of the waves that they "lay flat, and yet 

rigid, a s if they were restra ined. ,,44 Whether th is is intentiona I 

or not, it describes adequately the breach, whereby all matter 

feels the encroachment of stillness, and eternity. There is a note 

of silence in the noisy material world. 

Rachel's death is the logical outcome of a swift development 



from an undefined existence, to the achievement of a separate, 

distinct identity, and finally, to the awareness of visior,ary 

rea IHy. Although her death is not obviously symbolic, it is the 

result of a lack of interfere nce on the part of the subject, with 

the precise course of her destiny. Rachel dies without being 

aware that her visionary development will, if left unchecked, 

cause death : Septimus, Bernard , and Clarissa more actively 

determine their res pective courses of action. 

Septimus Warren Smith's reaction to the intrin s ic association 

between death and visionary achievement is less complex than 

either Bernard's or Clarissa's. In a sense he has no option but 

to kill himself, since he has no individual identity within which 
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to reatreat. Bernard and Clarissa, besides being visionaries, have 

not totally severed ties wilh the material world, and take refuge 

in it. Septimus, however, is forced into suicide in two ways. 

Firstly, the materia l world and the restrictions of the laws of 

matter are alien to him. He is perpetually aware of the re lation, 

and not the separation, of ('Ill identities . Secondly, he is unable 

to abide by the conventions of the material world. His refusal to 

conform is soon recognized by those intent upon maintaining the 

iaws of the material world, and is regarded as a threat to the 

conventions of material existence. The realization that his vision 

ls lncompatible with material existence is therefore forced upon 

hlm; he ls ordered to act In a manner alien to his visionary self. 

Subordination to the laws of matter, and the conventions 

governing those in favour of material existence to the exclusion of 

vl"siona.ry · awareness, i s an imposs ibility for Septimus, and 

Bradshaw forces him into his sole alternative -- death. 

Bernard's reaction to the idea of death as the culmination of 

visionary awareness is the exact opposite of Septimus' . Initially, 

Bernard sees only the nobility, the achievement,and the rewarded 

effort/of the act of merging with the others. He is not aware that 

ultimate merging must be synonymous with death. He says 

We are creators. We too have made something 



that will join the innumerable congregations of 
pa st time . We too, a s we put on our hats and 
push open the door, stride not into chaos, but 
into a world that our own force can subjugate 
and make part of the lllumined and everlasting 
road. 45 

His achievement is sucIJ that his transcendence of separate 

identity is almost total. He says: 

Immeasurably receptive, holding everything, 
trembling with fullness, yet clear, conta ined 
so my being seems, now that desire urges it 
no more out and away; now that curiosity no 
longer dyes it a thousa nd colours. It lies 
deep, tideless, immune, now that he is dead, 
the man I called "Bernard". 46 

Freed from the confines of a logical self, he has access to all 

time and space: " ... I could go like a spy without leaving this 

place, without stirring fwm my chair. I can visit the remote 

verges of the desert lands where the savage sits by the camp-

f
' ,,47 lre. 
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However, Bernard becomes aware of the implication of 

depersonalization. He says: "Was this then,this streaming away 

mixed with Susan, Jinny, Neville, Rhoda, Loui s, a sort of death? 
. 48 

A n8W a ssembly of elements? Some hint of what was to come?" 

His reaction to the full realization that death and visionary 

reality constitute the same state of existence is one of total 

defiimce. In old age, Bernard realizes that his victory is a 

defeat, since the sacrifice (material existence) is too great. 

Concluding The Waves, Bernard says: 

What enemy do we now perceive advancing against 
us, you whom I ride now, a s we sta nd pawing this 
stretch of pavement? It is death. Death is the 
enemy. It is death against whom I ride with my 
spear couched and my hair flying back like a 
young man's, like Percival's, when he galloped in 
India. I strike spurs into my horse. Against you 
I will fling myself, unvanquished and unyielding, 
o Death! 49 



The rejection of death is simultaneously an assertion of the 

individual ego. Bernard's reaction to death is therefore 

synonymous with his revitalization. 

Bernard's movement from a vis ion of relation to a retur ,j to 
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s e lf and singularity is one from passivity to activity; reactivating 

self; establlshing a core which has separate needs an:::! desires , 

and above all , express ion s . Activity perpetually rea sserts th.o 

singularity of the individual. Bernard hea rs: "Knock, knock , 

knock. Must , must, must. Must go , must sleep, must wake, 

must get up - - sober, merciful word which we pretend to revile, 

which we press tight to our hearts, without which we should be 
50 

undone. " 

Many critics suggest that Bernard ' s defiance of death is not 

the rejection/but the fulfilment of his vision of un i ty and seii

lessness. At first s ight it appears as if Graham in 'Time in the 

Novels of Virginia Woolf' may be correct in presuming that 

Bernard is unable to merge with the other flve, and that this is 
51 

why he is deflant. However , there is nothing to support Graham's 

claim, nor the impllcation that death is associated with 

Individuality. Rather , Bernard has new "desires" and becomes 

Increasingly aware of d iscrete identity. The forcefulness of his 

nnal statement testifies that/once more , a resolute ego is at 

work. While bearing In mind that Graham et al may be correct in 

presuming that death for Bernard means having to remain unmerged 

and separate, I will pursue what seems to be far more consistent 

with the rest of the novel , and \I\foolf ' s writing in genera l --

that death for Bernard means literal death (not the death of his 

visionary, merged self)and that he opposes it, in the last stag es of life. 

ImpliCit in Bernard's defiance Is (at least in a latent sense) 

an opposition to visionary achievement. His ego has never been 

completely suppressed because, when confronted with extinction, 

it is willing to engage in a battle which it cannot ultimately win. 

The image of the equestrian hero Is used in both Mrs Dalloway 

and The Waves as an image of the ego striving to assert itself , 

single-mindedly and beyond all constraint, reason or reconsider -
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atlon, to make ltself felt, to ride down its opponent. Since the 

opponent is both vlsion and death, the equestrian defence is a ritual, 

but with important eUects;the act of assertion itself repleilishes 

the strength and solidity of the ego. The enemy cannN be 

beaten, nor does he exlst in a form able to be confronted by the 

ego; a mock-confrontation, or simply a limbering up or call to 

arms ls sufficient to reinstate the ego as a centre of power, 

capable of acts which may transform any aspect of its surround-

ings. Bernard performs the act, and in preparing to oppose death , 

relinquishes any possibility of further visionary deve lopmer,t. 

Clarissa does battle with Peter Walsh who, she believes , 

threatens the solidity of her ego: 

So before a battle begins, the horses paw the 
ground; toss their heads; the light shines on 
their flanks; their necks curve. So Peter Walsh 
and Clarissa, sittting side by slde on the blue 
sofa, challenged each other. 52 

It becomes clear that the reinstatement of the ego is an end ln 

itself; it need not envisage any other effect than lts own 

contlnued existence for it to oppose, blindly and absolutely, 

anything which threate ns it. 

Bernard expre ss e s the amblguity, the desire to transcend the 

self's lnstinctive survival mechanism, whlch can lay waste a 

lifetime of voya ging and contemplatlon, in the na me of its 

continued separate , existence : 

I cannot remember my pa st, my nose, or the 
colour of my eyes , or what my general opinion of 
myself is. Only in mome nts of emergency , at a 
crossing, at a kerb, the wish to preserve my 
body spring s out and seize s me .and stops me, 
here, before this omnibus. We insist, it seems, 
on living. 53 

Further on Bernard says: "And in me too the wave rises. It 

swells; it arches its back. I am aware once more of a new 
54 

desire, something rlsing beneath me like a proud hors e ..• " 



Bernard's commitment to visionary existence had never been 

total. His periods of depersonalization are interspersed with 

periods recuperative for. his ego. 

When the sense of unity at Hampton Court is lost, Bernard 
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once more becomes aware of his own identity; it demands attention, 

support and recognition. He says: "It is the memory of my nose 

that recalls me. I rise; 'Fight,' I cry, 'fight' remembering the 

shape of my own nose, and strike with this spoon upon th8 table 
55 

pugnacious ly. " 

Louis, in his vision, is aware of the necessity of personal 

identity if what we ca 11 'life' is to continue. He says: 

Rippling and questioning begin. What do I think 
of you - - what do you think of me? Who are you? 
Who am I ? -- that quivers again its uneasy air 
over us, and the pulse quickens and the eye 
brightens and all the insanity of personal 
existence without which life would fall flat and 
die, begins again. 56 

If man wishes to partake of corporality, it must be as distinct, 

separate identities. The conditions are absolute, admitting of 

no exceptions. 

Because of the irreconcilability of flux and permanence, 

Bernard's des ire for la ck of self ca n only result in death. Bernard's 

anguish at the end of The Waves is as a result of the awareness 

of the duality, and of its irreconcilability: "We saw for a 

moment laid out among us the body of the complete human being 

whom we have fa lied to be, but at the same time, cannot forget. 

" All that we might have been we saw; all that we had missed 

They had no option but to miss these things though Bernard 

realizes this late in life, obviously and necessarily just prior to 

what he regards as the final step in his visionary voyage, but 

which'was, in fact, identical to death. 

57 

Rhoda, equally as visionary as Bernard, realizes the impossib

ility oi transcending materiality without dying. She prefers to 

kill herself (it is implied in The Waves) wherea s Bernard would 

rather attempt to deny the omnipotence of the laws of matter. 
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In one sense, Rhoda and Bernard parallel Clym a nd Eus tac ia 

Yeobright in The Re turn of the Native. In Hardy's book, Eustacia 

makes an attempt at grandeur, at transcending fate, and her 

defeat is tragic. Clym submits to the yoke of fate. 'l'heir 

alternatives are therefore submissicn or defeat; the relinquishing 

of power is either submissive or tragic. Rhoda submits, and Is 

annihilated. · Bernard attempts to escape, and is successful in 

that he reaches the awareness of the fact that the only escape 

from flux (the only attainment of re lati on) lies in death , wh ich Is 

the fate of all individual identities. Escape Is therefore impossible , 

since death i s the fulfilment of the cycle controlled by the 

Inexorable tyranny of flux. 

Bernard is not alone in his def iance of visionary reality 

because of its associat ion with death, though his denial of death 

Is dealt with more complete ly than in any other character. Implicit 

in every visionary who does not choose Septimus' course of 

action, is the abhorrence of death, and the subseque nt ambiguity 

of response to visionary rea lity. 

Mary Datchet realizes the Implications , If not the principles 

Involved In the relation between life and death , or self and 

dispersion. Her natural urge is to impart self, to make It public , 

and therefore weaken its i solation and identity. But she realiz e s 

that rather than sacrifi ce life by visionary expansion she should 

prolong existence via separation and identity: 

After all, she considered , why should she speak? 
Because It is right , her instinct told her; right to 
expos e oneself without reservations to other 
human beings . She flinched from the thought. 
It asked too much of one a lready stripped bare. 
Something she must keep of her own. But if 
she did keep someth ing of her own? Im med iate ly 
she figured an immured life, continuing for an 
Immense period , the same feelings living for 
ever, neither dwindling nor changing within the 
ring of a th ick stone wa 11. 58 

Lily Briscoe , despite her attempts at perceiving and translating 

her vision of wholeness and relation , does not accept the 
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consequences of vision, though her ambivalence is only hinted 

at, and never explored as Bernard's is. Lily glimpses the 

antithes is between visionary reality and life (and is not attracted 

to it) in the form mover::ent/><tillness. Despite her des ire to 

capture the timeless essence, she recoils from what is evidently 

death, inherent in the sti.ilness : "Beauty had thi s penalty --

it came too readily, came too completely. It stifled life --
. 59 

froze it." 

Bernard's final renunciation of visionary reality would seem 

to suggest a n implicit comment , by Woolf, on what is known as 

the mind/body prob lem . Richter sugges ts this when she soys : 

"Philosophy in genera 1 a nd psycho logy in particular had muved 

away from the mind-matter split of the nineteenth century towards 

a more complex view of man which would present him, as 
60 

Virginia Woolf herself did, as a mind-body-feeling-gestalt." 

Until The Waves T do not believe that the unity or disunity of the 

components of the individual was positively or negatively 

stressed, though inter-individual unity/disunity is centrcl to all 

of Woolf's novels. Only when Bernard traces his vision, and 

pursues it to a conclusion, is a dichotomy revealed, a variation 

of the mind/body dichotomy by no means less complex than 

Richter's gestalt. The two (spirit and matter) are controlled by 

separate, and equally impelling' principles of being' , wherein 

the fundamental clash between them is that whereas the former 

necessitates death (release from materiality) the latter precludes 

it. The question of the mind/body problem in Woolf's works may 

not be absolutely and clearly expounded , for it i s primarily a 

mainstream philosophical issue, from which Woolf may be exempt 

on the gounds that she wa s neither much interested in , or 

qualified, to d ispute the issue with leading philosophers, and 

further, the problem's occurence in The Waves is a matter of 

implication only. Bernard's conclusion embraces the issue of a 

mind/body dichotomy in sofa r as his deciSions have ramifications 

which coincide with existing philosophical issues. By exploring 

Woolf's vision one need not raise the issue at all, though for 



those who must, it should at least be ci<,ar that Woolf neither 

solved, transcended, nor altered the issue In any way. 

Whereas Bernard is .preoccupied with extreme states cif being, 

committing himself first to visionary reality and then by contrast, 

to material reality, Clarissa never has to face death as the final 

act of commitment, because her commitment to visionary reality 

never exceeds her association with the material world to the 

point where one must be sacrificed for the consummation of th e 

other. 
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That Clarissa is an adept visionary i s obvious. She participates 

in Septimus's vision; 

••• she felt herself everywhere; not 'here , here, 
here ' ; and she tapped the back of the seat; but 
everywhere. She waved her hand , going up 
Shaftesbury Ave nue. She was all that ... 

rrJ he unseen part of us, which spreads wide, 
the unseen might survive, be recovered some how 
attached to ·this person or that, or even haunting 
certain places, after death. 61 

Clarissa, like Bernard, believes in a continued existence in 

others, after death. Her vision of uriity is connected to her 

religion, which opposes "the indomitable egoism which forever 
62 

rides down the hosts opposed to it ... " 

Woolf's often quoted passage from A Writer's Diary; "1 dig 

out beautiful caves behind my characters •.. The idea ls that 

the caves 

moment, I' 

shall connect and each come to daylight at the present 
63 

ha s 1 believe., never been adequately expla ined. It 

suggests the idea of a visionary unity beyond individuality, and 

it suggests elements common to all people, but it is not entire ly 
64 

congruent with ei ther idea. For in the state of visionary unity 

there are no caves, no separate identities to connect, and Woolf 

does not use "caves" to reveal common elements; each character 

reveals him/hers e lf sufficiently for obvious comparisons to be 

made. Thc passage implies the revelation of a connection 

between apparently incongruous individuals, and the perfect 

example is that of Clarissa and Septimus . 
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Woolf reveals the connection between Clarissa and Septimus 

in a notebook dated October 16, 1922: "Mrs D. seeing toe truth. 

S.S. seeing the insane truth. ,,65 Both are visionary; both perceive 

beyond time, space and matter . Both perceive the ultimate unity 

of all objects in existence. But for Septimus, the vision is of 

sole importance. His madness, anguish, and finally, his death, 

are the results of embracing a vision beyond corporea l existence, 

while having to bear the implementation of the material laws. He 

must either submit or escape, because for him there is no 

alternative to visionary reality . His conviction is tota l and he 

is therefore forced to escape and transcend, by death. 

Clarissa is not forced to make a choice because of her ability 

to develop both inner and outer selves. Woolf says: "Mrs 

Dalloway was originally to kill herself , or perhaps to die at the 
66 

end of the party. " Instead, Woolf complicates the breadth of 

response to the dua lity. She makes duality possible, by 

introdu cing degree into an otherwise clearly 'either-or' situation. 

Clarissa's visionary component is not more developed than her 

material, social self. Peter Walsh, in his ambivalence towards 

Clarissa, is able to love her visionary self, while being aware 

of her "social instinct,,67 which makes her "hard, arrogant, 
68 

prudish." Her socia l achievements rival her visionary 

profundity, so that her awareness of relation is equa lled by 
69 

her "damnable, difficult, upper -clas s refinement. " 

It is Clarissa's sense of individuality, of having an impene~ 

trable and forever lonely self, that prevents her from submission 

to vis ion. As developed as her v isionary self is, s he has a 

strong belief in separat e identity: " ... love and religion wou ld 
70 

destroy that, whatever it was, the privacy of the soul. " She 

i s able to find value in an impenetrable identity. She says 

And there is a dignity in people; a so litude ; 
even between husband and wife a gulf; and 
that one must respect, thought Clarissa, 
watching him open the door , for one would not 
part with it ones elf, or take it, against his will, 



from one's husband, without losing one's 
independence, one's self -respect - - something, 
after all , priceless> 71 

It is both limiting and valuable, to have a self. Clarissa can 

'walk the tightrope', finding s iqnificance in both the inner and 

the outer, the single and the united. Bernard must discover 

ultimately that he too prizes his self, whereas Septimus, unused 

to the idea of self, cannot cherish it. 

Clarissa Dalloway's duality lies in her ability to !"ecall, to 

assemble within one self, the disparate and various comp0nents 

which collectively make up a single identity. There is no moral 

comment from Woolf; Septimus was unable to achieve Clarissa's 

position. Her ability may be summarized as : 

That was herself -- pOinted; dart·-like; definite. 
That was herself when some effort, some call on 
her to be herself, drew the parts together, she 
alone knew how different, how incompatible 
and composed so for the world only into one 
centre, one diamond, one woman who sat in her 
drawing-room and made a me3ting-point, a 
radiancy . .. 72 
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Clarissa and Mrs Ramsay have the ability to create a coherence 

among those around them. Perhaps it is because neither of them have 

discarded a social self, and perhaps whereas it is far easier 

for a woman to submerge her self, when a man achieves it (for 

example, Bernard and Septimus) there is no question of return, 

only immersion in one's vision. Peter Walsh says Clarissa has 

the "extraordinary gift, that woman's gift, of making a world 
73 

of her own wherever s he happened to be. " 

Clarissa's duality, her lack of singleness of commitment to 

either material or visionary worlds, can be seen in a number of 

passages. The following passage contains succinctly her 

ambivalence: her admirability is hinted at, and her lack of 

depth at other times is clearly portrayed. The material world is 

lacking, but she cannot give it up. The visionary world is 

compellingly real and profound but s he will not sacrifice 



individual life, and all of the glittering, exciting moments which 

she, as Clarissa Dalloway, experiences 

Indeed, Clarissa felt, the Prime Minister had 
been good to come. And , walking down the 
room with him, with Sally there and Peter 
there and Richard very pleased, with all those 
people rather inclined, perhaps, to envy; she 
had felt that intoxication of the moment, that 
dilation of the nerves of the heart itself till 
it seemed to quiver, steeped, upright; --
yes, but after all it was what other people felt , 
that; for, though s he loved it and felt it tingle 
and sting , still thesp. semblances , these 
triumphs (dear old Peter , for example, thinking 
her so brilliant), had a hollowness; at arm's 
length they were, nut in the heart... 74 

Clarissa's abilHy to resist the pull from both materiality and 

vis ion is due to the tens ion within her towards each state. She 

ha~ more control over the impelling vision than Septimus does, 
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s i.nce her self is equally as invested in t he material world. Her 

reaction to superficiality, or negation of vision, is not one of 

abhorrence. She is aware of her des ire for the rewards of the 

exterrlal self. On hearing of Septimus' death, s he thinks 

Somehow it was her disaster - - her disgrace. It 
was her punishment to see sink and disappear 
here a man, there a woman, in this profound 
darknes s, and s he forced to stand here in her 
evening dress. She had schemed; s he had 
pilfered. She was never wholly admirable. She 
had wanted success, Lady Bexborough and the · 
rest of it. 75 

Clarissa's duality is not merely manifested by her indulgence 

in social life. The outer self of matter , of separation, la ck of 

communication, and contraction , in fact everything which inhibits 

vision, can be glimpsed in Clarissa. She often prefers solitude. 

Significantly, she knows this is a loss, a diminution of self 

Lovely in girlhood , suddenly there came a 
moment -- for example on the river beneath 
the woods at Clivedon - - when, through some 



contraction of this cold spirit, she had failed 
him. And then at Constantinople, and again 
and again. She could see what she lacked. 
It was not beauty ; it was not mind . It was 
something centra l which permeated; something 
warm which broke up surfaces and rippled the 
cold contact of man and woman, or of women 
together. 76 
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By accepting duality, Claris sa periodically is forced to relinquis h 
. . 77 

an expansive self: "somethmg central whIch permeated. " 

Claris sa is not able to cohabit the mutually antagonistic 

inner and outer selves without support. Her basic visionary 

impuls e (to transmit her perception of unity) is undermined due to 

the stress of a dual existence. She needs support; she requires 

her existence validated, instead of (as Mrs Ramsay does) 

perpetually validating others' existences : 

... there was the terror; the overwhelming incapacity, 
one's parents giving it into one's hands, this life, 
to be lived to the end , to be walked with serenely; 
there was in the depths of her heart an awful fear. 
Even now, qu ite often if Richard had not been 
reading the Times, so t hat s he could crouch 
lik e a bird and gradually revive , send soaring up 
that immeasurable delight, rubbing stick to stick , 
one thing with another, s he must have peris hed. 
She had escaped . 78 

The thought of losing Richard, of Lady Bruton having power over 

him, is sufficient to upset the balance of her delicate existence: 

... the shock of Lady Bruton asking Richard to 
lunch without her made the moment in which she 
stood shiver, as a plant on the riverbed feels 
the shock of a passing oar and shivers: so she 
rocked: so she shivered. 79 

Ha,vthorn grasps t he essence of Clarissa. As a tightrope walker 

s he has distinctly different selves or presentations, just as in 

every situation, the balance between inner and outer is weighted 

down to one side, then the other. At her party, the sca le is in 

the favour of her outer se lf; when she hears of Septimus' death, 



her visicnary values 'and self emerge. Yet shortly after, she 

emerges back into individuality. Hawthorn says: "Clarissa 

Dalloway is seen as an individual whose identity varies 
80 

according to the situation in which she finds herself •.. " She 

is at once distinct and subject to the laws of matter, and 

sufficiently aware of visionary reality, or sufficiently integrated 

into the whole, to declare: "She would not say of anyone in the 

world now that they were this or were that. She felt very young; 
. 81 

at the same tlme unspeakably aged." And her existence as a 

dual being both in and beyond time, able to exist without 

committing herself to either one or the other, makes her able to 

resist the demands of both, by her ability to move between the 

material and visionary worlds, 

Perhaps the reason for Clarissa's ability to retain a strong 

connection with the mat8rial world (and which would also clarify 

on the other hand, why she is able to embrace her vision utterly 

and courageously) is to be found in an early manuscript of Mrs 

Dalloway. Peter Walsh thinks: "She @lariss~ had always, 

even when he first knew her, a sort of timidity which in middle 
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age, becomes conventionality, and then its all up, he thought. " 

Her timidity restricts her visionary adventuring, and simultaneously 

results in her acceptance of the material world and its conventions, 

thus securing her position (which is a substantial one) within it. 

Like Bernard, Clarissa realizes that her vision must culminate 

in death for its fulfilment. And like Bernard s he refuses, at a 

critical point, to submit: 

She felt no pity for the young man who had killed 
himself; not for his wife; not for herself; nothing 
but pride; nothing but joy; for to hear Big Ben strike 
three, four, five, six, seven, was profound and 
tremendous ... she must go back; she must breast 
her enemy; she must take her rose. Never would she 
submit - - never, never! 83 

Claris sa's ultimate commitment is to live, and to accept the 

limitations of corporality. Since the vis ionary and material 

worlds are composed of mutually exclusive concepts and principles, 
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antagonistic to each other, a synthesis of both, in the individual, 

is difficult. Because of this, each character's commitment can 

be definitely stated; allegiance to one implies little more than 

curscry attachment to the other. Clarissa chooses life, though 

less vehemently than does Bernard. This is clear even in The 

Voyage Out, when she says: "I always think its living, not dying, 
84 

t hat counts. " 

Isa Oliver exists in a situation similar to Clarissa's. She is 

intermittently visionary, and is attracted to a state of being 
85 

beyond movement and time. She muses: "Heaven was changeless." 

However, she perpetually vascillates, as does Clarissa, between 

her visionary self, and her identity as a separate individual, 

engaged in a power struggle with her husband, and unable to 

deny the pleasure and security derived from materiality, and 

marriage J "pegged down on a chair arm, like a captive balloon, 
86 

by a myriad of hair-thin ties intc dom e sticity. " She needs to 

be convinced of (the illusion of)domestic bliss, to prevent her 

from relinquishing ties with the material world. She says of 

Giles: 

'He is my husband, ' Isabella thought, as t hey 
nodded across the bunch of many -coloured flowers. 
'The father of my children.' It worked, that old 
cliche; she felt pride; and affection; then pride 
again in herself, whom he had chosen. 87 

Woolf's metaphysic, based on the incompatibility between 

the material and the immaterial, could not conceivably provide 

the visionary with any choice except death. Her dichotomy, if 

restricted to an opposition between inner and outer, or private 

and social, might have made provision for the possibility of a 

reconciliation, by means of a social revolution. But Woolf 

involved the principle of materiality, thus forcing herself not to 

contradict the laws of matter, when positing a solution for the 

visionary. Materiality is only overcome by death, and Woolf 

was consequently obliged to align death with visionary freedom. 

Only once does Vloolf suggest that an upheaval of present social 



conditions might solvE' the dichotomy. This i s t he life Eleanor 

Pargiter wis hes for , .when she thinks : 

There must be anotiler life, she thought, sinking 
back into her chair, exas perated. Not in dreams; 
but here and now , i n this room, with living 
people ... Th is is too short, too broken. We 
know nothing, even about ourselves. We 're 
only just beginning, she thought, to understand , 
here and there. 88 
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More probably , however, Eleanor longs for a less corrupt , 

institutionalized society. An end to oppres s ion, poverty, c lass 

distinction, war, and hypocr isy wou ld alleviate , but by no means 

solve, the visionary's situation. 

By aligning visionary reality with death, Woolf is faced with 

the difficult task of describing the nature of such a reality and 

the status of a deceasetl individual in such a scheme. Woolf ' s 

discussion of the disembodied, privileged narrator in the Pointz 

Hall Typescript (later to become Between the Acts) reveals the 
89 

difficulty of such an undertaking. I quote Woolf's discus s ion of 

the di;o embodied narrator: 

But who observed the diningroom? Who noted the 
silence , the empt,ness ? ... This presence certainly 
requires a name , for without a name what can 
exist? .. . Certainly it is difficult, to find a name 
for that which is in a room, yet the room is empty; 
for that which perceives pictures knife and fork, 
also men. and women; and describes them; and 
not only perce ives but partakes of I1h~m , and has 
acces s to the mind of darknes s. And further 
goes from wind to mind and surface to surface , 
and from body to body, not surface or depths, 
but a common element in which the perishable is 
pres e rved, and the separate becomes one. Does 
it not by this means create immortality? And yet 
we who have named other presences equally 
impalpable -- and called them God for instance or 
again The Holy Ghost, have no name but novelist 
or poet, or sculptor or musician, for this greatest 
of all preservers and creators ... 90 

Firstly, the disembodied may be related to the numerous 
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transmitters of vision in Woolf's novels. They are both "preservers" 

(of the true nature of reality) and creators (for they create a 

form for their expression). Their task is to record, externdlize 

or make public their perception of es sences. And the central 

issue concerns the status of such a transmitter. It has no single 

identity, for, in its vis ionary perception, it becomes part of the 

reality it perceives. It is omniscient, for it has direct access to 

essences. Its gift certainly lies in its transmiss ion abilities, 

though the problem of isolating its own essence is complicated. 

It is the same as attempt ing to define the visionary aspect of 

any of Woolf's major characters. The visionary person may be 

circumscribed only because he/she is in part bound by the la ws 

of matter. However, as soon as we isolate the vis ionary 

component, which is the sole active component, in the act of 

the transmission of vision, we lack tools with which to describe. 

This is important; Woolf can describe visionary characters only 

insofar as they are material, and pertain, in part at least, to 

materiality. Further , the contents of the vision may be 

described (albeit imperfectly) as can the effects of vision on the 

total spiritual/physical entity. But the visionary component, 

the immaterial being , escapes all attempts to capture it. 

Woolf's discussion of visionary narrators concerns all 

transmitters (artists) and further, it concerns a ll those who are 

visionary, for the visionary transmitter must obviously first be 

visionary. Nowhere is this essence described, for by definition , 

it is not single and has no separate self. It defies limitation , 

separate identity and materiality, in order to be vis ionary . 

The implicati<!lns of t his discuss ion are enormous , for Woolf 

is questioning the nature of the existen·C:e of the vis ionary world. 

What is its ontological status? As difficult to define as God 

or The Holy Ghost. It can only be defined in t erm s of what it is 

not, which is the same as saying it can only be defined in terms 

of the material world, for which we have suitable means of 

description. 

Death is an end in two important senses in Woolf's fiction. 
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Firstly, it is the only means of embracing a vis ion which 

transports one beyond flux and movement. In another sense it is 

a goal; it necessarily follows life. One may react in various 

ways to this revelation. Cne may say that the life principle 

(which caus es one to ba, and caus es one t o ceas e to be) wins 

cut ultimately, and that vision is to some degree impotent. 

Secondly, one could say the reverse; since two conflicting 

trends lead to one goa l, vision triumphs ultimately over the li fe 

principle, for one must die and therefore achieve visionary 

existence. Thirdly, one could view the two reactions teleologically, 

and declare them equal, sirice t heir goa ls are identical. Woolf, 

I think, suggested none of thase. In fact , it appears as if no 

resolution , no fina l account, cou ld be made . This is just so, she 

seems to say . There is effort , or there is none, and although 

both converge ultimately (the subject must d i e), effort i s clearly 

advocated as preferab le. 

Woolf offers no explanation as to why both activities 

converge. However, based on -Woolf's own beliefs one may 

guess at an answer, whereby the question is not solved but is 

dissolved. Being is a unity , and life is the process whereby 

existence is resolved into a number of distinct material units . 

These eventually dissolve , and return to the unity of being . This 

idea, intrins ic to Woolf (though often only implied) may render 

the above question senseless . But it provokes a further question, 

namely; "Why do separate embodiments occur?" or; "Why does 

life occur? " or, if we accept that life occurs , then why does 

the completion of the cycle occur, in other words, why does 

death occur? The answer may lie in the concept of the cycle . . 

This may be described as the primary life principle; life is a 

series of cycles , and a ll that is embodied undergoes cyclical 

movement. And if one accepts the idea of cyclicality , then one 

may find it easier to accept that the cyc lica l principle is the 

operative principle in a movement in which life itself is one 

state of being . But one has no explanation as to why cycle is 

the primary principle of being. The problem remains unsolved. 



There is an inexplicable element in Woolf's metaphysic, and if 

one sidesteps the problem at one point in Woolf 's metaphysic, 

one must face it, in -a different form, at another pOint. One 

asks any of a series of inexplicable questions . For example, 

one could reverse the order of the questions asked , by beginning 

with: "Why is cyclicality the principle of being? Why is one 

born? Why cjoes one die? Why do effort and acceptance both 

converge, and achieve the same end ultimately?" Jean Guiguet 

prompts this entire line of questioning, by being unresolved as 

to the natur e of Rachel Vinrace's death. Guiguet says: "We may 

wonder th en what is the meaning of this victory which is a defeat. 

Is it not that Rachel has accomplished her voyage out a lone, has 

reached the haven of unity and peace, while the others remain 

tossed on the ocean of division, of multipliCity, of uncertainty 

and suffering? ,,91 One wonders whether the death is victory 

or defeat. Septimus achieves a visionary state of being, but 

throughout the novel Woolf stresses that the likes of Bradshaw 

have forced him to commit suicide, and have in fact defeated 

him. Perhaps a third death in Woolf's novels may help us to 

understand Woolf's attitude to the problem embodied in all of 

the above questions. Rhoda ki lls herself. She is re -united , 

surely, though here there is no question of Woolf's attitude; 

Rhoda is defeated, because of a lack of self. Bernard's effort 

is clearly given more praise, though he and Rhoda must 

ultimately achieve the same end, along with, for example, 

Percival (their hero) and Bradshaw (the villian) . 

What we are left with then, is an undaunted preference , in 

Woolf, for effort and exploration, rather than acceptance, plus 

an insurmountable question. Woolf's novels deal thoroughly 

with effort, types of effort, and what this leads to (in terms of 

life and death). In fact , this may be the central is sue in Woolf's 

novels, though Woolf cannot proceed beyond Bernard's 

discoveries: his anger at discovering the pOint at which effort, 

and the lack of it, converge in death. For him, the convergence 

is inexplicable, for his final movement towards unity will be his 



ultimate defeat. So too for Woolf. Yet life for Woolf was not a 

passive affair. She says in A Writer's Diary: "This is <:llso to 

show that the theme 'effort, effort, dominates The Waves; not 

the waves; and personality: and defiance ... ,,92 This is the 

effort of the individual, of all six figures in The Waves: to achieve 

that which they strive for. Ultimately Bernard tries to transcend 

the waves, to find that only in death is this possible. The effort 

and the wave, the will and the overpowering rhythm of life, 

pos ses sed the penetrating and res ilient mind of Virginia Woolf, 

of whom Edward Morgan Forster said: " •.• she was tough, 

sensitive but tough. ,,93 
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